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PREfACE 

This research into Transcendental Meditation was undertaken in 

Durban, Natal between July 1975 and October 1977. My grateful thanks go 

to those teachers and members at the Centre who opened their doors (and 

sometimes their secrets) to me. Without their co-operation T.M. would 

have largely remai"ed visible only from the outside. Within the text 

all names have been altered. 

It is with some mixed feelings however, that I a~ not able to 

proffer the same set of definitions of the organisation as those 

held by ~peopl8 involved. It may be an idosyncracy of science, (or 

even its major contribution,) that it challenges the"taken-for-granted"of 

the conve~tional common-sense world, and where this comes into conflict 

with deeply held beliefs one is aware of violation. But if it · is neceseery, the 

scientist dare not eschew iconoclasm. 

lowe much thanks to the sound advice and patient concern of my 

supervisor, Professor H.L.Watts, and to the interest, a~d time given to 

me by many others in the Sociology and associated Departments of Natal 

University. These have saved me from the worst of my follies as well 

as having made some useful suggestions. My thanks are also due to Rita Gerrish 

and to Disne Qusrrie for making good typographical order out of disorder, 

and to Berbara De Wit for much willing help • . finally acknowledgement 

goes to the Human Sciences Research Council who made available the funds 

with which this resesrch was undertaken. The views expressed in this . . 

essay do not necessarily reflect those .of the Council however.; the work 

is entirely my own, and has not been submitted for any purpose to any 

other University. 
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ERRATA 

p.8 Lines 11 - ·12 - "suppre'ssio veritas" should read "suppressio veritatis" 

p.ll Line 21 - "as an act" should be inserted after ''Meditat'ing''. 

p.52 

p.64 

p.65 

p.71. 

p.73 

p.76 

Footnote - . "kiya" should read "Khaya". 
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Line 14 -: The fifth v.ord should read "proselytisation". 

Line 14 - Inverted carmas after "language" should be anitted . 

Line 11 should read "ruoong many . of the ..... " 

Line 13 - "personal" should read "personnel" 

Footnote - "Tertulliani" should read "Tertullian". 

Liile 6 - "White' should read ''Whites''. 

Line 11 - "transcient" should read "transient". 
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The Probla. 

In August 1975 I stumbled ~pon T.".(1) "y own personel life 

had' been difficult for several months following illness, job 

difficulties i academic problems and general depression. 1 went to 

learn to meditate because I felt I needed something to help me cope 

with a world that somehow seemed "out of control". A few months 

previously a friend of .ine with a history of neurosis had told me 

that Transcendental "editation had given her new strength to cope 

with herself and her social world. Through regular meditating the 

T.M. way she had gained in confidence and had felt ahe had uncovered 

new resources of energy to tackle her problems. At the time I had 

had no parU.cular problems, but must have stored away this information 

in the recesses of consciousness, to be retrieved for a "rainy day". 

When my personal crisis arose not long after, I followed her example. 

Part of my problems were concerned with my own academic work. 

I had embarked on a study of the Christian Science community in Durban, 

but when it came to seeking personal contacts I had drawn a blank. 

raced with what I now realise is a fairly usual problem in sociological 

research into religious groups, 1 was despondent and felt a failure. 

Honesty of purpose had compelled me to state the nature of my interest 

in Christian Science while seeking interviews, and this had had the 

effect of closing the doors. Christian Scientists did not apparently 

want to be studied. Officials were suspicious of sociological motives, 

and would divulge nothing about their membership, not even their number. 

One leader assured me that Christian Scientists were not a suitable 

object of study since they were "just ordinary people", thus i.plying 

an anony.ity that balied their very deviant ideology. At Christian 

Science services I was frequently approached by people who recognised 

my strangeness to the group, and who offered hospitality, asking if I 

were perhaps "on holiday" from another city, but on acquaintance I 

found theee individuals reluctant to talk about their own involvement 

in Christian Scienca, and even less forthco.1ng 'about their beliefs and 
, , 

the effects of such beliefs on their daily lives. Their religion seemed 

to them to be an area for private study - perhaps even an unsuitable 

topic for social discussion - inti .. t., personal, and,only when , 

(1 ) 
This abbreviation for Transcendental Meditation is in common usage amon9 
the group. 



difficulties arose,for discussion with their Pr~ctitioners or other 

, :leaders. Each other's company \lias sought, but lIore for ease of society 

and the unspoken communality of belief than for frank discussion of 

experience and norms of the belief system itself. 

1 had come to Transcendental Meditation to acquire th~ technique 

of relaxation, as advertised in their literature; I was amazed, 

therefore, to find that it appeared on first acquaintance to have the 

characteristics of a religion. The enigmas of Christian Science were 

equalled here, though in considerably different form. 
I 

Here was an organisation which purported to be "not a religion, 

and not a philosophy"; that declared at its introductory meeting ~hat 

it \lias "nothing but a technique for relaxing". But its rooms and 

offices were filled with tne symbols of Hinduism, of incense and 

statuettes, and above all with pictures of the rounder, Maharishi 

Mohesh Yogi, looking beatific ' and benignly down from almost every 

wall. Maharishi (as he ,is popularly called) wears a white robe; his 

beard is whita and as flowing as his hair, and clasping a flower, he 

looks out over every gathering in T.M.'s official rooms. 

Anomalously, the walls are also papered with reports of scientific 

studies, c;onducted into the "physiological"', the"psychological" , 

"sociological" and "eCOIOgiCal"(1) benefits to be derived from T.M. 

Improved intellectual performance, psychological adjustment, academi~ 

achievement and general physical and mental well-being result, according 

to these studies, from regular meditating the T.M. way. 

Can this phenomenon, this "collective behaviour" ,be described as 

science or religion? Is it a profit-making business enterprise? Is 
it based on belief or a technique? And if it should be categorised as 

! re1i~ion, then what kind, sociologically speaking? Oenomd.na tiD.(l 

sect, or cult? Or is it a new eMergent religious type, arisen to meet 

new social needs? These and other questions arose at closer acquaintance 

with the T.M. community. What need was there in the local community that 

was apparently being met by , T."? What sort of person came to learn to 

meditate the T.M. way? If their need was religious, then why did its 

followers elect to join T.M. rather than some other religious body? Wh@t 

( 1 )T .fiII. ' has its own understanding of this term. 
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attraction did a Hindu-based organisation have in a predominantly 

Christian culture? Why in a race-prejudiced South African city did 
(1 ) 

a Hindu, and origin~lly Indian, ideology take hold? And finally 

how mercenary were ~he organisation's aims, and how important was the 

profit motive for its organiser,s? 

Wi th these questions in mind I decided to attempt a sociolo'gical 

study of the group, abandoning my already abortive at~empts with 

Christian Science. 

Getting Accepted 

, Having decided to make the Transcendental Meditation community 

the focus of my research project my first problem was to obtain access 

to the group, not as a member, but as a sociologist. I naturally feared . ' 

a repetition of the rejection , that I had experienced from the Christian , 

Scientists. Religious groups perhaps tend to be furtive, as with de,viant 

or "criminal" groups. Although not usually beset by public opprobrium 

(as with many deviants) they may fear ridicule or perse,cution, and this 

may incline them towards reticence. Since religious behaviour and 

belief have a supra-rational basis, ( altho'ugh.' bet i efs , ma y' be' 'obje'ctifled) 

observation may not be readily welcomed. Moreover there is a tradition 

in some bourgeois Western Societies which regards religieus discussion 

as outside the bounds of conversational conventions. Along with subjects 

like sex, and possibly political beliefs, some middle-class cultures 

abjure the subject of thar own religious belief,s and practices. trom 

the standpoint of privacy any group should have the right to resist or 

resent being reaearched, but religious groups as with deviants, may 

feel more sensitive in this regard than most. DOuglas(2) writes that 

the people who are to be studied can be expected to ask themselves what 

is in it for them. Questions like "Why is this outsider studying u~?" 

"What is he up to?", indicate an insecurity and suspicion about objective 

searchlighting. 

But the above takes for granted that the researcher approaches the 

group with a direct request ,to research them. An alternative method is that 

of coveTt study, which involves gaining access to the group by passing 

onaself off as something other than a researcher and therefore by 

(1) See AppendixA~for discussion on anti-Indian feelings among Durban's 

White group. 
(a) 

Douglas, Jack D. (ad.) Research on Deviance. Random House New York (1972) p.S 
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feigning personal involvement beyond one's academic purpose. Douglas 

says this .. y involve the researcher in 'what he considers to be a 

question of .orality. He asks 

"Is secret research immoral and if so, should 
it therefore be rejected by sociologists? •• 
the field research developed by the Chicago 
sociologists ••• generally involves the 
aS8umptlon that secret methods are both 
ineff'ecti ve and immoral.!' (1) 

They may be ineffective says Douglas, b.caus~ it sometimes happens that 

the researcher who has the group's confidence will be given access to 

information which would not be normally available to members. And if the 

methods.ra ineffective, the issue of morality is irrelevant. Douglas 

concludes that the Chicago s~hoQl's 

"argullent seems to bs thst their long experience 
in the field has shown them thst the definition 
of oneself as a resesrcher does not significantly 
affect the findings and it lIay lead to more 
useful infor·mation." (2) 

although he adds that these two alternative methods themselves have not 

been researched, so their relative efficacy r emains s peculation. 

In Doomsday Cult Lofland relates how he and two other researchers 

sought access to deviant religious groups in Northwest Town in the 1960s. 

They had previously had the door literally and metaphorically closed on 

them when they asked to be admitted, hoping to be taken as people with 

"genuine" interest in a new religious group. Lofland comments: 

"The evening was dark an~ cold and we had 
turned up the collars of our trench coats, 
which apparently gave us police-type 
appearances. When we told God's Nessenger 
that we had seen his ad. and had come to 
meet him, he stammered that he was unable 
to meet with us as he was laaving the country 
the next day, and he slammed the door." (3) 

Later Lofland was quite readily admitted into another religious community 

after acknowledging his research purposes. But his two colleagues, 

feigning personal interest, were trapped by the pressures of the community 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

ibid. p.S. -!.!U.2. p.? 

lofland, J. Doomsday Cult. Prentice-Hall Inc. New Jersey (1966) p.2?D. 
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to get them to convert, and could not endure the 'psychological tension 

of persistent subterfuge. Rather than confessing, they opted out of 

the group, and therefore out of the research altogether. for Lofland 

the reasons for his acceptance were unanticipated. Writing of the 

Leader's responae to his request to do research among the group he says 

"I was surprised ••• to find her not only receptive 
but enthusiastic about the project. In fact she 
cast me in the role of chronicler of the beginning 
of the New Age in America ••• she felt the ne.d of 
a ••• detailed account of what happened in the early 
last days. People in the New Age would want to 
know what things had been like in these times." (1) 

These examples serVe to show that fears of non-acceptance by the self

confessed researcher may be unfounded for reasons he cannot always 

anticipate. Equally those who feign personal interes~ and ~uppress , 

their ' research intentions, may be unexpectedly thwarted if only 
.. 

by their own fear ~f - '. being found out. There is however. an element 

of gamble in the situation, and once the die is cast there can be no 

altering the stakes. 

In my own case, despite having made a direct JPproach to Christian 

Scientists and having suffered rejection, I nevertheless adopted the 

same strategy with the T.M. authorities. This ti.e I was successful. 

Certainly I was now an initiated meditator which meant that I was "one 

of them". (A sin. 9ua non for all association with this group.) Since 

T.". is advertised as specifically "not a religion" but a scientifically 

validated technique, my request to research them fitted in to their own 

prof.ssed respect for science. 

from the outset I admitted that I ~ished t~ look at T.~. ' from the 

perspective of the sociology of religion, but this too left them undaunted. 

I told them I was interested in religious groups and felt the T.M. 

community fell into this category. But their unshakable conviction that 

they were involved with science, not religion, triumphed, and my cause 

was now accepted without argument and apparently without suspic,ion. 

Not only did it, and they, appear to have a different idea from 

myaelf about the etatus of T.~., but also, I suspect, aome ambiguity 

prevailed over the definition of sociology. Laymen generally seem to 

!!!!!!. p.272 
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have a garbled idea ·of the soci~logical task, and here was no exception. 

The teacher whom I approached about my project had herself been 

previously employed as a market researcher and I suspect her expectations 

of sociology were more positivistic than are generally justified. But 

T.M.'s "scientific programme" in general allowed the idea of socio

logical research a natural acceptance. T.M. itself has "research 

institutes" in Europe and conducts many allegedly scientific investiga

tions,"establishin/the benefits of the technique to body and mind. 

If physiological and psychological research had verified T.M.'s claims, 

then sociological research could only do likewise. Thus this R81ve 

Wscientism" formed the preconditions for the acceptance of my proposal 

to do research into their group. What Europe was doing, Durban could 

do as well. (1) 

Through these misconceptions I gained acceptance, not merely as 

meditator (and therefore as part of the group) but as researcher. I 

was paraded with some pride on account of my status in the group as social 

researcher. 

Despite Douglas's admonitions about "methodological puritanism" 

I must confess to some guilt feelings about · my quasi-deception. My 

involvement with T.M., once I decided that they offered something other 

than "a technique for the releasing tension", would certainly not have 

survived long without my academic interest. In itself, my chance discovery 

of an alternative group to Christian Scientists relieved me of the stress 

and depression that had initially caused me to "go to" T.I'I. 

The group's belief in their own scientific open-mindedness, together 

with their unswerving confidence in T.I'I.'s mission of universal salvation, 

(1) 
In fact T.M. does have graphs and f~gures which purport to "validate" 

its technique "sociologically". These graphs and charts show figures 

relating, inter alia, to the rehabilitation of prisoners who had been 

taught T .1'1 .. ', to T .M. 's part in the "curing" of marajuana smokers; and 

to improved management/worker relations in factories. Generally their 

implicit definition of sociology makes no allowance for socialogy's 

challenge to the presuppositions which are the common wisdom of our 

society; a challenge which ~st be a88Bntial'to - the sociological taek. 
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provided an atmosphere of friendliness and invulnerable optimism within 

which I worked. They did not appear to feel threatened by my enquiries, 

-no matter how far I penetrated, although I was aware of a degree of 

"inside" knowledge(which I could not reach) in the possession of the 

very top hierarchy, at _ the Centre. This did not inhibit me unduly, 

however, as the overt functioning of T.~. was sufficiently interesting 

to my research in-tentions. Nevertheless I was mindful that our 

divergent interpretations of the function of icience and of sociology 

had given me an entr~e to T.I'I. which was based on a situation of 

somewhat less than total honestY,and I did nothing to disabuse them of 

their expectations of my project. For this, the sin of suppressio 

veritas, I have to ask forgiveness in the name of science. 

Methodology 

The foregoing discussion iMplies participant observation as a 

research method. My introduction to T~~. being first as a participant 

and secondly as an observer made this method both obvious and natural. 

As a member of the group I spent many hours helping with initiation 

formalities, working with other T.~. members in the kitchen, attended 

lectures, residence weekends and other group meetings. from all this 

I gained insights and information about the group, its beliefs and 

its problems. 

But my research did not end at this level. Since the teachers were 

willing to give me membership information, I asked for access to 

membership forms - those filled in by initiates - revealing demogr~phic 

and more personal matters. This information had been collected 

confidentially, however, and the ethics of allowing it to pass beyond 

the properly accredited authorities was debated between the teachers. 

In the end I was allowed access to this information, but it was so arranged 

that no names were attached to the information divulged to me. In this 

manner 1 ,was able to "know" every apparently relevant fact about membership 

but without personal detaIl. The data were statistically analysed. 

1 worked many hours with one -or another of the teachers in the transference 

of this information from their files to mine, and this in itself exposed 

me very profoundly to the T.M. situation and meanings. From these 

teachers I learned their level of commitment, the inconsistencies in 

their beliefs and their manner of -reconciling -them. Other research _methods 
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were also used; 1 made much use of literature and newspaper cuttings, 

as well as analysis of T.M. display and other publicity material. 

Informal interviews were also conducted with many of the T.M. 

members _ these form case-studies. I conducted these interviews 

without schedules, and without tape recordings. I had considered 

the advisability of asking members to allow the discussion to be tape

recorded, but 1n the end 1 decided that as much of the information 

sought and given wss autobiographic, I could do harm by "inhibiting 

spontaneity by this expedient, even if other methods involved loss of 

accurate detail. 1 therefore merely asked individual members if 1 

could interview them about their experience of meditating. Usually I 

went to their ho •• s but on a few occasions they came to mine, or else 

we met casually in the garden of the Centre. My first objective was 

to put the interviewee at his or her ease; " this I attempted to do by 

making the interview as Much like an ordinary conversa~ion as possible. 

As soon as the interview was over, I resorted to peper and attempted 

to re-create not only the information 1 had gained, but also the idiom, 

the atmosphere of the interview, and to some extent the interviewee's 

personality. 

The study thus has a multi-faceted methodology, although it is 

predominantly participant-observational. I have attempted to follow 

Becker's(l) formula for approaching a research subject which 

involves . "community "that is not well-known to the researcher 

in advance. 8ecker says the first involvement should suggest the 

"problems" (this ha~ already come about). The second is to examine 

the community for the "incidence" of these problems while the third 

should be the incorporation of the individual findings into a model. 

The fourth and final stage involves the 'presentation of evidence and 

proof ". 1 have taken these remarks as guide-lines for this essay. 

A final word is necessary about my approach to the T.M. community. 

In writing up this essay I have been mindful that my perspective veers 
from that of T,M. as a total movamant to the T.M. community in Durban. 

While one axe~ focus.s on the doings of Maharishi at 5e8lisberg, the next 

may consist : of case studies of members of the Durban Centra. This has 

been nece.sary because of the c~o.e association of tha tw~and of the 

(1) 
Becker, H. Sociological Work. Method and Substance. Transaction 

Books N • Y. (1977). 
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dependence of the Durban community on Seslisberg in ideol ogical and other 

respects. The local community is essentially an offshoot of the central 

T.M. organisation. This itself is important for the understanding of 

T.M.'s expansionist ambitions, for a grasp of the meaning it has for its 

members especially for the core group, and for an understanding of its 

organisational structure. 



5 E C T ION I 

THE CO~~UNITY AND ITS AIMS 
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CHAPTER 1 

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION 

(i) Introducing T.M. 

. In common parlance, the term Transcenden~al Meditation refers 

both to the activity - (T.M. is that which one learns), and to the 

name customarily used for the organisation promoting that activity. 

Strictly speaking, however, the organisation should be called by a 

broader name, since meditating the T.M. way is only part of what it 

proMotes. The official name for the organi.ation, in fact, is the 

International Meditation Society, but teachers, students, and the public 

in general know the organisation as Transcendental Meditation, or 

merely as ~. 

To make matters more complicated, the Internetional Meditation 

Society (I.M.S.) incorporates two other affiliated societies; with identical 

objectives, namely the Student Intarnational Meditation Society, and 

the Spiritual Regeneration Society. But to the ordinary meditator, or 

even to the committed follower these ramifications are of no import, 

and are .probably not even ~nderstood. Thus the organisation . and its 

activity are both described as T.M. 

Besides promoting T.M., or the activity of meditating, the I.M.S. 

exists for the promotion of the ideology and cosmology described by them 

as the Science of Creative Intelligence (S.C.I.)(l) This is taught as 

an adjunct to T.M. itself. Meditating is the first principle of the 

organisation . since its teachings are based on the belief that action, 

or the practical, precedes the theoretical. The answer .to all human 

problems begins at the level of learning, or teaching others, to meditate. 

In this thesis, the term "T.M." will be used to refer to both the 

organisation and to the activity of meditation as they teach it. 

There is in fact 8 parallel between the tacit subsuming of the 

theoretical or belief system under the name for the activity of ~edit8ting, 

and the hypothesis that behind the pragmatic front of T.M. there is a 

quasi-religious ideology, despite official denials.(2) 

. (1) 
Later, 1n 1911. courses on Siddhis were introduced for "advanced" 
.embers. ~ee pp ~9-31. 

(2) See p.65. eleo Appendix C p.185a-192h for atat .. ent 0' T.~.'e policy eRd 
belie'e. 
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Maharishi Mahesh Yogi - and the Early Days 

T.M. was founded in 195B by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, who continues 

to be the leader of the organisation and to preside over it from a 

position of apparent total power from its headquarters at Sellisberg 

in Switzerland. The name Maharishi Mohesh Yogi means the "Blessed One"; 

it is a conventional name, and as such was bestowed on Maharishi at 

the time he took orders as a Hindu monk. It is thetefore not the name 

that was given to the Leader and Founder of Transcendental Meditation 

at birth~ This name, if anyone in the Western World knows it, is 

considered unimportant, as is all the personal history of a man like 

Maharishi who has, in a sense, been "re-born·in the tradition to which 

he is heir. Thus it is that little is known of Maharishi's early life, 

and where there is rumour or repute, myth is probably blended with history. 

It seems that Maharishi was born in a.ngipur, in Central India, 

in about 1913. He was undoubtedly reared as a Hindu, and steeped in the 

traditions of tolerance, eclecticism and certain asceticisms such as 

vegetarianism. As a young adult, Maharishi studied Physics at the University 

of Allahabad, where he obtained a degree in that discipline, but while 

still a student he met the man who was to be his teacher for thirteen 

years, Swami Bramananda Saraswati (this name, too, is descriptive rather 

than a means of personal identification). This man had spent most of his 

adult life as a solitary monk before he was persuaded to become the 

Shankachayara of the Monastery at Jyotir Math. Una Kroll quotes the late 

Dr.Radakrishna(l) as describing Swami Saraswati as the "Vedanta Incarnate",(2) 

indicating that as a Holy Man, he had authority and respect in the finest 

and most respectable Hindu traditions. The story goes that Swami Saraswati 

was surrounded by eager pupils who came to sit at his feet and to learn 

from him. When Maharishi joined the throng of pupils who sought his 

wisdom, it was not to sit at his feet, but rather to sweep his room and 

to care for his physical needs, to offer a service rather than to 

receive his wisdom alone. One day, according to the story, Swami 

Saraswatl, turning from the other students, said to Maharishi simply 

"You are the on.1" This pronouncement was taken to mean that Maharishi 

was his chosen disciple and successor, and thus Maharishi became the 

favoured pupil, and Swami Saraswati trained and guided him in the path 

that he was to follow, thus becoming his guru.(3) , 

(1) 
Kroll, Una - T.M. a Si9npost to the World. Dalton, Longman&Todd, Dondon 

(2) See~los8ary. (1974) p.l9 
(3) 

" " Thi •• tory wae told by • M.ditator who had .tudi.d in 
Sleli.b.rg 
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Maharishi claims that Swami Saraswati in this way declared that 

he should take the message of Hinduism, of India, and of the East, into 

the rest of the world in the form that was subsequently described as 

Transcendental ~editation.(l) The basis to this "message" was far from 

new, being contained in essence in the first chapters of the Bhagavad Gita, 

the sacred Hindu scripture which dates from the fifth century B.C.(2) 

After the death in 1953 of Swami Saraswati, ~aharishi is reputed 

to have taken up a hermit's life for two years, observing a vow of 

silence and isolating himself from human society. When he emerged from 

this state at the end of the 1950s, he declared that he was ready for 

his mission. This mission was to go out into the world and to preach 

his message in accordance with Swami Saraswati's dictates, and his 

interpretation of the Bhagavad Gita. ~aharishi does not deny his debt 

to his Hindu tradition, wearing always the simple wMite robes and 

beads of the Hindu monk, and allowing his uncut hair to take its own 

course - as with his beard, around his face. But particularly he 

honours Swami Saraswati at all times, ensuring that his portrait is 

placed behind him as a back-drop when he lectures, or is televised or 

video-taped. T.~. followers repeat the words Jai Guru Dev with a 

reverence that is reminiscent of a religious formula, and these too refer 

to Swami Saraswa ti" meaning tI thanks Guru Dev". 

Maharishi first set up an organisation which he called the 

Spiritual Regeneration ~ovement, the aim of which was the spiritual 

regeneration of the world. To this end he founded a community in India 

at Rishikesh at the foot of the Himalayas on the Ganges which he called 

the Academy of ~editation.(3) 

The repute of ~aharishi first reached most Western ears through 

publicity accorded to hi~ by the Beatles. During the 1960s this popular 

group of musicians had assumed something of a cult among the dissident 

youth and student political Left. The Baatles, by name John Lennon, 

Ringo Starr, Paul McCartney, and Gaorge Harrison, "discovered" Maharishi 

,and went on a pilgrimage to join his Ashram in Rishikesh. 

(1) This in itself is a departure fro~ Hindu traditions, since as a 
religious group Hindus do not prose1,tise. 

(2) Maharishi himself has since producad a translation of and commentary on 
. these first chapters of the Bhagavad Gita • . 

(3) 
According to some stories ~aharishi's method of meditating was not 
generally well received in India when he first launched it. 
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Una Kroll writes: 

"When Maharishi had begun teaching his method 
to the Western world in 1957 he had burst on 
to the television screens at a time when the 
media were fascinated by the 'third world'. 
Esoteric movements were given publicity ••• 
much of the publicity was ••• focused on the 
personalities of those people who learned to 
meditate. Among these were the Beatles who 
departed with the Guru to Rishikesh when they 
were at the height of their popularity." (l) 

Although the exercise was not a success for the Beatles (they 

allegedly did not like Indian food) the publicity it occasioned marked 

the beginnings of success for Maharishi. 

After this, Maharishi started to travel about the West, spreading 

the "word", and using any available lIIeans of communication and publicity, 

adapting his message to the local conditions. This adaptability is 

generally characteristic of the T.M. movement, and has sometimes proved 

to be a source of suspicion to Westerners, reared in a more rigid 

religious tradition where the sacred and the secular are often distinct. 

It is also told at the Centre how Maharishi and his followers 

were interviewed at their Ashram in Spain ~n the early 1960s, by a 

B.B.C. television team. At this time the people who gathered around 

Maharishi were mostly the Hippies and the flower Children of that era. 

Disenchanted with Western Society and its values, these groups 

experimented with drugs and many explored other life-styles and values 

such as those offered by Hinduism or the Orient in general. "aharishi's 

group in Spain thus consisted largely of drop-outs; young people whose 

appearance ·was unconventional by traditional Western terms, often with 

long hair and bare feet and shabby clothes. They were disposed to sit 

about in groups, contemplative and unconcerned about conventional ·values 

relating to work and industry. Maharishi, seeing the resultant B.B.C. 

programme, saw himself depicted as the centre of a community of social 

outcasts and rea~ised that his message to the world was probably not 
" - . likely to gather momentum so long as his .spiritual regeneration was 

identified with a community that was ~ostly distrusted or ridiculed by 

the Establishlllent. Maharishi thus decided on a change of image,. and a 

(1) 
,op.cit. p.ll. 
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change of approach. Ha declarad that his followers should adopt the 

appearance and attributes of the Establishment, and he also inaugurated 

a system of advertising and publicity to promote his ideals in the 

idiom of a Western business enterprise. His justification for turning 

his attention to the higher socio-economic classes and away from the 

'~ispossessed"t was that any ambition for world-wide membership must 

concentrate on those in influential places in order to obtain the 

largest number of conversioris$l)This was a shrewd political move from 

any standpoint. It heralded the beginning of T.M. as we see it today -

an organisation which makes no apol~gies for trying to convert business

men, government leaders, students and others in privileged or influential 

positions. Thus T.M. adopted the image of affluent conservatism. (2) 

It is officially argued that if T.M. enhances serenity, concentration 

and sociability etc., then the world could benefit most from those in 

positions of responsibility and authority learning to' meditate the T.M. 

way. Those with influence in the world of men, selt-evidently can 

spread more good, if they wish to, than social underlings or outcasts. 

While this decision heralded Maharishi's present publicity techniques, 

it was also the beginning of T.M.'s subjection to scientific scrutiny. 

This two-pronged approach of affluence, (both of image and of focus) and 

science is probably responsible for the fact that today T.M. speaks of a 

world membership of between one and a half and two million meditators 

in about 18,000 centres. It may thus be classed as a highly successful 

enterprise. 

But Maharishi himself remains extraordinarily enigmatic. 8y 

contrast with the opulent and conventional image of T.M., he is ascetic, 

un-Western, reputedly keeping one day a week in silence and solitude, 

and sleeping only a few hours a night. His energy is l~gend, and he 

exerts a strong hold on his entourage despite the apparent incongruity 

between them and himself. 

Ca~pbell, a follower of Maharishi's, a meditator and a medical 

doctor, writes this of his impressions of Maharishi: 

(l}Thi8 story is commonly told at the Cantre. 

(2) 
Sae pp.189a-190, 192a-193 Mota a.pecially photographs ot T.~. 
parsonnal (P.192t,l92g) and T.~.Ac.d •• y in 8ritain (p.l92h). 
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ft ••• "aharishi hiMself was at first sight a 
disappoint.ent. I do not quite know .hat I 
expected a great spiritual teach.r to be like, 
but c.rtainly I did not .xpect this tiny 
figure, constantly bubbling over with laughter. 
H. was disconcerting, he .. de .. think of • 
blob of .ercury, bright and .abi1e, unpr.dictab1e, 
i~DS.ibl. to seiz •• The only thing I "was .ure 
of ... thet he w.s totally unlike anyone 1 had 
ever .et. We soon realiz.d however, that all 
thesa superficial iMpression ••• r. be.id. the 
point. It .. s "contrary to all .y in. tinct and 
habits of Mind to ad.tt .uch a thing, but I .aw 
the "aharishi wa. .0 original a t.acher that ~ 
nor .. l standard. at Judg •• ent wer. quite 
inappropriat •• " (1) 

" Today'. T.". centra i. in Seeli.b.rg in Switzerland but the organisation 

operates in most ·WaatarA· and .any Third World countries a •• ell. 

Maharishi is said to divide his ti .. bet.ean the.e, spanding .uch of it 

in the Unit.d Stat •• whar. T.~. has a widespread and extensive tollowing. 

"aharishi h.s not visited South Africa, deterr.d no doubt by the Apartheid 

syste~ " which would" operate against his free Movament in the country, probably 

prev.nting him "'rom addre.sing hi. tollowers howsoever ha wi.had, thus 

introducing a ·politica1" e1.ment by forcing upon .ember. the tact that 

T.M.'s leader i. a "non-white". His tacit r~cognition ot South Atrica 

by vi.iting tha country would po.sibly al.o focus attantion on T.M. by 

outside political agencie., thus introducing it to an arena 0' controversy 

presently occupied by business investors, sportsman .nd entertainera. 

(1) Ca.,be11, A. S.v.n stat.s at Con.ciou.n.... Go11ancz, London (1974) p.30. 
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(ii) The T.M.Method 

Although much has been written about Transcendental Meditation, 

its instructors insist that it cannot be learned from a book. The 

correct technique of meditating has to be, and can only be, taught 

personally by a teacher, and on an individual basis. This is in 

the ~ tradition. Thus while the peraonal instruction is preceded 

by group' introductorY lectures, the technique is actually handed on 

in the master-pupil tradition. Every teacher of the technique has 
, 

in turn been taught at a properly accredited T.M.Teaching Centre, 

usually in Switzerland. So that, despite the claim that the technique 

is easy and simple, it may only be iMparted by authorised teachers, 

in a face-to-face situation. 

The person who wants to learn to meditate will find that he ~s 

asked to pay an approximation of one week's salary or wages for the 

tuition. Anyone may attend the two introductory lectures(which are 

usually well advertised) without payment,but initiation, which involves 

the individual instruction in the techniques ~f meditating, is under

taken only on pay.ent. No doubt this payment has the latent function 

in the student's experience of assisting in positive results. A 

person who has parted with a fair amount of money for the privilege 

of learning to meditate must be serious in his intent in the first place, 

and thereafter is unlikely to admit readily that it has not lived up to 

iti promise, nor is he likely to give the technique less than a fair trial. 

Having attended the introductory lectures, people who wish to learn 

to meditate are asked to have a brief peraonal interview with the teacher. 

This interview consists of questions about health and other problems, 

and the teacher may ask the person confidentially whether he or she is 

"on drugs". Anybody learning to meditate is asked to give up drugs 

(only the illegal ones) for a fortnight before being initiated. The 

teacher establishes a degree of intimacy with the student at this time, 

especially by asking if he or she may call the student by .her forename. 

The initiation cere~ony ·requires that the initiate brings wit~ her -

as well as the ~ee - some fruit, some flowers, and a new white handkerchief. 

The latter is returned to her after the ceremony, but the others are 

taken by the teacher as a contribution to the livelihood of the community. 

Initiation is by means of a ceremony, attended by the teacher and 

student alone, at which the . student is given her mantra. This is a 
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Sanskrit word which is chosen on the basis of a sacrat formula, and 

becollles the individual's secret and intimately private "possessi~n". 

The .antra is especially chosen for the student by the teacher on the 

basis of information divulged to him at the private interview which 

preceded the initiation, and forms the "core" of the initiation 

ceremony, and of the meditation technique. Students often speculate 

about the basis on which the mantra is chosen, some suggesting that 

it is something to do with birthdate, name, or profession, since 

teachers maintain that if a student ware to give the same information 

at ano·ther time, or to another Centre, the same lIIantra must necessarily 

be given to them. A sort of superstition surrounds the mantra 

e.ngendered by this secrecy. 

Meditation is to be practised twice a day, from henceforth, 

each time for an advertised "fifteen to twenty minutes",(l) and after 

the initiation ceremony the individual meditator is , theoretically at 

least, launched. (2) 

Kroll writes the following of the initiation e~perience: 

"It is certain that trust and obedience have been 
invoked before the student has sver reached the 
starting point. The surrender of money and 
initiative into the hands of a teacher creates 
a relationship of mutual responsibility, and 
initially, of dependence of pupil on guru. The 
pupil is encouraged to disclose his experiences 
as he goes along so that difficulties can be 
straightened out". (3) 

What Happens in Meditation 

The official explanation of what happens in meditation requires en 

exposition of the T.M. philosophy of mind, as well as a more general 

ontology. 

At the introductory lectures, students are t~ught that the mind, 

before it learns T.~., knows only three states of consciousness, viz., 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) · 

(4) 

Actually the practice of meditating takes at least 25 mins. twice a 
day, because · a1 though· everyone is initiated into the 20 minute 
-span", · once initiated one is advised to "go into" and "collie out of" 
meditation slowly, so that several extra minutes are obligatory either 
sida of the actual meditation period. 

S.e pp •• D-42 tor detailed deecription ot tbi. aer.-.ny. 

op cit. p.3S. 

See 
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Waking, Dreaming and Sleeping. In meditation, a fourth state is 

encountered. The silent repetition of the mantra results in the mind 

-"diving" from its superficial level of wakeful consciousness into a 

depth which is described as the level of "pure awareness". This reachi ng 

down into a deeper and new state of consciousness is referred to as 

"transcending". It is here that one reputedly encounters "pure thought", 

and in this state one supposedly 10s88 thought altogether, so that the 

mind becomes a blank. At first this state is only rarely encountered but 

with practice, this "thoughtless depth" is more and ~ore -frequently 

touched upon. 

This "diving", which is achieved merely through repetition of the 

mantra, is described as an encounter with the "subtler" levels of thought. 

In the diagrams which are presented to the classes, thoughts are 

represented as bubbles, arising in the area described as "pure awareness", 

and rising with increase in size and"grossness", until they reach the 

level of "normal" consciousness, at which stage they are described as 

"gross", as opposed to their "subtle" beginnings. Through the repetition 

of the mantra, the mind "dives" to this encounter with "subtle" thOU9ht.(1) 

With regular practice and employing the correct T.M. techniques, 

it is claimed that this state of Meditation Consciousness can be retained 

on a permanent basis. This condition is referred to as Cosmic 

Consciousness, and is the fifth of the allegedly seven states of 

consciousness that T.M. claims its student may achieve with perseverance.(2) 

It must be repeated here that no effort is required in order that 

this ideal state may be acquired, save that of setting aside fifteen 

to twenty minutes, twice a day, for the purposes of meditation. Effort 

of concentration in the meditation experience is considered misplaced, 

and positively harmful to meditation. The stud8~t is repeatedly warned 

against "forcing" the mantra, or worrying that his' mind tends to stray 

into other thoughts during meditation. "Gently bri~g the mind back to 

the mantra without forcing it", is the advice offered for apparent loes 

of concentration on the mantra in meditation.(3) 

-(1) 
See Appendix C, p.l74 

(2) S8e Campbell A. op.cit. 

(3) Thie explanation of T.~. ie given at the introductory lecture. 
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When this fifth state of consciousness is attained and the 

individual is said to have achieved Cosmic Consciousness, he or she 

is said to be g~ven a new mantra and to undergo further initiation. 

Beyond Cosmic Consciousness is said to be God Consciousness, the sixth 

state, and finally is what Mat~rishi calls Unity, the seventh state ; 

of all of this little or nothing is said to the beginner student save 

that it leads to the final state of Enlightenment.(l) 

These later stages of spiritual or " .Consciousness" evolution in T .M. 
are · not discussed in any detail by the teachars asEhere is 
a general reticence abowt personal experiences in meditAtion, and 
especially discussion of one's own level of achievement along this 
evolutionary path. 
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(iii) T.M.'s Claims and Aims 

Transcendental Meditation describes itself in one of its leaflets 

as "a natural technique that everyone can learn easily and use effectively". 

It produces "a unique state of restful alertness that dissolves accumuiated 

fatigue and .restores normal physiological and psychological functioning ••• 

Measurable benefits ••• arise from the regular practice of T.M. twice 

daily for twenty minutes".(l) Results promised range from better all

round health and more energy, to more creativity, improved intelli,ence, 

increased self-confidence, sociability and job-satisfaction, and improved 

inter-personal relationships.(2} These are the promised .rewards at an 

individual level, but from these otherson a social level are inferred. 

One booklet~3~ublished by the organi~ation, cross-tabulates the 

qualities of Adaptability, Stability, Integration, Purification and 

Growth, with Physiological, Psychological, Sociological and (C010giCa1(4) 

benefits to be derived from the regular performance of T.M. 

It can be seen that the claims for T.M. are far-reaching and al1-

inclusive; it claims to be effective in reducing a host of physical, 

psychological and social problems, and offers scientific evidence to 

validate these contentions. 

Through improved "brain-wave synchrony" the individual's psycho

logical and physical processes benefit, and this, it is claimed, results 

in his better integration and harmony with society. 

T.M. purports to bring benefits to the world through resolving 

individual problems .and securing their better social adjustment. Beginning 

with the self the movement reaches outward to its goal of univer.sal 

.salvation. Thus 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

"Research indicates that an individual meditator!. 
influence upon his community is so profound that 
any community, city, province or nation can easily 
reach phase transition within a few months". (5) 

fulfilment. MIU Publication No.Gl89. MIU Press, West Germany (unpaginated) 

ibid. -
Fundaments :'of Progress. MIU Press USA - , ... 
See footnote on p.3. 

One in a Hundred. Lithograph pamphlet distributed by T.M. Centre 
in Durban (unpaginated). 
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Phase tr'ansition is the name given to the moment when, according 

to Maharishi, en.ough. individuals in a given community are meditating 

to make an appreciable difference to the quality of the life of the society, 

through the influence of their good psychological and social adJustmen~. 

for phase , transition to occur it requires 1% of the community to be 

practitioners of T.M. 

"When 1% of a nation is living in accordance with 
the laws of nature by practising the technique 
of Transcendental Meditation for 15 minutes 
morning and evening, an ideal society will 
automatically be developed - a society without 
illness, suffering, lack of productivity, 
reduced inrlation, no mistakes, no problems".(l) 

This condition is also referred to as the Maharishi Erfect. 

This technique which promises so much reputedly brings benefits to 

the individual almost immediately, so that he or she does not have to 

endure years of p~~ctice or learning before there are practical benefits 

from meditation, as with most other forms of meditation. These benefits 

also increase as they accumulate in the form of a stress-rree mind and body. 

Elaewhere the T.M. is said to runction: 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

"To develop the rull potential of the individual 

To improve Governmental achievement 

To reelise the highest ideal of education 

To eliminate the age-old problems of crime 
and all behaviour that brings unhappiness 
to the ramily or man 

To maximise the intelligent use of the environment 

To bring fulfilment to the economic aspirations 
of individuals and society. 

T~ achieve the spiritual goals of mankind in . 
this generation." (2) 

Science or Creative Intelligence 

The organisation's April-May 1977 Newsletter(3) offers the following 

derinition or the Science or Creative Intalligence:-

(1) . '!!WI. (unpaginated)t 

(2) ~. (unpaginated). 
(3) 

Se~. Appendix C ,.1810. 
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"SCIENCE - A science is a systematic investigation 
by means of a repeatable experiment to gain useful 
and testable knowledge. 

CREATIVE - Creative means having and displaying 
creativity. Creativity is t he cause of change 
present everywhere at all times. When active 
it generates new expressions enriching to life, 
progressive and evolutionary in nature. 

INTELLIGENCE - Intelligence is a basic quality 
of existence exemplified in the purpose and 
order of change. 

CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE - the single and branching 
flow of energy (creativity) and directedness 
(intelligence) is called creative intelligence. 

SCIENCE OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE - the Science of 
Creative Intelligence includes the experience and 
knowledge of the nature, origin, range, growth 
and application of creative intelligence." 

The Newsletter goes on to add that the science "aroee from the major 

discovery that there exists in every human being the constant source of 

intelligence, energy and happiness and that this source can easily be 

drawn upon by everyone for spontaneous use in everyday life through t~e 

pra!=tice known as .. : Transcendental Meditatiorri
,. Thus Transcendental 

Meditation is the means whereby Creative Intel!igenc~ is tapped, and 

this may be scientif ically validated. 

In fact the courses of SCI conducted at 

the Centre are reputedly not so much descri~tions, or analyses of 

experiments in this line, but are 

of the beneficial effects of T.M. 

the explanations and reaffirmations 

Thus the Science of Creative 

Intelligence i8 something different from the reputedly scientific 

research that has been conducted into effects of T.M.(l) 

SCI will be examined briefly. In the same way that it is claimed 

that T.M. can only be taught through live contact, so SCI is only 

acc.ssible to those who wish to study it through the "live" Bord of 

the master, Maharishi. Courses which are conducted et the Cantre~ comprise 

33 OR. 'hour . lectures over approxill8tely 2 months. The price (1975) fo r 

the course was R70 per adult, with reduction for students~2)The lectures 

are 
(1) 

(2) 

in the for. of colour videotepe recordings. Maharishi ha •• 1'9 
S •• Appendix C pp.115-180 tor i11uatration . ot T.".'e ·Scientitic· 
a~lyais ot the ettects ot .edit.tion on the brain and other phY8io
logical tunction •• See al.~pp.192d-. tor ·.cieAt1t1c· analys1e. 

Se. Appendix C p.18Se. 
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written a book entitled the Being and the Act of Living(l) which is 

available at the Centre for the sum of R15, but it -is emphasised 

that this in no way duplicated the experience of the lecture course. 

The Centre "does not run courses of SCIon a regular b~eis, but only 

if it i9 justified by the number of students who are interested. 

Much emphesil;! is given to "the value of doing the course .. during the 

introductory lectures, and enrolment forms are distributed. The 

Centre also conducts other lecture courses, for which SCI is a pre

requi~ite. These ere described as "SCI and Western Philosophy", and 

"SCI and Physics", both of which are lO-lecture courses, and cost 

R25 each. These two courses, in addition to 5/6 weeks of lectures on 

a twice weekly basis, also involve a weekend in residence for which 

extra payment is charged. Thus to underteke all the coursas offered 

at the Centre costs an adult member some hundreds of rand. 

Mahsrashi speaks of SCI in other lectures and publications, (such 

as those given et residence weekends), besides his lectures in SCI 

courses. He refers to Creative Intelligence as "The impelling life 

force which expresses iteelf in the evolutionary process creating and 

ordering" all form~ and relatio~ships in the univerae·~2) This force has 
, 

its own "Unmanifest Natura", which is described as "Pure Intelligence, 

Pure Existence, Pure Consciousness, the Source and Substance of all 

Craation, External and Non-changing". ~aharishi also asserts that "the 

whole range of creative intelligence, Manifest and Unmanifest is open 

to experienCe"(3) and " the means for ex~eriencing the Unmanife8t aspects 

of Creative Intelligence is the T.M. technique. Through the "state of 

least excitation" - the goal that may be reached through meditation, 

the individual mind makes,contact with this Creative Intelligence. 

This contact is restorative, revitalieing, activating the individual 

to greater productivity and self-realisation. At no time is the 

objective of T.M. given a. contemplation, or the ulti .. te goal es 

inactivity or withdrawal. Meditation itself is described as a atate 

of restful al •• tnse., and the aame paradox is repeated in the idea that 

the retreat into meditation "has greater activity and better worldly 

performance a. its objective. 

(2) 

(3) 

International S.R.M. Publication, Offizini Chr.Schentele Stuttgart (196' 
" Gar .. ny, also published in paperback as Transcendental Meditation 
George Allan , Unwin, London (1968) 

Creating an Ideal SOCiety. .ERU Preae Publication, W.GarMany (1976) p. 

!W p.8. 
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The World Plan 

It was earlier suggested that "aharishi's intention is to improve 

society by the improvement of the individual within it. 

"One per cent practising the Transcendental 
~editation Technique will create ideal 
societies, ideal nations, and an ideal 
world." (1) 

Maharishi thus envisages a reformation on a world scale. A World 
" " 

Government will preside through the authority of T.~. over the entire 

population of the world, governing through the following ~inistries:-

Ministry for the Developllent of Conscfousness 
(thi8 to be composed of "the m08t eminent 
saints from every country ••• "). 

Ministry of Natural Law and Order. 

Ministry of Cultural Integrity and World 
Harmony. 

Mini8try of Education and Enlightenment. 

~inistry of Prosperity and filfilment. 

Ministry of Information and Inspiration. 

Ministry of All Pos8ibilities - Research 
and Development. 

~inistry for Capitals of the Age of 
Enlightenment. 

Ministry of Health and Imllortality(2) 

The goals of the world government are described as follow8t-

(1) 

(2) 

"To give " the successful people of the world 
knowledge and procedure for "gaining even greater 
success in their field. 

To bring' together the most outstanding people froll 
all walks of life in order to integrate, harmonize 
and enrich their diverse interests through the 
unifying elements of consciousness. 

To enable successful people to better fulfil 
their responsibility of upholding progress and 
ensuring harmony and happiness for all. 

ibid. p.S. 

1tWl, P.1S9 " 
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To create a wave of confidence in the future 
of mankind's most enlightened individuals. 

To establish perfect harmony between the 
diverse cultures of the famil¥ of man while 
simultaneously maintaining the integrity 
of each. 

To inspire community leaders with the knowledge 
and experience of the infinite potential of 
pure consciousness, the field of all possibilities, 
the basis of all success in life. 

To raise all levels of collective consciousness -
family consciousness, community consciousness, 
national consciousness - thereby creating an ideal 
society in each nation and perpetuating the Age 
of Enlightenment for all generations to come." (1) 

The Age of Enlightenment 

ror seven days at the beginning of 1975 Maharishi observed 

total silence in Switzerland. Coming out of this state he announced 

that he would inaugurate the Dawn of the Age of Enlightenment, three 

days later. Hectic preparations ",ere put ,into operation, and it was 

arranged that the Inauguration should take place fro. the middle of 

Lake Lucerne. The flag ship of the lake's fleet was hired for the 

purpose, and the event was apparently attended by "1,000 teachers ••• 

members of the World Press, ••• distinguished scientists and national 

leaders of this vast world movement." (2) 

The organisation desc,ribes the Age of Enlightenment as being 

characterised by the continued evidence of the full development of 

individual life, and of orderliness and balance throughout the 

'environment .. (3) • M'aharishi himself, in ,his hour-long inauguration 

speech suggests that in the scientific age there is no need for any 

nation to continue living with problems, thus conflating the 

metaphysics of T.M. with science, and this in turn with '''unbounded 

happiness, harmony, peace and fulfilment". 

He is q'uoted as saying "t.hrough the window of Science I see the 

Age of Enlightenment", and in answer to the question (often posed by 

would-be meditators), about the justification ~or the announcement of 

any dawn at all when most see the present world as turbule.'nt and 

(1) ibid. p.15e 

(2) i.t!i.9. p.39 
(3) ~. p.32 

, 
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discordant, he is quoted as saying "when the darkness is great, then 

light is needed most. So the time in the world, the situation in 

society is also very momentous for the onset of the Age of Enlightenmentll.(l) 

Enlightenment is explained in terms of t~e following categories, 

The Individual, Society, Health, Education, Progress, Culture, Government 

and World Peace. These are the central concerns of T.M, the concepts 

most frequently referred to in Maharishi's video-tapes, and lectures. 

But no attempt is made to analyse, explain or operationalise any of the 

concepts. T.M. takes them as unproblematical. 

T.M.'s Scientific and Academic Claims 

A recent MIU publication claims that T.M. is "verified by quantum 

physics, verified by personal experience, verified by scientific research, 

and verified from Vedic literature".(2) Notice boards at the Centre 

proclaim reports of research programmes conducted into the efficacy and 

benefits of T.M., and a publication entitled Collected papers(3) is 

available at the Centre for details of these programmes. 

The Centre has charts and graphs on display, printed by MERU Press 

in West Germany, and disseminated from Se;lisberg, purport~ng to 

establish the scientific validity of the T.M. technique. These "research 

programmes" are gathered under the following headings: Physiology, 

Psychology, Sociology and Ecology. 

Most research programmes have been conducted by T.M. personnel at 

the two T.M. universities, one in Sellisberg and the other at Santa 

Barbara. An expensively produced publication of some 400 pages also tellc 

of University courses that may be taken in SC1~ and a~sociated "disciplines" 

outside of the T.M. universities. It reports that · 

"Th. first credit-bearing course in the Science of 
Creative Intelligence was offered at Stanford \ 
University in 1970 and was attended by over three 
hundred and fifty students •.• similar credit courses 
have been offered at more than thirty AMerican 
Universities since that time, including Vale, 
Harvard and the University of California at 
Berkley." (4) 

(1) ibid. p.ll. 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The SCientffic Age Rising to the Age of Enlighten •• nt ~ERU Press, W. 
MERU Preas, W.GermanY(1975} Germany 1975 (unpaginat 

IWIahar1shi Interna.~.io~~.l J,J'p-~~ers!~; .Catalogue 1974-75. 

MERU Preaa W.Ger~.ny p.6. ; 
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The excerpt does not add for which degree or diploma the course in 

question gives credit, nor does it add whether these courses were 

introduced into the nprmal University curriculum, or were in fact 

part of the credit that ~UI offers towards its own "degrees". 

T.M. "degrees" are obtainable from Maharishi Inter~ational 

University, an institution which is independent of any particular 

geographic locality, but which conducts courses wherever it finds 

a large enough student potential. Degrees include Transcendental 

Meditation Teaching Certificate, undertaken over three months in a 

Forest Academy, for which a high school diploma is the entrance 

requirement; 8achelor of Arts and 8achelor of Science for which the 

same entrance requirements as above are asked, and which takes a 

minimum of 36 months in residence (although four of these are counted 

as vacation). Apart from SCI the other subjects studied are described 

as itA vision of all Disciplines in the Light of SCI", and include 

Astronomy, Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology, Law and Government, 

and most academically recognised disciplines, as well as Vedic Philosophy 

and The Laws of Thought, Knowledge and Consciousness. The student may 

go on to do Masters, or even a Doctorate in Arts or Science. The Ph.D. 

may be undertaken in Vedic Studies, in Psychophysiology of Evolving 

Consciousness, or in SCI. The former consists of "Courses and Seminars" 

and some field work; some considerable time spent at the For •• t Academy, 

and is climaxed by a qualifying examination. SCI Doctorate requires 

research and thesis, and has a final examination (oral) as well.(l) MIU 

also plans to broadcast on a global basis, so that individuals may study 

at home, thus aiming at "Microwave links, rebroadcasting stations and 

teachers of SCI in every village, town an~ city." (2) 

T.M~'s handbook Creating an Ideal Society lists the cou~tries in 

which they claim scientific research into T.~.·s benefits to human 

living are currently being conducted "in over 200 universities and 

institutes in 26 countries.,,(3} The primary areas in which research 

is at present being conducted are listed as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

ibid. p.lOD-lll 

!2!2. p.xix · 

~p.cit. p.98. 
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' ~geing and Im.ortality 

Health 

Education 

Crime 

Industrial Development 

Agriculture 

Cultural Integrity 

World Consciousness 

(as well as) the experimental research conducted by "ERU Centre for 

the Study of Higher States of ConsciousnesS'. (1) 

T.~. personnel .oreover,attend scientific symposia in all parts 

of the world. Creating an Ideal Society(2) lists no fewer than six 

congresses and conferences at which their representatives have given 

presentations during the ten months between June 1975 and April 1976 

in Europe and one in the United States. These symposia were convened 

by UNESCO, United Nations, Polish Physiological Society, FAO, PHI o'elta 

Kappa, Liverpool University and finally a ' San Diego Biomedical Symposium. 

The topicS of the conference related to most of the declared areas of 

research listed above. 

The resident Faculty Members of MIU at Santa Barbara are listed 

in the MIU Catalogu~ for 1974/75(3). Most have degrees from recognised 

Postscript - New Prospects ' 
academic institutions. 

At an evening meeting at the Centre, Pete», a teacher who has just 

returned from a six-month study course at a T.M. institution in Switzerland 

tells the assembled meditators about the latest develo~ment9 at MERU 

(Maharishi European Research University). 

The developments in techniques to attain E~lightenmBnt have made 

spectacular advances in ~ecent months, he says. Maharishi, and T.M. are 

at last achieving world-recognition; Maharishi himself has been appointed 

Spiritual Adviser for the whole of India by no less a person than the 

Indian Prime ~inister, while the research that was being conducted at 

MERU has resulted in its recognition by scientists allover the world 

(1) 
~. p.98 

(2) 
op.cit. p.S!. 

(3) ,S •• 'Appendix E p.2,28. 
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and ~ERU has become "the world's leading scientific institution". 

The new developments are described as techniques to enable the 

meditator of a few months' standing t~ advance to Unity Consciousness 

(the sevent~ and final state of Consciousness), without having first to pass 

through the fifth and s~xth stages of Consciousness. At this 

stage the individual's mind-body, co-ordination is the outward and visible 

evidence of his spiritual condition. ~ost generally this evidence takes 

the form of levitation. Anybody, Peter stressed, who had been through 

this advanced teaching can expect - if he follows the technique correctly -

to be able to levitate. 

Levitation must not be thought of as an end in itself however, but 

rather as an exemplification of mind-body unity, through the control of 

the body's responae to gravitational forces. This sort of control was 

part of Natural Law, and through this advanced form of T.M. the Natural 

Law is uncovered and comes into operation. During the meeting the talk, 

however, continued to centre around levitation itself. 

Anyone who wishes to achieve the Seventh State of Consciousness 

without going through the previously necessary earlier states, must 

meet certain initial requirements. They must have meditated ~egularly 

for at least six months before they are eligible for the preparation 

course. If they have meditated for between six months and three years, 

they require eight weeks' preparatory training before the Siddhis(l) 

are taught. It is actually through learning the Siddhis that the Sevent,h " 

State of Consciousness - and levitation, is achieved. People who have 

meditated for between three and five years need only six weeks of 

preparatory training. 

This preparatory training is conducted only at a residence course 

of a special kind. No more than fifteen, Maharishi has declared, may 

embark on a residence course for this purpose at anyone time. tor 

the convenience, of meditators, it may be staggered , over a period of 

months, or even years, although a week's enrolment at a time is the 

minimum requirement. The function of the course is to "adjust the 

nervous -system" for the final instruction of the Siddhis ~n mind-body 
control and for levitation. 

(1) 
See Glossary_ 
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The cost of the preparatory course runs at R26.00 per day 

("the price of bed and breakfast at a Durban hotel" quips P.te~). 

This means that the meditator, having a total of eight weeks' preparation, 

must pay R1456 merely to reach the threshold where he may be taught tc 

achieve the promised new phase. 

Asked why Maharishi only now proposed this short-cut, and why 

only now spoke about levitation as an index of spiritual achievement, 

Brian replied that Maharishi never promotes a technique or an idea 

until it has been substantially proved by scientific research. Recent 

research at MERU has now established a scientific basis for levitation 

in terms of the Transcendental Meditation techniques, and thus Maharishi 

feels confident "now in promoting it. 
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tHAPTER 2 

LIrE AT THE CENTRE 

(1) T.~. ~e~er. and "a.tinQ. 
In August 1975 the Durban T." ... mbe~.hip figures stood at 1,465, and 

two year. later at the co~letion of this research, they had reached over 

2,100. Thu. in approxi .. ~ely two years the .e~ership had grown by 50%, but 

. considering that the organisation had only begun ln Durban ln 1972, this 

represents a drop ln enrol •• nt froa approximately 488 a year betwe.n 1972 and 

1975, to about 350 a year for the years 1976 and 1977, a 25% 'all-ott. 
During 1975 the Centra was enrolling .. ~er. at an average rate ot about 50 

a week, but the recession that .ffectad South Africa, beginnlng ln 1976 

reversed thl. upward swing in T.~ ... ~ershlp ju.t a. lt aftected much of the 

tor .. r prosperity. 

Who join. T.~. ln Durban, and how does the ~rganl .. tlon opsrate? "saber

.hip, perhaps .urpri.ingly in the · iight ot classic litersture on the SUbject~l) 

.. n and wo.en join in equal nu~er.(2). As is to be expected in~ a -Whits

suburb, aost of the individusls who run, or who join T.~. are White South 

Africans, althOugh there is a s .. ll proportion of Indian and Atrican .. aber •• (3) 

Since everyone connect.d with the organisation MUst of nece.sity be a asditator, 

the African servants employed by the Centre ~st also b. initiated .. ditators. 

Other Atricans who are members are aostly do .. stic servants from the surrounding 

White suburb. Indians who Joined T.~. were froa the upper classes judging 

by their appearance, and .ingled with characteristic caution with White 

.embera at social and other functions, apparently pre'erring to keep to 

themeelves rather than risk rebuff. In this they were .. rely typical ot 
the uneasy racial aixing that is only occasionally .n~ountered in Aparthaid

dominated South African cities. No Africans wers recorded· at socials or 

.. etirigs. 

Tho.e who learn to .editate belong to the aiddle to lower aiddle 

socio-econoeic cle.ss.(4) with a predoainance of white collar workers (23.3%) 

over arti.ans (16~8%) and professional workera (9.0%). Housewives for. a 
.ize .. 1e proportion of .. dit~tor. (21.4%) suggesting that the wo .. n ·not 

gainfully e~loyed either have .ore need to reliave -.tre •• ~, or _ore liberty 
to explore new phen ... na a. advertised. 
(1) 

ot. "--, W. Seot , Cult in Alberta 1955 on the predoainance ot wo .. n in 
cults and .ect. in Alberta. 

(2) See A"endix 8 taa.1.t(b),,~ ·lYe pp. 169 &: l7C. - - . _. 
(.3) See Appendix 8 table 11 p 168. 

(4) See Appendix 8 table VII P.171-
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Stud.nts (11.8%) form another large group, but .ince T.". conducts 

introducto~y m •• tings en the University ca~u. it is to be .xp.o~.d tha~ 
their .. ~.rs would b. large. Artists for. 3.8% of the total •• ~ership, 

sugg.~ting that those engsg.d in i .. ginativ. oreation are disproportionataly 

open to •• oterio .ov.~.nt •• 
The .. rital .tatu. or .. ~.rs ie a reflection of the high proportion of 

youths a.ong .e~.r.(l). Although n.arly halr (.6.96%) or .. ~ers ar • 

.. rri.d, n .. rly a ... ny (43.69%) ar •• ingla and only a ra .. ind.r or 9.36% 

are coll.ctiv.ly divorced, s.parat.d, .ngag.d or widow.d. 

In 1915 the Centre was run by thra. full-ti .. t .. ch.rs. Th •••• two 

Men and a w~n. liw.d at the C.ntr., and enjoy.d a cl08e fri.ndship of 

which they oft.n spoke in atrong tarme. The two •• n had b.en ball.t danc.r., 

and had lat.r run an antique .hop b.for. b.co.tng T.". t .. ch.re. Th. wo .. n 

had be.n .~loy~d a. a .. rket r •• earch.r by a co.pany b.ror. b.coaing 

involv.d with T.". 

By 1911. d •• pit. the rall-off in .nrol •• nt. the C.ntr. e~loyed eight 

full-ti.e t.achers although onl~ three war. in re.idence. On. of the original 

thr.. was •• rvin9 a. National Pre.id.nt and had th.r.for. mov.d to National 

Headquart.rs in Cape Town, so that five additional t.ach.r. had joined the 

Centre in all. Both the two original t.achers had had period. a .. y froa the 
" C.ntr. during which ti.e they had don. adwanc.d cours.s in T.". in Seelisb.rg, 

1n Switz.rland. Th. ano .. ly b.tw.en the incr.ased numb.r of t.acher. and the 

fall-off or •• IIIb.rahip is explained by the fact that the ".xternal" teachers 

work eol.ly on co .. iss~on paid in ·cr.dit.-. 

In order 'f d.gr.e of co..tt .. nt to the C.ntr •• after the full-ti .. 

t.ach.rs, w.ra the partly qualifi.d t .. oh.rs (it is posaibl. to do the firat 

part of a t.ach.r'. training at local Centr.s, but the 'ull 'qualiticati,on can 
" only b. obtained by. a cour.e in S •• liab.rg), and a, 'ew oth.rs who had don. 

so •• of the adwanc.d course. such as SCI, or who war. r.gular attendant. at 

T.~. w.ek.nd cour ••• and oth.r functions.(l) Beyond th ••• wa. usually to b. 

found newly initiat.d _ellb.rs •• 0" of whoa. int.r •• t in T.". r ... ined, but 
aDstly th.y tend.d to drift away aft.r a few w •• ks or IIOftth •• ' Of the 1 •• 65 

.. ditator. in 1915 a r.latiw.ly small nullber app.ar.d to .. intain any contact 

what.w.r with the C.ntre. Since the introductory lecture .~hasia.d 

indiwidual fr.edo. of assooiation, this was n.t d •••• d a failur. on tha part 

of the C.ntr., although considerable .fforta w.ra .. d. to .. intain so .. sort 

or coh •• ion a.ong the group, or involvement a.ong thoa. who wer •• nrollad. 

0' tho •• who r ... inact involved with the C."tr. th.r. ar •• at any on. ti .. , 

(1) S •• Cantr.'s Notic. of th.s., Appendix C pp 181d, 112b, l82c, .t al. 
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a~out 20 _ 30 individual.. Thi. group i. 'airly loo.a, and .ubJect to .0 .. 

'luctuation both in siza and cont.nt, but i. 'ir •• nough to b. d.~cr~b.d a. 

a cora-group. Th ..... ~.r., who .re .ost 'ir~y ca.a1tt.d to T.~. u.ually 

a180 Ob •• rv. it. in'or .. l .dicta r.garding tobacco, alcohol and the .ating 

0' maat.(l) Alth,ough T.". o"icially advocat •• only .. ditation as a source 

ot r.laxation, advanca.ant in it. taach~ng laad. al.o to tha incorporation 

ot yoga ax.rci.a., and the.e cor ... ~.r. will u.ually be 'ound to practi •• 

yoga as wall a. "di~tiaA.(2) 
~o.t T.~. 'unction. ar. attandad by a large proportion 0' the cora-group, 

and the ' r •• t 0' the .tt.ndanc. is uaually co~ris.d ot new .. ~.r., although 

a. with .. ny organisation., tunctions ottan attr.ct tho •• ~o ar. not active, 

but who ·turn up· 'ro. ti .. to ti... Th.e. tunctions are held on a tairly 

r.gular basi., .nd u.ually con.iat 0' a lecture giv.n eith.r by a t.ach.r on 

e .pacial .ubJ.ct, or .pecial occaeion, or al.a by "-hari.hi on Vid.o-tape.(3) 

A. wall •• this th.r. ie alway •• 0 .. att.~t at trat.rni.atian, .nd .e~ere, 

who are advi •• d 0' th ••• 'unction. by nawsl.t\.r, ar. invited to bring a 

plat. 0' 'ood a. w.ll as pot.ntial conv.rt. a.ong thair tri.~d.. Th ••• 

tunctions ar •••• n a ••• condary to the .. in activity ot the Cantre - that ot 

d.liv.ring introductory and advanc.d l .... ~a. or cours •• and ot initiating 

.embers. Fr.qu.ntly .embers are invit.d to ~ring .u.ical in.truments to 

the ..... tings .0 that the occasion .ight develop into a teetivity, although 

latt.rly this ha. wan.d in popularity. The C.ntr. thus att • .,ts to .ak. 

its.lt the 'ocus ot aocial li'e as w.ll as a place 0' -learningw. The.a 

qua.i-.ocial .v.nte may be occaeion.d by the raturn ot a t .. cher 'ro. 

Switz.rland, a t.acher'. birthday, ot the -birthday" ot the Cantr., or .van 

by a n •• d to c.l.brat. the Naw V .. r. "-hariehi'. announce.ent ot the Dawn 

at the Age ot EAlight.n .. nt occa.ion.d a .uch publici.ad eQcial gathering 

0' thie .ort. Tha.a 'unctione •• rv. the purpos •• 0' pr •• s publicity a. wall 

8S a r.aind.r to .. ab.rs 0' th.ir. coaait .. nt. 

Fro. the above it can b •••• ~ th.t although T.". r.cruit. a large 

nuab.r 0' initiat •• , and although it att.apt. to .. intain contact with it. 

initiat •• , ralativ.1Y ,taw paopl. r ... in in clo •• contact. with the C.~tr •• 

(1) T.". Idaology do •• not prohibit th ••• thing., but holde that .. ditating 
r.gularly will rali.v. on. ot the •• wunnatural- habit., .0 that all but the 
newa.t .. ditator. ar •• xpectad autoaatically to hava abandonad the.e practice 

(2) , 
Sa. ti .. table tor r •• idence cour.e p.43. 

(3)See Ca~tra'. notica 0' on •• uch Appendix C p.18lc. 
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aerare the "aaciel- to celebrate ~heriahi'. ennouftca .. nt or the Dawn er 

the Age or Enlighten .. nt certain core .. ~era were aaked to help round up 

meditator. by telephoning the. aa a rallow-up to the newsletter announce.ent. 

or aa.e rarty .. ~.ra phoned, eleven had .oved residence aince initiation 

without lnror.ing the Centre or their new addreases, which, aince this .. ana 

that they we~e fte longer ift receipt ·ar ·" ~e newslett.ra i. taken to .ean 

that they had loat touch with the Centre, and a rurther three said bluntly 

that they were no longer interested. or thi • . rorty, only rour turned up 

despite thia peraonal invitation. 

Thua tha T.". co.munity in Durban ia "tight- ina.~ch aa the teacher. 

and ao.e ca..ttted .a~ers rarm a hard-core at the cantre, but it i. also a 

loose-knit group inasmuch a. ita rate or initiation, the sheer .ize or ita 

~emberahip .tlitatea againat the preda.inance or pri .. ry relations existing 

among the 150G-plua meditetars. ~ny or thoae at the centra or the 

organisation however, have little other lire besides their T.". involvement. 

Teechers particularly are apt to be ramoved rram autaide a •• aciations by the 

peculiaritiea or their life-style (diet and d~inking habits, rematenesB from 

pecuniary iasuas etc.), one teacher co~laining rrequently that he "did nat 

know how to relate to non..editator., because .edita'i.Q ao enlivens the 

mind that non..editators, by co~arlaon, are bare •• " 

"oat initiate., hawever, "co .. and go" through the C.ntre in rairly 
rapid Buocea.ian, and do nat retain social or other contact with the 

Centre.(l) ("ore details or the laaders ·are included in Chapter 3). 

(1) See diagra .. tic illuatratien or .e~er Co..tt .. nt p.173. 
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(11) The Centre 

over 

Situated in a high-class residential area, now partially given 

to flats, is Durban's T.M.Centre.(l) (The Centr~ is known ,as tha 

,Durban City AC'ademy as well as the Centre for the Age of Enlightenment). 

geographical position is at one of the highest land points, in a 

town where geographic and social position usually coincide. 

The Centre is an old solid ho~e which is owned by a well-known 

Durban citizen, and was previously occupied as a family home for him, 

his wife and eight children.(2) It was built in the early 1940s and 

projects an ' atmosphere of solidity and dignity. Its ceilings are lofty 

and its decoration,sober. trom the panelled hall and staircese lead 

off innumerable reception rooms, bedrooms and service rooms. Its 'deep 

verandahs overlook the city from beneath large trees and spreading lawns. 

trom 1973-1976 the T.M. Community occupied the whole house, using the 

reception rooms for lecture and display purposes and the upstairs for the 

"private apartments" of the teachers. The extensive kitchens easily 

coped with the provision of meals for residence courses, while a wing 

of downstairs bedrooms housed these weekend guests. At the back two 

rooms were put aside for initiation ceremonies, cerpeted end secluded, 

they constituted a sort of senctuM sanctorum for the community. 

With the recession that fo1lowed , in 1976 and 1977, the community 

withdrew their occupation to one half of the house, sub-letting the 

other half to a commune of young people. The co.munity still retained 

the large shady garden, and was quite ' comfortab1y set up with the use 

of six rooms downstairs, and acco~odation for three teachers u~stairs. 

Earlier the Centre had been able to conduct their residence courses in 

their preMises, although some of them also took place at a Catholic 

Seminary a few miles out of Durban. When a residence course was held 

at the Centra, it was uaua1 for helpers to come in and assist wlth the 

food, the cooking, and the serving of meals, and a community spirit was 

established around this event. The newer arrangement, whereby all 

(1) 

(2) 

Officially it was called the Transcendental ~editation Academy 
until sometime in 1976 when it became known (at least by the 
telephonist) as the Centre for the Age of Enlightenment. Neither 
of these' terms, hOwever, is in common usage. 

T.~. rents the building. 

Its 
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residence courses take place out of town, put some distance between the 

teachers and the ordinary enthusiasts who now can be very little involved 

with projects like these courses. 

Post Script 
(1 ) 

At a meeting convened by Pater · on his return from a 6 .onth course 

in Switzerland in 1977 he announced that it was Maharishi's wish that 

T.M. Centres in all cities should aim to have their own freehold. premises. 

These should be as near to the centre of t~e city as possible. Peter 

discussed the plan to ecqutre land in the city centre with the objective 

of building a new Centre for Durban meditators. Maharishi considers also that 

it is important that the Centre is built rather than bought by the 

Community,"because it is easier to produce the right ~atmosphere· when 

a place has no residual atmosphere from previous occupants". The Centre 

must also have 108 rooms and will be built in accordance with an official 

T.M. approved design so that there ~ill be uniformity of architectural style 

among T.M. Centres. A campaign to raise funds for the new Centre was 

accordingly announced , by Peter. 

(1) 
One of the 3 r esident teachers at the Centre. 
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(iii) Initiation and Instruction 

Every Wednesday and Thursday nights at the Centre the introductory 

lectures are given. In a pleasant but somewhat soberly furnish~d room, 

dominated by the picture of Maharishi in his robes, clasping flowers, 

the interested public foregather to be told about T.M. 

The teacher arrives - she is, on this occasion, a well-dressed 

young woman with an easy manner. She introduces herself and talks for 
I 

about an hour about T.M. Her poise and confidence give emphasis to 

what she says about the benefits of meditation. T.M.,she tells the 

group, relieves stress, and by doing so, increases the individual's 

capacities such as energy, confidence, and general vigour. Personal 

relationships will consequently improve, resulting in greater harmony and 

productivity all round. T.M. appears as the answer to all individual 

and social ills. Even natural calamities may now be borne with greater 

equanimity through the serenity and strength that T.M. brings. Through 

the relaxation T.M. brings, the m~nd and body are re-invigorated for 

greater activity. After the lecture, questions are invited, and a lively 

audience asks about how easy it is to meditate? "What if your mind 

strays in meditation?" "Will it stop me smoking?" "How will I know I 

am doing it correctly if it's so easy?" - and many other questions. 

The teacher is re-assuring and friendly - never pedagogic, but easy, 

smiling and very assured. 

The following night the company assembles again for the second of 

the two introductory lectures. This time the teacher embarks on an 

explanation of how it is that T.M. relieves stress. An analogy of the 

mind and its thoughts is presented on the black board in diagrammatic 

form. At the bottpm is the area referred to as the "Source of Thought". 

At the top is a line which represents "consciousne~s". Between the two 

are the layers of the "unconscious", speckled in the drawing with the 

obfuscating effects of "Stress". Thoughts arise at the Source of Thought, 

and rise like bubbles in the yeast through the murky area of semi

consciousness to ' burst at the top into "Consciousness", as described 

earller.(l) The teacher illustrates this by a diagram on a blackboard. 

(1) 
See Chapter 1 (ii) p.19. 



Uuestioned about certain inconsistencies in the model, the 

teacher will say that it is only an analogy, and that it must not 

be taken as a literal description of the mind. The students are 

Quietened, if not satisfied. 

The teacher explains about fees. For students and pensioners 

the charge is R20 per person, and only RlS for a child, while the 

normal rate otherwise is R40 per adult. This fee initiates the 

individual into T.M. for life. After this, as a meditator he has 

free use of the meditation room at the Centre, is welcome at all 

functions, (although usually expected to help provide food) and 

may have a free consultation on meditation problems any time, at 

any Centre in the world. If a whole family undertakes tuition at 

one time, then there is a flat charge of R70 irrespective of family 

size. (Later in 1977 these fees were altered to accord with 

~~. The initiate was not asked to divulge his or her income, 

but was given a schedule of fees correlating with incomes and 

asked to commit himself voluntarily.) 

After the lecture the teacher invites those who have decided 

to learn T.M. to wait around for a personal interview. This is 

a brief friendly chat, at which first names are axchanged, and the 

teacher enquires confidentially if the person is on drugs; whether 

they have ever had any psycho-neurotic problems, as well as other 

details such as' age, occupation and address, and a form is filled 

in for the reference of the teacher. On the basis of this little 

information the individual's mantra is selected. 

An appointment is made for the initiation, which will take place 

over the following weekend, and the last instructions about the 

initiation ceremony are given. 
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The s~udent arrives at the Centr~ at the ~pointed hour for his 

initiation into T.M., with those things that he has been asked to bring 

with him. These are a few fresh flowers, about five blooms in all, a 

few fresh fruits, a new white handkerchief, and the fee for the course. 

He hands these over at the door to a helper, and payment is entered in 

a book and a receipt made out. There is an atmosphere of pervading hush, 

and the girl who takes the money and oth~r things for the ceremony walks 

softly in her bare feet, and spea~s in a whisper~l)The student is then 

u~hered through to a room at the far end of the hou~e, passing through 

several ante rooms on the way. At the entrance to the last room he is 

asked to remove his shoes, and going through, finds himself in a light 

and sunny room where a heater burns to take the chill off the winter 

mor~ing. The atmosphere is one of religious quiet. The teacher, (who 

has accompanied him from the hall, and who is always the same teacher 

who gave the introductory lectures and who took down the student's details), 

speaks little, and in an undertone. 

There are two comfortable chairs, one on either side of the room, 

but the focal point of the room is a table which is covered with a hand

crocheted white cloth. It is decked as an altar, ' with a candle burning 

at one side, incense the other, and a picture of Guru Dev in the middle. 

In this stylised print, which is highly coloured in ~he Hindu tradition, 
, 

the saint. sits in the lotus position with his hands folded serenely in 

his lap, looking out of the picture. The background is composed of 

various Vedic symbols, including a swastika. 

Flanking the picture are bowls of chrysanthemums, and carefully 

arranged piles of apples, pineapples and oranges. Besides the candle, 

which is in a brass candlestick. there are two brass bowls containing 

rice and water, and a small brass tray. The teacher takes the fruit, 

flowers and handkerchief from the student, and lays them in front of 

the picture. on the brass tray. Then, motioning to the student to 

stand by her 

The chant is 
Sanskrit.(2) 

side, she hands him a single bloom and begins to chant. 

in traditional Indian quartertonas, and the language is 

She picks up a flower from the tray in front of her, dips 

The Centre relies on volunteers from among the meditators to help with 
the bookwork end administration of the Centre, especially over such 
things as initiation and special functions. The financial transaction 
is concluded with business efficiency and the issue of a receipt. 

Asked afterwards what the words meant the teacher explained that they 
recited the names of the Hindu Saints who formed the links in the chain 
down which the philosophy and technique of meditation has been 
transmitted through the centuries. 
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its head into the bowl of water, and, still chanting, shakes a few 

drops of water from it on to the tray, and onto the fruit. Next she 

sprinkles the handkerchief with rice grains. The teacher then picks 

up the candle, still chanting, and passes it before the altar in a 

circular motion, three times round, and returns ~t to its place on 

the table. She Qoes the same with the sticks of incense. 

The chant ends and the room resumes its quiet. The teacher falls 

to her knees for a brief few minutes in front of the altar, and rises, 

looks purposefully into the face of the student and utters his Mantra. 

"Say it", she says quietly, and the student tries the unfamiliar 

syllables with his tongue and his mouth. "Go on saying it", and the 

client feels his way into the rhythm of the sounds and it becomes 

easier, more his own, less alien. It is curiously novel, almost as 

if he is trying to walk, or to swim for the first time, having received 

only instruction. The exercise is strange, not unpleasant, but not 

difficult. Still saying the Mantra aloud, the client is motioned to 

one of the chairs and told to sit. "Now say it softly", he is told, 

"Now softer still", says the teacher quietly. "Softer again", and so 

on until the word is barely audible, and finally the teacher tells 

him to say it silently to himself. The client now sitting with eyes 

closed is meditating for the first time. 

For about ten minutes the client "holds the Mantra" by this silent 

repetition, wondering perhaps, how to hold at bay the other thoughts 

that cQme into his head. 

After a short while the teacher takes him 'out of this "initiation" 

room and into an adjoining one where he is again instructed to sit 

comfortably and to continue repeating the Mantra with eyes closed. 

When about ten minutes have passed the client is disturbed by another 

of the instructors, and is asked to come through to the ante room. 

Meantime, the place one had vacated" in the "initiation" room was 

immediately taken by the next initiate, and the process begun over 

again, in somewhat conveyor-b'elt fashion. 

The student now has to fill in more forms, thIs time on the subject 

of how he felt in meditat-ion. Did he feel sleepy? Did he helir extraneous 

noises? How long would he estimate the two' meditation periods to have 

been? Were there any unusual sensations? Was it a pleasant experience? 
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Later, with the teacher, the answers on the form are discussed, and 

questions of the same order about sensual experience in meditation and 

such are aSKed and answered between atudent and teacher. An hour and 

a half has passed since the student ceme in, and he is told that he 

now knows how to meditate, to go home, to "try it out" tw~ce a day, for 

twenty minutes eech time,(l) and to come back for the three follow-up 

lectures the following weeks for more Questions, and more answers. 

(1) The inadvisability of meditating more than the stated amount is 
stressed. It is said to make one "too relaxed". It is also"not 
good" to meditate -within a few hours of eating because a full 
stomach militates against "good" meditations, nor before going to 
bed at night because it ma\:<es one "too lively". However group 
meditations always accompany evening lectures or functions at the 
Centre, held, suppo •• dly, between -dinner and retiring to bed. 
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(iv) Residence Course 

Residence courses are offered to those students of T.M. who have 

"been initiated into meditation, and are held either in Durban or at a 

Catholic ~ission station at Inchanga, about ~O km. out of Durban. The 

course is conducted by two t~achers, and can take up to 25 meditators "at 

a time. It is held over a weekend, and is advertised by the T.M. 

authorities as an occasion of great pleasure, value and relaxation. 

Medi tators foregather at the seminary at four 0"' clock on the 

Friday afternoon, from thence their time is extremely structured until 

they r~t~rn home at 4 o'clock on the Sunday afternoon. The seminary 

consista of about a dozen r "ooms opening out from a central courtyard, 

and a sittingroom at one end. Next to the main building is a pre

fabricated dining room and kitchen. 

The weekend's activities are basically meditation alternating 

wi th yoga exercises, and lectures, in the form of ,tape-recordings of 

talks given by Maharishi himself. The following time-table shows how 

these are arranged: 

Friday 

4.00 p.m. 

5.00 p.m. 

6.30 p.m. 

7.30 p.m. 

8.00 p.m. 

9.30 p.m. 

Tea 

Introduction to the yoga exereises (Asanas)(l) 

Dinner 

Introductory talk explaining the rules of the 
Course, and its purpose etc. 

Lecture 

Tea and Bad 

Saturday and Sunday 

8.00 a.m. Breakfast 

9.00 am - 11.00 a.m. Asanas and ~editation 
11.00 a.m. Tea 

11.30 a.m. Lecture and Discussion 
1.00 p.m. Lunch " 

2.00 p.m - 4.00 p.m. Lecture and Discussion 
4.00 p.m. Tea (On Sunday the Course ends at this time) 

4.30 p.m - 6.30 p.m. Asanas and Meditation 

6.30 p.m. Dinner 

8.00 p.m. Lecture and Discussion 
9.30 p.m. Tea and Bed. 

(1) See Glossary. 
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Easy talk which ' might tend to distract from the purpose of the 

Course is discouraged, and any tendency on the p~rt of an individual to 

drift off into an activity unconnected with the Course is severely 

frowned upon. At the outset, Course-m~mbers are told that it is 

imparative that they do not ,leave the Course before its proper 

completion. Stories are told of a previous Course in which someone 

had wanted to leave early, making excuses about "having left the stove 

on", and how this was highly urlwise. To drive a car, or to take on 

any responsibility while in the mi~dle of Rounding (the name given for 

alternating Asanas and Meditation), was dangerous, because, according 

to the teacher, one's normal judgement was suspended by so much 

"relaxation". Thus both the lady's abberation about the stove being 

on, and her intention to drive home must be seen in an abnormal light. 

People were also instructed not to go for walks in the grounds, for 

the same reasons. The normal rules about meditating for not more than 

20 minutes twice a day being suspended, the consequences of this are 

likely to b~ manifested in unreliable and bizarre behaviour which was to 

be forcibly controlled. The ' teachers made it clear that they would do 

all in their power to prevent anyone leaving prematurely. 

M~harishi's video-taped lectures formed the communal focus of the 

residence weekend. Whenever the group foregathered other than at meal

times, it was to listen to Maharishi's expositions and explanations of 

T.M. th~ory and its benefits to the world. 

A practiced orator, Maharishi's lectures are compelling in .their 

delivery if not in content. He pauses, considers and explodes with 

chuckles at the apparent absurdity of his own thoughts. His personality 

is infectious, his command of English is excellent, and his delivery 

is enlivened by an idiosyncratic informality. He creates an impression 

of mental agility and considerable personal vitality and warmth. His 

qualities are proJected through his talks to the group who sit in 

obedient absorption listening intently to each word he speaks. 

Maharishi speaks of the Absolute, the Unbounded, and the Unmanifest. 

, He 'stresses that T.M. is not in conflict with any existing religion, thus 

allowing .~ts followers total religious freedom. He postulates a 

religious system which actually transcends and subsumes all other beliefs, 
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from mysticism to Christianity. The Source of Thought, a familiar 

concept at the ~arlier stages of T.M. is now identified with the 

Absolute, the Unbounded and the Unmanifest, and the link between 

conscious and the ,transcendental is made clear. 

Medita t ion thus effects the fusion, (sporadic at first, but 

with practice 'it becomes continuous) of the mind with the Absolute: 

of man with God. It is the way to Understanding and to Knowledge. 

What sort of people does this course attract? As might be 

expected one finds the more dedicated or committed meditators on a 

weekend residence course. The course is costly (R14 for 2 days in 

1975) and there is no entertainment beyond the Maharishi's recorded 

lectures and the little discussion which follows them. These discussions 

are hardly lively, the audience "throwing up" an occasional question 

about the lecture and the teacher providing a lengthy answer in terms of 

T. M. theory and ideology, more in praise than in analysis of this and 

of Maharishi. Thus ~Iaharishi's tape recordings are offered and received 

more as serrnons than as lectures . The group therefore could be described 

as core or outer core members with the exception of one or two, who 

appeared to sleep through most of the lectures and discussion. Besides 

this, a few seemed to be there more to be with a boy friend or a girl 

friend than out of genuine personal commitment, although they were of 

course, initiated meditators. 

Although the introductory lectures stress that T.M. does not 

require that one makes any alteration in life-style, it is significant 

that the Residence weekend is strictly vegetarian, and no alcohol may 

be brought along. Smoking is very frowned upon, and those who did 

attempt to smoke surreptitiously sneaked a cigarette outside. These 

"rules" are never made explicit, it being understood that meditat6~s 

do not require these "artificial" items. This apparent ambiguity 

stems from the fact that T. M. posits no ethic save meditation. Members 

are not urged to give up meat, or alcohol, or tobacco, but the belief is 

that thraugh ' correct and regular meditation the individual emerges so 

stress-free that he will lose his previous tastes and thus give up 

smoking and drinking, and even the eating of meat, without effort. 

All is accomplished without effort. On the table at the Residence 

weekend are many foods, some expensive, which might be considered "health 
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foods". These include honey" brown sugar, wholewheat bread, and much 

fruit. According to T.M. an appetite for thase things, in preference 

to more"refined"foods, is· part of the "natural process" of fitting 

into the laws of nature, tha,t. overtakes the meditator. He automatically 

develops a palate or efen a~ appetite for "whole" or "natural" foods, 

and loses his taste for "unnatural" eating and drinking habits. 

Throughout the weekend the T.M. Residence Course is a cheerful 

occasion. The atmosphere is tension-free, despite fairly stringent 

regulatiQns. The routines are strictly adhered to and there is a 

feeling of purpose and discipline without authoritarianism. In 

keeping with the T.M. tenet that the development of the Self precedes -
all other development, so discipline is encouraged in terms ot self

discipline. 



(v) A Weekend at the Centre - A View from the Kitchen 

The Centre sometimes has weekend Residence Courses for specially 

selected, or qualified groups.(l) On this occasion the Course was , 

designed for well-seasoned meditators who wished to qualify as Che~kers(2): 
Although it is essential for a T.M. teacher to have the bulk of his or 

her ,training in Switzerland at one of the accredited institutions, some 

preliminary courses may be done locally, and this course is considered 

as such. Meditators are advised to have their meditation "checked" 

regul.rly, and the people on this course were being trained for this 

specialised function. 

About twelve of the' "Students" foregathered at tea-time on the 

friday afternoon. They were allocated rooms in the Centre at the same 

time - it being the w~ekend - as other students, new to T.M. were being 

initiated in the other end of the house. 

There is a sign on the front door of the Centre I,IIhich says "Come 

in - 00 not Ring", and everyone enters quietty, walking softly, because 

of the initiation in progress., This is being conducted by Alison, while 

Jane or Beverley takes the money at the Reception table at the entrance, 

and issues re~eipts. The money is taken both from the initiates, and 

from those on the Residence Course. Outside the Initiation room ' another 

helper conducts and supervises the initiate through his or her first 

meditation. There are in all about twelve helpers and teachers, 

the helpers coming in rota, for short spells over the weekend. 

In the kitchen the sole domestic servant of the Centre, known by 

everyone as Beketembu, stands over the sink, keeping up with the flood 

of dishes and bowls and saucepans that come to ' him from teas, and from 

the meai preparation. JOhn(J) supervises the preparation of the meals, 

and his ·four helpers produce the food. The Centre is renowned .for its 

food, which is the responsibility of John, a one~time hotel chef. 

Besides buying the food and choosing the menu, John also grows vegetables 

and herbs in the otherwise overgrown garden. The ,egetable patch produces 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

No comparison with e.g. the Residence Weekend regarding course material 
is possible here since the researcher did not participate in the lectures, 
which were reserved for advanced members. 

A Checker is an official who checks meditations. 

One of the three teachers at the Centre. 
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spinach, tomatoes, celery and lettuce, while the herb garden specialises 

in herbs for curative and other traditional uses. Meditators often 

bring plants and herbs as gifts to the Centre. 

The residence Course is conducted by all the three teachers at 

various times when they are not attending to initiation or administrative 

activities. Lectures are held in the normal lecture rooms for the 

learner-Checkers both before and after dinner on arrival on the Friday. 

Dinner is served at 7.p.m. on the verandah for about 20 people. It 

is a meal of mushrooms grilled with tomatoes and herbs, baked potatoes, 

and a salad. The second course is a rich pudding consisting of a pie 

crust with a filling and decorated with cherries and cream. Soup, 

made from vegetables only, is served before both lunch and dinner on 

all three days of the Residence Course. No meat is eaten at all, nor 

fish, and no onions or garlic is used in any dish. Except for the 

teachers, not everyone at the Centre - either helper or student - is 

as strictly vegetarian as this rule implies, but nevertheless the rule 

remains. We are told that onions and garlic are "bad for meditation", 

and thus they also are proscribed. Coffee or tea is served after meals, 

but there is no alcohol whateqer. 

The company at dinner is very good. There is much chatter in a 

lively vein, with a fair amount of "ribbing", sometimes verging on the 

risque. Neither the subject of God, nor sex is taboo for gentle humour. 

After the meal and the second lecture, the group is disbanded early for 

bed. 

Saturday begins with a late breakfast on the verandah, and more 

lectures on tapes and from the teachers throughout the day. All the 

while new meditators are coming in for initiation and the "flower and 

fruit" ceremony is continuing in the back quarters. This weekend sees 

forty new initiates. 

Meanwhile the activity in the kitchen is no less intense than 

that which surrounds the initiation ceremonies, and the Checker course. 

The kitchen is comfortably large, and easily accommodates the six or 

seven helpers who come and go in relays throughout the day. 1he 

organisation is impressive in its casualness combined with efficiency. 

John says "Will somebody make some soup?" or "We need something to 

eat for tea" (this about an hour before teatime) "Can someone make some 
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scones for about 25 people, or a cake or something?" No recipe books 

are evident, but someone steps competently into the role and the food 

is produced without anxiety. 

On the verandah the table is laid, and helpers bring out the food 

and the cutlery on trolleys, or by hand. At meals everyone helps himself. 

If the party runs short of a plate or a fork, there is always a way of 

improvising, and no one stands on convention. There are no set places 

at the table and no ceremony over the meals. A teacher or two, or a 

helper,may eat in the kitchen if there is a shortage of space, or if 

it .is more convenient. 

The kitchen helpers and Beketembu between them do the washing up, 

Beketembu eating the same food as the rest of the community for his meals. 

Much of the fruit that comes from the initiates is used in fruit 

salad, this being the usual accompaniment to a lunch of hot soup and 

cold salads. 

As with the Inchanga Residence Course, no time is left unstructured. 

Between meals and tea, the course continues, and there is an air of quiet, 

cheerful efficiency, at the same time as a pleasing amount of informality. 

feeding twenty people three times a day, especially when some of 

them are paying for their meals as part of the Course, is no small task. 

" Ide got ourselves so steamed up before we did it the first time", admits 

John, "but now the food just happens. No one falls over anyone else, it's 

all so easy. You should see how it goes on weekends when we have peo~le 

helping who really know how to do things our way. This weekend most of 

our helpers are new, so it's not the same." But signs of inexperience 

are few. If T.M. is suppos~d to help people cope with life more 

efficiently, more calmly and more simply, the backroom scene at the 

Centre is a good advertisement. 
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CH APTER 3 

A CLOSER LOOK 

(i) Group Structure and Leadership 

T.M. teachers and enthusiasts are curiously vague about t he 

history of their organisation in South Africa. It is as if the question 

is irrelevant to the understanding and practice of T. M; their sale 

concern and commitment. The actual date of T. M.'s arriv~ l in South 

Africa is not therefore given accurately, but most authorities answer 

that it was first introduced to Cape Town, by David Fiske, about the 

middle of the 1960s. 

David Fiske obtained a franchise from Maharishi to start T. M. 

in South Africa, and thus became the National Leader. As such he was 

responsible for local development, and for maintaining" puri ty It of the 

method and the ~corporate identity" of the organisation. It is often 

stressed that the slightest deviation from the «true~ T. M. method results 

in a failure of the promised results, thus this "purity~ has to be 

rigorously maintained. This is reason enough, within the logics of 

T.M., for an absolute, autocratic hold, on the part of the central offices 

of Maharishi at Setnisberg, on all "branches". 

David Fiske ran the T.M. enterprise in South Africa initially with 

the aid of a Body of Trustees. These were individuals who had learned 

T.M. and who formed a group around him. They were not necessarily 

teachers, nor had they much special training. In 1976 Molly Peterson 

took 'over from David Fiske, and shortly thereafter the constitution was 

re-organised on the basis that now stands. 

Today there are 5 centres in South Africa, in the following towns:

Cape Town, Johannesburg, Durban, Port Elizabeth, and Pretoria. Each of 

these has a number of fully qualified teachers, and these teachers now 

form a National Committee from whom the National Leader is elected for 

,a year's office. This office is stationed in Cape Town. Most of the 

teachers live at the Centres ' in the various cities. 

In 1977 in Durban there are B full-time teachers in operation, 3 

of whom live at the Centre, and five of whom live out. Four of those 

who live out are husband and wife pairs. All of the Durban teachers 

are young, the oldest being in his late thirties. This ·man, and the 
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other married man who teaches at the Centre, maintain Companies outside 

T.M. Within the Centre there is no officially acknowledged "head". No 

one is publicly heard to give orders and teachers will not acknowledge 

who, as an individual, is responsible to the National Gffic9 for the 

Centre. Leadership and the hierarchy at the Centre are not readily 

discussed. When asked who was responsible to Cepe Town for the Durban 

Centre, one teacher said "We all are. We are all equal". Obviously 

some sort of priority must exiet but it seems that the emphasis on 

"harmonious personal relations" as adVertised by T. M. is at odds with 

the conception of the hierarchical arrangement of teachers. Rather 

the attitude is implicitly that "We do not need to have anyone in a 

higher position than anyone else because we all get on so well, and 

are always in total agreement". 

As has already been noted there seems little relationship between 

the amount of business that the Centre is conducting and the number of 

teachers at the Centre, although it is important to notice that there 

are the same number resident today as in 1975, because they exist by 

their own enterprise, as represented by commission, either through 

allowances or credit. 

Teaching at the Centre is done on a weekly rota. Each course runs 

from Wednesday to Wednesday and one teacher being solely responsible for 

one course will be "on" for eight days, giving the introductory lectures 

on Wednesday and Thursday, initiating the newcomers on Saturday, (and 

on Sunday, too, during good times), and then giving follow-up lectures on 

the following Monqay, Tuesday and Wednesday. Three more follow-up 

lectures are given on the Thursday of the following week and two 

subsequent Thursdays. These will not necessarily be "taken" by the 

original teacher. Teachers who live at the Centre are solely responsible 

for these lectures, as well as the administrative duties that fall to 

the organisation of the Centre. 

The above lectures, which take place at the Centre, are the regular 

events, but many others are conducted by the teachers, who are encouraged 

to seek their own outlet • . at Universities, Women's Clubs, Rotary Lunches, 

or the like, and those "takers" from these lectures are initiated by the 

teacher who gave the lecture. It is here that the other teachers are 
mostly occupied. 
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Apart froM the teachers at the Centre, there ia a aecretary on 

a part-time baaia (in 1975 ahe was full-ti .. ), and an African domestic 

servant. Aa has been noted earlier, all the e~loyees of the Centre 

must be meditators,even the domestic aervant. None may smoke(l) and, 

although no official rules exist about it, alcohol is tabooed. 

aesides the teachers at the Centre ~ho are fully qualified, there 

are uaually several other categories of assistants. rirst there ere 

those who have completed Phase 1 of their teacher's training, which 

means they may give Introductory Lectures (usually outside the Centra), 

and do C~ecking. Then thara are the ~helpers" who are volunteer 

enthusiasts, who often come when help ie needed for special functions ' 

or "busy times" at the Centra. (TeacherB both full and part':';'t,1me are ' 

design~t8d t~e core-group, .1nd the "helpers" forming the outer-

core (see Appendix 8, Table X) • 

(1) 

. ' 

In.1975 an African dOMestic employee was sever.ely canaured for 
.moking in hi. 'idya'.· 
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{ii} Staff Payment and Remuneration 

T.M. teachers claim to receive no pay for their services. Their 

well-groomed and somewhat business-like appearance often invokes questions 

from the audience at introductory lectures a~out their remuneration. They 

answer blandly that they receive no salary whatsoever. In fact certain 

considerable benefits do devolve upon them. The teacher receives a 

percentage of the fee paid by each person whom he or she initiates. 

This, however, does not come to them in the form of money, but as "credit" 

for further T.M. courses. These include courses in Switzerland, and 

travel expenses to and from such courses. Only the National Leader, 

who is not involved in teaching for the year of his office, is salaried. 

The T.M. Centres are maintained by National funds, and this includes 

not only the rental, but the board and lodging of those who live at the 

Centre and the running of a car. funds are provided for all their 

requirements in the Centre, so their living is entirely free.(l) The 

standard of living at the Centre is very high indee~. No expense 

seems to be s pared on food, and many exotic things are eaten by the 

teachers and their aides. Their life generally appears to lack 

nothing materially although a d~g r e e of secrecy is encountered here, 

as in some other areas. Teacher s receive a dress allowance which 

enables them to debit clothes t o running costs of the Centre, but 

~ven " takinq ~his int~ account one may suppose tha~ to become a 

T. M. teacher there" are but two options: (1) to have ~ 

private income, or (2) to maintain some work-link with society ~utside 

the Centre. Since so many do not have an occupational involvement 

outside the Centre it may be assumed that most have a private income 

of some sort which accounts for the expensive dress style and the 

expensive appearance of the teachers generally, This has the 

effect of virtually limiting th8 post of T. M. teacher to middle
clas s persons. 

(1) 
This gives a living ~uncontaminated" by money. 
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(iii) Literature and Publications 

The literature of or relating to T.M. is of four kinds. first, 

there is the local newsletter, proQuced by litho-print for members in 

the Durban area. This is sent free t o ,every meditator, altho~~~ 

members are invited to subscribe Rl per year. The newsletter may 

incorpo'rate a piece on T .M. by Maharishi, but mostly contains information 

about local events, news from the Centre, and invocations to bring in 

more meditators. New ways of spreading T. M. are suggested, and members 

are reminded of the established T.M. programmes. The function of the 

newsletter may be said to keep the community together by keeping the 

Centre and T.M. in the minds of its initiates,and to reach potential , 

members. 

A second type of literature is found at the Centre.On a table in 

the hall are pamphlets about various aspects of T.M. put out by head-
(2) 

quarters in Sellisberg. Some of these may be issued free, but most of 

them are for sale. These pamphlets deal with topics like T.M. and 

Education, represent an outline of the World Plan, or function as an 

introduction to SCI., 'or mereli publicis 8 T. M.'s eff icacy in certai n ~ ph c r oD . 

A third type of literature is in hard-or soft-cover book form. 

These books are available for sale at the Centre, and are also on 

display on the hall table. They are written by T.M. enthusIasts who 

are apparently outside the organisation, recommending T.M. in an 

unqualified and uncritical fashion. These books are usually expensive, 

ranging from R5 ~o R12.(3) 

8y far the most revealing type of literature, however, is ,that 

of the books on the coffee table at the Reception at the Centre. These 

are not for sale, but by special permission may be bor~owed by interested 

people. They are very expensively produced soft-cover books describing 

T.M. in all its aspects. The following is a description of one of these 

books, which typifies this kind of PUblicity.{4) 

This is Creating an Ideal Society. This publicati~.is a 

168 page volume, 33 x 24 cm. in size. The cover is printed in four colours, 

(1) 
(2) See Appendix C, pp. 18la - l83d. 

(3) See Appendix C, pp. l84a-b, 189a-b, 190,191, 194a - b. 
See Bibliography for titles of publications 

(4) • 
f or excerpts from these books see Appendix C, pp 1.75 - ' 180, 186 _ 1881 
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one of them being gold, and the page edges are gilt. There is a picture 

of Maharishi on the cover, which has an elaborate scrolling "frame". The 

volume is sub-titled "A Global Undertaking, 1976, The Year of Government, 

Second Year of the Age of Enlightenment". 

The table of contents reflects a varied selection of items concerning 

T.M., climaxed by the idea of The World Government for the Age of 

Enlightenment as the final chapter. Other chapters report on the 

scientific validation of the T.M. principle, as well as its origins 

in Vedic tradition. There is also a chapter relating the personal 

experiences of those who have reached what is referred to as "Higher 

States of Consciousness'~ 

Inside the book the expensive paper is printed,in six colours on 

some pages, with much use of gold. Coloured photographs and delicately 

shaded pages appear frequently in the text. These photographs (seven 

of which are of rising suns, shown in roseate hue appearing over banks 

of ~louds or mountain peaks~lJre either of Maharishi (there are 15 in 

all in which he appears alone, or with ·one other person in the picture), 

or of meditators, in happy group formation, with, or without, Maharishi 

in their midst. There are four of these. Another popular photograph 

is the ship from which Maharishi launched the Dawn of the Age of 

Enlightenment. Any impression that this was a poetic or rustic gesture 

from the waters of Lake Lucerne in the primitive style . is dispelled 

at the sight of the ship. It appears, looking like a first-class Cruiser 

in diminutive, in nine photographs. It is described as the flag ship 

Gotthard, "the largest ship on Lake Lucerne,,(2) 

Other photographs are of computers in operation (presumably at 

the ~ellisberg Centre), and many of .research workers who have produced 

the findings on which the claim to the scientific status of T.M. rests. 

With two exceptions onl~these are resident "academics" at the Maharishi 

International university~3~ 

The print in the book is large and clear - eaoh page . is bordered 

by elaborate gold lines and · scrolls, interspersed with many diagrams and 

charts, and in all the book gives the impression of great expense, its 

lack of lucidity being ampl, compensated for in presentation. 

(1')------------------------------------------
(2) See Appendix C, PP.186 - 188. 

OPecit. p.36 
( 3) 

The exceptions are a PhYSics Professor from C b i am r dge, England, and 
an Associate Professor of Neuro-bl' ology from th e University of Iowa. 
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Apart troM these ~our categories of publication, T.M. puts out many 

display posters and charts at the Centre. These cover the research 

programmes undertaken by 'scientists' on the effects of T.~. (all 

beneficial) and plans for the Age of Enlightenment, Th~ World Plan, 

and other familiar top1.cs. ~ list at the back of the book described 

above otfers many of these displays and exhibitions on loan, in other 

Europe.n languages 'ae well as in English, 'chiefly German, Dutch and 

Spanish. ';' 
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(iv) Failures and Drop-outs 

RU~8ell, author of The T.M.Techni9ue~l~rites: 
"Fro. -v .own experience of teaching T.M. 1 
have found that· when occaaionally people 
complain that meditation is no longar working 
for the_ then it is often becau~e they have 
unconsciously modified the practica a little. 
In effact they are no longer doing T.M. but 
something slightly different. It is not thst 
T.M. is no longer working, but that the (2) 
modifiad practice is not so effective as T.M." 

To obviate this tendency to stray from the "taue" form of 

Transcendental ~editation, the Centre recommends frequent "checks". 

"Just as a car should go in for regular servicing, so a meditator 

should co.e to us fQr regular meditation checks every three mont~s", 

says a ~teacher at a routine post-initiation lecture. What does this 

checking entail? 

First, only trained people may check meditations. These do not, 

however, have to have undergone the full training at T.M. headquarters 

in Switzerland. as do the fully accredited teechers. The training may 

be undertaken during a number of Residence Courses at the Centre. In 

1975 there were fi've teachers who were able' to check meditations besides 

the three resident fully qualified teachers. Certain times are set aside 

by the authorities for Checking at the Centre and meditators are encouraged 

to make appointments. 

In order to check a member's meditation the teacher meets the 

me~itator in the reception hall at the Centre, and ushers her quietly 

into the ~edit.tion Room. They take up the two comfortable chairs, which 

face each other in the auetere Meditation room. The teacher asks whather 

there has baen any "trouble with maditating". She does not axpound on what 

sort of trouble the individual might expect to experience, but the intimate 

atmosphere of the occasion is conducive to the exploration of perhaps not 

only meditation, but aleo possible problems relating to the individual's 

personal or social life. These two areas are not necessarily dissociated. 

for most meditators have apecific paycho-social probleme.(3) If the 

(1) Russell, P. : The T .P1. Technique. Routledge 4\ Kegan Paul, Lon.don (1974). 

(2) Quoted in Age of Enlightenment Newsletter, June-July 1977. 
Durban Clt~y Academy. -

(3) Eddie, a teacher at the Centre, is on record as saying "You hav~ 
to be a bloody psychiatrist in this job". ' 
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individual tells of the stresees that he or 8he is undergoing, tha' 

teacher listens and advises, although the advice is always in line 

with meditation itaelf. aecause it is the central te.net of T .M. 

that problems ere resolved "naturally" through .editation, no .other 

remedial action or worde of ad.vi~. are necessery. 

Supposedly if the prObl •• is a 80cial one, then relations can 

be improved by a calaar, less stressful attituds, if the problem is 

excessive drinking, then meditating will "naturally" relieve one of 

the "unnatural" appetite. Neither~, or effort is relevant to the 

T.~. ethic, except · in making the occasion for meditation itself, and~ 

as has been stressed earlier within Meditation, effort is just that 

which "kills" its success. 

The importan~ function of -dlack1ng-· is in its role of coping with 

T.M. failures. I~ relates to the full-circle belief that T.M. cannot 

fail. lIIithin ·the T.M. cosmology, failure or discord exist· only through 

absence of meditetion. A variant of this is incorrect meditation; in 

which the individual "tries" to concentra~e on the mantra, end this 

effort separates T.M. from other forms of meditation. In this way 

T.M. · is singled out as the one, true form of meditation.(l) 

Of those who stop Meditating, (who are counted among meditators 

nevertheless, for "one in a hundred" purposes) T.M. authorities say 

confidentl,lly that "Everyone comes back to T.M. sooner or later". 

While it .is difficult to refute this, of a random sample of 20 meditators 

who had been initiated over a year ago only two were still regular 

meditators. Seven said they meditated "sometimes" and usually ' benefited 

from doing so,' while the remaining 11 had ceased meditating altogether 

because they found "it no longer did anything for th~~~'. (2) 

(1) 

(2) 

With mora tolerance than logic, however, the teachers . do admit that 
through other for .. ' of Meditation (~he "concentration" Meditations) 
the individual will achieve Unity Consciou8ne.s but the time and 
practice involved makes them a very poor alternative to the T.~. 
method. 

Survey conducted by telephone in August 1977 froM. list of initiates 
obtained frOM the Centre for the Month of NoveMber 1975. 
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working on his own is not likely to further 

scientific advance. Findings from such 

"Scientific research" are seldom submitted 

to scientific journals, or when they are, 

they are usually rejected. However, since 

journals are constantly searching for new 

material, according to Gardner, the acceptance 

of one or two ~rticles does not in itself 

guarantee proper scientific status. 

2. The reputable scientist is unlikely even to know 

of the "crank" or pseudo-scientist's work, 

except possibly on account of publicity through 

non-academic channels. Such publicity is 

likely to be widespread. 

3. The author of pseudo-scientific theories speaks 

"before organisations he himself has founded; 

contributes to journals which he himself may e~it(l)", 
and publishes his own books, often printing them 

privately. 

4. The self-styled scientist may be "rationalising 

strong religious convictions ••• The desire to 

bolster up religious beliefs with science is a 

powerful motive.,,(2) 

5. He may focus his attacks on the -- best-known sc iRntists 

and best established theories. -

6. He has a tendency to write in complex jargon and to 

neologise. 

T.M. has been already described in sufficient detail to make 

comparison with most of the above redundant. That the published 

research on T.M. is undertaken only at T.M. institutes and 

"Universities" is apparent from previous descriptions~ Its own 

journals, publications and publicity, purporting to b~ "scientific" 

are almost the only printed -matter on its research findings. Gardner's 

(1) 

(2) 
~. p.ll. 

ibid. p.l2. 
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rider about the tendency of journals to give some place to new 

theories, however, takes care of ' those articles published by 

journals like Lancet. Moreover the particularistic definitions 

of "sociology" and "ecology", and to some extent of psychology, 

are sufficient indication that T. ~ . is not in touch with their 

academic counterparts. 

Maharishi's religious fervour and his intent to convert,leads 

him to address audiences comprised largely of his own followers or 

potential followers. When symposia are ,arranged it is for purposes 

of. conversion rather than for ope,n debata. 

Only one of the foregoing points is not applicable to T. M. 

This refers to the focus of attacks as directed at "the greatest 

scientists". Here ~aharishi and his teachers depart from Gardner's 

classification. T.M. essentially purports to be syncretic, setting 

out to unite rather than to refute established theory~ ~cientific or 

religious. In this it reflects its Hindu origins of tolerance and 

universalism; its aim is not to refute Einstienian or Newtonian 

physics, but to show how T.M., subsuming them all, is a synthesis of 

all true beliefs and theories, and is therefore the ultimate t~uth. 

Far from swimming against the tide of established science or religion, 

T. M. uses existing currents 'for the furtherance and justification of 

its own theories. 

If T. M. is not therefore properly scientific the question remains 

why does T.M. purport to be a science? Why does it emphasise its 

own verification? Why the charts, the research programmes, the claims, ' 

the graphs, and the universities? The answer which holds for all 

pseudo-sciences, lies within the value-structure of our own society 

which lauds and respects scientific truth above all others. The 

relics of positivism of a previous century which might now be rejected 

by philosophy, nevertheless still lurk in aspects of our culture, so 

that for many a fact is not a fact unless it is a scientific fact.(l) 

Science is perhaps the God o,f our Godless society; it is our new 

authority, and thus today we hold its truths above those of religion, 

(1) 
See Appendix 0, Case Study No.3 for this attitude of reverence for 

science. 
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of experience, or of art or literature. Gardner writes that "since 

the bomb exploded over Hiroshima, the prestige of science in the 

United States has mushroomed like an atomic cloud", and that the 

pseudo-scientist "is riding into prominence on the coat-tails of 
(1) 

reputable investigators." 

Earlier, Parsons, writing in the introduction to Weber's 

Sociology of Religion expresses the same view of science saying that 

"the scientist and those using applied science have become among the 

most important elite in modern society,"(2) and in an age when 

science is our gospel, and the influence of religious dogma is on 

the decline(3), a theory may be the better marketed if it claims 

scientific status than if it calls itself a religious belief. 

If T.~I . is classed as a pseudo-science, the problem remains 

of the properly Qualified academics who are engaged in doing 

scientific research at MERU. If these men and women have orthodox 

academic trainings, as it would appear since they are graduates of 

recognised academic institutions, how is it that they give time and 

credibility to pseudo-scientific study? 

One answer might be found in the recent unemployment figures 

given for academics in North America and Europe.(4) In these 

circumstances good pay, a good life, and recognition of one's 

scientific training might be a seductive alternative to unemployment, 

and the psychological trauma of rejection implied in redundancy, 

often after a long and supposedly elitist academic training. 

(1) iQig. p.3. Gardner is wrong however to suggest that this attitude 
is as recent as W.W.II; the improper use of the concept of science, 
for pseudo-science began at least as early as Mary Baker Eddy in ' 
the l870s in the United States. 

(2) 

(3~ 
(4) 

Weber - The So.=!-ology of_Religion. Beacon Press. U.S.A.(l969) p.xliii. 

Witness the near-cliche status of the phrase" God is O'eacJ n ( N i~tsc l1 ze). 

Canada, for example, was quoted on a recent 'August 1977) S.A.B.C. 
radio programme a~ currently producing 2000 ' Ph.D. graduates a year, 
while the academic world could absorb only one tenth of this figure. ' 
Moreover, because of lack of practical experience many of thesa 
potential academics were ~in a poor position" for jobs requiring 
lesser qualifications than ordinary graduatBs,from technical colleges. 
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(ii) T.M. as a Religion 

It has been earlier suggested that T.M. functions, for at 

least some of its members, as a religion. It must now be examined 

in this light. Sooner or later the student of the sociology of 

religion comes upon the problem of defining what he means by religion. 

From Ourkheim's wide and encompassing definition which includes 

religion as "a belief and practices rel~tive to sacred thingS",(I) 

to Tylor's view of religion as "belief in Spiritual Being5",(2) 

the argument has continueo to be waged. Simmel perhaps cut the 

Gordian knot suggesting: 

"The ambiguity which surrounds the origin and 
nature of religion will never be removed so 
long as we insist upon approaching the problem 
as one for which a single word will be an "open 
sesame'. Thus far no one has been able to offer 
a definition which without vagueness, and yet 
with sufficient comprehensiveness, has told us 
once and for all what religion is in its essence, 
in that which is common alike to the religions 
of the Christians and South Sea Islanders, to 
Buddhism and Mexican Idolatry. Thus far it has 
not been distinguished, on the one hand from 
mere metaphysical .speculation, nor on the other 
from the credulity which believes in tghosts'.(3) 

COhn(4) takes up the problem from here and suggests that there 

are at least three possible interpretations of religion in Sociological 

usage, and responsible perhaps, for the confusion that surrounds the 

co~cept. These he lists as (1) the conventionally accepted life-wOrld 

idea of a religion found in the concept of the Church, (2) groups 
I 

found in society which do not define themselves as religions. but 

the behaviour of whose members is nevertheless similar to that of 

the first category. For Cohn the Russian Communist .Party would be 

an example of this class, and (3) groups which, although not s~en by 

their members as religious, nevertheless act in accordance with some 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Ourkheim, E. Elementary Forms of Religious Life. 
Unwin. London (1971) p.47. 

George Allen & 

Tylor, E. Primitive Culture, Harper & Row Inc. Gloucester. Mss6.(11?O) 

Quoted by Glasner, P. in The Sociology of Secularisation, Routledge 
Aa above. Keegan and Paul. London (1977) p.l2 • 

• < 
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sociological definition of religion. Cohn quotes a game of baseball 

as a possible example. 

Into which, if any, category does T. G. belong? Starting in 

rev~rse order(l) from that in which Cohn lists the categories, I 

shall attempt to see how well T. ~ . fits the definitions. 

T.M. as a Religion according to Sociological Definition 

In seeking a definition from the sociological tradition, that 

of Robertson has been chosen. This choice has been made because it 

evades the quandry of the necessity or otherwise of Gods or super

natural beings to the concept of religion. This problem, posed 

inter alia by Durkheim, relates to the apparent Godlessness of 

Buddhism, which is nevertheless recognised by everyday usage as a 

religion. Robertson circumvents the problem by positing a definition 

of religion as a "set of beliefs and symbols pertaining to the super

empirical. II (2) A second adva~tage of this definition is that it poses 

a straight alternative to Science, since the latter is concerned only 

with the empirical world. In these terms, a proposition that cannot 

be subjected to scientific verification may be taken as an article 

of religious faith, if it is asserted as absolute truth, and a . 

religion per se is a set of symbols and beliefs that support, or 

pertain to it. 

It has already been argued that T. M. does not fall into the 

category of a science, and attempts to demonstrate T.M.'s scientific 

or empirical status have also been shown to be inadequate. By Popper's 

principle of falsif.iability too, T .M. is wanting. as dW!lO qs t.rc.te;·: b." tr.;;) c i1f~ c kin rJ 
proc ess. 

Does this give it the basis for a religion? Does T.~. have a 

set of symbols and beliefs to back up its super-empirical tenets? 

It is self-evident ·that super-empirical tenets must be beliefs(3) , 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The reverse order has been chosen for emphasis; Cohn's first 
category being the least obscure. 

Robertson, R. The Sociological Interpretation of Religion 
Blackwell, Oxford (1970) . p.45. 

See Needham, R. Belief. Language and Experience. Blackwell Oxford 
(1972) for an extensive and penetrating discussion of the status 
of beliefs. 
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for how else would"knowledgJ'of the super-empirical be accessible to 

us? 

At this st~e in its development it is safe to say that T. M. 

has only a rudimentary set of symbols, however. fY;aharishi himself 

may be said t tl take on some of the function of a symbol. since his 

image is extensively used throughout the organisation. His very 

' Uriental-ness' appears as a symbol of T. ~I ., the more so, since it 

is confined to his person. and to a few other aspects only of the 

movement. 

I' laharishi t S use of Guru Dev may also be said to be symbolic, 

as with the bare feet, candles. incense, bells, rice, flowers and 

fruit etc. of the initiation ceremony~1)8ut little or no attempt is 

made to explain these items, and the initiate is not required to 

understand their significance, nor even to accept their validity. 

Asked for their meaning, ·the teacher's reply is that they function 

as a reminder to ~ of their responsibility: to the ancient 

tradition behind T.M. The initiate may however leave their 

significance to this background. 

Thus these items, with the exception of Mahari~hi, and possibly 

of Gu~u Dev, have no central fu~ction for T.M. as it is today. T.M. 

can thus be said to have only some of the characteristics of a 

religion by Robertson's definition. 

T.M. as incorporating Religious Behaviour among its fYlembers, albeit 
not classifying itself as a Religion 

A recent handout to T.M· teachers at the Centre focused on a 

problem enc lJuntered by the T .1"1. organisation in the United States (2) 

The gist of the hand-out is an argument presented, apparent~y, 

by the defence at a court hearing in the United States, at which the 

T.M. organisation was in the dock for allegedly teaching "a religious 

~elief" in schools.(3) 

(1) See also Appendix 0 Case ·Study 13 tor "aharishi's u •• ot tlowers. 

(2) 

(3) 

The handout was a duplicat.d set ot typed notes, having no r.terences, 
and the teacher concerned was evasive about its ori9in, or even its 
,urp.... It ie likely that it was disseminated among teachers as an aid 
to answering questions tro. the public about the r.ligious nature ot T.M. 
It is unpaginat.d. 

T.rII. literature ukes much or its use a. a "straight acad.adc" subject in 
.ducation institutions, both at school and univ.rsity level. It is a 
tenet at the AMrican con·eUtuUon that religion should not be taught 
in the claserooa. 
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The accusation is that "in reality (T.M. is) a religious 

practice, but that he (Maharishi) has chosen to present it in a 

non-spiritual manner so as to ensure its success"(l). In answer 

to this the writer stresses that this misconception shows "their 
\ 

clear lack of understanding of the essential nature of the T.M. 

technique and the scientific knowledge that it represents." It 

goes on to describe the T.M. technique as a "technology of human 

development: a mechanic~l automatic procedure whose effectiveness 

is based upon utilisation of those laws governing the intrinsic 

tendency of the thinking process." Reference is made to the T. ~ • . 

publication Scientific Hesearch on the Transcendental ~editation 

Pro~ram: Collected papers(2). Thus it is clear that T.M. does 

not acknowledge its own religious nature.(3) The argument goes on 

to stress that Nelfton saw his "discovery" of gr i:l vity in a religious 

context, as did Pythagoras regard Geometry, while the world acknowledges 

their technical usefulness in a secular context. Maharishi might be 

a religious man, but that does not make his technique a religioLls 

practice.(4) Thus it is clear that T.M. calls itself a non-religious 

organisation. 

What of the religious behaviour within the group? 1\ definition 

is first required of religious behaviour. Weber's concept of Charisma 

will be examined for its applicability to T.M. leadership since 

\~eber himself links this type of leadership to religious behaviour. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

lQiQ. (unpa ginated). 

MERU Press, W.Germany (1973) 

The f~llacy here is the ambiguity of the term T.M. In Chapter I 
it was stated that T.M. is the name of both the programme and the 
organisation. While the meditation aspect of the programme is 
undoubtedly a technique, the organisation itself (membership of 
which is a prerequisite of learning the technique) is what is 
questionable regarding its religious nature. 

A counter argument might emphasise that T.M. is exclusively 
available to those who "join" Maharishi's community, whereas 
there is no precedent for this with Newton (although there 
might have been with Pythagoras, in which event Geometry could 
at that time have been defined as a religious "tool"J 

! 
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Sim~el's category of piety will then be considered in regard to 

the interpersonal response of the T.M. group. 

Weber's eharismatic authority ' is one of the most worked-over 

sociological concepts and needs little introduction. It may be 

described as incorporeting the following attributes:(l) 
I 

l~ The charismatic leader is self-appointed 
and recei~es a "calling" to assume 
leadership. 

2. He is seen as possessed by special, extra
ordinary qualities. 

3. He stands above bureaucratic concern, 
pecuniary reward, everyday routine, and 
domestic or personal relationships. 

4. He does not hold his position through 
acquiescence' of the group, rather it 
is seen by him as their "duty" to 
acknowledge and obey him. 

5. His authority is limited to his followers. 
Beyond this circle he is of no authority 
or significance. 

Weber cites as examples of the charismatic leader; the prophet, 

but also however, military leaders of certain persuasions. The 

concept is opposed to both the bureaucratic leader and to the 

patriarchal leader, the first having authority by appointment, 

and being replaceable personally by another incumbent, while the 

latter holds his position by tradition. Both the charismatic and 

patriarchal leaders receive no remuneration, but the bureaucratic 

leader, whose offices are founded on routine, rational matters, is 

salaried. finally the security of the charismatic leader's authority 

is tenuous; charisma is a tender, vulnerable attribute, and subject 

to routinisation. Authority may be suddenly and completely lost if 

the extraordinary powers of this leader appear to fail. 

Maharishi's emergence from anonymity to his complete dominan.ce 

of the T.M. organisation of 'which he is the founder is taken as 

(1) 
Garth, H.H. and Mills,C.Wright. from Max Weber. 
Trench, Trubner & Co.Ltd. (1947) pp.245-252. 

Kegan Paul, 
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indicative of his self-appointment. The gtoup emerged with .Maharishi, 

being his own creation, and being apparently controlled wholly by him. 

A recent Newsletter from the Centre refers to Maharishi as "the 

man responsible for the tremendous growth in all avenues of our 

l : ves."(l) His word is taken as the undisputed authority at the 

Centre; courses done there are all recordings of Maharishi's 

lectures, and are held as the only true pronouncements, not only on 

T.M. matters, but on all matters pertaining to the human condition. 

Maharishi's"wisdom"is .at the centre of T.M. movement, and belief 

system; his written words are the final authority on its philosophy 

and his own physical powers are considered to be extraordinary. 

Stories are told of him which suggest super powers, such as his 

capacity for work, the small . number of hours he sleeps and .his days 

of voluntary silence. 

While on one level the T.M. organisation is rational, routinised, 

bureaucratic and businesslike, Maharishi stands in contrast to this 

by his apparent other-worldly unconcern with his social environment. 

His dress is unlike that of those around him, as is his appearance 

generally. He is said to have no possessions; to be surrounded by 

flowers. (the "natural" rather than the "material" world), and is 

reputed to receive no personal remuneration whatever from the organisa

tion. He has no fixed place of abode, and in the tradition of Hindu 

monks, may not even beg for food. All that he has, is given free!y 

to him by his religious following. He is celibate, having no known 

relatives, and dismissing as unimportant the details of his own 

personal history. 

Maharishi's position as leader of T.M. is not by election. He 

leads, and others follow. Members construe it a privilege to wait 

upon Maharishi, and where he goes, his followers surround him with 

gratitude, supine admiration and flowers. This he takes as his due.(2) 

In the proposed constitution of the "World Government" no specific 

place is allocated to Maharishi, but inasmuch as Maharishi saw fit 

(1) 

(2) 
See Appendix C p •. 182·~. " 

See Appendix g Cas. Study 13 
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to announce the Dawn of the Age of Enlightenment, one must assume 

that he alone is privy to the direction in which we are evolving 

towards this new Age, and therefore his person is seminal to this 

evolution. 

It is a truism that only T.M. followers acknowledge the leader

ship of Maharishi. Beyond this group he is regarded as yet another 

Eastern Guru who is selling his "wares" to a Western market. He 

is perhaps confused or associated with Mahariji Ji; with the 

leaders of the Harikrishna gtoup, or other Eastern "gods" w~ose 

passage is short, if flamboyant. His repute outside the organisation 

is probably based mostly on his brief association with the Beatles 

in the 1960s. 

Undoubtedly Maharishi is seen by his devotees as a prophet. . 

Charles Lutes, in his introduction to Maharishi's work The Science 

of Being and the Art of Living (published in the latest edition 

under the title Transcendental Meditation{l)likens him to Christ in 

the following pa~sage: 

" ••• Maharishi brings to each man a path by 
which to find the kingdom within himself, 
which Christ, and every great prophet, knew 
and described. In his own introduction to 
this publication Maharishi says of it, that 
it will provide a way for "a new humanity" 
having a "fuller conception and richer' in 
experience and accomplishment in all fields. 
Joy of life will belong to every man, love 
will dominate human society, truth and virtue 
will reign in the world, peace will be permanent, 
snd all will live in fulfilment in fullness of 
life in God consciousness." 

Next will follow an examination of the group members' religious 

behaviour. Glasner(2) suggests that Weber's Charisma and Ourkheim's 

Sacred both describe gualities of persons (or in the case of Uurkheim, 

things or places as well), while the counterpart to these qualities~\ 

piety, posited by Simmel, describes the response of an individual to 

the object of religiosity • . Simmel describes piety as the "strange 

mixture of selfless devotion and desires, of humility and elation, 

of sensual immediacy and spiritual abstraction".(3) Nisbet adds 

(2) 

(3) 

New American Library, New York (1965) p.16. 

op.cit. p.llO. 

Quoted by Glasner. op.cit. p.lO?. 
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th~t this response may be found without reference to God, thus 

confirming Simmel~ view that the psychological category of piety 

is existentially anterior to religion per se, and Weber's view 

that charisma (albeit typify~ng t~e prophet) may be found in other 

leaders than the conventionally religious. Thus some people by 

their natures, incline towards piety, seeking out sacred objects 

and charismatic leaders. Glasner hints that the recognised 

sociological relationships defined as secondary and primary deserve 

a third in the continuum, that of the reli9ious.(l) Taking , 

Simmel's analysis of piety, T.M.'s members' relationships to their 

leaders will now be examined. Kevin,~2) description of Maharishi's 

followers in Sellisberg illustrates the way in which the community 

reacts to Maharishi. While this illustrates Simmel's definition of 

"selfless surrendering and fervent desire, unity and exhaltation", 

a better illustration of Simmel's other category, viz~, the "going 

out of affection" would be hard to find. 

The fact that Maharishi's picture appears in every room in the 

Centre, and on the cover of every T.M. publication is also indicative 

of what Simmel calls "a spiritual abstraction". Moreover aphorisms 

or special quotations from Maharishi appear in most local newsletters. 

Here are some examples: 

(1) 

(2) 

t:· '. ,', 

"A little fragrance always clings to the hand 
that gives the roses." . 

"We should start a campaign for an ideal society 
preferably ' before we start the next century of I 

national lire because then we start the next 
century on a fresh roll of great vitality, 
energy and powe~ of orderliness - infinite 
source of evolution." 

Glasner writes "it is possible to imagine that the majority or 
social relations amo~g individuels who form a church are of a 
secondary nature. Some, however, will be primary and of these, 
only a few can be described as religious." op.cit. p.llO. 

See Appendix ,cr, Case 3tudy 13. p.220. 
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"It is beautiful to offer this flower of knowledge 
to each citizen of the world, whose every thought, 
word and action contributes to the direction of 
our time, and is instrumental in shaping the 
des tiny of all mankind." 

"Knowledge is the greatest purifier known to l'Ian."{~) 

"We ~ho~ld s t art a campaign for an i deal society 
•••• because then we start •••• on a fresh roll 
of greater vitality, energy and power of order
liness .. infinlta source of evolution." (2) 

Piety or religiosity expressed towards other T .!WI. lea,derB is 

not so widespread, but Elizabeth's response to Alison, 8 teacher 

at the Centre, may illustrate a pietistic response: 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

"I have also been helping out et the Centre 
and it too has been so good for me - living 
with ,the 3 teachers during the day - they 
are such beautiful people. It is very 
difficult for them to have relationships with 
other people because they have a so much 
higher consciousness, and they can see through 
people. Alison is especially a fantastic 
person - I really love her - you can get close 
to people and really like them, ' but I love 
Alison more, than anybody else. I don't mind 
if she doesn't return my affection for her -
I don't mind just giving to her all the time -
for me to give is to receive the most 
beautiful thing from Alison - that she is 
taking !t!"(3) 

Here Elizabeth 'expresses a full measure of "going out of affection". 

It is not a "normal" relationship, even of profane love, since it 

asks for nothing in return. Humility is expressed in her feelings 

of unworthiness, and elation at being able too spend time in the 

superior Presence. Her devotion is selfless in that she requires 

no acknowledgement of it. In short it is not a usual response of 

one person who is attracted to another, although one may allow for 

an element of sexuality in Elizabeth's response to Alison, but thia 

is probably not entirely separable from the category of piety as 

described by Simmel, who allows for elements of "sensual concrete

ness" in his definition. 

See Appendix C, p' 181b. 

Newsletter (undated), 

See Appendix 0, Case Study 7, Pp. 211· - 212. 

:",,!]~ 
, r>' 

'-r' . 
:...~ ", 
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The foregoing attempts to illustrate religious behav~our w~thin the 

T.M. orgenisation with regard to that of Maharishi, as a charismatic 

leader as conceived by Weber, and with regard to the behaviour of 

mem"ers, in terms of Simmel's category of piety. However well 

this behaviour may serve to illustrate these concepts, their 

conceptualisation by Weber and by Simmel are for present purposes, 

problematic, since Weber states that charisma, while an att~ibute of 

religion is not exclusive to religion, but may be found in political, 

military and other groupings. Thus the presence of religious leader

ship is not sufficient to class an organisation as a ,religion, 

howsoever Cohn might present the situation. The same is tfue of 

Simmel's piety. While it is a religious quality, and an index of 

religious behaviour, it too is found in relationships outside religions 

per sa. Two approaches are possible here. Either one may decide that 

Weber and Simmel, were referring specifically and exclusively to those 

organisations which are recognised py the common sense world as 

religions, (such as the Christian church); Cohn's wider threefold 

classification takes account of this. Alternatively one may adopt 

the weaker position that the presence of religious behaviour, while 

not in itself enough to class a group as a ' religion, necessarily 

implies that that group has features in common with a religion. 

In this event, the foregoing analysis is of heuristic value only. 

r.M. as a Religion according to Conventional Oefinition 

Cohn's third interpretation of religion is that of the 

conventionally recognised churchl the body of religious followers 

who go under the name of one of the acknowledged religions such as 

Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, or denominations such as Catholicism 

or established sects; those categories that the man in the street 

understands 8S religions without defining his use of terms. Does 

T.M. bear any ·relation to any of these? 

Part of the answer to this is that Maharishi himself acknowledge. 

his debt to Hinduism by his every word and gesture. Hie attire, his 

pOle, dra.s and person are all reminiscent of his personal hiatory 

as a Hindu monk. The dedication of Transcendental Meditation readsl 
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"To the Lotus feet of Shri Guru Deu, 
Swami Brahmanand Saraswati, Bhagwan 
~handaracharya, Jyotir-Math, Himalayas, 
and as a blessing from Him this book 
is presented to all Lovers of Life 
desirous of enjoyin~ all Glories -
Worldly and Divine." (1) 

The publication The Scientific Age Rising to the Age of 

Enlightenment, has as its sub-title: 

"Verified by .Quantum Physics 
Verified by personal experience 
Verified by scientific research 
Verified by Vedic Literature." (2) 

It is this last category we shall investigate. The publication 

devotes only two pages each to the first three "verifications", 

and the subsequent fourteen pages are concerned with Hindu holy 

works. On these each double page is laid out with the name of the 

holy script at the top, and on the left hand page is the Sa~scrit 

from the original, and on the right is the translation into English, 

and the reference in the original. A double page is taken for each 

of the following Hindu holy books; ~, Brahmanas, Aranyakas, 

Upanishads, Smrtis, Puranas and the Bhagavad-Gita • . Maharishi, 

himself has translated the Bhagavad Gita into English, and holds 

that the key to the truths of T.M· lie in verse 45 of that work. 

This verse reads: 

"The Vedas' concern is with the three gunas. 
Be without the three Qunas,(3) 0 Arjuna, 
freed from duality, ever firm in purity, 
independent of possessions, possessed of 
the self." 

Thus T.M.'s Hindu origins are little disguised. The initiation 

ceremony, the in .ense, the bowls of rice and water, chanting in Sanscrit, 

the bare feet, candles and bell-ringing are all Hindu symbols and 

practice •• Vegetarianism, the informal prohibition of alcohol · tor 

those who wish to 'progress', and the central fact of meditating 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Maharishi Mohesh Yogi. gp.cit. (dedication). 

2p·cit. (U"PI;inatad). My emphasis. 
See , Glossary 
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itself, are all basic to the Hindu faith. (~editation is, of course, 

present also in Christianity and in Islam and some Jewish sects). 

In keeping with Hinduism itself, T.M. authorities stress that 

they do not proselytize for their own religion or any other. Hinduism 

puts no boundaries to its faith, or to its membership. To the Hindu 

there are no distinctions (as in Western religion), between the 

Sacred and the Profane. All is sacred, all are Hindu~, all fall 

within the human flock, and no rational, scientific, commercial or 

other interests are opposed to its religious nature. Religion, to 

the "Hindu, is Life, and this includes all activities. Secularisa

~, or the concept of secuiar have no meaning for the Hindu. This 

means that while one may say "So much in T.M. is of Hindu origin, 

while the rest is secular", this statement only has meaning outside 

Hindu philosophy, as T.M.'s lack of distinction between religion and 

non-religion is consistent with Hinduism itself. ror the Westerner, 

Hinduism has boundaries in as much as we see, for example, C~ristianity 

as excluding the Hindu faith as with other faiths. Thus while 

Hinduism falls outside of Christianity the reverse does not hold for 

Hinduism. Thus Robertson writes 

"The ideas of religion and religiosity are 
products of basically Christian thinking, 
because of the tensions expressed in 
Christian doctrine as between on the one 
hand social and terrestrial reality and on 
the other transcendental spiritual reality ••• 
to be religious therefore makes sense in 
Christianity in a way which is, strictly 
speaking, alien to other ·religions· ••• 
A distinction between religious and secular 
was perceived mainly by Western-educated 
or Western-oriented politicians and 
intellectuals. Hinduism was to others a 
way of life, a cultural system." (1) 

In a formal sense, Hinduism has never become institutionalised, 

as has Christianity. It is this institutionalisation as suggested 

by Robertson that is responsible for Christianity's dualism. O'oea" states 

(1) 
pp.cit. pp.43-45. 
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that . teligion both needs and suffers most from institutionalisa

tion .(1) Hinduism's strengths and weaknesses thus are in 

complementary opposition to those of Christianity, and moreover 

we apply the same categories randomly at our peril. 

But T.M. in Durban as in most other parts of the world caters 

for Westerners who are of Christian tradition, and so this comparison 

of the religions and the secular does not hold for their world view, 

howsoever it is valid for Maharishi. 

In conclusion, T.M. has certain elements regarding both the 

interaction of its members and the function of its premises, which 

enable it to be classed as a religion. It is not, however, either 

wholly or typically a religious organisation. Its pragmatic elements 

based on the dispensing of a teohnique relate it as much to magic as 

to religion. But the debate will not be carried with this field but 

rather into that of religions typology. T. M. meantime ma~ be taken 

either as a quasi-religion, or, as later suggested as a proto-religion. 

(1 )u'oea, T. 'rive OUemmas in the .Institutionalisation of Religion' 
Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion. Vo1.l(1) (1961). 
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CH~PTER 5 

RELIGIOUS TYPES 

(i) Church, Sect and Cult 
The previous chapters have examined T.M. as a religion, both 

as an institution and in regard to members' behaviour, .having also 

strong associations with the Hindu tradition. It has also been 

·shown that T.M.'s claims to scientific status are inadequate, 

telling more about a society that venerates the name of science, 

than they do about the nature of T.M. itself. 80th these findings 

are at odds with T.M.'s self-descriptions. 

Having loosely identified elements of T.M. as religious in 

terms of Cohn's categories, it is now appropriate to examine it 

further within the wider context of the sociology of religion. 

One of the major areas of interest to ~ociologists in the 

field of religion has been the distinction between church, sect and 

cult. Now that T.M. has been classified as having at least certain 

elements of a religion, an attempt will be made to place it in one 

or other of these sub-classes. 

The earliest theorist in this tradition is Troeltsch. Although 

most subsequent theorists have found his classification too broad 

for precise analysis, his ·distinction has been seminal for subsequent 

work in the field. 

Troeltsch lists the following characteristics of church and 

sect; the church is conservative, utilising both the state and the 

ruling classes to its ends, and thus compromising with the secular 

order, and tending to become an integral part of it. It has an 

"objective institutional character"(l) with membership largely 

"hereditary" and possessing a leadership hierarchy of priests and 

ecclesiastics. It aims at universalism, hence its integration with 

society, "compelling all the members of Society to come under its 

sphere and influence •••• "(2) 

(1) 

(2) 

Troeltsch E. "Church and Sect" in Yinger J.M. (ed) Religion, 
Society and the Individual Macmillan Company N.Y.(1957) p.418. 

~ p.418. 
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The sect, by contrast, is a voluntary community. a small 

grouping of individuals who are personally com~itted to its 

doctrines, and who view themselves as a sort of spiritual elite. 

Membership is mostly drawn from the lower classes. members 

aspiring to inward perfection. "Their attitude towards the world, 

the State and Society may be indifferent, tolerant, or hostile, 

since they have no desire to control and incorporate these forms of 

social life; on the contrary, they tend to avoid them ••• ,,(l) Often 

originally a schism of the church, the sect sets itself up in 

opposition to the worldly powers, renouncing both the secular order 

and the orthodox religion, and replacing them with its own elect.(2) 

Troeltsch deals only cursorily with cults, referring to them ' as 

"mystic groups" lying outside his sect-church continuum. . 

Yinger(3)takes a lead from Troeltsch, but elaborates his 

typology into six categories; the universal church, the ecclesia, 

the class church or denomination, the established sect, the sect 

and finally the cult. As with Troeltsch he envisions 80me tendency 

to evolutionary movement between sect and church, although he does 

not suggest that the cult belongs to this continuum. Of the cult 

Yinger says that it is a small group of people, characterised by its 

"mysticism" and represents a break with the dominant religious 

tradition of the society, and "is concerned with the problems of the 

individual."(4) To Yinger it constitute8 the farthest extreme, 

typologically, from the church. Yinger says: 

(2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

(5) 

"The cult ia often local and frequently 
built around a dominant leader ••• Both 
because its belief and rites deviate 
quite widely from those that are 
traditional in a society ••• and because 
the problems of succession following the 
death of a charismatic leader are diffi
cult the cult tends to be small, . to 
break up easily, and is relatively u~ikely 
to develop into an establishes sect or a 
denomination." (5) 

JJl!&. p.4l6. 

Troeltsch also suggests that there i8 a tendency for the aect 
to develop into a church through the procesaea of time. 

QR,cit. pp.14B-154. 

RRecH. p.155. 

op.cit, pp 154-155. 
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Yinger concludes his brief analysis with a statement that cults 

are not common in Western society. 

from this brief outline it may be inferred that T.M. is 

better described as a cult than as either church or sect. Its 

numerical smallness alone excludes it from classification as 8 

church, and while it may be said to aim at "universalism" (see 

its ambitions for "world government"), and in one sense it sees 

itself as concerned with social issues (such as the renabilitation 

of prisoners, occupational stress, human relationships etc.), its 

approach to these is singular inasmuch as it takes no cognisance 

of secular theories or social research in these fields, unless 

they .may be used in the corroboration of their own research findings. 

T.M. certainly does not compromise with the secular order, although 

it claims to be one with it, (e.g. "developments" in physics, 

psychology, etc.) but the corresponding areas of that secular order 

give it scant or no recognition. T.M. certainly aims at the middle 

or ruling classes, (see ~laharishi's attempt to reform T.M.'s image 

after the BBC TV interview in the 1960s, described on p14). This 

is evident today in its display of "proclamations" from various 

civil authorities acknowledging T.M. But nowhere, and certainly not 

in Durban, is T.M. the dominant religious, or any other institution. 

In conclusion, T.M. aiming at the conservative "world" is making a 

claim for status somewhat of the order of Troeltsch's church, and 

in its own estimation may be in the process of achieving this to 

some extent, but this is a partisaA view, and does not objectively 

reflect its relationship with the Establishment. Ita total lack 

of real involvement in contemporary social issues is sufficient 
evidence of this.(l) 

Neither does T.M. answer well to Troeltsch's description of the 

sect, although it shares a few common features. As with the sect, 

it is a voluntary community rather than one with which one is born, 

as is characteristic of the church, but T.M. has little of the 

schismatic dogmatism of the sect. Its very eclecticism operates 

against this classification. T.M. may see itself as a sort of 

spiritual elite 8S is typical of the sect. but ita intereat in 

(1) 
~eaides this T.M. fits only uneasily into Troeltach'a model, 
baaed as this is on Christianity. 
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proseletyzing' indicates its non-exclusive nature. (1) But again its 

attitude towards the real world is one of indifference, or avoidance(2) 

and to this extent it is compatible with Troeltsch's sect. Nor does 

T.M. enlist its members fro~ the lower classes; its very opulence, 

its residential position, besides the analysis of its members' 

occupations, indicate its essentially middle-class nature. It is 

the cult as described by Yinger that offers the best description 

of T.M: T. M. originated as a local group (although it is not ,merely 

local today), it is built very much around a dominant leader, it ,is 

primarily concerned with individual problems, is mystical in part 

and it deviates widely from the accepted religious traditions of 

Western Society. T.M. fits adequately into these early descriptions 

of the cult so that the development of cult theory will now be 

followed to the exclusion of both the church and the sect. 

(ii) Cult Typologies - Membership 

It is perhaps 'questionable to refer to "membership" of the 

cult, or indeed to suggest that individuels "join" a cult. Von 

Weise and Becker consider that the latter term is inappropriate, 

since "instead of joining a cult; an act which implies the consent 

of others, one simply chooses to believe particular theories, or 

follow certain practices, and the 'consent of other members of the 

cult is not necessary."(3) "Membership", by this reckoning is 

inappropriate, since subscription to the common cult viewpoint or 

practice is enough to constitute the collectivity of the cult.~4) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

One ~eacher spoke o~ten of his inability to form relationships 
with people who do not meditate. 

The Centre receives no newspapers, and there is ~o radio or 
T.V. set in evidence, despite the fact that several teachers 
live there. Political issues, deliberately brought up in the 
research situation, were brushed aside as resolvable only through 
the proliferation of the Meditating public. 

Von Weise, L. and Becker, H. Systematic Sociology. John Wiley & 
Sons N.Y. (1932) p.B6. . 

The term "member" \IIill however be re*ained here, for ease of 
expression. 
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Related to Von Weise and Becker's concept of the cult's collective 

nature are several features some of which were suggested by Troeltsch 

or Yinger but have been developed by other theorists. 

The first is that of its "members" individualistic commitment. 

They do not belong to a cult in a corporate way, tending to be 

"loners" rather than "groupers". As a result of this it is unusual 

to find whole families subscribing to a cult. Martin refers to a 

"parallelism of spontaneitieS'P) But despite the • aloneness" of cult 

members their interaction such as it is, is informal. Campbell 

suggests that cult "members" are drawn from a wider population which 

he call~ the cultic milieu.(2) The cultic milieu is comprised of a 

number of individuals who are "takers" for a variety of fads, fashions 

and movements which promise a more meaningful or richer existence 

or improved mental abilities or physical health.(3) These 

individuals are also described as "seekers", since they tend to 

search for some kind of satisfBcti9n among and between several 

different cults. Typically, an individual "seeker" may be caught 

up in Anthroposophy, Theosophy, Yoga, Health Food Fads, Macrobiotics 

or Scientology, either sequentially, or sometimes concurrently. Thus 

Campbell postulates a population which is susceptible to guasi

religious movements, and which perhaps cares less what the 

"explanation" of life or reality is, than that there is something 

new of this kind, for their inv~stigation.(4) Mann writes of cults 

in Alberta in a similar vein: 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

Martin, D. quoted in ~elson, G. "The Spiritual Movement and the Need 
for a Redefinition of Cult" Journal for the Scientific Study of 
Religion: 1969 8,1 Spring. 

Camp~ell, C .• quoted by Wallis · R. "Scientology: Therapeutic Cult· 
to Religious Sect" Sociology Vol.9 (1975) p.9l. 

Wallis. op.cit. p.305 typifies the cult member as believing "that 
there · is some truth in almost everything". 

op.cit. p.321. 
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"People who became dissatisfied with on3 " cul ~ 
commonly drifted around in ot~ers and eventually 
joined a nother cult grouc: r arely di~ they 
return to a traditional c- urch or j oin a sect. 
Individuals Wh O "dabbled" in Ch ris tian Science 
often found their way into other healing cults 
or into the I Am or t ~e Consu~ers' ~ overen t . 
l\ewly conver~ occul ti sts fr e:]uently circula ted 
amona two or three grouos in the same city. 
In C~lgary there was a pattern of snif ti ~g fr~m 
Theosophy to the Rosicrucians to ri ermes or the 
Sun I\iovel"'lent, ana t"e •. ce to the I Am. ' Incorrigible 
drift"ers were nicknamed ' :':etaohysical tramps' ."(1) 

Gann also states t~at those who joined cults in Alberta at the time 

of his study, were not required to foreswear membership of other 

organisations , religious or otherwi s e. 

What Is It That The Cult-Member Is Seeking? 

The cult member is seeking basically either one of two things. 

The first is a spiritual quest for what he may call meaning. Phrases 

like "~ore meaning in Life" and "What Life is all about"~ questions 

that the individual does not feel are answered by conventional religion 

or traditional scientific eXPlanation.(2) The second quest is of 

psychological, or I1sycho-socia.l origin. The individual suffers 

from tensions due to maladjustment in marital, occupational or other 

re1 3 tionshi ~ s. The manifestation of thes e tensions may be either 

psychological, in the form of depression or insomnia, or psychosnmatic 

in the form of physical symptoms. Mann suggests that the cult 

attracts individuals whom he describes as neurotics or neurasthenics, 

adding that the predominance of middle-aged women who join cults may 

result from "menopausal stresses (which) probably loomed large among 

a membershi~ weighted in the direction of middle-aged, sexually 

(1) 

(2) 

Mann, W.E. Sect and Cult in Alberta, University of Toronto Press. 
Toronto(1955) p.39. 

John ~lanemetz (quoted in Eister, A. "An Outline of a Structural 
Theory of Cults" Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 1972 
11,4 p.32~writes that "Sophisticated man has a need to place 
himself i~ the world, to come to terms intellectually and emotionally 
with himself and his environment, to take his own and the world's 
measure. This need is not met by science. It is not enough for him 
to have only the knowledge which the sciences and ordinary 
experiences provide. Or perha ps I should say, to avoid misunder
standing, it is not enou9h for him to have only the knowledge in 
the same sense that what they provide is so ••• " 
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inactive women."(l) Often medical science has become impatient 

with the sort of vague malaise affecting people caught up in the 

tensions and stress of contemporary western Industrial society, 

and with its concentration on pharmacology and a positivistic 

approach ~o human distress, and doctors often fall short of uncover

ing the social causes of physical disorders. Mann writing of cults 

in Alberta supports this view, says that "psychosomatic ailments 

tended to receive rather abrupt handling by regular medical men", 

and that the "shortage of psychiatrists coupled with an almost 

complete absence of clergymen with some knowledge of psychiatry, 

served to underline the need for people who would provide mental 

therapy."(2) Glock and Stark(3) postulate that all persons in 

search of religion suffer from deprivation of one kind or another -

that deprivation is an independent variable upon which ~~ligious 

involvement depends, and that cult members (unlike church and sect 

members who tend to suffer from social and economic deprivation 

respectively) suffer from psychic deprivationo"(4) 

Johnstone, while acknowledging the variety of cult "messages", 

considers the central idea in cults, both past and present to be that 

of "getting your mind tOgether".(5) The object of the cult is the 

greater harmonious operation of mind and body, working in unison 

wi th the "central power or force of the universe". ·Johnstone 

suggests that individuals who join cults are in need of answers to 

two basic questions about themselves and their environments, namely 

Who am I and where do I fit into the world? and How can I find peace 

and unity of mind and body. or the spiritual and material within me? 

He calls the first question the Identity Quest, and the second might 

(1) 

(2) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

(5) 

pp.cit. p.41. This type 
Durban howeve~ although 

2,Ih.gi t. P.SO. 

of membership is not tyoical of T.M. in 
the graph (Appendix -g . l> .169) shows a bulge 

at the 40-50 age class for women. 

Glock and Stark, R. Religion and Society in Tension. Rand McNally 
& Co. U. S.A. (1965) pp.246-259. 
They also mention another type of movement described as a 
Healing Movement, catering for organismic deprivation. 

Johnstone, R. - Reli5ion and Society in Inter3ction. Prentice 
Hall Inc. N.Y. (1975 p.317. 
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be termed the Harmony Quest, the individuals in search of answers · 

to these being described as metaphysical seekers and psychological 

seekers.(l) 

Often in practice the two types of seekers are not as distinct 

as the foregoing analysis suggests. Generally there is an overlap 

between them, resulting in ~any individuals seeking both types of 

solutions. There may even be a logical connection between the 

distressed individual and a secondary need to affirm his identity, 

leading to a metaphysical quest. Mann notes a tendency for 

individuals to seek out what he calls "healing cults", and then 

drift towards occult cults", while he sees no tendency in the other 

direction. (2) 

Because many, if not most cult members are "seekers" as 

described above, this does not mean that all or even most. people 

with identity crises or psycho-social problems are potential"cult 

material". While metaphysical seekers are attracted to the cult as 

an alternative to conventional religious or scientific explanations, 

psychological seekers may join a cult through disenchantment with, 

or sceptieism of medico-psychological facilities, but "estabUshed" 

alternatives are adeguate for most. Most individuals in society cope 

with troubles and problems of all kinds through the conventional 

channels of church and/or medical science, thus the appeal of the 

cult is to only a cartain few who find these avenues inadequate. 

If one were to take Weber's concept of "religiously unmusical" and 

invert it, one might postulate a population of individuals who are 

"mystically musical"; a population that is attracted to meta

scientific theories, which the more prosaic (the "mystically 

, unmusical") perhaps with positivistic inclinations, find 

unacceptable, unintelligible or merely uninteresting. 

The cult membe'r' s concern for his personal problems is usually 

at the expense of his interest for social or political issues. These 

typically hold little intere.st for the cultic milieu. Preoccupation 

(1) 

(2) 

Eister, A. relates the cult' to "epistemological and orientational 
instability." "An Outline of a Structural Theory of Cults" Journal 
for the Scientific Study of Religion 11.4 (1967) p.321. 

~p.cit. p.39. 
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with the supernatural world may become a technique for avoiding 

real-world matters. Political problems, social questions or even 

natural disasters have little significance for the cult member, 

and they may be dismissed as issues which can only be solved in 

terms of t he cult's formulations. for the cult, it is the self 

who is immediately important, while at · the abstract level; it is 

the transcendental. Johnstone raises the question wheth p- r this 

substitution of the metaphysical is a "cop-out" rather than a way 

out.(l) 

What of the demographic constitution of the cultic milieu? 

I~ann, who as stated earlier made study of cults in Alberts from 

1930 - 1947, held that the cult tended to attract more women 

among its followers than men, especially in the "healing" cults 

(an approximation of those catering for what has here been called 

the psychological seekers). P1ann also found that "many of the women 

were middle-aged and either unmarried or widowed". Cult leaders, 

moreover showed a remarkably hi9h proportion of women.(2) . 

Regarding social status, the cult's membershin tends to be 

middle-class. This is by contrast with the sect, whose membership 

is primarily drawn from the working .or lower middle classes. Mann 

says "The economic position of cult followers in Alberta might be 

ch~racterised as 'comfortable'", and quotes one cult member as saying 

nn the whole we are prosperous. A few come in poor but soon 

become prosperous Our church includes some of the most prosperous 

business men in tow~ ." Mann however qualifies this optimistic 

picture by relating how life histories of cult members often showed 

a degree of social marginality. "The insistence of many cults upon 

certain ascetic practices, such as abstinence from tobacco and 

liquor, tended to restrict cultists from full social acceptance in 

middle-class sOCi~ty.(3) 

P1ann indicates a tendency among cult members to "excessive 

residential mobility and a high proportion of single, unattached 
(1) 

op.cit. p.41. 

(2) !W. p.4l 
(3) 

1bid.p.41. 
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supporters" as accounting as well for a degree of social disease. 

He concludes 

"In spite of 'comfortable' means, accordingly, 
it apoears that a significant proportion of 
cult supporters were poorly integrated into 
the middle-class communities ••• Altogether 
a substantial although indetermi~ate number 
of Alberta's cultists were clearly marginal 
to the middle-class community, while a 
smaller proportion composed mainly of the 
occult followers were on the fringe of the 
upper working class." (1) 

Another characteristic of cult members relates to their 

standard of education. Often they have a better-than-aver.age 

education, although not usually of tertiary level. They tend 

to be avid readers of esoteric literature often (to the layman) 

of a b~rely intelligible nature. 

In sum, the typical cult member is individualistic in his 

needs, searchin~ for personal enlightenment or the resolution of 

personal problems and tending to drift from cult to cult looking 

for answers to thes e needs. He is of low social consciousness, but 

of medium educational level and middle-class sta~us, although 

possibly not well integrated into middle-class society. 

(iii) The Cult - Ideology and Formation 

A description of the cult itself as it is presented by 

theorists since Troeltsch and Yinger must necessarily reflect 

much of wha t has been said about cult membership. Demand and supply, 

supply and demand cannot go unrelated. However, light may further 

be thrown on the subject by an examination of the cult's general 

characteristics, of its leadership, its doctrines, its attitudes 

towards its membership, and finally, on the conditions under which 

the cults emergl. 

(1) 
(2) 

The cult has been described by various theorists as ~transitory"(2) 

optcit. p.42. 

Von Weise , L and Becker, H. op.cit.p.85 
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IIs r ort-livedll(l ) , IIfragilell~2) as well a!'> loose-textured, and uncondensed 

social structures.,(3) while Eister(4) 3nd Wallis(S) refer to the open 

nature of the cult, both in terms of personal belief and of membership. 

These descriptions suggest loose grouping without fixed boundaries, 

both with regard to change in membership, and :n its very existence. 

Campbell also stresses that not only is there fluctuating memborship, 

but also the belief system itself is subject to flux.(6) 
\ 

Mann refers to the . lack of formality in social interaction in the 

cults that he studied, to the tendency to forego formal address in 

favour of first names.(7) 

The belief system, or world-view of the cult is said to incline 

towards "insights from Eastern PhilosoPhy"(8). They may be post

scientific in that they do not see scientific explanation as separate 

from religious belief. Mann quotes the cult emphasis on "mental 

prayer"~9) and that through this "prayer" the "power of God is 

immediately available to belie\lers." This is to imply that the 

individual does not have to follow a rigid ethical code; but rather 

that the cult's "method" gives access to the transcendental which is 

"there" for our taking. The cult enables one to "switch on" through 

adopting a technique and could be termed manipulationist. The cult's 

goal is harmony rather than ascetisism, and, according to !-iann, emphas,isi nc:: 

the evil in the world as not a reality so much as a lack of goodness. 

Eister describes the cult doctrine as looking to the present and the 

future, rather than to the past.(lO). Eister also mentions that the 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5 ) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Yinger. gp,cit. p.154. 

Hoult quoted by Eister QP.cit. p.320. 

Von ~eise,L and Becket . H. oe.cit. p.10l. 

op.cit.p.329. , 

op.cit. pp 304-308 

Quoted by Wallis, op,cit. p.304. 

op.cit. p.59. 

r·lann. ibid - p.37. 

~. p.64. 

·pp.c! t. p.331. 
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cult's values are "world-denying", both of which may reflect the lack 

of social awareness as attributed to cult members earlier. 

Generally middle-class values are endorsed by the cult's doctrines, 

such as th9 value of education, and th p. tendency to usurp the jargon cr 

terms of the education ~orld, and especially of science. Mann also 

refers to the cult's role of providing a personal counselling s&rvice, 

the other aspect of members' needs for mental or psychic healing. 

In all Mann lists nine doctrinal constants for c~lts, these are: 

1. Science and religion ~re a unity. 

2. The bible contains God's truth. Its under
standing requires an allegorical or spiritual 
form of interpretation. · 

3. God is Love, Goodness,· F.ind. He is all-powerful. 

4. Evil is an error or illusion and definitely 
transitory. 

5'. God perm~atas everything. His power is always and 
everywhere available. He is inseparable fro~ the 
human soul. 

6. Prayer is the way of utilizing the inexhaustible 
power of God to banish every human ill. 

7. Through the discovery of the divine laws that run 
the univer~e, and the use of prayer, man can 
attain full health, happiness, inner harmony, 
and prosperity. 

~. There is no hell. All men will be ultimately 
saved; all will be immortal. 

9. Through prayer and study everyone can realise 
these truths, receive God's power, and become 
a metaphysician.(l) 

The leader of the cult is described as possessing charismatic charm 

d l ·· ti (2) an persona lmaglna on, with those leaders from healing cults 

often having a neurotic background, but as the cult usually negates 

the past, however, this background is likely also to be glossed over. 

op,cit. p.62. 

ibid. p.8. 
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The Relationship of .tha Cult to Church and Sect 

i ~ann refers to an attitude of "enlightened superiority" of the 

cult towards conventional religions, extending to a rejection of 

fundamentalism. He says, 

"Whereas sects emphasise recovery of 
primitive first-century Christian 
doctrines, cults tend to blend alien 
r.eligious or psychological notions 
with Christian doctrine with a view 
to obtaining a more "adequate" or 
"modern" faith ••• It is the syncretic 
features which distinguishes the cults 
..... (1) 

In their informal approach to membership and in their appeal to 

the middle rather than to the working classes, cults are in fact nearer 

in nature to denominations than to sects, although Wallis posits a 

continuum through cult and sect, to denomination. Pfautz(2), in his 

study of Christian Science, sees the development of movements 

similarly to Wallis's model. This movement is one of increasing 
secularisation, with the church accommodating to the secular order to 

a degree not characterised by the other two. But the question of 

secularisation is complex and controversial, and one which cannot 

be debated here.(3) Another feuture that the cult shares with the 

denomination is its lack of stirring emotional services, which 

typifies the sect. f~ann says, "dramatic exhortation or preaching 

are consistently eschewed and new members are 'won' by reasoned or 

speculative argument.rather than by emotional appeals".(4) 

I . ) lJ.,! The Cult Today 

The foregoing analysis and especially reference to Mann's stUdies 

in Alberta, relate mainly to Christian cults. Although Mann admits the 

influence of orientalism in cults that he studied, most were based on 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

~ • p.6. 

Pfautz, H. Christian Science. "A case study of the Social 
Psychological Aspect or Secularisation" Social forces. 34(2). 

for an exhaustive debate on this subject, see Glasner, P. 
op.cit. 

op.cit. p. 7. 
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Chri s tia~ ity, even if they deoarted from orthodox formulations and 

doctrines. 

Mann sugges ts hOlaJever, t hat t here are "fashions" in cults! and 

the very "fluidity" of the nature of th ~ cult is at the heart of this. 

He reports that in the 1920s cults in Alberta were focused on physical 

health, in the 1~30s, the emphasis was on prosoerity, w~ile in the 

19405 the focus was on mental health. He writes "during the Second 

World War· divine aid was increasingly sought on behalf of inner peace 

and harmony, freedom from worry, and maturity of personali~y." (1) 

This significant observatjon emphasises the adaptability of what is 

fundamentally a practical or manipulationist orientation to the 

supernatural, an adaptability which reflects changing problems in the . 

social environment. 

lately the cult has received increasingly more attention from 

sociological theorists Wallis, Robbins and Anthony, Martin, and others 

mentioned in earlier pages have turned their attention to the prolifera

tion of cults in contemporary Western SOCiety. Both Wallis and Eister 

note this new interest in cults, Gl~ck and Stark maintaining along with 

Eister that the theory of cults is as yet incompletely worked out. 

Johnstone writes: 

"What seems new in cult development in the second 
half of this century are two features: (1) a 
change in the origin or base of the belief and 
practice system, (2) a probable increase in the 
number of followers, though numbers are 
impossible to substantiate with assurance ••• 
religious cults in the United States exhibit 
a great diversity in focus and message, (but) 
••• there is evidence of a strong rar Eastern 
religious influence in many America~ religious 
cults today ••• Hinduism and Buddhism particularly 
serve as points of origin and orientation for 
many of them: Zen, Subud, Vajrayana 8uddhism~ 
Sufism, ~eher Baba, I Ching and scores of them."(2) 

Johnstone adds that most recent American religions share with 

Hinduism and Buddhism "themes of meditation and getting right in your 

(1) 

(2) 
p.64. 

AA,cHl p.3l6 •. 
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mind and body with the cosmic forces and fluids of the univerae,"(l) 

and Ooes on to express a lack of surprise that cults flourish in p~r 

present social climate. 

"Amid the defilement of our natural environment, 
the violation of the integrity and freedom 
of people by all manner of exploitation, 
enslavement and discrimination. the hypocrisy 
and self-centredness of one's fellow men, 
the failure, as many young people see it, 
of science to solve our problems, and the 
overarching threat of planetary self
destruction, it is small wonder that many 
people seeking a way out find an answer 
in what religious cults offer." (~ 

Elsewhere he states that the new religious movements, in which 

'he includes some which would class as sects, such as the Jesus Freaks, 

, are predominantly "youth-related" ( ~ We are perhaps the first society 

to produce so distinct a sub-culture among our youth 'and it is perhaps 

only logical to expect that this sub-culture should produce, along with 

new values, and life styles its own religious forms as well. 

(i) Origins of the Cult 

One further aspect of the cult deserve~ mention. This concerns 

the social circumstances in which cults are likely to arise. Eister(4) 

suggests that cult typologies should not be seen in isolation from 

theories as to ~hy cults exist. 

Glock and Stark draw attention to the fac~ that new religious 

movements have outstripped the development of sociological theory in 

the field. They write 

f 1 , 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

"Men continue to return from their encounters 
with divinity with new and heretical versions 
of 'eternal truth'. Even the contemporary 
American scene, for all its secularization, 
abounds in messiahs, prophets and messengers 
bearing new revelations and often acknowledging 
new gods." (5 : 

~.p.3l7, 

ibid, p.318. 

ibid.p.311, 

Eister, A. oo.cit. p.321. 

Glock ~.Y. & Stark, R. Religion and Society in TenSion. Rand McNally 
& Co. N.Y. (1965) pp.57-58. 
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In a footnote they add "The res urgence of scholarl! interest in 

religion has yet to produce a sophi sticated analysis of t he cult"(l) 

despite some journalistic attention to what he calls " America's 

' KooK milieu'." Our contemporary society, in fact is witnessing a 

proliferation of cults. What is it about our society that makes it 

a ferlile field for the appearance of new cults? 

Eister(2) attempts a paradigm for the emergence of cults relating 

them to what he calls "culture crises". These he defines as 

"dislocation in the communicational institutions 
of advanced societies ••• anything that disturbs 
or challenges the conventional prQcesses by 
which belief systems are formed, ~meanings' are 
generated and orientations communicated must be 
expected to have consequences of the most profound 
order, including among others the stimulation 
or even provocation of cult interest, cult 
movements and cult activity. Such dislocations, 
in short, will have sociological consequences 
extending beyond those ordinarily designated 
by such concepts as anomie or by secularisation 
or by 'unbelief'." (3) 

Assuming a "need for orientation" (which includes for Eister 

"some basis for identifying and arranging values"(4) as ~ell as 

explanations for evil, death and suffering) to be fundamental 

institutions arise in societies to provide for these existential 

needs. They "formulate, s tandardize, 'authenticate' or 'validate' 

words and symbols in which beliefs and other modes of orientation are 

expressed."(S) Durin~ the past few decades, according to Eister (and 

hardly disputable) our Western Society has undergone severe disruption 

or dislocation of these institutions. Eister quotes not only religious 

organisations in this class but "norms of excellence in the fine arts, 

rules of grammar in literature and in general discourse." It is, he 

s,ays "a culture-crisis of major historical proportion ••• We have been 

(1) 
oele1t. pp 57-5e. 

(2) Ehter, A. 2g.~it. p.319 
( 3) 

ibid. p.321. 
(4) 

ibid. p.322 
(5) 

!ill.: p.322 
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cas t adr i ft a t a mas t prof.ound level." 1 n this clima te cul ts emerge 

to provide the new "cultic" view of man and his suffering. New 

systems of meaning emerge as stabilisers in the flux that results 

from the confusion o~ values.(l) When value systems are threatened, 

the way is open for the emergence of cults. 

In recent years not only our belief systems and modes of 

communication have been challenged, but scientific proportions, taken 

as mandatory laws a few decades ago, have been discarded or taken as 

'optional' truths. The Absurd, the Irrati onal or, as Eister adds, even, 
.1, . 

the A!nti-rational have assumed a validity in place of earlier beliefs 

which often now app,ear simplistic. One might argue that these 

discriminations are at an intellectual level who are removed from the 

vast bulk of the populace, but undauntedly no one has escaped even if 

he is not conscious of the onslaught on previously unquestioned values. 
, . 

The subject of dislocation could also have been handled through 

many other concepts, or social areas. Practically any analysis of 

contemporary society(2) ~einforces Eister's view of a deeply disturbed 

society, fragmented "pluralised", urban populations more individuated, 

i solated, lonely and confused than o~ historical record, and threatened 

by extinction ' by nuclear weapons, pollution of the environment, ' over

population - all three entirely new threats to mankind's future on this 

planet. 

The relationship of this state to the emergence of cults may be 

assumod in that the cult, as described, offers an "other-worldly" 

cosmology; it turns its back on world issues, it caters for individual 

pr 0blems, especially perhaps thos a which cannot be clearly articulated. 

Ot he r cultic ~ingredientsU such as ,t he provision of counselling, its 

offer of quick results for little effort and denial of evil may also 

be seon in this light. 

(1) 

(2) 

Elster (ep.cit~ develops this theory with reference to each 
particular premise. 

A few that come to mind are Zijderveld, A. The Abstract Society 
Harmondsworth, Penguin Books London (1914); Edwards R. et a1 the 
Capitalist System. Prentice Hall N.J. (1972), Roszak, T. Wha~ 
the Wasteland Ends. faber & raber London (1973). 
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CHAPTER 6 

Placing T.M. as a Cult 

(ij Analysis on the Basis of Generalisation 

On the basis of the previous section, the following will first be 

taken as characterist ics of the cult's membership, and of the cult 

itself. On this basis T.M. will be assessed for its possession of 

these characteristics: 

Eight salient features of the cult's membership are: 

1. The existence of a dominant leader , usually charismatic. 

2. No specific boundaries to the membership. 

3. Members' individualistic involvement , and their personal 
quest for mystical Anlightenment or psychological help. 

4. Their propensity to "shop around" other cults. 

5. The predominance of women, and/or of young people. 

6. Middle-class membership and hence values, and 
educational standard. 

7. Low social awareness. 

B. Informal relationships within the group. 

The . salient 'eatures of the cult itself are 

1. Its break with the dominant religious tradition. 

2. Its numerical smallness. 

3. Its propensity to disintegrate. 

4. Its affinity to Eastern Philosophy and ReligiQn. 

5. Its view of science and religion as one. 

6. Its emphasis on mental prayer. 

7. Its emphasis on quick results. 

8. Its emphasis on harmony with the Divine Laws, and 
of Mind and Body. 

9. Its pantheistic tendency. 

10. Its negation of the existence of evil, and thus of 
traditional Western dualism. 

11. Universal eligibility .of membership. 

12. Its obscure prose, and'~argonese~ together with a 
rational rather than an emotional approach. 

13. Its .mphasis on the future rather than on the past. 

14. Its attitude of enlightened superiority to 
conventional religion. 
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T.M.'s fit, with regard tc the foregoing characteristics will 

now be examined. 

1. The Existence of a Dominant Leader 

That Maharishi fills this role is evident. Not only is he the 

founder of the organisation, and its ideology (in its modern form) but 

he appears to have sole authority over policy and doctrine. His 

pictures are omnipresent, both at the Centre and in the literature,{l) 

and he alone "gives" the advanced lectures. The response of his 

followers in Se!lisberg to his presence indicates the charismatic nature 

of his leadershi~2~See Appendix 0, Case study 12). However, under 

Maharishi operates a vast and complex bureaucracy of administrators, 

teachers and researchers, so that the leadership of the organisation 

may be seen with some ambiguity. But these individuals remain shadowy, 

merely filling roles, correct in dress and deportment, while Maharishi 

adopts the stagey appearance~tn his robes, beads and unkempt hair and 

beard~3)His leadership is inspiring and prophet-like, while behind his 

flamboyance operates the "silent administrators" who keep the 

organisation turning over. 

2. No Specific Boundaries to Membership 

Table X (Appendix B) . shows varying degrees of membership 

commitment. The inner circle describes the core-group which is 

comprised exclusively of teachers, full-time and part-time. The 

boundary defining this group is distinct, since membership of this 

circle entails training. The second circle, 8 representing a secondary' 

degree of involvement describes individuals who are "regulars" at 

meetings and checks, and volunteers at the Centre. This group is 

subject to fluctuation, usually attracting initiates for a short 

period only. The outer circle, C, comprising by far the greater number 

of T.M. members, is separated only diffusely from circle 8 and represents 

individuals who have been initiated but who are out of touch with the 

Centre. They are nevertheless counted as meditators by the Centre in its 

quantification of members, thus they are defined by a rigid boundary 

separating them from the so-called "non-meditating" public. 

The above shows an ambiguity regarding membership. T.M. authorities 

define the cult's boundaries as distinct, but active membership is diffuse, 

thus an objective appraisal suggests (1) specific, but non-selective entry 

(1) Note his portrait on newsletter covers Appendix C. p.l81e.181b. 

(2) 
"" • " " • ". p.l82e. 

(3) Contre.t "-harishi's photogranh (a. above (1» with those 0' 
• d,ini.trator. p.192-l92t. 1929. 

T.fII • 
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qualificationa, but (.2) casual or non-exacting .ellbership thereatter. 

3. Individuali •• 

This relatee to both the tact that cult .ellbers "join" on their own and 

that they are on an individualistic quest tor enlighten .. nt.(l) or psycho-

social help.(2) The ca.e studies .how that only t~o of the people interviewed 

belonged to T.". along with their ~ives, husbands or taailies (Pete and Hans).(3) 

Several recorded the positive antagonism at their spouse, (Jim and Elizabeth).(4) 

Several indicated that other members ot their tamilies had been initiated 

however, although these did not beco.e enthusiast •• 

4. The Propensity to "Shop Around" A.ong Cults 

"Conventional" cults such a. Rosicrucians, Christian Science, Sanmat, 

Dale Carnegie, White "agie, a~e all .entioned in the case studies.(5) "ore

over, ot the entire T.". population who ~ere asked it they had studied any 

other tor.s Qt .editation or enlightenment progra.mes, 21% said that they had 

done so, and at the.e 43%· had tound other cults ".atistactory or interesting" 

showing a certain "tickleness ot religions purpose".(6) 

5. The Predo.inance ot Wo .. n and ot Young People 

T.". shows a tair balance ot .. le and temale .. mbership, its larges~ 

age-group catagory baing under 25 (36%) and the second largest is 25-35 

(25%). Thus 62% o,t its "'ellber. ara under 35 years ot age. (7) 

6. "iddla-Cla.s "ellber.hip 

The largast category ot workers .how a .iddle to lower-Middle clas. 

~ although student. and young, prote.sional paople are well represented.(8) 

The top protession. .uch as law and .edicine are not well represented however. 

The educational achievement in a rando. survey(9)conducted among .ambers 

showed the large.t category 

(1) See Appendix 0, Ca.e Studies No.l,2,3,6,13, also Appendix C p.191 tor 
tract elllpha.i.lng "the individual". 

(2) See Appendix 0, Ca.e Studies No.2,4,5,6,lO,12,14. 

(3) See Appendix 0, Case Studies No.8,ll. 

(4) See Appendix 0, Case Studies No.3, 7. 

(5) See Appendix 0, Case Studies No.2,3,5,10. 

(6) See Appendix 8, Tables V and VI, el.o Appendix 0, Ca.e Studies No.2,3,10. 

(7) See Appendix 8, Table. la, 1b and lV, Appendix C p.189a-189b tor T.". 
tract directed at etudents. 

(8) See Appendix 8, Table VIII. 

(9) See copy ot queetionnaire in Appendix 8 Schedule 2. 
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(46.51%) stating matric. as their highest ~cademic qualification with 

27.9l~ having less than matric (see Appendix B, Table VIII). 

7. Low Social Awareness . 

Asked wha t political party they supported, a random ' sample (see 

Appendix 0, TableIX) answered none or failed to commit themselves. 

Responses to world political issues given by Jim (see Appendix 0, Case 

Study 3) show a tendency to posit T.M. as the cure-all for social 

problems, but lack conventional political realism. 

B. Informal Relationships Within . the Group 

The emphasis on first names and familia r ity of helpers and teachers 

t owards members and between themselves shows a high degree of informality 

among the cult's members. The Centre is recommended as "a second horne" 

by the teachers and members are invited to use the meditation room when

ever they please, and may enter the Centre unannounced at any time for 

this purpose. (See Appendix C newslett.rs pp~181a-183d). · . , 

On the other hand the emphasis on paperwork, the filling ' in of forms 

and the distribution of literature suggests a bureaucratic organisation 

at odds with the usual understanding of informality. 

1. Break with the Dominant Religious Tradition 

has 

2. 

T.M.'s affinity to Hinduism, and its entirely unchristian cosmology 

been described earlier. (see Chapter 1, (ii) and (iii)~.See .lso extract 

Numerical Smallness "-hartshi'. speech Appendix C p.183d). 

At about 2,100 T.M.'s community must be considered small in relation 

to the size of the population of Durban and surrounding districts(l). But 

in fact the number of those active meditators is probebly a fraction of 

this number. Certainly only about 20 - 50 come to well-advertised and 

Official statistics give population figures of greater Durban as 
over one million (S.A.Census 1970). 

trom 
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circulariaed T.~. functions. T.~.'s aim to have 1% of the population initiated 

would still maen that, even if these initiates were active meditators, T.M. 

members would be fairly sparsely distributed. 

3. The Cult's Propensity to Disintegrate 

The "fraying of the edges" ot membership described earlier (se. Appendix 

B, Tabl. X) is one way in which T.~. as an organisation is fragile. Its ' 

fragility is also described by the fact that during the depre.sion which began 

in 1976, T.M., like many other economic organisations, had to withdraw its 

smaller querters, and the Centre was threatened with closure. On the other 

hand, T.M.'s apparently sound economic poaition on a world basi.(l) would' 

s.em to indicat. that the organisation ia s.curely establish.d internationally, 

but too .. ny variabl.s muat be taken into account before a prediction is made 

as to its futur •• 

•• Eastern Philosophy and Religion 

Thia is cover.d by T.M.'s affinity to Hinduism alluded to in 1 above. 

5. Th. Unity of Science and Religion 

This i, avid.ncad by .uch of the T.M. literature and perhaps succinctly 

by the "rour ~erificatlons", mentioned on p.73. (See also Appendix 0, Case 

Study 3, pp 20o-201~ 

6. "ental Prayer 

~edltation itaelf could be called "mental pray.r". As an e.sentially 

interior ritual, it is privatiatic and is, in T.M.'s cosmology, the single 

moving forca againat hu .. n fallibility and atreas. 

7. Quick Results 

T.~. lecture •• mphasiae that the individual benefits from practising 

T.M. Wal_ost i.-.diat.ly". Lond practice is not needed in T.M.'s "uniqueW 

m.ditation for.ula.(2) 

8. Har.any with Divin. Laws and of ~ind and Body 

Connecting with the Source ot Thought in .. ditation puts the individual 
in touch with the Divin.,(3) or what T.M. more 'g.nerslly ceils the Unbounded, 

or Absolute or Un .. nit.st. "ind Bod coordination is 
1 

See App.ndix C p.l82c and p.189b Intarnational Naw. 

(2) Intro lectur.s 

(3) Thes. t.~ -appear- in the SCI course, and in the R.sid.nca Coursea 
which .. y b. sean a. int.r .. diari.s betw.en initiation and advanc.d 
cour •••• 
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encour aged thr ough th~ pr~ctice of Yoga, as well as through meditation, 

and lately in Siddhis as well . 

9. Pantheism 

~ s with Hinduism T. M. sees Divinity in all things. This enables 

it to acceot the principles and practices of modern capi t ali~m; scjence 

becomes a cosmology of religious faith, and all or any activity is seen 

as worthy of endeavour, as the sacred/secular dichotomy disappears .(l) 

10. Negation of the Existence of Evil 

Maharishi frequently refer s to the darkness as"the absence of 

light ," thus implying that what we think of as evil is merely the 

absence of gOOd.(2) 

11. Universal Eligibility 

This has been covered. Far from limiting its ~embership to any 

person or groups, T .r~ . 's prosel t ·.·'·;ation of ill people is ak1", to 

methods of marketing and advertising 1n search .of consumers. 

12. Obscure Prose 

T .r'l .' s 'use of words like" Rounding", "Unstressing", "Unpounded", 

"r'lanifest" as well as concepts like" Creative Intelligence", .renlove 

it to some extent from the realm of ordinary English. Sanskrit terms, 

such as Siddhis, Mantra are also out of ordinary English usage.(3) --
13. Emphasis on Future rather than the Past 

T.M . is obsessed with the future as evidenced by its intentions 

to create a utopia. The significance of the past is minimised 

especially the individual's personal past, (c.f. the lack of reliable 

information on Maharishi, pp 11-15). 

14. Attitude ' of "Enlightened Superiority" to Conventional Religion 

T.~ : .'s tolerancA of conventional Christianity goes so far as to 

place itself in a transcendent category. Members are told that T.M. 

conflicts with no religious beliefs but reinforces them by 

offering direct contact with the Absolute. 

While T.M. approximates to these cult characteristics, certain 

aS J8cts of T.M. go beyond these features. 

These features are all related to T.r.'s business or bureaucratic nature. 

(l) 
See "-hariehi's speech quoted p.l83d for T.~.'s belief 1n itself a8 part 
at the "l.w. of nature". 

(2).ill!!. fllahar1ahi here explain. Mre sbsence ••• abetaclee to the id .. l 
eociety, only 'stree. h •• to be re.o9e4 for it to be rev .. led. 

(s) S8e Appendix C pp.l81a-l85b. 
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It is thus suggested that T. ~ . in an importa nt sens e goes beyond the 

established definitions of the cult, and in fact is indicative of ~ 

neu religiou .. " or cult form. This for m is ami r,ently suit..ed to the 

world of advanced capitalism, sometimes referred to as t he post

industrial era. The term post-industrial is taken to mean an economic 

en vironment in which secondary organisat ions have "taken u~ the 

ini tiative ll from the manufacture of goods that characterised the 

ind u ~ trial era. Marketing and Advertising Agencies, Personnel Bureaux, 

~nd the giving of Sales Course s hav e all become economic enterprises 

on their own. Sales promotion and public relations are at the cure 

of ~he new economic type. Ther a is also a new dimension of bureaucracy 

marle possible by the cybernetic revolution; commu nications have under

gone a revolution sinc~ transistorisation and the near-universality of 

the television screen. One ma n ' s lllo rds may now reach v'ast millions of 

"viewers" or listeners, whereas in earlier times the slower dissemination 

of the written word was the only alternative to the even slower passage 

of inform2tion by word of mouth - the per s on to person COnlmunication of 

views and ideas. 

In all these areas T. M. has not lagged behind, as desc ribed in 

Chapter 7. Technologically sophistica ted communication methoas 

combined with bureaucratic conveyor-belt approach to members by~nd 

above all) a propaganda or Public ~ elations system which are appropriate 

t o a modern business enterprise place it as a religio:'" cult in a n8111 

clase. (S8e Appendix C. pp.184a-185b, 189a-190). 

(1i) Presentation on Basis of Continuities 

The foregoing analy~is attempts to isolate the essential features 

of the cult and its membership. This me thod of analysis, based on the 

ea tab lished scientific met ll od of genera l i sation, ~8ans t ha t if the 

es sence of a phenomenon can be isolated and identified then any 

ohencmenon which embodies these features is, ipso facto one such 

phenomenon. Thus if T. M. is now shown to possess the features general 

to thFl cult, then it is a member of t he cbss of cul ts . The problem 

arises how9ver, wnen ther8 is inc ~mplete c onsensus as to the essential 

fea tures of a phenomenon, as in tne caR e of the cult. As has been 

sh own each new theorist revises what has gone befor~ , introducing new 

aspects or differently emphasising old ones while some suggest that a 

clearer typology results from the adoption of sub-classes, or a 
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refinement of class9s into historical phases . This posi t ion pertains 

not merely to the work dene on the cult, but also to analytical 

attempts to distinguish cult from sect . True to the scientific 

traditions of generalisation and simplification sociologists have 

striven to bring the concepts of cult, sect, church and denomination 

under intellectual control, des~ite the elusive na ture of their 

material, subject as it is to cultural opaqueness and modification 

through historical accident. If it had been possible to construct a 

definition of the cult, valid both in time and place, and transc8nd ing 

context of culture and environment, then T. M. could be simply measured 

against such a definition f ur ~fit~. These pre-c cnditions, h~ : ever 

are lacking, as is evidenced by the general current confusion as to 

cult typology. ' 

Does this mean that the conc ept of the cult should b~ abandoned 

except in its loosest usage? An alternative method of identification 

however lies in the area of phenomenology , and not of science. It is 

from Wittgenstein that the most fruitful statements on t he subject 

eme rge, his concern in his ' later ~ork being with method rather than 

with the na ture of things. Wittgenstein focussed his attentions on 

language, but ~hat he had to say about this has proved to be valuable 

in other areas too.(l) For Wittgenstei~2fhe meaning of a word is 

inferred by their user from its many uses in similar but not necessarily 

identical contexts. These contexts he called ~language games u• Moreover 

we come to recognise and understand the operation of different -gamesq 

because of the -family likenesses~ that run through all games or 

contexts. Or to put it the other way about, we know and recognise 

\tgames~ not because they are comprised of identical elements (for 
\ 

~ittgenstein words) but because there is an overlapping and variability 

of elements in these"games: in the same way as we expect an overlapping 

and variability of elements between family members. Wittgenstein writes 

that it is the methodological craving for generality that has resulted 

in philosophical and other confusion. 

(1) 
Of course language and concepts, and therefore culture itself are 

(2) 
only analytically separable. ' , 

Wittgonstein, t. Slue & Brown Books . Blackwell, Oxford (195B). , 
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"There is a tendency to look for something common 
to all the entities wnich we commonly subsume under 
a general term. ~e are inclined to t hink that 
there must be something in common to all garr.es, 
say, and that this common property is the justification 
for applying the general term "game" to the 
various oames. Whgreas ga mes form a family the 
members ~f which have family likenesses. Some of 
th~m have the same nose, others have the sa lt.e eye
brows and others again the same way of walking; 
and their likenesses overlap. The idea of a 
general conceot being a common property of it~ 
particular instances connects up with other ~rimitive, 
too simple ideas of the structure of languaglil". It 
is comparable to the idea that properties are 
ingredients of the t hings which have the propert i es, 
e.g. that beauty is an ingredient of all beautiful 
things as alcohol is of beer and wine." (1) 

Later wittgenstein aphoristically com~en ts that "A treatise on pomolcgy 

may be incomplete if the~e exist kinds of apples which it does not 
"(2) mention. 

On the basis of Witt~ enstei n 's recommended methodology: it is 

therefore proposQd that cults should be recognis ed by their "family 

likeness" to other cults. Where the term cult has been customarily 

applied, new movements must be tried, not for an exact "fit", but 

for fa mily likeness; th~ presence of common featureo with all 

accepted cults. This approach also allows cults to overlap with 

other religious phenomena such as sects, so than the search for 

absolute categorical bound~ries becomes obsolete. It also allows 

for th e passage of timito introduce new elements into cults, so that 

while still recognisably cults, th ey may be allowed a gradual change . 

if not metamorphosis over a period of time. This approach allows for 

cult variability between religions, so that certain features may 

dPpear more commonly in Christian cults than in say, Muslim cults. 

Cults roay even arise which are not truly religious movements, but 

which, on the basis of a number of common fe~ tures with other cults, 

may be referred to as such; the "family" of cults itself may thus be 

extended to cover "distant relations". Thus we abandon our scruples 

about scientific absolutism in favour, let it be hoped, of better 

description and less confusion over the intransigence of the real 

(1) 

(2) 
illi· p·17. 
ibid.p.19. 
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world confrontation with our attempts t o make it fit our categories. 

"If you wish to draw a sha rp boundary" ~ittgenstein warns "this will 

nev er entirely coincide with the actual usage. lI (l) Thus Wittgenstein 

enjoins his readers to compare particulars in the search for 

identification, rather than to distill essences. 

In t his way four cults will now be examined for their similarities, 

and for the family likenesses they bear to T.M. These have been 

chosen from the following lists of cults posited in sociological 

literature. 
Christian Science 
Church of New Jerusalem 
Church of Truth 
Consumers' Movement 
Divine Science 
I Am 
Rosicrucians 
Spiritualism 
Theosophy 
Unity Truth 

Scientology 

(2) 

Spiritual Scientists 
Transcendental Meditiation 
I Ching 
Nichiren Shoshu 
Yoga 
Nation of Islam (Black Muslims) 
Sahai 
AssociaLion for Research and Enlightenment 
Meher Baba 
Witchcraft 
Satanic cults 
Zen 
SubYd ( ) 
Hare Kr1ahna 3 . 

~hile it would not be expected that any two theorists would select an 

i dentical list, the differences in time and place ere initially 

significant; those of Jo~nstone showing a significant bent towards 

Eastern religions, while (Ilanns writing earlier shows an emphasis on 

Christianity if only broadly. Two cults tram each of the above lists 

will now be described. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

~. p.l9. 

~e~nt W.E. pp.cit. p.39. 

Johnstone, P.. op.cit. p.317. 
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Christian Science(l) 

" Chris tian Science(wa~ f ounded by ~ary Baker Eddy in New rngldnd 

in the 1860s and 1870s. The background infl uences on Christian Science 

were, most cons picuously: a derived form of f esmer's animal magnetism, 

the ~nita rian-Universalist theology of optimistic universal benevol ence 

current in New England, embracing a strong f~ ith in progress, and the 

ccntemporary preoccupation with the search for quick and unorthodox 

methods of healing. They may have included a ga rbled version of 

Hegelianis m and incident8l ideas disseminated among Spiritualists, 

Swedenborgians and Shakers - a l l s ects thriving in the area in which 

~l rs.Patterson (as Mrs.Eddy was then) claimed to disc uver the principle 

of mental healing and Christian Science • 

• , After experiences with Phineas P.Quimby, a local mental healer, 

Mrs.Eddy took up his sys~em and taught it. She later amended it and claimed 

it as her own 'discovery', although she never abandoned the Unitarian 

Christian tradition of local society. At every point, her system of 

healing and the metaphysical ideas that supported it looked to the 

scriptures for confir~ation and s~pport. The syncretism is well 

r epresented in the title she chose for her church. 'The First Chur ch of 

Christ, Scientist', and of her book Science and Health with Key to the 

Scriptures. Tho Christian Science weekly lesson-sermon, read every day 

privately by dutiful Christian Scientists, and read publicly as the 

only form of 'preaching' in Chri s tian Science churches at each service 

on Sundays, is simply a prescribed selection of extracts from the Bible 

and from Science and Health which , in emphasis of the imitation of 

educational styles , is called 'our only textbook'. Initially, Mrs.Eddy 

probably did not see the need for a church of her own, but as her healing 

system was increasingly justified by reference to Christ as a cleanser 

of lepers, the separate movement s he began was necessarily religious . 

I nitially, it was little more tha n the provision of a lecture by Mrs. 

Eddy in a hired hall, with the general blessing of Christianity in hy mns 

a nd churchly decorum. What mattered in the early days was the teaching 

of the Christian Science system of therapy, undertaken in a 'Metaphysical 

College' in Boston, and disseminated by its graduates to others. Over 

the years Mrs.Eddy rationalised the structure, closed her college and all 

the branch institutes, and imposed on her followers the discipline of 

(1) 
ical Stud 
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church organisation, in which all Christian Science churches became 

branches of The Mother Church in Boston, all following precisely the 

same order of service, with ' no variation except in choice of hymns • 

• , Mrs.Eddy's teaching consi s ted principally in asserting that God 

was Mind, and that God alone existed. ~an, as God's image ~ was not a 

material being but a wholly spiritual one. The material man was no 

more than a counterfeit of spiritual ma n, a nd s piritual man was like 

God, perfeGt. Consequently, man could not suffer, sin, be sick or die. 

These were but the 'false claims' of matter. If man could be realise 

this (and only his false sense contradicted such divine truth), he 

would realise his true spiritual being - sinless, healthy and undying. 

Christian Science prayer was the affirmation of thRse truths in various 

forms. This, it was held, was the truth which Jesus Chri s t had come to 

earth to propound, but he had not bean understood: he had himself said 

that there were many things that men could not then bear, but which they 

should learn when the comforter should come. That comforter, the Holy 

Ghost to most Christians, was declared to be Christian Science. This 

was the knowledge of 'Mind', which was God, by which all men could be 

taught to rectify their thinking, and so experience universal good, and 

demonstrate 'divine Principle'. The system was held to be as logical 

as mathematjcs, and, if man could but grasp it, part of the natural 

order of the universe. This then was salvation: typical of manipulat

ionist se9ts , salvation is to be had in this world by a mental operation. 

Little is said of the next, although the implication is that, sooner or 

later, "~n must come to the truths propounded in Christian Science. 

" A distinctive teaching of Christian Science that derived neither 

from Quimby nor any of the other sources from which Mrs.Eddy may have 

borrowed, concerns malicious animal maghetism. M.a.m., as it is 

commonly abhreviated by Christian Scientists, is evil and false thought, 

the work of 'mortal mind', sometimes deliberate when an individual 

engages in mental malpractice, and sometimes more general 'mesmeric' 

, influences. A serious Christian Scientist must do his daily mental work 

to protect himself from malicious animal magnetism. This mental work 

consists in repeated assertions that error is powerless and truth a~d 

goodness all-pervasive - but it is believed that unless this mental work 

is done error might ~ to have power, so afflicting individuals with 

sickness, sin and death. Advanced Christian Scientists, who take 
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in.truction 'roa an apprcv.d t .. ch.r, ar. taught 80It .pecitically 
about .. liciou. ani .. l .. gn.ti •• , and .uch i. the potency that this 
'cree .tght hav., that the pap.ra writtan on the .ubJect by .tud.nte 
are .ub.equ.ntly burnt. To.ard. the end 0' h.r li'e, "r •• Eddy had a 
con.tant t ... 0' practitioner. at pray.r, warding 0" the bal.'ul 
in'lu.nce 0' ani .. l .. gn.ti •• , which .he believed .tght attack h.r 
hou •• hold, and .h. in.tructed Ada. Oick.y, on. ot h.r clo •• a •• cclat •• , 

that, in the event ot ~.r d .. th, h. was to d.clar. that .h. had be.n 
' .. ntally _rder.d'. The na .. , ani_l _gn.ti •• , ..... to have arl •• n 

'ro. "ra Eddy'a ov.rwhsl.tng ns.d to di •• ociate her tor. ot .tnd healing 

'ro. that ot Qui~y, which had b •• n der~v.d tro. a, to~a 0' ..... ri.m, 
and which .he ca.. to identity with ev.rything that was contrary to 

Chrietian Sci.nc •• 

-"ra Eddy h.r •• l' wae reprd.d a. both proph.t and t .. ch.r, and 
by _ny a. 'the woaa~ clothed wlth the eun', who, a. told in the Book ct 

R.v.lation, would bring torth a .. n-child (Science and H .. lth) tc rule 

ovar the nation.. She clo.ed the door to turther d.v.lop .. nt. 0' h.r 

.yete. by .etting u~ a 'soard ,o' Director.' in Beaton to run her ,aova
a.nt. Ev.ry innovation in the pre •• ntation ot Chri.tian Sci.nce has 
.1nc. b.en rigorou.ly .uppre •• ed, and a con.iderable nuaber ot p~o.tnent 

teach.r. 0' the .y.te. Who have deviated troa the .trict orthodoxy 
d.tin.d by the Soeton h .. dquart.r. have b •• n .u.p.nd.d and ao.ati ... 
exp.lled. Orthodox t .. ching i. pre •• rv.d, and in .. ny re.pect. the 

dead hand ot "r. Eddy and her decre •• (una .. nd.d .inc. h.r d .. th in 
1910) .till re.t on the aov .. ent. Th. practic. ot Chri.tien Science 
healing by authori •• d practition.r. (all et who. au.t have bad 

'in.truction' tro. an accredit.d t .. oh.r, and who au.t not tollow any 
other gaintul e~loy .. nt) 1. organis.d independently ot the church 
.tructur.. Th. .y.te. ot control ie v.ry auch th.t ot a corporation 
and the uneaay dual i.. ot private t .. ching and healing and publio 
church e.rvicee i. "eld tog.th.r by etrong control at the c.ntr •• 

·Chrietiattr.Science .pr .. d rapidly onee it wa. e.tabliehed in 
Boaton, and "re Eddy'. book went through _ny r.vi.ion., it ... rly 
.ol.ci ... being larg.ly .li.tnated. It attraot.d, aa i. typical with 
.. nipulatloniet(l) •• ct., a 'ollowing 0' rea.onably well-to-do p.opl., 
.with an adequate .tandard ot education to .nJoy a religion in which 
(1) 

Wil.on u ••• this a. a cateoory i. hi ••• ct typOlogy. ~. pp.141-16? 
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reading wa s a primary activity. Christian Scientists attributed the 

success of the movement to their healing methods, asserting that only 

Christian Science could really heal. Of all the larger sects and 

denominations in the United States it became the one with the most 

completely urban constituency, and this was probably true of the 

other countries to which the moveme r. t spread. It always attracted a 

higher proportion of women than most other churche~t especially those 

in higher age groups. The vast majority of the heal~ng practitioners 

of Christian Science have always been women - perhaps because women 

were more fully able to meet the demand that they should follow no 

other gainful . employment. Practitioners' fees for their mental work 

for patients cannot, in many cases, have provided a regular and 

adequate income. 

"Christian Scientists in general have never felt much need to hold 

themselves aloof from activities going on in the world. Christian 

Scientists have been prominent in politics: a number of American 

Sehators have been Christian Scientists, and so were Lord and Lady , . 

Astor and Lord Lothian, British Ambassador to Washington in the early 

war years. Several prominent theatre and film actors and actresses 

have also been among their number. Christian Science demands that its 

members abstain from alcohol and tobacco, and the more scrupulous also 

refuse tea and coffee. But these taboos are more related to the 

movement's embargo on drugs and materia medica than to any counsel 

of asceticism." 

Spiritualism 

(11 
1\ Spiritualism n America and western Europe, now organised in a 

number of movements, is based essentially on the idea that the dead 

pass as spirits into another world from where they seek to communicate 

with and to help their 'loved ones' on earth. In its popular form, it 

draws on the ideas of heaven widely disseminated among literal-minded 

Christians. Indeed, Spiritualists have often asserted that spirit 

communication proves the existence of heaven. Belief in spirits has 

always been part of Christian orthodoxy, but in periods when Christianity 

(1) 
Taken fro~ Wilson~ B. oPlcit. p~170-172. 
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was a powerful agency of social control spirits tended to be identifi ed 

with evil. In the nineteenth century, when increas ing emphasis was 

placed on a God of love, the wa y wa s opened to rei nterpret the s pirits 

of the dead a s essentially benevolent Thi s would appea r to hav e been 

an important development in the popularisation of spiritualism: it 
. 1 ( 1 ) 1·· 11 . th provided a basis for thaumaturg~ca re ~g~on more compe ~ng an 

the belief that the spirits of the dead needed to be placated, an idea 

which is found in s piritualist beliefs of less-developed peoples . 

"Western Spirit~alism was fir s t expounded in the prolific writings 

of Emanuel Swedenborg , the Swedish mystic, who claimed to have 

communication with the spirits, but its popular manifestation is more 

properly dated from the 'spirit rappings~ heard (and, as they later 

confessed, produced) by two sisters , Kate and Margaret Fox, at Hydesville, 

N.Y. Once rappings became trans for lned into spirit communication, ~opula~ ~ 

imagination was captured. Andrew Jackson Davis, a shoemaker, who was 

much influenced by Swedenborg, had already proclaimed himself a vessel 

in receipt of revelation, and was an early convert. In England, many 

people including Anglican bishops , Sir Arthur Conan Doyle the novelist, 

and Sir Oliver Lodge, a distinguished physicist, became devotees of the 

new practice. In France, Victor Hugo became . morbidly ob sessed with 

spiritualist phenomena. Mary Baker Eddy was associated with Spiritualis ts 

in the years in which ShA first began mental healing before she 

pronounced Christian Science hostile to Spiritualism. Madame Blavatsky, 

a quick-tempered and erratic woman, for a time became a successful and 

ma gnetic medium. She finally abandoned Spiritualism, declaring it 

ethically and philosophically sterile, and established Theosophy, which 

emphasised the 'culture of the spirits of the living' rather than 

'commerce with the souls of the dead'. 

~ The appeal of Spiritualism lay in several factors: it explained 

telepathic phenomena, it proved the existence of life after death, it 

assuaged the grief of the bereaved, and satisfied man's demand for 

salvation as well as the morbid curiosity that induced many to attend 

seances. Scientific interest in Spiritualism has never entirely abated, 

but the difficulty of providing empirical proofs and the lack of a 

coherent and testable set of propositions about life after death and the 

9tate of the spirit world have made evident the essentially religious 

(1-) 
Uilson uses this term to describe a "demand for personal dispensation 
from normal lalils of cause and effect, and for miracles and oracles" 
.!!!!.9. p~l67. 
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character of commitment to it. Because thaumaturgical beliefs and 

practices are so highly particularised , however, movements with a 

clear body of teaching and organisational stability have grown less 

easily than in the case of other sectarian responses. Some spirit

ualists have not abandoned other religious beliefs - seeing in 

Spiritualism confirmation of conventional Christian eschatology. 

Others have taken up Spiritualism simply at times when they have 

felt personal need for the comfort it affords. Even the highly 

committed may not see spiritualist practice as requiring allegiance 

to an organisation, since mediums are not ministere and command 

credibility by performance rather than by formal certification. ~ore 

abstract thinkers, such as Mrs.Eddy and Madame Blavatsky, who have 

been drawn to ~piritualism, have wanted more theoretical · formulations 

than thaumaturgical practice has need of, and they have moved on to 

establish manipulationist sects with elaborate metaphysical ideologies. 

Thaumaturgical sects are particularistic in their operation, needing 

little more than the 'proofs' of performance. 

Spiritualist associations provide some organisational coherence 

for the groups that meet as religious gatherings, and ensure a supply 

of mediums and speakers, many of whom travel on circuits. Local cults 

do exi s t, but Spiritualism appears to thrive on a syste~1 of itinerancy . 

The associations are essentially federations of local autonomous groups: 

they give some coherence to the movement by establishing a body of 

orthodox teaching and by defining the movement 's relation to Christianity, 

over which Spiritualists differ. The associations all have their own 

membership , but Spirituali~m as a social phenomenon transcends them all, 

and there are many occasional participants. Spiritualist churches have 

adopted an order of service similar to that of the less liturgical 

Protestant denominations, but very little time is devoted to worship. 

Sermons are sometimes even given by mediums who are in trance. Because 

thaumaturgical movements are organisationally weak, they lack firm 

criteria for admission and expulsion. In the organisational sense the 

thaumaturgical response is only rarely constituted as a properly 

defined sect. Spiritualist? are largely lower-middle and working-class 

people~ Nelson(l) writes of Spiritualism in Britain that " ••• at the 

pres ent time is by no means homogeneous. In its widest sense it is not 

Nelson , G,op.cit.p.152. 
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an organisation but ~ movement. In Britain, this movement consists of 

two national organis.ations (the Spiritualists' National Union and tt'le 

Greater World Christian Spiritualis t League), a large number of local 

churches, groups not associated with eithe'r of these national organisa

tions, and individuals not attached to any formal organisation. 

"The Spiritualists' National Union (SNU) is a federation of local 

churches and of individual membars who are enrolled on a regional level 

through District Councils. Its organisation is specifically democratic, 

and only churches having a democratic constitution are permitted to 

affiliate with it. The Union, however, has little control over its 

constituent churches. The SNU is a non-Christian organisation; the 

"Eight Principles" to which members assent do not commit them to any 

specifically Christian teaching. Members are also guaranteed the right 

to interpret thes~ principles in their own way. Therefore, the 

existence of a code of principles by no means ensures unanimity of 

belief within the Union, and a wide variety of beliefs· exist within 

that organi~ation. 

-Like the SNU, the Christian Spiritualist League is a federation 

of churches, but it differs from it in two main respects. first, 

membership of the churches in the League is restricted to those who 

commit themselves specifically to Christian beliefs, and, second, 

affiliated c~urches are not required to have a democratic constitution. 

The League is ruled by a self-appointed oligarchy who again have few 

powers of control over the individual churches. 

The majority of Spiritualists, however, belong either to 

independe~t church9s or to informal local groups, and it is impossible 

to generalise about the beliefs and organisation of such churches or 
It groups. 

SCientology(l) 

"In 1949 an a~venturer and accomplished 'pu1p' fiction writer, L.Ron 

Hubbard began interesting a small circle of acquaintances in New Jers~y, 

U.S.A., in a new system of ~sychotherapy with which he was experimenting, 

which he called Dianetics. I~ early 1950, Hubbard ~ published an article 

(1) -Taken from 
lIIa11ie, R. "Scientology: Therapeutic Cult to Religious Sect" in 
Sociology: Vol.9 1975. 
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on Dianetics. It developed a psychological theory which claimed there 

were two sectors of the mind - the analytical and the reactive mind. 

The analytical mind was the basis of intelligent reasoning, and when 

ita functioning was not constrainad, had rnuch greater power than was 

available to the ordinary individual. Fully 'cleared' of 'engrams', 

i.e. the recorqings of traumatic incidents suffered by an individual, 

he l~ould be able to 'compute' perfectly, would be completely free ,of 

any psychological problems or psycho-somatic illness, have a vastly 

increased IQ, a~d so on. ' Hubbard also outlined a method of producing 

this desirable state. Both theory and technique were further elaborated 

in a book, Dianetics: The I"lodern Sciel"lce of r'lental Health, which 

appeared shortly after. The book became a best seller, and Dianetics 

briefly became fashionable, and hundreds enrolled for short courses 

of 'auditing' (the technique of therapy) or training at one of the 

Hubbard Dianetic foundations established in several major American 

cities. Orthodox practitioners of psychotherapy in reViews and 

comments on the movement, however, attacked it as 'a serious menace 

to public health', and yet 'another 'mind-healing cult'. 

"'Dianetics appears to have drawn on a range of mainstream and 

marginal psychological theories and psychotherapeutic practices -

hypnotic age-regression techniques and a Rankian theory of birth

trauma, a quasi-psychoanalytic model of the mind, and behaviourist 

deconditioning techni~ues. The other major ingredient was Count 

Alfred Korzybski's General Semantics. Of the following who remained 

when the initial craze died, the s taunchest disciples c~me from among 

science-fiction fans, former adherents of Korzybski, hypnotherapy, 

chiropractice, and other occult or marginal healing and self

improvement cults. 

~The movement had developed rapidly allover America and less 

extensively in 8rit~in. Local enthusiasts formed groups to pursue 

the study and practice of Dianetics and recruited others. The 

atmosphere that pervades the writings and recollections of this 

period is one of e~cited experimentation •••••••• 

"The view that many held w~s that Dianetics was a science to which 

any individual could contribute. In operational terms, this meant that 

no one person could prescribe the direction in which Dianetics was to 
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develop. One editov of a Dianetics newsletter emph~sised this 

individualistic orientation 

, There is no reason to take what I say as the 
'truth', as the 'right way'. Your way is the 
best for you.' 

Si milarly, Oianetic practitioners claimed 

" '~here are many many roads to a higher state of 
existence ••• no man can say 'This is the road 
for all to follow.' 

Hence while Hubbard was recognized as having a certain priority, others 

believed themselves equally competent to develop the system further. 

Moreover, while Hubbard's authority was being challenged by innovators 

and putative leaders in the field, he also found himself constrained 

by other directors of the central organizations who had independent 

views about how Dianetics should develop. As the Oianetics boom 

collapsed and the mass following disappeared, Hubbard broke with his 

erstwhile colleagues and proclaimed the development of a new and 

transcendental gnosis, Scientology, which moved far beyond the limited 

confines of Oianetics. Scientology incorporated an elaborate meta

physics and a theory of reincarnation. In contrast to the vagaries of 

a lay psychotherapy Hu5bard now offered a 'Science of Certainty'. 

Although derived from Oianetics theory and practice it rapidly moved 

away from its origins, introducing entirely new forms of theory and 

practice. Hubbard attacked those who continued to teach and practice 

Oianetics as 'Black Oianeticists' much after the fashion of Ara.Eddy's 

attacks on her dissident stUdents as practitioners of Malicious 

Animal Magnetism. 

"SCientology w8s concerned not with the mind, but with the thetan, 

the spirit. In the course of its many reincarnations the thetan had 

experienced many traumatic events which progressively weighed it down, 

causing it to lose its spiritual abilities and awareness and leaving 

the individual believing he was merely a body. Scientology practices 

claimed to liberate or 'rehabilitate' the thetan, clearing away 'mental 

mass' which limited its ac~ivity, until the individual became again an 

Operating Thetan, able to travel independently of the body, and with 

other supernatural abilities. It is the concern of the movement with 

spiritual rather than psychological affairs that legitimates its claim 
to religious status. 
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"This new revelation clearly loca ted Hubbard as the discoverer 

and revelator of a rea lm totally bey ond anything to which his rather 

more mundane competitors offered access. A new organization was 

founded with much greater central control devolving almost entirely 

upon Hubbard. The local fol~owing that Yubbard drew with hi~ or 

subsequently recruited was no longer permitted to organize in autonomous 

and independen t local groups. Anyone permitted to belong to such a 

group had also to be a member of the central organization. Shortly, 

however, groups were almost entirely abandoned, the local following 

being organized around licensed professional practitioners who were 

themselves increasingly constrained by the central administration. 

Only the lower levels of teaching and auditing could be received from 

such practitioners, more advanced training and auditing having to be 

obtained at the central organization. 

-A rigorous system of social control gradually emerged within the 

movement and doctrinal or technical innovation, other than under 

Hubbard's direct authority , led to severe sanction. This 'Ethics' 

system reached its peak during the middle and late 1960s in response 

to the internal threat of heresy and schism, in conjunction with 

severe external threat of ~n~estigation, and even prohibition by 

various state governments. 

" By this stage, although Hubbard continued to pay lip-service to 

the earlier epistemological foundation of the movement, asserting that 

'If it's true for you, it's true', the operating assumptions of the 

movement were very different. The doctrine now asserted that 'Reality 

is agreement' and since' Hubbard was the founder of the movement, to 

disagree with Hubbard over theory and practice clearly meant one had 

lost touch with reality. The individualism of Dianetics was now seen 

as something to be radically avoided. Referring to one crisis, Hubbard 
insist~ that 

'Obsessive individualism and a failure to organize 
were responsible for our getting into the state 
we got into.' 

• The dangers of individualism leading to synthesis and compounding 

the practices of SCientology with those of other systems, and therefore 

. a re-emergence of institutional fragility, were well recognized ••••••• 

In the middle and late 19608, SCientology increasingly became the subject 
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of plJblic controversy. In the degree to which its quasi-religiolls beliefs 

and prac tices were purveyad on an a lJparently highly commercial ba s is; in 

what were seen as its claims to efficacy in 'spiritual' healinq and its 

att&cks on t he medical and psychi at ric profession; and in its later 

~ ractice of requi~inq the 'discor. n ~ction' of Scientologi : ts fro m friend s , 

r elatives, atc. who remained adarrantly hostile or critical to~ard 

Scientology; the movement found i tself in conflict with a range of 

deeply held social norms and firmly Gn trenched social institutions. 

This conflict gradually developed on an international bosis, leading 

to Acts prohibiting the practice of Scientology in three states of 

Australia, And a prohibition by the British Home Office on aliens 

entering Britain to study Scientology. 

~'The extremely hostila reaction expe rienced by Scientology in the 

late 1960s and early 19705 has le~ to some modification in its Rolicy 

and practice. Its leadership, aware in thA past of the advantages of 

being recognized as a religion rather than as a psychotherapy, are 

equally aware today of the advantages of 'denominational' rather t han 

'sectarian' status - particularly in terms of treatme l t by the press 

and state agencies. 

" In response to public criticism some of the more severe of the

movement's social cont rol measures were dropped in 196B and 1970, and 

in recent years Scientology has sought more strenuously to present 

itself as religious and humani t arian i n nature. Press and other media 

coverage te nd s to be led whenever possible to portray Scientologists 

in'dog-collars' and to show services in the organization's chapels. 

Some attempt has 81so been made to display tolerance of other belief

systems. Adherents of 011 religious faiths proclaim the compatibility 

of t heir beliefs wi t ~l Scientology. Doctors, ministers and even 

psychiatrists are invited to sample Scientology's wares, sometimes free 

of charge. However, the continued practice of expulsion of individuals 

who fail to accept the established dogma without question, the vitriolic 

attacks on psychiatry and mental health in Scientology publications, 

and t he harassment to which it has been alleged some writers on and 

critics of this movement hav~ been subjected, suggest that Scientology's 

tolerance and denominationalism is as yet only public relations officer 

" deep. 
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The following is an extract fro~ a Sc ien tology leaflet distributed 

in Du rban's main shopping street in August 1977: 

"Today, r.1illion!" of people US A Dianetics to ga in 
a better understanding of thefi,se lves and others, 
and to learn to enjoy life more • 

. , Now you can try Dianetics for yourself, ~ith 
Self A':lalysis. 

~Discover how Dianet ic Seif Ana lysis can help you 
to: 

~* Improv~ur memory. Can you recall at will, 
everything that has ever happened to you? 
Names, da tes, telephohe numbers? 1f you could 
rememb er more things easily and comfortably, 
it would certainly make life easier. 

-. Speed reaction time. Let us say you require 
a third of a second to see the car ahead stop 
and start to put on your own brakes. That would 
be far too long, as your car would have 
travelled 20 or 30 feet in that third of a 

. second. ~any accidents are causRd by slow 
reaction time. 

h* Feel rested ' and re l axed. If you have difficulty 
sleeping at night , or feel tired all day, ~ 
Analysis can help you. 

~* En joy Life more. Feel more. confident and 
cheerful with Self Analysis. 

/' *Find peace of mind . Gain a greater understanding 
of yours elf, and increase your own self-respect . 
You ~ be a friend of yours~ 

~8uy your copy of Self Analysis and try it for 
yoursel f. As L .Ron Hubbard advises , liThe tJJise 
man tests before he talks. The critic but 
follows the fad of a cynical and apathetic age. 
You have a right to your own opinion. This 
system works or it does n't according to your 
experience. Not all the authorities in 
Christendom can alter natural law." 
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Meher Baba(l) 

"Meher Baba is a recently deceased (31st January 1969) Indian 

spiritual master who claimed to be the most recent manifestation of the 

avataric tradition. According to Baba, Zoroaster, Rama, Krishna, 

Buddha, Christ and Mohammed were all human manifestations of the same 

divine being whose appearances on earth have punctuated humanity's 

movement through an "avataric cycle~. Baba is the most recent 

manifestation of this being, :and His advent closes the cycle. 

PMeher Baba has hundreds of thousands of followers in India. His 

American following remained small and predominantly adult until the 

middle sixties, when an interest in Meher Baba developed among young 

people, including (but not exclusively) drug users and ~hippies~ 

(Robbins, 1969). Prominent in His "message" is a doctrine of meta

physical unity among all persons, summarized in the phrase "We are all 

one" (Meher Baba, 1967). He has also become well known for his 

opposition to the use of psychedelic drugs (Meher Baba, 1966). 

-The Meher Spiritual Center in Myrtle Beach was founded at Meher 

Baba's direction by western disciples~2) Situated on 500 acres of virg,in 

forest and fronting on about a mile of ocean beach, it is intertwined 

with paths. There is a random grouping of 15 to 20 residential cabins 

and communal buildings of one sort or another near the center of the 

property. Because Baba spent much time there, His "presence" is 

generally considered by Baba followers to pervade the area. In addition, 

the two western disciples who manage the Center spent much time in 

India as His intimate companions. Their advice and counselling is much 

sought after by young converts. A visit to the Center is frequently, 

therefore, a formative influence in the emergent life-style of neophyte 

Baba followers. Young converts come there from allover the United 

(1) 

(2) 

Taken from 
Robbins , T. & Anthony, D. "Getting Straight with Meher Baba: A 
Study of Mysticism, Drug Rehabilitation and Postadolescent Role 
Conflict" Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion: 1972 11,2 
p.3U 

The Meher Baba Center in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, established 
at the order of Meher Baba, is a place for "rest and renewal of 
the spiritual life." It is the only resident Baba center in the 
United States. followers of Baba come from allover the country 
to visit the Center. 
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states, and it has been the experience of the authors that styles of 

interaction inculcated at the Center reinforce and give authority to 

emergent expressive patterns in small groups of believers around the 

country. 

"These patterns seem to be a basis for "expressive community" 

within these groups, and seem to alleviate the "love-starvation" 

mentioned earlier. For this reason we shall list briefly characteristics 

of interaction at the Center which seem relevant to the expressive 

quality , of these: nascent "communities." 

• 1. Organizational procedures at the Center are mostly informal 

and"personal". Group activ~ties are more or less spont~neously arranged 

by the people ' who happen to be there at the time. For instance, dining 

takes place in communal kitchens, all cooking is done by visitors 

themselves, and whether this ahall be done individually or by groups 

is l eft up to the individuals concerned. Resident supervisory 

personnel live at the edge of the Center, not in the central visitors' 

area, and are usually sean only ' by appointment. There are a few r~les 

posted on the cabin walls, but most of these have to do with the 

exigencies of living in the woods, e.g. carrying a flashlight at night 

as protection from snakes. A significant exception is a rule against 

possession of illicit drugs. 

,c 2. There is a deemphasis on formal proselytising. The only 

entrance criterion is some interest in Baba or the "spiritual path". 

Formal or intellectual belief is not emphasized.(l) Baba is quoted 

as saying "I came not to teach but to awaken." An interest in Baba is 

(1)" In this connection the evolution of the Monday night Baba meetings in 
Chapel Hill is instructive. Initia l meetings in the summer and fall of 
1967 were highly theoretical in tone and were characterized by intense 
discussions of Meher Baba's cosmology and eschatology. Current meetings 
in Chapel Hill seem to have a much more relaxed atmosphere and increasingly 
take on the appearance of a social gathering with refreshments and gossip. 
The spiritual symbols and belief system of the cult are still objects of 
deep attachment, but they have become an implicit rather than an overt 
dimension of collective gatherings and social interaction involving followers. 
A shared spiritual meaning system operates as an underlying premise of cult
related social phenomena, but is often not the explicit focus of the 
gatherings. In the opinion of the authors, this does not imply "secular
ization" in the sense of diminished attachment to cuI tic symbols and 

' perspectives. It is t however, indicative ,of the growing sociocommunal 
dimension of cultic involvement. Thus the official Monday and Saturday 
night meetings of various Baba groups in New York City (run by older 
followers) have very recently been supplemented by "Baba House" in the 
West Village (run by young followers) which devotes more attention t~ 
social and recreational activities and is currently sponsoring a 
sensitivity group and a theatre workshop. 
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not considered inconsistent with other religious or worldly interests. 

Insofar as there is anything approaching worship services at the Cent er, 

they take the form of casually arranged get-togethers e.g. to hear an 

older follower relate anecdotes of his experiences with Baba, to listen 

to music or sing, or to watch movies of the Master. 

"3. Interpersonal style at the Center is markedly familia l and 

intimate. Hugs and kisses are customary greetings, occasionally between 

two people just being introduced. This sor~ . of affectionate physical 

contact is common between people of the same as well as opposite sexes, 

and is not treated as primarily sexual in nature. There are no 

shibboleths of membership, and there is a lack of defensiveness toward 

newcomers. Intimate personal information is openly exchanged between 

relative strangers, and these exchanges cut across normal affinity 

boundaries, e.g. class, sex, age. People smile ecstatically at each 

other for no apparent reason. Occasionally someone cries without 

embarrassment. Although many converts come from "-intellectual" back

grounds, .most conversation is simple, concrete, and personal. 

••••• The Meher Center thus plays a central role in establishing 

the informal and expressive character of the cult. followers from all 

over the country meet and lay the groundwork for longterm friendships. 

The researchers have observed new acquaintances at the Center eagerly 

writing down each others' addresses and making plans to visit each 

other. Thus one follower came to the Center for the first time this 

summer and subsequently travelled north with two other followers· from 

Miami (whom he had met at the Center) and visited other followers in 

Boston and Yonkers (whom he had also met that summer in Myrtle Beach). 

The Meher Center takes on something of the aspect of a social clearing 

house. The nature of the Myrtle Beach Center plus the existence of Baba 

communities in a number of cities means that a follower who has visited 

the Center is likely to have friends and acquaintances in various 

places in which, were it not for his cultic involvement, he would not 

know anyone. The authors have observed over the last three years that 

geographically mobile followers tend to resettle in places in which 

there are Baba communities.~ •••• Most respondents had been involved 

in other counterculture expressive milieux prior to involvement with 

the group. 
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~ As a movement the Meher Baba cult has no formal boundaries, 

membership certificates or criteria. The researchers, wh o have baen 

interested in the Meher Baba cult for some time, do consider themselves 

committed to some degree to the cultic meaning system , and thus are 
~ 

participants in the Baba subculture ••••••• 
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Some Continuities between Five Cults 

~h.ristian Spiritualism Scientology 
Meher T. M. 

Science Baba 

Based on Christianity Yes Yes No No No 

Based on [ dstern Religion No No No Yes Yes 

Claims to be a science or Yes No Yes No Yes 
scientifically verified' 

Claims to 'academic' Yes No Yes No Yes 
status or activities 

Belief that salvation lies 
in putting the self in Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
order 

Food, drink, drug taboos Yes No No Yes Yes 

Uvertly instrumental is tic Yes Yes Yes (1) Yes goals 

Bureaucratic structure 
Yes No Yes No Yes and organisa tion 

Use of business methods in 
Yes No Yes No Yes· promotion or proselytising 

Charis'!18 tic leader Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

"Loose" membership require- No Yes No Yes (2~ ment and/or boundaries 

High degree of social 
Yes No (3) Yes cohesion among members No 

(1) 
Anthony and Robbins (iP!ci~ consider this to be implicit, but certainly 
not overt. 

(2) 

(3) 

Initiation is a sr.gua non of association but both before and after this 
little or nothing is asked or expected of members. 

At its core this exists, according to Wallis (op.ci~) inasmuch as 
leaving the group is difficult, but for the initiate social commitment 
is not expected. 
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_ .... -
Christian Spiri tualism Scientology Meher 
Science Baba 

High proportion of No No No Yes youth among membership 

High proportion of 
middle aged or elderly Yes Yes . No No people especially women 
among memtlership 

High proportion of 
middle class among Yes No Yes Yes 
membership 

From the above it can be seen that T. M. has many continuities with recognised 

cults, although no single characteristic runs through the given examples. 

T • r~ . 

Yw ' . 

No 

Yes 
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CHAPTER 7 

ANTI-ESTABLISHMENT OR ESTABLISHMENT? 

(1) T.M. and the Counter Culture 

The term counter cultyre is a widegenerallty used to describe 

certain anti-establishment movements and ideologies usually 

associated with young people of the last 'decade in the West. They 

may be described as a reaction to our fragmented and often contra

dictory society which posits certain values and ideals which it 

often does not live out in practice. The contradiction between 

Christian ethics on the one hand and the proliferation of thermo

nuclear weapons on the other is but one example of ths inconsistencies 

which have caused many (mostly young) people to search for an 

alternative to Western indu~trial culture and its values. Many 

involved in this search have looked to Eastern philosoPhies(l) for 

inspiration. Zen Buddhism, astrology and various Hindu cults have 

taken up the slack of these so-called "drop-outs", and the question 

thus arises as to whether T.M. with its oriental basis is a counter 

culture movement. Yankelovich(2) lists eighteen characteristics of 

the counter-culture, ~~ong which are its rejection of the principle 

of economic growth; & of the ideals of scientific objectivity and non

ihvolvement and of bureaucratic organisation. It emphasises natural 

living, freedom of expression and the importance of sensual 

experience above intellectual or theoretical knowledge. Shepherd, 

in an interesting article(3) which poses an analogy between the 

function of the counter culture and religion, cites drugs and rock 

music as the two central themes of the counter ·culture, both of 

which, he claims,lead to the promotion of social solidarity through 

shared experience and are anti-rational, non-intellectual 

modalities. Ritual and symbolism arise from the involvement with 

these two activities, as in a religion. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3 ) 

Eister op.cit •. 

Yankelovich, D; "The New Naturalism" in Dialogue Vol.6 1973 NO.4. 

Shepherd, W.C. "Religion and the Counter-Culture - A New 
Religiosity" Social Enguiry 42. (1): : J. ~72). 
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What, if any, connection does T. M. have with the above? There 

i s a s ense in which T . f') . poses an alternative to the existing 

culture. Its fundamental stratum, the base layer of its dualistic 

na ture deriving from Hinduism and that which perhaps is symbolised 

by t he pers on of Maharishi a nd represented through S.C.I. pos its 

alt9rn~tive beliefs and val~as to our Western Christian traditionsJl) 

Hi s torica l ly too, T.~i ., or more correctly its fore-runner in the 

Spiti tual Regeneration Movement, could be cla~~~_~_ a counter 

culture movement. Th 8 descriptions of the people who ga t hered around 

Maharishi in the Ashram in Spain in 1960 typifies the attitude 

Hippies and flower-children sitti ng around 

in contemplation unmotivated by traditional Western values of work 

and activity. The smoking of marajuana too, that was reputedly 

rife, fits the counter culture ty pology. But Maharishi' s conscious 

~~~ring_of the T.M. image at this point represents its departure 

from all thi~. T.M. today has little in common with the counter 

culture or its values,. e~cept residually at its core as described 

above. It has moved consciously and successfully to address itself 

to rrevailing Western society and its values. No longer is medita

tion an end in itself (as it would appear to have be~n in Spain) but 

rather it is a mode of accommodation to the demands and tensions of 

Western post-industrial society. It has become a means to an end, 

and this end is the more effective manipulation of the existing social 

structures. It poses no alternatives to the end .upon which society 

is based (either ideal or real) except in that it proffers an 

alternative route,to psychiatry and chemotherap~ for the over

burdened and the overstressed.(2) Addressing itself to the same ends 

as th~ conventional social norms it merely presents alternative 

routes. Only to this extent is T.M. anything of an alternative. 

(1) See p.191. Thia leatlet is in contrast to the Chriatian deniel at 
emphasia an .elt-nagatian. ct. "Sermon an the !'Iaunt" materialislII and 

St.!'Iatthew 4.5. 

(2) ct. the t i ~nct an at the !'Ieher Bana cult aa deacribed earlier, pp.115-111. 
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The counter, culture itself however has probably passed its 

zenith. The economic :recession that overtook the Western nations 

in the 1970s is undoubtedly responsible in part for the re

integration of 'many middle class young people into conventional 

society. Universities report the move among students towards 

vocational courses and away from the Social 'Sciences and 

Arts while : the capitals of Europe are no longer (as they were 

in the late 1960s) invaded by bands of young people whose appearance 

and life style indicated a strong reaction to conventional values. 

Part of this change may be attributed to fashion, but whatever its 

cause the counter culture is not what it used to be, and Maharishi's 

deliberate dissociation of T.M. from its values may be seen either 

as part of a wider tren~ or merely as a change of direction based 
, , 

on an expedient prediction of changing tren~s. Whichever explanation 

is preferred, T.M. today promotes neither t he values nor the life

style of the counter culture move ~~nt .of the 19605. Rather it is 

supportiv~ of tha cunventionnl nor ms of post-industrial Western 

society. 
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(ii) T.M. as a Capitalist Enterprise 

T .M. has been described as a religious cult) but certain 

aspects of the organisation go beyond cult typologies. Oespite 

its religious character, in its organisational structure and 

promotion methods T.M. has certain marked affinities to a business 

venture.(l) 

Of course it ' may be argued that Western religion in its 

traditional Christian form has a history of economic involvement. 

The buying of privileges, pardons, priesthoods and probably pope

doms, as well as the Church as property owner, are all aspects of 

Christendom that are widely known and accepted. Tithes and 

collections, as well as payments exp~cted for the sacraments of 

baptism, marriage, and burial are normal requirements of the Christian 

Church of all denominations and in all countries, rich or poor. 

The "business" aspect of the Church both now and in the past is too 

well-known to need elaboration here. But this does not alter the 

present thesis that T.M., along with certain other recent crypto-

or quasi-religious organisations strikes a new and contemporary note 

in its business methods and its rational approach to its finances. 

Berger supports this view in his suggestion that in today's 

pluralistic world religion ' generally takes cognisance of the 

"market" since no single one has a cultural monopoly in our post

industrial sociQties. For Berger "the crucial sociological and 

social-psychological characteristic of the pluralistic situation 

is that religion can no longer be imposed but must be marketed".(2) 

A business enterprise may be described as a project that 

focuses on selling. This presupposes something to sell and a 

market in which to sell it. T.M. is such an enterprise because 

it "sells" its technique to a market. The success or otherwise 

of a business enterprise depends solely on how much it can sell. 

Certain consumer goods (such as groceries) can be sold continuously 

on the same market simply because they are "consumed". Others are 

commodities which need replacement only afte~ . lonQ intervals, and 

(1) See Appendix C pp.184b, 190 .. 193; letter and pe....,"'.l.ta .designed for distribution 
among business men. 

(2) Berger, P. The Social Reality of Religion. r.ber , ·raber London (1967). 
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yet others constitute "one-off" sales. The "sale" of the T.M. 

technique of meditation entails the acquisition of a life-long 

"asset" IIIhich needs no replacement. With this sort of product 

the "manufacturer" risks the market becoming saturated • . What 

does a business enterprise do to avert this situation? 

For a business organisation to remain viable either nelll 
• I 

markets must be found or nelll products must be offered on the 

existing market. T.M. adopts both these strategies to maintain 

its level of sales. 

T.M.'s Search for Nelli Markets 

This search is the dominant and persistent motive ·of the T.M. 

enterprise. To increase the number of local meditators so that the 

"one-in-a-hundred" effect may be achieved is the 'whole preoccupation 

of those at the Centre. 

The literature shollls this emphasis on numbers in its quoted 

membership statistics, and teachers at the Centre measure initiates 

in terms of quantity rather than quality. In estimating progress 

tOlllards the Maharishi (,ffect a teacher IIIas once asked hOlll, since 

membership numbers do not account for initiates who may have 

"dropped out", could they be an accurate reflection of true and 

proper meditators in the Durban area. Whether or not people IIIho had 

been initiated stopped meditating IIIas unimportant saiQ the teacher, 

"because everyone comes back to it ultimately". This response suf-

fices to show how numbers of "sales" take precedence over quality 

or degree of commitment. In short T.M. measures its success by the 

positivistic exp.edient of quantifying. Once a sale is made the 

. Centre is satisfied unless the initiate can be bro~ght to "buy" 

further courses. 

T.M. and New Products 

T .M. offers a steady flolll of nelll '''products~ Despite the 

publicity given at introductory lectures to the effect that joining. 

T.M. entails no obligations to go further into its theory or 
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advanced courses, much emphasis is in fact placed on the availability 

and desirability of further study. 

lists of advanced courses such as 

Initiates are circularised with 

SCI etc. and their costs, as 

well as frequent invitations being issued to residence courses etc. 

In a sense too, the progression through meditatio." to other "states 

of consciousness" constitutes the offering of new goals, if not 

exactly of new products. It is said(l) that the acquisition of these 

highet states involves a new mantra which may well entail further 

payment. 

It is,however,with regard to the recently introduced Siddhi 
, 

programme that the concept of new products emerges most clearly 

with regard to T.M The cost alone suggests an attempt to extend 

business in an undisgwised manner. Profits at the teachers' 

preparatory course recently held for teachers must have been 

considerable; instructio~ being solely by word of mouth from Maharishi. 

What must have cost merely hundreds of rands in telephone calls 

reaped many thousands in fees.(2) 

Once a member as a "customer", one 1s potential material for 

further salee. Existing meditators are in line for further T.M. 

""products", thus new lines bring new business. 

Promotion Methods 

How is the attraction of new custom, and the dissemination of 

information on new products effected? Here too may be seen the 

methods and techniques of advertising, marketing and publicity 

operations of modern business. 

Advertisemehts, exhorting the public to learn T.M. appear in 

all conventional forms. The press and street posters announce 

introductory lectares, while car stickers and T-shirts with n.M. 
slogans place the T.M. image before the public eye. 

For those already meditating the bi-monthly newsletter 

functions to advise members of meetings. lectures or special 
(1) 

Advanced meditational states are "inside" knowledge, not 
freely spoken of by teachers to ordinary members. 

See Chapter 1 (ii) p.29-31. 
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displays. Advanced courses are also given prominence. In this 

and other ways T .~l . members are kept "lilrm" for further products 

much as some business enterprises circularise past customers with 

news of special offers or ne~ products. The maiiing list is the 

essential means whereby contact with members is retained fQr 

purposes of their further information or involvement. Mail-shots 

to business companies, and other professional groups show T. M.'s 

attempts to find new markets as well as indicating T. ~ .'s use of 

modern methods of sales promotion. 

Other methods of attracting new members entail the 

encouragement of meditators to arrange social occasions at which 

a T.M. teacher will address the party an the subject of T.M.(1) 

This method is similar to that adopted by pyramid selling organisa

tions such as Tupperware, Golden Products etc. Its merit is its 

saving in overheads, while it allows for payment only on commission, 

and exploits the social situation (in which refusal may be 

embarrassing) for commercial ends. 

As well as advertising and marketing of the product, modern 

business methods include keeping the organisation itself before the 

public eye. Good public relations mean that there must always be 

something ~ to make news. Maharishi's appearance, (flamboyant to 

Western eyes), his fasting and ceaseless jetting across continents 

place him colourfully before the public vision; his inauguzation of 

the Age of 'Enlightenment, undertaken with all the .glitter of a 

Hollywood film production of an earlier era could be described as 

classic publicity stunts. 

Other business approaches include cut-price offers, familiar 

to the commercial world~in the form of special initiation prices for 

families and for students. And while many business executives have 

gratis overseas "business trips" which are in reality more perquisites 

than work necessities, so too T.M. teachers go to Switzerland on 

Advances Courses. Certainly .both these are proffered as "serious" 

occasions, but just how much the visits to Sellisberg are in return 

for services rendered,as are many overseas trips in the business world • 
is open to question. Perhaps in its bureaucracy is T.M. most directly 

(1) 
See Appendix C pp J.81b.194a ·- 194b. 
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reminiscent of a business enterprise. Its records and fil€s, the 
--paperwork requiring considerable secretarial managemen~and the 

time tables and organisation of lectures are probably as intensive 

as the bureaucratic arrangelnents of most;. companies of comparable 

size~ As well as its emphasis on routine within the organisation, 

the files and forms and paperwork, there is also the bureaucratic 

tendency to reduce names to letters (acronyms); thus the letter-
. II .1 

name T.M., and S.C.I., I.M.S. etc. This ingroup abbreviation, 

though not exclusive to business, is a product of the bureaucratic 

world of abstraction and classification. 

In all thes. respects T.M. departs radically from classic 

cult typologies. These strong commercial/business aspects of the 

organisation separate it from most examples of cult given by 

theorists,such as Meher Baba, Rosicrucians etc. They thus represent 

an important departure fo~ sociologists of religion. The cult which 

traditionally emerges to meet needs of psychological stress or 

deprivation now e~erges in post-industrial society infused with 

the techniques and methods of post-industrial society itself. 

It 1s interesting to note the transformation of T .M. from the typical 

cul t into this new form - the changes that Maharishi introdl,lced in the 

1960s after the famed BBC television programme.appear to mark the 

beginning of T.M.'s business approach to its public. The change in 

name from the Spiritual Regeneration .Movement, (out of ' keeping with , 
Western materialism~ is enough to suggest that new intentions 

occupied the minds of leaders at that time. The enforced change in 

the appearance of T.M. personnel, which brought them into line with 

the young "executive look", is even more signi~icant. The emphasis 

on "activity" rather than on the contemplative life is also consonant 

with the dominant rational and economic values of our society.(l) 

A teacher at the Centre who also runs his own advertising agency 
recently said, "Since I took up T.M. my business has absolutely' 
fl~urished. 1 haven't had a single presentation rejected by a 
cllent in two years. 1 think so much more creatively ~ow that 
I just can't losel" ' 
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A further concept will now be added to that of T. M. as a business 

enterprise. 

T.M. !nd Advanced Capitalism 

It is significant ·that T.M. operates only within the capitalist 

world. Of all its overseas "subsidiaries" none exists today in any 

Socialist country. Is there a connection between the operation of 

capitalism and T.M? To answer t his question both traditional and 

modern capitalism must first be examined. 

The salient feature of traditional capitalism is the drive to 

maximise profits. With the rise of capitalism, after the factory 

system was introduced by the industrial revolution, home markets 

were first developed. But as these became saturated, manufacturers 

turned to overseas markets to maintain profits. In the West 

industrialisation, capitalism and colonialism thus came hand in hand. 

Overseas markets often proved better investment prospects than home 

countries, because of the relative deprivation of the pre-industrial 

population as well as other complex social and economic factors. 

MacEwan states that expansionism is the logical consequence of 

the profit motive, and that this expansion may be expected to take 

a geographical form.(l) This expansion drive relates not merely to 

the market but to the whole enterprise. 

The previou~ analysis examined T.M. as a business enterprise. Although 

not all such enterprises are necessarily capitalistiC, in Western 

Society by far the majority of successful, or well known organisa-

tions fall into this category. Most of the household names of 

business companies are in fact multi-national organisations. Capitalism 

is defined .as the use of capital, property, labour for profit. The 

owner of capital or property, or the employer of labour, profits through 

interest, rental or the surplus value of others' la~our. Wealth 

thus accumulates in the hands of the owner of these commodities, 

(1) 
MacEwan, A. "Capitalist Expansion Ideology and Intervention" in 
Edwards, R.C. et ale The Capitalist System Prentice Hall Int. 
London (1972) p.411. 
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while ,the consumer, tenant or worker is, in Marxist terms, exploited. 

Today the old fashioned owner of the means of production of 

wealth has been replaced by the share-holders who in turn employ 

management to conduct the production of capital. Moreover the 

capitalist company today has become multi-national in character. 

It has already been mentioned that expansion both of markets and 

products is the essence of business, and that this 'expansion entails 

a geographic or territorial drive. 

This means that the original company aims to buyout overseas 

companies" or start subsidiary companies in other countries. These 

mayor may not be producers of the same type of goods as the parent 

company, the sophisticated business aiming for diversification for 

the sake of ~ecurity against fluctuating world market trends. 

Multi-national companies, as their name implie~ trans cend 

national bodies: this means that loyalties are to the overall company 

economy even at the expense of that of any ~ national company. 

Hymer quotes one large U.S. manufacturer who concedes that his 

company penalises some of its overseas subsidiaries for the good of 

the total corporation by forcing them to pay more than necessary for 

parts they import: "We do this where we ei ther anticipate or already 

face restrictions on profit repatriation. We want some way to get 

our money out.,,(l) 

Certain aspects of T.M. clearly indicate its capitalistic mode 

of operation as well as its methods and objectives. Its continuous 

search for new markets and products, as well as its primary concern 

for profit show it in this light. With the depression which began 

in Durban in 1975 the organisation cut back its expenses by reducing 

the area of r~nted accommodation and by ceasing to employ a paid 

secretary, thus suggesting that the economics of a single branch 

are autonomous to the extent that central offices would not (as in 

the case of the established Churches) subsidise "mission" work in 

(1) 
Quoted from Business Week April 20 (1963) by Baran, P. & 
Sweezy, P. "The Multinational Corporation and Modern 
Imperialism" in Edwards, R.C. et al. op.cit. p.440. 
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"poorer" areas. Profitability must be maintained in order for the 

local office to meet its commitments, " either directly in terms of 

franchise funds or indirectly through the sale of brochures and 

other literature~l)The branch offices must justify their existence. 

The standard of living described at Sellisberg suggests the 

accumulation of great wealth at headquarters. Not ' for nothing are T. ~I .'s 

headquarters in Switzerland. The separate operation of T.M.'s 

multi-national"subsidiaries'allows funds to be transmitted wherever 

they are needed by ' stating tne price 'of the goods it 

sells to its subsidiarie.s. Baran &: Sweezy quote Business Week 

(April 20, 1963) as saying of multi-national companies tha.t they 

are headed by a management which can afford to make "fundamental 

decisions on marketing production and research in terms that are 

available to it ,anywhere in the world".(2) T.M. aims for world-wide 

ramifications which will give it the same powers. 

Who are the share-holders of T .N. as a "multi-national company"? 

This knowledge is probably privy to the inner circle of T.M. members 

in Switzerland but no doubt the teachers, researchers and 

administrators who carry out Maharishi's bidding are heirs to the 

accumulating fortune in one way or another. While receiving no 

payment, all their needs and more are provided. The greater the T.M. 

takings, the ·higher their standard of living so long as they remain 

true to the job. This position is not materially different from 

that of the executive of a capitalist enterprise, who runs a company 

car, and lives in a company house etc., although of .~ourse a major 

difference is that there is no place for capital investment per sa 

in T.M. Maharishi himself should have no use for a personal fortune 

since his living standard and security are established by the success 

and security of his enterprise. 

Along with the manipulability and supra-national character of 

modern capitalism comes the new sophistication in business techniques. 

Techniques of computation and research mentioned earlier have developed 

(1) 

. (2) 
This is confirmed by T.M. teachers • 

~P.cit. p.439. 
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alongside area's of manufacture, sales arld accounting. ,No longer is 

it merely enough to make and sell and account. To cater for the 

publicity mentioned earlier a whole bost of service agencies have 

arisen around the ,manufacturing busi~ess, to research anrl predict 

market trends as well as to promote policy and produc~ion. 

, These new developments have had wide cultural consequence. 

Many thousands of people are now caught up in these service industries, 

besides those directly concerned with the manufacturing process 

itself. The ramific'ations of the capitalist economy n,ow intrude 

into the lives of millions who earn their living by the study of 

market trends, forecasting sales" projecting product images, who 

advertis,e, market and sell not only goods, but also theories and 

ideas on personal management and selling; 

The psychology , of price is a gsod example of a relatively new 

area of 'business concern. Known ~mong local marketing men as 

"Creative pricing" the problem deals 'with the possibly negative 

impressions caused by pricing a product too low, as 'well as the 

more obvious disadvantage of pricing too h'igh.. A low-priced item, 

according to this psychology, is , likely to be insufficiently valued 

by a potential customer. Pricing at the correct psychological, as 

well as economic level thus becomes an issue. T.M.'s highly variable 

price structure suggests their marketing departments have a fine 

grasp of thi~ tact. (1) 

Modern capitalism is thus marked by two related factors, the 

multi-national corporation, and the tertiary service industry. 

T.M. of course,is not a manufacturing organisation; what T.M. 

markets is a technique. In this, however, it is no different from 

cert'ain mul ti-national organisations such as "Hilton Hotels", 

"Holiday Inns", Wimpy Bars" and "Southern Fried Chicken". Each 

"outlet" operates independently, but ih exchange for the use of the 

brand name, the technique or particular service, it pays royalties 

to the parent company, and has to abide by company regulations and 

policy, thus in exchange for the franchise to operate according to 

the particular formula, product control and corporate identity are 

(1) 
See Appendix C, ,p.185a. 
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enforced. 
(1) 

In sum the T.M. operation and objectives are not significantly 

different from those of a capitalist commercial enterprise. It is 

a sophisticated organisation whos e personnel's activi ties are stream-

lined and dovetailed to create an impressively smooth-running 

bureaucracy, and whose objectives are to build a world-wide network 

of local operations, each responsible to the movement's headquarters 

in Switzerland, the financial nucleus of the corporation. Professing 

to be non profit-making, it may be presumed to avoid liability for 

company tax, and its employees enjoy a salary-free (and therefore 

tax-free) life, which nevertheless entails every luxury and physical 

comfort from go·od clothes and upper class accommodation in T .M. 

Headquarters to overseas travel. It is a subtle blend of tax-free 

luxury and the tradition of the Hindu monk. T. M. compares well 

in its lIIe t hods and objectives with t he multi-national en t erprise of 

post-industrial society. 

Thus far the question of T. M. as a social phenomenon has been 

investigated; questions have included how it may be classified as a 

s ocial .group as well as its nature and circumstances of its origin 

as a soc i al movement. Two associated questions s till re~~ in; thos e 

of the rela t ion between the social structure and the type of organisa

tion with which T.M. has been identified, and why T. M., as a Hindu 

derivative , has . tak.n hold among r ace-conscious White Durbanites. The 

fir s t question looks for positive reasons for the assoc i a t ion of 

contomporary Western culture with T . f·1. as a quasi-religious cult of 

oriental origin, while the sec und ex ~ mines anomalies pertaining to its 

"succes~" in Durban; what factors oper6te, either in regard to White 

Durban society itself, that it finds T. ~ . acceptable despite its 

Indian-associatedness, or alternatively, what i s it in t he nature of 

T. M. that it is not perceived by this society as Indian-associated? 

(1) 
A T.M. teacher once expressed fear, after "checking" someone's 
medit~tion, that the · person was a "plant" from Switzerland on 
an inspection tour checking to see if the "checking" and other functions 
were correctly performed. T.M.Centres are told to expect this. 
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CHAPTER 8 

T. M.'S SUCCESSES 

(i' T.M. and the socia-cultural crisis 

Since T. ~ . has been classified as a cult, it i s pertinent to 

examine what social condit~ons theoris ts in the field associate 

with the emergence and development of cults . At the level of the 

individual, Glock and Stark postulate that cults attract the 

"psychologically deprived".(l) Acce ptinq the theory that religion 

generally caters for depriva tion of one sort or another, they 

adva nce the view · that the church ca t ers for social deprivation, 

or for t hos e in search of upward mobility, the sec t for economic 

deprivation, and the cult functions as a comfort for those in 

conditions of psychological deprivation. 

Other theorists(2) have written about the relationship between 

the emergence of new religious movements and times of social stress. 

It is perhaps a truism that our own society in this age has 

produced stress and psychological insecurity to an unprecedented and 

often alarming degree. Threats of extinc t ion by nuclea r mismanagement or 

(1) 

(2) 

Glock, C. and Stark.~e.cit. 

c.f. Cohn, N. Pursuit of the Millenium. Essential Books, N.Y. 
(1957). Aberle, D. "A Note on Rela~ive Deprivation as applied 
t o Millenarian and Other Cult Movements" in Lessa, W.A. and 
Vogt, E.Z. (eds.) Reader in Comparative Religions. Harper & 
Row, N.Y. (1965). Hine, V. "Deprivation and Dis organisation 
Theories of Social Movements" in Zaretsky, H. and Leone, ~ .P. 
(eds.) Reli ious Movements in Contem orar America. Princeton 
University Press N.J. 1974). 
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by military intent, · fear of global destruction resul ting from waste 

products resulting from our own irrational consumption and obsess ion 

with economic gr~wth, and the depletion of natural resources, all 

exacerbated by a third threat, that of overpopulation - all these vie 

with each other as to the worst the future can . hold. Indeed to many, 

a futu~e ~t gll is doubtful. It is truly difficult to ·imagine a world 

confronted by global problems of a more menacing nature. Moreover 

these three issues present entirely new threats unknown t~ previous 

generations, and a~e .therefore in no way historically accommodated (if 

in fact such a·ccommodation is ever possible). Mankind as a species 

faces the threat of extinction not merely on three or four fronts, but 

for the first time in his existence. On these grounds alone there is 

more cause for personal anxiety and pessimism than man has ever had 

before.(l) 

But a closer look at the culture of Western industrial society 

reveals a world which has its own dimensions of stress and alienation, 

perhaps not unrelated to these other macro-problems, but nevertheless 

experienced on a real, rather than on a theoretical level by thousands 

in our society. 

In an interesting analysis of what he calls "abstract society" 

ZijdArveld relates contemporary social conditions to their effect 00 

modern man. "Modern man,"he writes, "is unable to experience an 

ultimate order in which each part obtains a stable position, in which 

truth and freedom are embedded in a taken-for-granted manner, and from 

which everything and everyone deductively acquires meij~ing and reality ••• 

modern man seems to stay in an open universe with its co-ordinates 

crumbling off. He often seems to be left alone with a deep feeling of 

meaningless, unreality and · absurdity. It often seems as if only the 

This always supposes of course, that individuals are sufficiently 
educated to these dangers . to be affected in their personal or 
psychological orientation. While this position is arguable, it 
is unlikely that the ambient pessimism among the seriously 
concerned public does not filter through in some form, to create 
a general atmosphere of tension and uncertainty. 
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road inward is left a~ an escape from the pains of the situation".(l) 

Zijder veld also writes " ~odern society is an expanding universe 

leading to a highly segmented mass society, ruled by industry, 

technology and science, and urganised , by the rat ional principles 

of bureaUCracy".(2) Our social structures have been so dismembered 

that often different "universes of discourse" such as the worlds of 

bus·iness, religion or education have little common wisdom, or even 

common language. Zijderveld describes "a whole new world ••• marked 

b~ machines, instruments and experiments, measurability, functionality, 

rat~onality and abstraction,,(3) - values which replace the earlier 

meaning and integration principles conferred by religion. Bureaucracy 

creates order, but gives no meaning. In the resultant allenation two 

alternative paths present themselves to the individual, the "road 

inward", in search of the self, and .personal realisation through 

contemplation, and the activist role leading to protest and attack. 

Confronted by t~B dominating technology, industry and science which 

Zijderveld sees as characterising our age (he calls them the "big 

three of post-industrial society), and ordered only by bureaucratic 

structures, modern man may retreat into a subjective world of self, 

as a viable alternative to protest. 

(2) 

(3) 

(l) op.cit. p.S? 
While Zijderve.1d is cited somewhat arbitrarily in this . 

context, many theorists have outlined this position whose works 
might have been just as relevant. This association of the 
quest for the self with industrial society is itself interesting 
in view of the fact that the liberal tradition, usually associated 
with increased emphasis on the individual originated 
contemporaneously with the industrial revolution. it flourishes 
in many fields today, inter alia in politics, in the emphasis on 
human rights, in literature in the concept of the absurd, and in 
the philosopher's concepts of "alienation" (Marx) "en soi" 
(Sartre), "authenticity", (Heidegger), in Kierkegaard's "leap 
of faith" and Nietzsche's "will to power". These ideas entail a 
movement towards the individual, away from the collective, and 
some reveal a resultant or associated threat of nihilism, or 
meaninglessness. 

~. p.?3. 

ibid. p.?? 
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Zijderveld writes of the "psychic void" which is created by loss 

of meaning and an .integrating principle, and into this void emerge 

cul ts, pseudo-religions and new rel igious forms as substitutes. · He 

stresses the similarity between events in the Hellenistic world which, , 

faced with the loss of faith in the principle of logos took refuge in 

cults and new subjectivist retreats, of which he quotes gnosticism as 

! the best example. He writes "gnosticism ••• promised its adherents the 

meaning, reality and freedom they had lost in the outer world of 
" . 

Hellenistic society by liberating them from the pains of alienation ••• 

by applying the secret knowledge (gnosls) of gnostiCism, man can arrive 

at the spiritual truth of life".(l) He calls gnosticism the "primal 

depth-~SY~h0109y."(2) 

Marty (3) writing similarly about the new interest today in 

subjectivist cults, avers however that the activist role is any longer 

a real alternative. Cults and other inward pursuits appear to be the 

favoured option today for young intellectuals, whose dissident counter

parts a decade ago were involved in ' reformist or political activist 

enterp~ises as an alternative mode of adaptation to social discontent. 

According to Marty while young people and intellectuals in the 1960s 

saw the solution to social evils througri protest a~d activism, today's 

" " 

\' \ generation .of students and similar individuals have largely opted out 

of social involvement. ' Calls for unity, and for social action of the 

'60s . generated movements against problems such as nuclear armament, 

environmental pollution, the Vietnam war, race discrimination etc. What 

was defined as oppr~ssive policy which favoured big business and lacked 

concern for the poor, · the young, the female and the black, was resisted 

in those times even unto martyrdom in some instances. How, asks Marty, 

do we a decade later come to find a generation preoccupied with the non

rational and the subjective? Astrology, medltation, divination in many 

forms have drawn the interests of young intellectuals away from world 

problems, and into a retreat of irrationalisms. 

If university bookshops are taken as a guide, student extra 

curricular reading matter is a fair reflection of this same social 

retreat or trivialisation of purpose. Feds in reading .. 
. revolving round books like The Rabbit 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

ibid. p.61 

ibid. p~6l 

Marty, M. "Contemporary ~piritual Styles" Dialogue Vol.6 1973 No.4. 
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Tin-Tin, As teri s ks a nd o t he r c omic s t r i p car toons , s we l l as a "revi vod" 

interes t in children' s aut hor s l i ke I • . • r''ii l ne . nd lIJa lt Di s ney cha r acte r s 

mix s trangely wi th c onven ti ona l i deas of academi c pur s ui t s . fl a rty 

writes s i milarl y abou t a i rport news s tand s - " Clny - i r port news s ta nd" 

he writes "which fea tur es paperba ck book s wou l d gr eet the f ore i gn 

traveller with a lis t of titles t hat woul d ha r dly provide a clue about 

America's Christian majority' s t hought. t s trology and the occult were 

the most fe a tured families of i deas. Bu t t he r e were a r guments t ha t 

Unidentifi ed Flying Obj ects bore s pi ritual messa ges , tha t a s tra l 

projection was possibl e , tha t rei nca r na t i on - no t the conven tiona lly 

Jewish or Chri s tian teaching - was the pr omi se of the future. 

Magazines talked about 'occult expl os ions " and vi ewer s of tel evi s ion 

came to be acquaint ed with witches and sa t an wor s hippe r s ••• The kind 

,of Catholic wh o tan yea r s ea r l i e r coul d have been picke t i ng a r acial ly 

discriminatory r estaurant now mi Qht well be fo und in a huge s tadium at 

Notre Dame University in Indiana sh outing ab out t he s Pirit".(l) 

If cults tend t o emer ge i n time s of ps ychol ogica l insecurity 

and mea ninglessness, i t i s no t di f fi cul t t o see why th e r e i s toda y a 

burgeoning of these embryon i c r eligions which may be said to ca ter for 

what s urvives of the counter-culture. Some , whi ch fit classi c cult 

des criptions, such as Mehe r Baba and Ha r e Kri s hna ha ve taken hold of 

the drop-out youth and s imila r other s , whil e th e qua s i-religi ou s cults , 

like T. M., Scientology a nd a f ew othe r s provide a retreat fro m and an 

alternative to the pr essures of pos t-indus tr i al society f or middle-cla s s 

"respectable establishment". 

If T.M were alone a s a new cult-typo its significance is ba rely 

worth noting, but it i s not. The Ame rica n J ourna l Bus iness Week(2) 

. associates it with other simila r "technique s for achieving greater 

relaxation and personal fulfil men t ••• Some (with) a touch of mysticism 

and all (with) the mind-aver-ma tte r app r oach of ps ychology." The 

article quotes ES T, Behaviour Mod. Bi of eedback, and yoga as cults of 

the same class as T. M. Of Erhard, t he foun de r of EST (or Erhard 

Seminars T.raining) and form er sa l es consultant, the article states that 

(1) 

(2) 

ibid. p. 

quoted by Marty i bi d.p. 8 . 
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has "made a fortune selling EST training courses at .250." it goes on 
\ 

"The [ST , programmej~~ng 250 people into a hotel convention room, 

uses a harrl, tough a~proach to self awakening, and today counts more 

t han 80,000 graduates". Not all ~hes q cults are strictly spaaking 

religions, 'or even quasi-religions . They- r ange along a continuum 

with the~pureWcult at one end and the techniqye at the other. The 

quasi-religions such as T. ~ . are mid-way . These quasi-religious cults 

have a dual relationship with this post-industrial world of adva nced 

capitalism. In the first place they arise to meet the needs 

engendered by psychological stress and alienation, in turn brought 

about by t he demands of this type of social organisation. But t hese 

cults with their bureaucratic and scientific values also tend to adopt 

the ends,a nd means of these societ ies themselves. Schneider and 

Dornbusch(l) have emphasi sed the tendency of Western religions to 

change their faith-rationale from'belief in the truth' to a modern 

instrumenta,list tendency to follow religion for pragmatic or 

i ns trumental istic ' motives, (2) Instrumentalism, or pragmati s m becomes 

the order of the day for a materia l istic society , described by 

Zijderveld as "marked by machines instruments, a~d experim~nts, 

measurability, functionality, rd tionali ty and abstraction". Value is 

a ssessed in utilitarian rather than in idealistic terms , and quick 

results are needed to effect a quick"sale". The promise of immediate 

ben8fit from T. M. allows these conditions to be met . 

In many other respects too T. M. illustrates t he "road inward", 

The emphas i s on self-discovery, self development and the new meaning 

(1) 
Schneider, L. and Dornbusch, S .r:l . Popular Religious Inseirational 
Books ih America. University of Chicago Press, Chicago (1958). 

(2) Elsewhere S h 'd d 0 b h 't c ne1 er an orn usc wr1 e "In American thought 
~illiam James in effect subst i tuted 'I believe because it is 
useful' for 'I believe because it is so' - or even with 
Tertu11iani "because it is impossible" ("Inspirational Religious 
Literature: From Laten~ to Manifest Functions of Re1igion~ in 
Schneider L. (ed.) Religion, Culture and 'Society. J . Wiley l Sons 
N.Y. (1964). 
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proffered by SCI and ~ 3harishi's philosophy, reflect Zijderveld's 

position while ~he utopian ele~ent of the Age of Enlightenment offers 

irrational hope and evsn a millenium. The fragmented universe of 

Zijderveld is re-united by the promi~e of a world re-organised by the 

spiritual domination of ~aharishi's projected World Government. More

over T.rl.'s integrating principle not only confers meaning but also 

places itself in a transcendent position. All creeds and ideologies 

are alike to T.M. in that it is at odds with none, so long as it has 

converts. In this it is reminiscent ag~in of the amoral ism of 

capitalist business attitudes regarding the market. 

T;M. does not seek ' rational solutions to the crisis of anomie 

that afflicts modern post-industrial societies. Wilson writes of the 

new cults that they "do not serve society. They are indeed almost 

irrelevant to it. Since their sources of inspiration are exotic, 

esoteric, subjective and subterranean. Truth comes from ••• the 

hitherto untapped depths of the self or the psyche" thus he 

corroborates the view of cult in~olvemGnt as a "cop-out~ for the 

distressed or aiienated. 

In s um· T.M. is t ypical of a new i~tegrating principle th~t 

offers itself t .o a fragmented SOCiety that has lost its sense of 

community and locality and is conscious of its own absurdity. It 

caters for individuals who are alienated and often SOCially dislocated 

by stress engendered by these advanced capitalist societies. 

In doing so it offers a simple and non-social solution to the world's 

problems, of both macro and micro scale. All of this it effects in 

the language, ·and through the means and methods of this type of this 

s ociety itself, with its dominant vulues of science and technology. 

( ~ l) T. M. 1n Durban 

The foregoing attempts an explanation of the trends in Western 

Society that take account of the rise and success of the T. ~ . enter

prise as a quasi-religious cult, in recent years. It attempts to show 

that the social and intellectual climate is p~opit1ous to the growth 

of new ideologies and religious forms. 

The question remains as to how T. M. operates in Durban with its 
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current success. Most of the factors that have been ' advanced for the 

success of T .r1. ·in the West generally are of course applicable to 

Durban as well, since culturally and economically it is largely of 

this Western culture. The rulers of ~outh Africa speak of upholding 

standards of Western civilisation, and of South Africa's alleged stand 

against the threats from the East to Western capitalism and way of life. 

White South Afdcans sometimes speak as if they were afl that is left 

of Western culture. While South Africa as an industrialised country 

probably does not suffer from the "abstraction" of which Zijderveld 

writes to the same extent as many modern Western societies, because 
, 

in many ways it is less "advanced" than they, it is heir to much of the 

angst and tensions that have caused writers in the tradition of 

Zijderveld to write so negatively about our society. Moreover Durban, 

as with most South African cities, imposes tensions of its own that 

are peculiar to this country~l~ts crime rate, traffic offence rate, 

alcoholic rate etc. are among the world's highest, and these are both 

cause and effect' of social tensions that are very real to most citizens. 

With these facts alone, there would seem no need to justify the 

manifestation of T.M. in Durban, if the .foregoing explanation of its 

emergence in the Western world generally, is taken as adequate. 

However one thing is peculiar to Durban that calls for an 

explanation. This is the existence of its Indian population, with their 

Hindu religion and the relationship and attitude of the Whites to them. 

It has been explained how T.M. is derived from Hinduism. How is it then 

that the White population surrounded as they are by Hindus, and 

against whom certain prejudices operate as members of the Black or 

Brown community, are attracted to T.M. in fairly large numbers? Not 

only is this White population supposedly Christian, but its rejection of, 

and lack of sympathy with Durban citizens of other colours is well 

known and well documentedS2~hite Durbanites are not merely anti

pathetic to Indians, and therefore to Hindus and Hinduism, but are 

generally ignorant of Indian culture and of Hinduism itself. 

To attempt to justifj the above statement must appear to any 

socially sensitive person who is acquainted with Durban, to be redundant • 

. So well known are White South Africa's racist policies and attitudes 

(1) South Africa'. po.ition or internal political ins.curity, a. well aa ita 
ext.rnal politic.l position ~.t also ba s.en as tenaion-generation ractois. 

(2) cr. Kuper L., Watts H.L. and Oavies R.J. Ourban : A Study in Racial Ecology. 
Jon.then Cape London (19S8) Chs.6 , 7. 
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that the country is today (1977) threatened with trade, cultural and 
, 

intellectual boycotts. Repeated warnings of race war from South 

Africa's supposed "friends" abroad, have done nothing to stem the 

escalation of recially oppressive legislation and the growtb of a 

police state inside the Republic~ Durban, as the largest city in 

predominantly Englis~-speaking Natal, is no exception in its attitude 

, towards Bl~ck South Africans~1~esPite the fact that the province 

usually returns more opposition members to South Africa's House of 

Assembly than any other province. 

'~hat then makes White Durbanites reject Indians and Hinduism, 

and embrace T.M? 

The population of ~ettopol~tan Durban is .broken down for official 

statisti~s into t~e following groupsl 

Africans 403,OUO 

Indians 329,000 

Whites 267, 000 

Coloureds 45;000 ~) 

Here concern is ' on~y with the relationship of Indians to Whites. As 

the second largest ethnic group in Durban, Indians are a significant, 

if · not dominant feature of the city's life. In Durban several Indian 

residential areas are sandwiched between White suburbs, and some of 

their trading areas form an integral part of the central city. In 

Durban, as in other South African cities, residential areas are kept 

~acially distinct. Thus one finds each suburb is exclusively "White", 

Indian, Coloured or African. Durban is in one sense a cosmopolitan 

mu~cultural city, but the groups that compose this heterogeneity 

are kept physically and culturally distinct. The origins of this 

condition a~e to be found in the country's tradition, in its class 

structure · and more recently endorsed by statutory legislation. As 

in other Apartheid legislation the averred objective in separating the 

relevant ethnic groups is to promote racial harmony through lack of 

contact. Two points should here be stressed. The first is that with 

re9ard to any two ethnic groups separation is limited and more 

~heoretical (because of their economic interdependence) than real. 

(1) 
See Appendix A pp.156-165 for correspondence in the Durban pr.e8 in 
8upport of thia .tat ... nt. 

(2) Watt. H.L. Sociology, The Uniy.r.ity and the Ca..unity (Inaugural 
Lectur.) Univer.ity of Natal Pr •••• Pi.ter .. ritzberg 1915 FP-~9. 
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Indian suburbs are never far distant from Whites, Indian trading 

centres exist in the city's central busines. area, and Indians, as 

the city 's whole socia-economic spectrum from wealth a group, span 
to drastic poverty. The second point is that racial harmony has by 

no means been achieved. 
(1) .' 

While few social contacts exist between Durban's White and 

Indians, there is a very real degree of exposure to the others' 

culture. The existence of Indian shoos, Indian hawkers, and 
, 

employees and the very presence of Indians in the main streets of the 

central city expose ~hite Durbanites to the facts of Durban's multi

racial multi-cultural reality. 

So while on the one hand suburbs , restaurants, parks, schools, 

buses, toilets, libraries, beaches etc. remain racially exclusive,on 

the other hand there exists no possibility that any two groups in the 

city might live in total ignorance of, or isolation from, eac~ other. 

The Whites, who enjoy representation in the Central Parliament, maintain 

a standard of living which is vastly superior to the other ethnic 

groups, and this standard is supported by the structures of , the apartheid 

system which succeeds in providing separated but 'veri unequal 

opportunities.(2) The manifest policy of the maintenance of "cultural 

identity'" has the spin-off effect of maintaining the White monopoly of 

privilege. 

In this environment hostility across racial boundaries is 

endemic.(3) Moreover given, both the tradition, and the legislation 

which enforce the gap between Whites and Indians in Durban, it would be 

surprising if the White Durbanites were anything but ignorant of and 

gennrally uninterested in Hinduism despite its status ae the religious 

(1) 

(2) 

See Appendix A for selection of racist lettera written in correspondence 
columns of ' Curb an's newspapers. These have been eelected to show White 
attitudea towards other ethnic groups, aa well as apecific lack of 
sympathy to Indians in Durban, pp.156-l65. 

See Appendix B. Also ~eer F. Portrait of South African Indiana,Avon Press, 
Durban 196~ Horrell ~. South Africa: Basic Facts and Figures, South 
African Inatitute of Race Ralationa Johannesburg (1975). A Survay of Race 
RelationS in South Africa (1975) South African Institute of aaca Relations. 
Johannasburg (1976) 

(3) Aa above. Also s.a Appendix A for press .. terial supporting this 
ob.ervation, eap. pp.156-l59. 
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and cultural milieu of the largest part of the Ind1an C1 1zens. 

With the exception of a few eccentric Whites who have joined one or 

two Ashrams in the precincts of Durban, Hinduism has an almost 

exclusively Indian following in the city. So confident are the Whites 

generally about the superio~ity of Christianity over Hinduism that 

for the most part interaction between the two groups takes the form 
., i' . 1 t' . H' d (2) C r in's only of Chr1st1an m .ss10nary prosey ~s1ng among 1n us. u r 

research on this subject illustrates the extent and success of this 

enterprise among the Catholic missionaries. Generally Christian 

proseletysing has caused resentment among the Hindu ~ommunity.(3) 
How then is it that Whites apparently project no prejudice against 

Hindu-based T.M., nor to an organisation which ~prings in the first 

place from India, and which is itself headed by an Indian? Do Whites 

in fact perceive T.M. in this light? The answer is that they do not. 

On T.M. social occasions which may be attended by a .few Indians, the 

same social distance is seen to operate between them and the Whites, as 

is customary in the few times and places where these contacts do arise 

in Durban. At all times at the Centre Whites dominate not only 

numerically, but vocally, and when tea is taken on the verandah after 

a . meeting, it is usual for Indians to interact among themselves, and 

for Whites largely to behave as if they were not present. This, and 

the fact that ~he Centre is run exclusively by Whites, gives rise to 

the impression that the organisation is Western, rather than of Eastern 

origin. Maharishi's movement has in fact become Westernised. · Its 

operation as a multi-national capitalist corporation points up its 

essentially Western character and it is wholly supportive of prev~iling 

· Western cultural values and techni~ues. T.M. thus has ceased to be 

an oriental phenomenon and has emerged in a Western manifestation. As 

such it offers no offence to anti-Indian white prejudice. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

This alteration in style from an oriental-type group to a 

See Meer, f' • . P'1rtra.l. ';;' .or· Indian South Africans. Avon Press, Durban (1969) 

See Appendix A.(b) pp.l6D-l65. 

Currin, T.E.V. -.The I"Qian in Ourban~ (xploratory Study ot the ROlll8n 
Catholic Indian ~inority with Special EMphaeie on the Sociological 
Alpects ot Convereion- Inetitute tor Social Reeearch, University ot 
Natal, Durban (1964) ~onograph Series No.6. 
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Western organisation began with Ma~arishi's "changa of direction" in 

the 1960s. This change marks the turning point of ' T.M., not only from 

its former character as a pure cult but also from ~ts Eastern ~ormula

tion. It heralds the beginning of its Western focus and its serious 

intentions of becoming a world-wide organisation. The recognition, 

acknowledged by Maharishi, that the conversion of those "in high 

places" is more important than that of "drop-outs" and such others, 

marks a re-orientation of focus in keeping with the strategy of big 

business, and others in the power game. 

Thus to the Durban public, T.M. projects familiar values; it is 

familiar linguistically, and ethnically. Its evaluation of scientific 

and educative processes is normatively acceptable. T.M.i in summary, 

projects the middle-class values of White Durbanites, allowing that 

business, profit, and achievement in worldly terms are the paramount 

motivational forces of capitalist societies. Far from challenging 

these T.M. offers individuals merely an aid to their more effective 

achievement. T.M. becomes the means whereby desir~st of ~hate,er moral 

order, may be more surely and more effectively attained. Taking its 

technique of meditation and its supporting rationale from traditional 

Hindu scriptures, as interpreted by Maharishi(l), its presentation is 

nevertheless thoroughly Western. It ha~ become an Eastern parcel in 
~ 

Western wrappings. The average White Durbanite is generally ignorant 

of Hinduism. This probably operates to some extent to forestall aware

ness of T.M.'s Hindu orlglns. Few Whites in Durban ever venture into a 

Hindu temple(2), and thus the Hindu aspects of the initiation ceremony 

with its bowls of rice, its flowers, fruit, and bells and candles 

(2) 

It is difficult to be puristic about Hindu teaching, since it is ~o 
broad and given to such diverseinterp~etation that it can be said to 
cover most beliefs, and most life-styles. ' Maharishi's interpretation 
of them appears to be a clever adaptation to contemporary Western 
values and economic conditions. Although no single authority speaks 
for Hinduism, it would be interesting to know the ~eaction of Indian 
Hinduism in general to T.M. as it is practised in the West, etc. 

A recent visitor to Durban from Europe experienced scorn and 
expressions of dis tate when she asked to see something of Hindu 
life in the city. Her hosts were middle-class Whites. 
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probably escape their notice. 

A further point that obscures T.M.'s origins is that its image 

in race-conscious Durban is more specifically reminiscent of Europe 

than it is of India. Illustrations of T.M. activities in official 

publications are set in Switzerland, with its lakes , mountains and 

forests, and it is of course to Europe that those who have accumulated 

"credit" are sent for further courses. Photographs of the personnel in 

charge of the Sellisberg organisation all indicate ' an apparently 

exclusively White authority (excepting Maharishi, of course)(l) 

Th~s the original Eastern inspiration of T. M. is thoroughly over

laid by Western culture. Charts, graphs and research references seek 

to validate a practice which once needed only religious tradition for 

authority. Lectures, video-tape recordings, long-distance instruction 

by telephone, helicopter and jet travel have now been invoked where 

once the barefoot monk with his begging bowl sought pupils through word

of-mouth repute. ,Newsletters, advertisements, posters and press 

interviews disseminate the news that T.M. leads to better adaptation 

to the pressures and tensions of living in advanced capitalist society. 

The post-industr~al world turns for support to a post-industrial 

religious form - no longer the religion that promises a better deal in 

an after-life, be it in heaven, or through another incarnation, but its 

message is that here and now life can be improved. The structures of 

state and multi-national alliances are too vast and too powerful to be 

challenged~ and t~us T.M. accommodates itself to the Establishment. It 

accepts the status quo, seeks a new "consciousness" in which "reality" 

will appear in a less offensive, less depressing form, and thus ~t 

teaches that we can adapt to ' that which we cannot alter by fiat. 

Hinduism with its multifarious doctrinal possibilities is probably 

not offended by this accommodation but what has ceased to be "Hindu" 

is T.M.'s outward and visible manifestation. Thus in Durban T.M. is 

not an Indian phenomenon. 

The above argument see~s to: explain why White Durbanites are not 

repulsed by T.M. If positive reasons are needed to explain its success 

(1) 
The organisation in lndia takes on a local image, however, judging 
from an Australian leaflet publicising T.M. in the Ahtipodes. 
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beyond the already-developed argument that T.M. is marketed like a 

commercial commodity or the facilities of the service industry, then 

one more explanation may be cautiously advanced. The very subjective 

nature of the cult serves to dis t ract 'from the socio-cul tural 

environment and in a political environment such as that which confronts 

White South Africans at this ·time, activities which effectively seek 

the evasion of objective realities must have popular appeal. 

Wilson writes of contemporary cults that "one need not be surprised 

that the self is a major focus of our new religionS,"(l) in the face 

of the breakdown of traditional securities, and that . they do this 

they suggest that .you can save yourself, by yourself and no one 

else can. They are in this sense" he continues "profoundly anti

cultural movements, not merely are they against existing culture, but 

their basic thrust is against any culture."(2) 

(1) 

(2) 
op.cit. p.10S. 

l2.i.Q. p. 67 • 
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CONCLUSION 

This thesis has attempted the task of identifying T.M. as a 

social movement, of answering questions relating to the nature and 

origin of T.~. and to its current popularity as a social movement 

in Western CapitaJist societi, particularly in Durban • . In so doing, 

it has also related T.M. - as so identified - to its social context. 

This approach a t tempts to follow the tradition of the founding 

f a thers of Sociology, and especially of Weber and of Durkheim. Both, 

albeit in different ways, real ted religious change to changes in the 

social or economic structure of society. Luckmann,(~)regretting that 

this tradition has not been maintained, calls tha quest for the social, 

rather than the institutional basis for religious change the "theoret

ically most significant task" of the Sociology of Religion. The two 

tasks may however,proeeed together, since an understanding of the 

process and direction of change is itself not inseparable from the 

social context in which it ensues. The question of why religion alters 

is closely related to ~ it is in its altered form, thus an approach 

has been attempted on the phenomenon of T. M. from both aspects. 

The previous chapters analyse T.M. as a religious cult, a 

scientific technique, as a capitalist business enterprise, and in its 

relation to the counter-culture. The complex nature of T.M. as a 

sDcial phenomenon is shown in that it ha~or 'cl~ims to be)in some 

respects similar, and in others different to all of the above. As a religion T.M. 

its core-members something of an ethica l code and ritual, a belief 

system, and a group identity. In this it has much in common with 

other religions. Several arguments may be raised against the inclusion 

of T.M. as a religion however. 

offer. 

The first concerns the question as to whether cults can be properly 

called religions. Theorists who perceive them as part of an 

evolutionary continuum with sect and church may view them as ~roto

religions, while others see cults as falling on both sides of the 

religious "barrier", some cults being more markedly religious than 

others. A cult mayor may not develop in the direction of a religion.(2) 

Luckmann, T. The Invisible Religion. Macmillan N.Y. (1967) p.18 

Washington, J.R. Black Sects and Cults. Doubleday & Co. N.Y.(1972) 
p.2 refers to cults as "new and syncretist movements in their early 

stages". 
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Cults that have been listed by Glock and Bellah include such move-

ments as Astrology and food or health cults, which relate bodily 

functions to natural or supernatural processes at the one extreme, 

through to Hare Krishna and Divine Light, which virtually deifies its 

leader, Maharaj Ji, at th6 other. T. M. as a cult falls somewhere 

between, having . more organisational basis, possibly more doctrinel 

orthodoxy or mysticism (from the position of Hinduism) than the one 

and less scientific support than the other.(l) T.M. is more justly 

classed as a quasi-religious cult. Had it a more developed mythology 

and system of symbols it might be classed as a religious cult such as 

Meher Baba or Rosecrusian~ et ale .~u.t .. t.h.e._e.x_tent t~_which.l.!_M_~_ !~':l.9.ti_~n.s_ 

as a religion differs with regard to the individual member's proximity 

to the Centre or community "core". In comparing what they call "human 

growth groups" with religions, Glock and Bellah have this to say about T .M·. 

"The movement is in some way closer to a human 
growth group •••• since it claims to be "not a 
religion" and emphasises the value of its 
meditational techniques more than doctrines 
and beliefs. Nonetheless the serious full-time 
trainers in the movement do seem to have a 
religious commitment with a content similar 
to other movements of Indian inspiration".(2) 

Many other T.M. members, paid-up and initiated, nev~rtheless tend to 

drop away, never investigating the doctrinal side of T.M.(3) Of course 

the phenomenon of half-committed membership is not new to most religions 

in our midat, especially the Church • . But many of these will have 

"j~ined" the Church 8S infants or children, and thus their membership 

will differ from that 'of T.M. "Joiners" who, (with the exception of the 

small number of children who have learned to meditate) will have become 

members as adults and presumably therefore of their own volition. ~ost 

of these "drop-outs" fall back into the cultic milieu, and T. M. becomes 

(1) 
I am aware that these points are open to debate by either 
protagonists or opponents of any of these cults. 

Glock, C & Bellah, R. The New Religious Consciousness. University 
of California Press. London (1976) p.l. 

(3) In 1975 the Centre reckoned 
of 30-50 per week, but only 
members twice a year. 

to initiate new members at the rate 
ran SCI classes for between 10-15 
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just one episode in an episodic 5earch for self-discovery or meta

physical. truth. 

A final ·af9ument against classin~ T.M aS Ia religion approaches 

T. M. as a derivative of Hinduism which is not, in its own view, a 

religion. This may be seen as a variation on T.M.'s own denial of its 

status as a religion. But the argument is as questi'onable for the .f.ormer 

as for the latter. Robertson says of the sacred/secula'r dichotomy and 

r eligion: 

and 

"The ideas ' of religion and religiosity are 
products of basically Christian thinking because of 
the tension expressed in the Christian doctrine as 
between, on the one hand, social and terrestrial 
reality, and on the other transcendent spiritual 
reality (and) that the former should be brought 

'"into line with the latter ••• To be ··religious 
therefore makes sense in Christianity in a way 
which is, strictly speaking, alien to other 
'religions', the contrast appearing most sharply 
as between Christianity on the one hand and 
Buddhism on the other". (1) 

"A distinction between religious and secular was 
perceived mainly by Western-educated and Western
orientated politicians and intellectuals. 
Hinduism was to others a way of life, a cultural 

system". (2) 

But i~ this context T.M. has been examined in Western Society, 

and the above distinctions, essential to our Western dualistic traditions, 

are not invalidatE!d .by T .r;l. 's relationship to ~ts Hindu 'parent'. No 

more is T. M. to be taken as a straight transposition of Hinduism into 

Western culture, if such a thing were any way possible. Glock and 

Bellah write of the Asian-type religions that they identify as having 

infiltrated America in the early 1970s 

(1) 

(2) 

" •••• most of them have very old roots in their 
homelandS. Nevertheless even groups that 
have organisatibnal continuity with Ol~ Sects 

op.cit. p.43. 

!2.!2.: p.4S. 
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in Asia ••• have had to become new in some sense 
in order to adapt to American conditions ••• 
(They) are new in another sense (also) though , 
the leaders come out of a long Indian tradition, 
each one ••• has been an entrepreneurial innovator 
within his tradition." (1) , 

It is in fact this entrepreneurial aspect of T.M. that 

distinguishes it from its oriental form in its business' sense. Its 

successful 'adoption of contemporary methods and values of the 

Establishment has largely removed it from the field of the counter

culture (or what survives of it).(2) While most theorists do not 

take the cult beyond the counter-culture(3) its very definite 

existence within the established and dominant society puts T.M. in a 

separate and possibly new cui tic category. This characteristic it 

may have in common with Scientology ~n the one hand, but its Asian 

origins serve to classify it (at least for Glock and Bellah) along 

with other cults such as Meher Baba, Hare Krishna a~d Divine Light, 

as well as Sufism and some cults of Japanese origin. 

It 'is al~o briefly useful to examine T.M. as belonging to the 

tradition of ~nspirational movements which have functioned chiefly 

around the emergence of popular literature, such as produced by Fox and 

Peale. fox's Power through Constructive Thought(4) and Peale's 

The Power of Positive ,Thinking(5) suggest that ~uccess in worldly terms 

is accessible through mental control. Matter or objective reality is 

subservient to thought, and happiness through emotional, physical and 

economic well-being, is thus dependent on holding positive or 

constructive thoughts about the world. The achievement of success 

thus begins with the individual's determination to "put his mind in 

order". T. M. as a t~chnique differs from these popular "philosophies" 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

.(5) 

oo.cit. ppl-2. 

See Appendix 0 under Pater and Kevin for illustrations counter
culture disillusionment with this. 
Not only Glock & Bellah (gp.cit) but other theorists who write about 
T.M. e.g.Rober t son an~ .'Ji lscn 8. fail to mention this continuity with 
dominant social values. 
fox. E. Power through Constructive Thought. Harper & Bros. N.Y. (1932) 

Peale, N.V. The Power of Positive Thinking. 
N.Y. (1952). 

~' 

Prentice-Hall Inc. 
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in that its practice requires enrolment and thus implies a community 

(however loose) as well as the guru situation of master-pupil 

instruction, but some similarity of means and goals remains. 

Schneider and Dornbusch(l) write of inspirational literature in the 

last 75 years that it shows "pronounced tendencies toward empha~is 

on salvation in this world, towards a decline in eschatological ' 

interest, and towards further secularisation i ,n the form of devaluation 

of suffering and instrumentalisation of the deity (also) , the 

emerge nce , of a destructive "spiritual technology". These fe'atures 

are discernible in T.M. 

Before the question of T. M. as a religion is relihquished, it must 

be placed against one last typology. This is Bellah's 'evolutionary 

religious history,wh&eT.M. relationship to his last category~ that of 

the "post-traditional religion" is importa~t. Bellah identifies this 

contemporary religious type by three main features: He says 

1. Post-traditional religion is not overtly Dr apparently a religion 

since it does not have the conventional roles of priest, nor does 

it have a Church. 

2. It has a symbol system of a new order. 

3. It is grounded in the nature of Man, and is thus "beyond belief". 

The Self and its laws are at the centre af religious quest, and 

man thus takes responsibility for his fate. Post-traditional 

religious man does not see himself as dependent on the Will of 

qod, nor other transcendental forces. This attitude is refl ected, 

according to Bellah, in Thomas Paine's dictum "My mind is my 

Church". Henceforth, ,for Bellah, man works out his own salvation. 

All these characteristics are present in T.M., but in other~which 

have been mentioned>T.M. goes beyond even Bellah's post-traditional 

religion. As a new religious type emerging in a post-traditional world, 

T.M. takes the form of a proto-religion or a cult with a bureaucratic

Capitalistic orientation. It is for this reason that the economic 

qualificatio~post-industrial>has been preferred to Bellah's post-

(1) 
Schneider, L. and Dornbusch, S.D. "Inspirational Relioious 
Literature: From Latent to Manifest Functions of Religion" in 
Schneider, L. (ed.) Religious Culture and Society. J.Wiley & 
Sons Inc. N.Y. (1964). 
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traditional,for the title of this essay. But other features about the 

movement remove it from most cults in certain crucial respects. As has 

been noted, T.M.'s first concern is with numbers rather than with 

quality of 'conversions', with profit and expansion rather than with 

sincere concern for the social world. In this respect, and in respect 

of its bureaucratic organisation, T.M~ has strong affinities to modern 

commercial enterprises. Ita multi- national orientation, its 

sophisticated financial organisation involving great wealth, and its 

financial arrangements(which can be likened to company fiscal po~icies) 

combine to illustrate how well T. M. has taken contemporary Capitalist 

business as its model. 

T.M.'s Future 

As a cult or proto-religion, a business enterprise and quasi

religion, what is the future of T.M~ T. M. Leaders see their movement 

achieving world status and recognition, and heralding a new era of 

,utopian "bliss. Its sights are set on "World Government" achieved 

first through success in Capitalist countries. It emerges in the 

West at a time when traditional religion has largely lost its influence, 

but" where ther.~ is much evidence of belief in the transcendental and 

irrational, and for mystic and metaphysical experience. 

Messer "writes of the wave of ' new quasi-religious movements in 

U. S.A. that 

"The outcome of anyone movement seems clearly 
tied up with the outcome of other contemporary 
movements, because there is obvious competition 
for membership and because we do not yet know 
whether people will progress into more deeply 
religious movements and experiences if they 
begin with the more secular ones." -(l) 

It is as well in assessing the future of T.M. to recall that 

Christianity itself began "as a small and despised Jewish cult. Moberg 

writes how from this it "gre~ into a persecuted Sect, developed into a 

somewhat tolerated denomination and suddenly ~t ~he time of Emperor 

Constantine I emerged as a ~ictorious Church".(2) and Washington 

supports this general prognosis in ,pointing out that "a cult may be 

"partially understood as an initial stage of a religion prior to its 

(2) 

Messer, J. "Guru Maharaj Ji and the Divine Light Mission" in Glock 
& Bellah, R. oo.cit. p.72. 

Moberg, D. The Church as a Social Institution, Prentice Hall 
Englewood Cliffs. N.J. (1962) p.101. 
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later development into divine communities and institutions".(l) But 

other aspects ?f T. H. besides the cuI tic ones mili t ate agai nst this 

possibility since certain aspects of the embryo religion are clearly 

absent in favour ' of profit and sheer numbers. As a business 

enterpri s e its fortune must be reckoned on the basis that dramatic and 

s udden success is always subject to drama t ic and sudden decline. 

It i s just as likely that T. M. may prove an epiphenomenon, evanescing 
·"t "l t t (2) with further changes ~n ~ s soc~a con ex • 

The above alternatives overlook possible change in societies' 

need for a conventional rG ~ igion,evgn of Bellah's formulation. Perhaps 

the quasi-religious nature of T. M. with its chances for transcient 

membershi p and offering an instrumentalist orientation might 

predominate. Certainly as long as we have a world where management i s 

presented as a science, and in which the public. relations by which a product 

or practice outstrips its competitors requires the steady inflow of 

fl Jnds , T. M. would appear to be equipped for survival. Its blend of 

bureaucracy and economic r8tionalit~ with its ideological capitalisa-

tion on middle-brow prestige of education and particularly of science, 

suggest that the architects of T. M. have a subtle sense of contemporary 

mentality. The religious moods and needs of post-industrial society 

are already failing to be met by old structures and old institutions. 

Ju s t as simpler economic and social forms have given way to the 

complexities of the cybernetic age .a nd the era of super-salesmanship, 

so traditional Christianity with its ethics of altruism, increasingly 

inappropriate in today's individualistic culture, may be expeoted to 

yield to new forms of religion. These insights follow Weber's search 

for correlation between society and its religious forms. Thus as a 

component of cultural change, religion must change too, and the more 

(1) 

(2) 
op.ci t . p.2. 

However a report in The Sunday Telegraph, London, February 19th, 
1978 suggests that "American involvement in religious movements 
that had only small escteric followings a generation ago, now 
runs into millions of devotees ••• about five million Americans were 
now involved in yoga, three million in Teanscendental Meditation, 
and two million in various Eastern religiohs." 
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extreme the form of social change that takes place, the more radical 

can the religious change be expected to be. Moreover such change can 

be expected to follow the direction of change in the wider social 

matrix. A predominantly materiali s tic scientific and competitive 

culture will not unnaturally be reflected in as instrumentalistic, 

individualistic religious movement. And the social importance of 

wealth, both as prestige and as a source of achievement can be 

expected to be man~fested in a religion whose missionary zeal 

functions through fees and other financial formalities rather than 

by old fashioned conversions and donations. If T. r . survives it will 

do so because it belongs ' to a new religious genre which combines 

elements ,of mysticism with a psychological Oi' "mental" component, a 

strong money-orientation and a mod~~n bureaucracy. While it reflects 

the needs of post-industrial society _wi th its mass organisat,ion and 

individualistic ethic; its universalism and its resultant search for 

the re-discovary of the self, it also caters for this same public, 

confused and alienated by the tensions that arise as a result of 

these inherent contradictions. 

While this thesis has been primaFily concerned to classify T.M. 

as a social movement and to assess its relationship to its social , 

context, it necessarily leaves ma ny questions of T.M. unasked. The 

degree to which and reasons that T. M. may supplant its secular alternatives 

(if indeed they are the alternatives) such as psychotherapy, psychiatry 

or even other , cults or conventional religions, are foremost among them. 

T. M.'s relationship and interaction with secular society might also have 

been researched, as too, might the wider reaction of Indians, and 

es pecially Hindus in Durban. These and other questions remain for 

further study. 
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APPENDIX A 

(8) DAILY NEhlS, 22.9.62 - CGRRESPGNJENCE COLUMN 

SIR, - A friend of mine visited me from 
London recently and I thought it was a 
good idea to taka him to the Old Fort. 

Of course being an India'n, I first 
looked round at the entrance to see if 
it was reserved for Whites. Being 
satisfied that there were no "Whites 
only" signs, we went in. Ap soon as 
we entered, someone shouted out to us: 
"get out of h~re". 

I am sure you can imagine 
my guest and I suffered. 
res~rved for Whites? If 
no signs displaying it? 
the sign? 

the embarrassment 
Is this place 

so why are there 
Or did I overlook 

I hope no other non-White will suffer 
similar embarrassment. 

"ANOTHER HUMAN WITH FL ES H AND BLOOD." 
I 

DAILY NEWS 13.4.67, CORRESPONDE NCE COLUMN 

SIR, - As I was motoring along Umbilo Road 
this afternoon (Sunday, 9/4/67) at about 
1.50 p.m. a most unpleasant thing happened 
to me - evidently becaus e I happen to be 
a dark-skinned Indian and the other party 
a blue-eyed, fortunate European. 

With me were my wife and three small 
children, with him was a European man. 

It all began when t his European suddenly 
swung his car into my path from a side street. 
I admit that I became angry and, overtaking 
him, got in front of him and carried on. He 
then raced after me, overtook me, put his car 
in front of mine and stopped me. 

He got off ,his car, opened my door forCibly, 
pushed his finger into my ' face and using 
abusive language, shouted that I had had no 
right to get in his way. I pointed out that 
I had only done what he had done to me. His 
reply was: "I don't care! Don't you get in 
my way!1I 

What a brave deed - in a European area! 

IIFAIRPLAY" 
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DAILY 'NEWS CORRESPONDENCE C OLU~N 

13.11.71 

SIR, - Your leader of November 3, ~Names 
that offend," brings to mind an amusing, 
b~t horrifying incident which occurred 
two summers ago. I was standing at the 
entrance to tf1e Grey Street Mosque watchi.ng 
an old Indian led by an unkept urchin. 

From the opposite direction there came along 
a middle-aged White woma n , holding the hand 
of a little White boy. She seemed to be in 
a hurry and accidently bumped into the old 
man, toppling "him over. "Y~u Black bastard. 
Can't you see where you are walking," she 
thundered. 

"Madam" , I said, "this man is blind , and 
besides, it is your fault ." "Shut up! You 
White coolie, I'll have you arrested ," she 

. screamed. (You s8e; I am fair compJexioned 
Indian). 

I was deeply hurt as this was not the first 
time I have been insulted and so my blood 
pressure went up. Then, remembering the 
humility of Prophet Jesus , (May Al lah Bless 
His Soul), I muttered, "Lord forgive her and 
her ilk for they know not what they do." . 

DAILY NEWS CORRESPONDENCE CGLUMN 
7.2.77 

"SORE POINT" 

SIR, - A few days ago I applied for a fishing 
permit at the Winder Street office in Durban. 
The man in attendance promptly attended to a 
white applica nt but totally ignored me. 

At long last he attended to me but refused to 
insert the title "Dr" on one of the permits 
which I had applied for on behalf of a medical 
doctor. 

This evidence of blatant discrimination and a 
rather poor attempt at deprivation of status is 
ironical in pres ent times. 

M.S.Khan 

Isipingo Rail. 
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NATAL MERCURY CORRE SP ONDENCE COLUMN 
27.8.77 

SIR, - I do not th ink I am alone when I say 
I am very tired of having people apologising 
on my behalf because 1 am White, b~cause I 
have a job, because I have a house, because 
1 have educated my children. 

That I am ~h ite is t he luck of th e draw but 
that I have the other things is the result 
of my hard work, th.e hard work of my parents 
and their parents before them as far back as 
I am able t o trace. 

My granddaughter li ves in a flat but was sh~ 
able to ~njoy the feel of the grass ,under her 
feet, the s un on her face and the space to run 
around when s he was taken to Mitchell Park to 
play? No , she wa n pushed off t he swings, 
crowded out of the sandpit and virtually hounded 
from the park because hundreds of Indians chose 
to travel to Durban to move in on s ometid ng that 
the Whites enjoyed. 

Don't tell me these poor souls have nowhere for 
their children to play. The hous es in Chatswort,h 
have gardens. Didn't anyone else find it odd 
that these Indians had the time and petrol to 
travel that enormous distance for no other reason 
than that they know it irrita tes the Whites? 

WHITE RIGHTS 

NATAL MERCURY CORRE~PONDE NCE COLUMN 
5.9.77 " 

SIR, - Please allow me s~a ce in your 
esteemed newspaper to say a few words 
regarding White Rights' letter. 

Indians do not go to Mitchell Park all the 
way from Chatsworth to irritate the Whites. 
Indians ' have got lives just like the Whites , 
so why must they be denieQ any facilities 
Indians have also contributed to the acon~my 
and growth of this country. 
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Just like White Rights' granddaughter wanted 
to run about the park, so do -the thousands of 
_children in Chatsworth who were thrown into 
that area with no choice and no facilities. 
Where are the gardens that White Rig~ts is 
talking about? This statement shows how 
ignorant he/she is and I suggest that he/she 
take a drive to Chatsworth to see the conditions 
before rushing into print. 

No report? 

And what was White Rights doing when his/her 
granddaughter was pushed from the swings? Why 
wasn't the matter reported to the attendant? 
I suppose White Rights jus t stood a~d observed 
-the scene to make- up a newspaper story. 

NATAL MERCURY CORRESPONDENCE CO(UMN 
8.9.77 

YASHWA NT KUMAR 
(letter shortened) 

SIR, - I refer to White Ri ghts~ complaint (The 
Forum, August 27) tha t there is no longer any 
place for White children on the swings etc. at 
Mitchell Park. 

I can confirm that this park is certainly not 
unique.-

After reading Mrs. J .F.~uxton's letter a few weeks 
ago, in which she so rudely informed the Whites 
that if they didn't like integrated buses they 
could walk, I have taken particular notice of what 
goes on at the bus stops in my area. 

At the time I thought Mrs.Ruxton's statement that the 
Blacks were standinq, or sittinq, waiting for non
existent buses, was rather odd. (How can any 
person wait at a bus stop knowing full well 
that there will be no bus for them?) 

The answer 

Nevertheless, the answer is simple. In my area 
you often find fV1rs.Ruxton's friends sjtting on 
the benches, basking in the sun, having a nice 
old chin-wag with one another, not waiting for 
buses, while the Whites who are there for the 
purpose of boarding a bus have to stand. 

Could the Mayor please consider giving us back 
some queues at licenCing offices, etc., a few 
parks, swings and bus benches marked "For Whites 
Only". 

I am not ashamed to admit that I don't like sharing 
because we (the Whites ) come off second best 
every time. 

HERMA SCOTT 
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(b) DAILY NEWS 21.10.76 

By Ranji S.Nowbath (Secretary of 
the Hindu Maha Sabha of South ~frica) 

Time has completed yet another of its eternal 
cycles and Deepavali is with us again. To the 
Hindu$ Deepavali is the premier festival on 
their religious calenda~ and there is a sharing 
of it by Tamils, Telegus, Hindus and Gujeratis. 
This is one religious occasion in which all 
Hindus, irrespective of their linguistic and 
dogmatic persuasions, share, unlike the others 
which mean more to some Hindus and less to 
others. 

The Hindus have been in South Africa for almost 
116 years. The last of the India-born immigrants 
are now dying and a Hindu who is a wholly 
South African product is emerging. His grand
mother and mother are South African born and 
the imp~ess of the native influences inherited 
fro~ the villages of India is dead. 

The present generation of Hindus is drawing its 
influences from its immediate South African context. 
Various factors are at work and the question arises 
in what direction will Hinduism in South Africa 
travel. On the one side is the massive numbers of 
organised Christianity. On the other is the small 
but very highly organised religion of Islam, 
efficiently geared to proselytisation. 

MONEY AVAILABLE 

As against this Hinduism is not highly organised 
nor is it a proselytising religion. It has no 
formula for making converts to its ranks. It is 
not engaged in any course of increasing its numbers. 
It leaves well alone. And this makes it possible 
for inroads by Christianity and Islam, religions 
which seek to extend their gospels and their 
teachings. 

Both have an extensive and an intensive missionary 
system whose function is to obtain converts. 

They go into the distress areas of poverty and 
illness and with offers of financial and material 
help persuade Hindus to accept their religion. 
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With the Christian there is no problem of 
language or finance. - The language of the 
religion is English and all the Hindus who 
are approached speak English. Money is 
readily available from noo-Indian sources. 
The Christian is dedicated to increasing 
his numbers and has behind him the Biblical 
exhortation of: Go ye forth and multiply. 

Muslims have to rely on money from local 
sources but that money is readily available 
when it is required in the name of Islam. 
There are full-time Islamic institutions for 
the propagation of Islam and the training of 
a ministry and priesthood which will engage 
in religion as a vocation. 

The Hindus have no such attituda to their 
religion. They are not exercised about taking 
their religion to others. They do not have 
an organised priesthood or ministry. It is 
not likely that in the whole country there is 
a single Hindu priest who can claim that he 
earns a livelihood as a full-time Hindu priest. 

Christianity for the sake of marriage does not 
stir them to objection. 

But when a Muslim or Christian woman is involved 
in a similar situation there is objection and 
activity and the penalty of excommunication. 

The teaching of the mother-tongue of the Hindus 
is falling by the wayside. rour languages are 
involved: Tamil, Telegu, Hindi and Gujerati. The 
scriptures are in one of these languages and in 
Sanskrit. Hindus have reached a point where the 
current generation of schoolgoers is not even able 
to speak the mother-tongue. English is their 
language. The study of the mother-tongue is a 
sophisticated excursion. 

OLDER GENERATION 

The disappearance of the traditional influences, 
the death of the older generation, the loss of 
language, sophisticated rejection of what appear 
to be religious observances, rituals,forms and 
practices which are not compatible with being 
"modern" and a failure to understand and comprehend 
the religion which 1s known as Hinduism are 
contributing to an attitude of indifference to 
their religion by the Hindus. 
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There is a gap in the religious life of the 
Hindus and crusaders from Isla. and Christianity 
find a useful ~operational are~" in this gap. 

While it does see~1 that the Hindu rdligion in 
South Africa is fraying at the edges, there 
is still a measure of activity. Greater 
activity than in the past but not commensurate 
with the requirements. 

Nume.aus Hindu organisations are taking their 
religion and philosophy to their own people.' 
They are not interested in preaching it to 
others. If the others are interested they are 
welcome. 

Against the South African back-drop there is 
much to speculate about the future of Hinduism 
in the country. 

RELIGIOUS fERVOUR 

The functions of a Hindu prisst are confined to 
weekends and remuneration is at the pleasure of 
the person who engages his services. There is 
no regular Hindu ministry which is actively , 
sngaged in spreading the ,Hindu religion. There 
are no Hindu religious schools, either full
time or part-time. 

While the Christians and the Muslims took the 
initiative several years ago and launched 
departments of Christian and Islamic stUdies at 
the University of Durban-Westville, the Hindus 
are still in the preparatory stages - and are 
being prodded by Christians and Muslims. 

NATAL MERCURY 
22.6.77 

A North Coast sugar mill employee claimed 
this week that his family was being har ••• ed 
by a man claiming to be a Christ~an missionary 
because he has refused to "swap" his Hindu 
religion for , Christianity. 

Mr.K.Padayachee, a Juice preparer at the 
Melville Sugar Mill, said that the man from 
Tongaat had succeeded in getting his wife, 
Govindama, and their four children to change 
their religion. 

But, he said he was not prepared to do the 
same. -The man who would not take no for 
an answer, has also removed the holy Hindu' 
lamp from ~y home while 1 was away at work". 
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The lamp was given to ' ~r.Padayachee and his 
lIIife by his late father about 21 years ago. 

Mr.Padayachee has nOIll sought the assistance 
of the Stanger Police to retrieve the lamp IIIhich, 
he said, lIIas of great sentimental value to him. 

He said that his family lIIas ' nOlll split. "Because 
I have refused to switch my religion my wife has 
become indifferent to me. She even stopped 
talking to me. ~y children are also acting 
strangely towards me," he said. 

An irate Mr.Padayachee said that he had nothing 
against Christianity. 

But he said that he was born a Hindu. "I am 
annoyed that anyone should t~y to force my 
family to change our religion." 

Mr.Padayachee has asked Mr.S.Narainsingh, a 
prominent Stanger resident, who is associsted 
with a number of religious and cultural bodies, 
to help bring his family together. 

"The lamp in' my home is of sentim~ntal value to 
' me. I have treasured it all these years, and 

I'm certainly not going to allow anyone to take 
it away from us," he said. 

He vowed not to rest until ,the lamp was returned 
to his home. 

iNDIAN religious leaders today accu'sed SABC-TV 
of blundering by failing to differentiate between 
the Hindu and Islamic religions on its programme 
last night on "The Brotherhood of Allah" 

, . 
Also off.ended by the programme was Natal author 
Dr.Alan Paton who claimed that his comments in ' 
the documentary were "unfairly edited" to suit 
the producers. 

The programme, part of a series on "The race of 
South Africa", was purported to deal with the 
life of South Africa's 300,000 ~uslims. 

But without clearly differentiating between 
Hinduism and Islam, the programme prominently 
featured aspects of Indian dancing, temples, 
deities and Mahatma Gandhi - ell of which are 
relevant to the Hindu religion alone. 
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Or.Paton said his comments on last night's 
feature were made up of small extracts of 
an hour-long television interview he had 
granted SA8C-TV two years ago. ' 

"My interview then wes on the life of 'Gandhi. 
How the producers put both religions into one 
basket is absolutely absurd. A number of 
people rang me at home to tell me what , a big 
blunder t~e whole programme was." 

He said it was obvious that the producers had 
edited his interview to give it a "different 
slant". 

"Unfortunately, we have no control whatsoever 
on such things." 

The preaident of the Hindu Maha Sab~ of 
South Africa, Mr.H.N.Naran, said his organisa
tion planned to officially complain to SA8C TV. 

DAILY NEWS CORRESPONDENCE COLUMN 
28.8.77 

SIR, - I WOULD lik~ to record my displeasure and 
shock ' at the television programme Crossroads on 
Sunday, August 7. 

The Hindu religion is , tolerant and tries to 
generate peace and love, but God forbid (yes, 
the same God that every man seeks) that we are 
considered so tolerant as to accept such trash 
as the programme on that Sunday. 

A Hindu is taught to respect all religions in 
any form of worship that seeks God realisation 
How can Christianity stoop so low as to jeer at 
the Hindu community's form of worship? 

The Indian woman interviewed by Pastor aowl~nds 
was so illiterate it would be laughable if "not so 
pitiful. She is so typical of the ignorant, the 
knowing, unsearching, the troubled and the sick 
among our people who become easy prey 'for 
the Christian preachers. 

If any man is confronted by life's problems and 
cannot face them without converting ,to another 
religio~ then he is a coward. ' Any man who seeks 
conve~ts among the ranks of the troubled' is even 
more af a coward. 

....... 
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The Hindu is taught to see God in everything -
a flower, the sky, an animal, his fellow human 
beings : which are all manifestations of God. 
Dare anyone deny this? To questio'n why a Hindu 
lights a lamp - in such a .sneering manner - is 
as good (or should I say base) as asking why . a 
Christian lights a candle in church. I ask it now 
- why do they? 

DAILY NEWS CORRESPONDENCE COLUMN 
29.8.77 

MRS.S.NAIKER. 

SIR, - I wish to express my thanks and gratitude 
to Pastor J.F' .Rowlands, recently criticised aft'er 
a TV appearance, who has done much to convert 
faithl8SS Hindus into faithful Christians and 
thus saved them from disaster. 

I quote an old Indian proverb: "Just as the many 
rivers march to the one ocean so do the many 
paths of mankind lead to the on~ ocean of truth." 

UNLABELLED 

r' 
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APPENDIX B 

SCHEDULE fOR MEMBERSHIP' ANALYSIS 
No.1 

2. Date of Enrolment: L!1972" b1973 I c1974 I dl975 I 
3. Age: 

Under 25 b26- 35 c36- 45 d46- 55 56-65 a e fOver 65 
• 

African 
c 

6. Occupation: ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

7. ['eorioneo of. othor forms of moditotion ote: I,. vo·1 bNo I· 
8. tor how long? ' a 1-6 mths .• b6mths.-l yr. 1-2yrs. ..c . d2- 5 yrs. 

, e Over 5 yrs. 

9. Results of 
Experience: a Interesting b Sa tis factory · 'cUnsatisfact?ry dSatisfactory but 

short-lived 

'-' 

10. aUniv. bCollege cHigh SChool 
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SCHEDULE rOR "EMBERSHIP ANALYSIS 
N9,2, 

1. What is your standard of education? 

Tick the category which represents your highest qualitication 

less than Iatric. ftatric. 

a b 

Post-school diplo~ University 
Degree 

c d 

2. Which at the following political parties do you support? 

National Party United Party 
a b 

Progressive Party H.N.P. 
c d 

None 
e 

~ost-graduate 
Degree 
e 



Table 1(8) 

MEMBERSHIP BY AGE 

- 1.68 -

ANALYSIS or MEMBERSHIP - 1975 

Years % No. 

- 25 36.45 534 

25 - 35 25.39 372 

36 - 45 13.99 205 

46, '- 55 13.11 192 

56 - 65 7.65 112 

65 - 3.11 47 

Not available .20 3 

Total 100.00 1465 

st l , quartile of Membership falls in - 25 age class 

Median quartile of Membership falls in 25-35 age class 

3rd quart,ile of Memb~rship "falls in 35-45 age class " 

Table 11 

MEMBERSHIP BY RACE 

Race % No. 

White 90.58 1327 

Indian 7.85 115 

African 1.51 23 

Total 100.00 1465 
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Table 111 

MEMSERSHIP BY MARITAL STATUS 

Marital Status % . No. 

Single 43.69 640 

Married 46.96 688 

Divorced 4.71 69 

Separated .41 6 

Engaged .07 1 

Widowed 3.62 53 

Not availabie .5'5 8 

I 

Total 100.00 1465 
I 

Table IV 

MEMBERSHIP BY SEX 

Sex % No • . 

Male 49.'90 ~3l 

Female 50.10 734 

Total 100.00 1465 

Table V 

MEMBERSHIP BY EXPERIENCE or OTHER rORMS or "(DITATION OR S(LF
IMPROVH1ENT PROGRAMMES 

Others Studied· % No. 

Yes 21.02 308 

No 77.47 1135 

Not available 1.50 22 

Total 100.00 1465 
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Table, Vl 

MEMBERSHIP BY REPORTED RESULTS Of OTHER MEDITATION OR SELf-I~PROVE~ENT 
PROGRAMMES (see 'Table V) 

Table Vll 

MEMBERSHIP 

Results 

'Satisfactory or 
Interesting 

Unsatisfactory 

,Satisfactory 
(with some qualifying 
comments) , , 

not 'available 

Total 

BY OCCUPATION 

Occupation 

White Collar 

Housewives 

Students 

Artisans 

Professionals 

Artists 

Unemployed 

Others 

Total 

% No. 

43.2 133 

17.5 55 

3.2 10 

35.7 110 

100.00 308 

% No. 

23.3 341 

21.4 313 

l7.B 262 

16.8 246 

9.0 132 

3.8 55 

1.7 25 

6.2 91 

100.1 1465 

'Whit. coll.r' includ •• thoa. d •• cribing th .... l ••••• cl.rks, •• l .... n, 
co~ut.r op.r.tors, .. nagers" shop a.si.t.nts, nure •• , t .. cher., .ccountant •• tc. 
'Artie.n.' includ.s builder., plu.o.rs, carp.nt.r., boat buildere .tc. 
'Prof •• eional.' includ.s prof.ssors, l.wy.rs, doctora, char\.red 
.ccountants, dir.ctor., .rchitect., h .. d t.ach.rs. 

'Arti.t.' includ.s d.nc.ra, pott.rs, p.int.ra, .u.ieian •• 
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Tabla VIII 

MEMBERSHIP BY EDUCATION 

Table IX 

Las.· than MetriC. 

Matric. 

Post-school ·diploma 

University degree 

Post-graduate degree 

MEMBERSHIP BY POLITICAL .ArrILIATION 

No reply 

None 

National ·Party 

Uni ted Par·ty 

Progre~sive Pa~ty 

H~N.P. 

27.91 

46.51 

13.95 

6.9B 

4.65 

No. 

12 

20 
- .6 

3 

2 

100 43 

% No. 

1B.6 B 

13.95 5 

11.63 5 

20.93 9 

32.8B 14 

2.00 1 

100 43 
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Outer cor8 --·-··:···_· · ·· -.: .. _ ._ .... . 
members many /" 
of whom are 
initiates. 
Subject to tur~ 
over, and not 

,. ,. 

rigidly divided from C. 

Teble X 

.. 173 - '. 

_.- --"--

: (}"' A' " .'\ \ Fairly constant core of 
. '. ' /-~"""· -I---~/--;"""'-'-"~ econolllically involved 

.' individuals teaching 
. / T .rI., o~ ~egular 

_ _. _. i3 

(' 

,// 
helpers. 

,... 

--. ~ . .. -. _ ... .. .... _: __ _ ... _. __ Loosely committed or no 
, . . longer committed leyer 

comprising by far the ' 
large~t number of 
initiates. Defined by 
a fixed boundary 

SHOWING 'OEGREES or GROUP COMMITMENT AMONG MEMBERS 
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APPENDIX C 
: 

WI wa 

• 
til .. ~ OfTll1lea-~ lED .. Ala 

The bubble of tbouJbt min, from the level Z becomes 
biuer (IN illMItration). By the time it reacbes the surface 
level A. it bII developed enough to be appreciated as a 
tbouahL Tbia is the level of the conacioua mind. . 

The lubtle ... of the bUbble of tbouJbt below the level of 
the CODICious stale are ~ COGICiouaiy appreciated. U there 
were a way to appreciate CODICioualy the bubble of thouJbt at 
all tevell of ita developmeDt. aad at the IOW'ce Z. and if it were . 
pouibk to tra.ccDd tbia aperieDce, tbeD the miDd would Jain 
the state of InDIceDdental CODICiouaDas. 

If the bubIIle.of tboupt could be CODSCio\llJy appnciUed at 
a lew! below A aDd at all lewis of IUbtlety from A to Z. it 
would ...... be poaibJe to ..... tMlnel Z within the r .. of 
abe CCDCN Iliad. la .... way the depth of the coa.ao,. 

mind (represented by WI) would become greater (as repre
SCJ;lted by W2), and the power of the conscious mind would 
~ increased many fold. This expansion of the conscious capac
ity of the mind will a,ain be, on tbe .mental level, aloo, 'the 
way to experiencin. the Beina. 

,... Ted ..... 

Bubblea of tboupt are produced in a .......... ODe after the 
odw. aDd the mind is trained to experieace the oDCOmin, 
bubble at aD earlier aDd earlier ItaIe of ita dewIopmeot <.ru 
~). WbeD the aucntioo bel reac:bed level Z. it baa 
trawned the wbole depth of the mind, aDd baa reacbed the 
IOW'C8 of creative inteUiJeDCe in man. 

Tbia IOUl'ce of tbouabt thUi comes within the ICOpe of the 
CODICioua miDd. WbcD it traD8Ceods the subtlest stale of 
tIMM'Ibt, tbe ~ mind tranacenda the lubtieat state of 
relaliw apeNace ' aDd arrives at the state of the traosceo
delltal SeiDi, the atalC of pure couciousoell or _If-awareness. 

Tbia is how, in a systematic manDer, the coascious mind is 
lid OD, atep by step, to tbe direct apericoce of the traDIceD
... abIolute .... : 

'rom ~aharish1 ~ohesh Yogi - Transcendental ~ed1t8t1on 
op.cit. pp 48-49. 
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1 -
Cbart 1: Levels of Rest. During Transcendental Meditation oxygen consump~ 
lion and metabolic rale markedly decrease. indicating a state of deep rest. 
Further. the study reports that the partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide 
in lite blood remain essentially constant. Thus the decrease in total o;(y~en 
consumption during Transcendental Meditation is not caused by a manipulation 
in btalhing pau.:m or forced deprivation of oxygen. but is a natural physiologi"aJ . 
change due to a lowered requirement for oxygen by the cells during this effonless 
process. 

. Robert Kelch WI/I ICC and HCfbcn BclISOII. "The Ph) WoIO&)' or MediUlioa.·· Sc;~lfIific A_ricGII 226. 
110. 2 (1972): 84·90. 

.'iClISfll"IC RI.SI.·.1RUI (/., . TR.~.\".'iCl."N/)f.XIAL Mf.DITATION 

Natural Change in Breath Rate 

" 

~ . 
cr ' .... 
~ 
i' 

TRANSCENOENTAI. 
uEo.r.u:ON 

01 '" t 

o • 10 • 20 as lIO :,"'e t mtnutes) 

2 
. . 

Chart 2: Natural Change in Breath Rate. During Transcendental M.:dita· 
tion breath rate decreases significandy. indicating a more ~13.,ed and rested state 
of the nervous system. (This data is from a deep ~tation. one subject.) 
lobo ADisoo. -RespinlOfy CIIaa," durinJ die ~"e of die Tcdlniqac of T~ 
MedQrioo." L.uocn. DO. 7Ml (Loadoo. EDaJaact: l?70): 83)",34. 

.published by ·'PlERU, .. West Germany 

(1) 
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CORE COURSES AND M..4JORS: APPENDIX A 

Effective Interaction with the Environment 

_J' 
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~. 
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0. 10 112112510.40_ 

"""",,,II 01 STIMUlUS _.NWIOHI 
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1IIl00'A'O-S frlOiIIi l1li[111'_'0. 

G~V""C $.'N II£~.S '0 A STIICSSFUI. 
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14 

Chart I": t:m.-clh·e Interaction " 'itb 1M En"'ron~nl. a) M~di .... on 1\:
c()v~r fmm ,s'n:!>!> more '1uiddy .han non·m~di.a.ors. This is dcm(lnslrol'''od by 
rapid hahitua.ion uf.m: ~aJ\'anie !>kin response '0 a !>.r~s!>ful stimulull. This fas.er 
hahitu:llion i!> l.;nown fmm (,.her !>lUdies.o he (·tlrn·lal~·d wi.h a m(lre ma.ure M)'1e 
(If fum.1iuninl! (If .he nervuus !>ysl~lJl . In addiliun. medila.ors shuw a nK,re s.ahle 
re!>pun!oC .o.he !>In:!>!>ful !>Iimulu!> than non·medila.urs. h) 11,C M1K"lIher l!faph 
(If.1K: medilaluf indicale!> a nlt're !>Iahk fun~'liunin~ of .he 'nervous !>),slcm; The 
pradic£ uf Tran!>(',·ndcn ... 1 M"difaliun ~tren1!th"ns the individu:ll's nervuus sys
lem and ~"ow~ him '0 intera't lIIore efl'c'li\'cly wilh his environmenl. 
I)a,jd W. Ormt ·l .. lln ..... " Au"'n"m,,: St.hihly and Tran"',,lMknl" Mtdilali" .. ," ,..,~It<,~ 
-'I,Ji"", )~. no, 4 (19n.: )41-349, ' 

• ~ 0. 
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Faster Reaction 

NON· 
MEDITATORS VEO ' ~"~ORS 

. .:,"'!, 
• ,, ' of 

15 

Chart IS: Fa~er Reaction nlM. T,.oInsccnJcnta' M"odi'a.i,'n sI"-'C'ds up rae
li,'n .ime. indka.in~ increaS4.-d alenness. imrn"N ,,·,,,If\Iina.i(ln ,If ",ina and 

, hody. ",-ducal dullness.:and impnl\'N t:flkicnq in I"'f\'''1,.i,,.1 and ~rf\lrmance. 
R ...... n Sh3" ... Dnit! K,>th, "OIM'."';" Rr."M'" T,fIW I." .. , .... Mal. I,."", .... Nue.~" 
SC:;~IIhJi.~ Itru",,·. ,)It T",'u.y .... ,,1J MftI""" .... : ( ',oIln"" 'oJIV" , aI> ... ~v .. W, Omc.,. ....... 
t. .. ft'",'C H. ')0"",,,,, ..... ,. ... n T. film .......... An,..1n: MIl' ~ .... ,,,,. 
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Increased Intelligence Growth Rate 
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Chart 18: Incna.wd InlclllJ!cn« Growth Rate • . RCS4:arch ori hi!th school 
!>ludcnb in Hulland uver a une·year pcriud indicated a si~nifk;lnt increaS4: in the 
.a:nlwlh f"oIle uf inlcJlil:!cncc amon!:! lho~ re~ularly praclicing Transcendental 
. Medilation when c~lmpan.~ lo a nun· m~-ditatin~ control group. 

Andtf s. TJ"I. " $t.me f., *n« IhllllIK- ",,,,'Iief .>fTranM:fllOknl;d Malilalioo tnnu ... , Inldli':flk'f.' 
~._URd by • ",,.c"''''~ ... al Tf": ' !kin"'!it' R~.~",..,. "" T,,,,u.-rttcln,,,,1 M~JiIUJi,,": ( ·"Iw.."J 
'..,wfS . ..s •.. D ... id W. Ormc·Juhn,",n.t~,!,lf"'~ 1I . l>lIma"' •• ndJ"tIn T . FaIT"'" (I .... An,flfo: MIU 
~". 191... . . 

-

Increased Learning Ability . 

0" L ·t r" " 

, -
......... 19 

Chart 19: In("rt"llst"CI IA'limin.: Ahm.y. Siudics show lh:it nlCdilalOOl·rc",lIQl 
helJcr ,," re~'alllc~ts and Icarn IIkln.' 'Iuidd)' 11\;10 nun-meditalors . Meditahn .llIO 
,.htlw si!:!nilkantly hettcr rc~ullS on IllU!\' diftkull m:llerial. The rcl .. ti,'n!\hip 
hetwecn nllllllhlo "f ,,·unlinll,,·" rra~·ti,·c lit' TraIlM'en,knl,,1 Medilali'lIl and iRl.Wa5· 
in): illlr"wen~'nls in !\'~· .. II .. hilil)' ~'mun~lral" s Ihal TM direclly impnwcs lhe 
uhililY 10 learn. ' · . 
Allrn I. "hr.m\. ··r.i.rd A~,,"~.'r I.uminj: and Itr<·~II . A j •• "" Slu.Jy ("'."nra"ft\l Tr;oA .. ~ndfntal 
MnJ ..... ", .. ·.Ih N"n ~tr,"I~I.",; ·· · .~. ·i~/II'/;.. R"mn It ,'" Tt.,,, .. ·~ttcI,,,,, •• 1 "'~J.I""'''' · C.·",. "J r ... · 
" • . al • .• ,).,·.tI W. Or",,-' .... "' ..... I. ... ·,.. ... ·r II . 1l.In""h •• nd J."", T. ' :am'" , ..... Anlfk-: MIU 
rw ... 1974 •. 
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Increased Job Satisfaction 
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Chart 24: lDcrtased Job Satislactlon. Meditators show a greater increase in 
jc?b satisfacti< .. since beginn,ing the practice of Transcendental Meditation than do 
non-mediw\'C'S o\'er the same period of lime. ,Exccutives at higher levds of 
management s."!ow this increase more. ' 
Dmd R, hr." '"T~II NedihlioD and ProducIivity:' ACtMk"" 0/ M-,_"., J~".nla 
press). 

( 

SCII:NTlHC ,1I1:"SI:ARCII os TRAssn:NlJu.7 AL MI:DI'I'ATIUN 
( 

Improved Relations with Supervisors 

~ .... : t , ............... _ ........... : " .. _, .... . 
...... ~, •• "". __ to ... _ ••••• .., ... 

IIIIC"'." • • ,.~IIIl .... ... 
.:u.T'~-=~ 

" 

25 

Chart 25: Improved Relations with SuperVisors. Transcendental Medita
tion 'leads to more rewarding and productive intetpersonal relationships in busi
ness. The stUdy shows that the effect ofTranscendcntal Meditation in Improving 
relationships with sppervisors is comparatively pealer at higher levels of cqani-
~on. ' 
DIvicI R, Frew. "TI'IIIICCJICIcaW MediUliOll and PftIcIucIivity. M ..."" o/Mo-.,-J __ (Ia 
pnu): 
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CORE COl'RSES .4.\D ~HX)RS: .-IPPEXDIX A 
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Decreased Anxiety i 

INSnTUTE' FOR PER.ONAUTY AND 
A81UTY TI.nHG ANXIETY .eA"-_ 

" 

',' : . ... . ,. " : 

. ' < ~ .-: :.: .: ..... . ... " ': ', : =: . 30' 

Chart· 30: Dt<nawd Anx~ly'; Re!learch usi.ng the Institute for Per.-onality 
and Ability Teuin~ Anxiety Scale indicates that. aftcr stanin~ Tr-Jnsc~ndenql 
Meditation. !>Ut-.It,"b l>how· ~ si~nificant decrease in anxicty level and exhibit 
!>i~nifkand)' k!o>!> .In\ict)· than n(lR· m~.'ditators : The reduction of anxiety is pro-
~re~si\'e1y ~realer ·. ilb Icn1!th of practice· of TM. . . 
L ... wlI' .. c f_lI. -L'f"., of Tra"~,,IMkIll.1 ~iUdi",,"" U"rl of An.idy.·· Sd~II'i/k tt"Nrr"" 
T'tI".r"ttI""oIl11,4.u ... ("<>11,..,,4 """at. ab .• David W. OnM·J"hJl\on. L."·,,,IICC H. ~. 
and JutI" T . ,....,... ~Loo "",dn: ."nu Pre ... 1974,. 
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Increased Normality 

-a .a ~t tIOC;'4IIQf.t •• - ... - ' 
._.11(00''''_ .,,00'.'0'Ie 

. ', ; . J 31 

Chart 31: Incl'u.wd NormaDIY. Tests on ~~lfIality ,·ariahle,. durin, a 
ninc'Wl'Ck study (If ml'llitalin~ ~l\lUpS. matchN f,'r a!le. sex. and level of 
education. rcwall'llthat indi"iduals loh(.w a si1!nifi"ant dl'l"f\:ase in "hysical and 
soei,,1 inadc4I1al·Y. dl·"rc~sion. and ril!idity. and ~h,'\\' i",TeaS4.'lI self"'stccm upon 
he!!innin!! Tr-oInSl·c·ndl·nlal Ml'llitation. . 
William P. V ..... " Ik'r, .nd Ikn tot" ..... , ...... y~.h.I.,'I:;.-•• Rr~~" .... IItt f.ff ..... h "f T, .. "",ndr.1aI 
totrtlil;di ...... " a NUlllhr, ,I( 1'c-",,\JIafil~ '\ ' .... "' .. , l '''"F """ S PI:' S,·i,,,,,,,.· If,.,,,,,·,, ,1ft T, ... "',"",11, .. 1 M,./i, .. ,,,.,, , (" •• II"'"J r"l"'" ... 1> . • 1)~,ioJ W. (lrnw-.. "' .... "' . I~"rr .... ·r If. 0.""""". and 
J .. "" T. h",.", ct .... Allj: .. k_: Mill rr.-.... 197", . 

. ~ 
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Chart 40: Rehabilitation 01 Prisoners I • . Transcendental Meditation helps 
prisoners reduce their level of s~ss as measured physiologiC31ly by the level of 

. . spontaneous galvanic skin mponses. Notice that the group that stuted. with the 
highest s~ss level achieve<! the lowest level during. two months of ~gular 
medi~tion. The chart Qn the right sho~'s that regularity ormcdiuti"n is positi~'ely 
comlated with the degree of incre3SC' in autonomi~ sUbility . A mNitator remains 
Slable. indicating he can naturally adapt himself to lie'" situations. This in tum 
indicates a state of inlegration of his emotions a,!d. thinking. . 
I)a"id W. Orme·JoIInsoo. JoIuI Kiehlbauch. Richard ~toorC. and Jolin 8riil~". "PcnonaIil)' and 
"-ie. Chanp in Mediurin, Prisonm" (La T_·-FcdcnJ I'Wledury. Scoo' ~k.u..-o. AUpsll97~). 

SCIE.\TIFIC Rf:J£ARCII 0.'" TRANSCf.NDf...-rAL MfOrr!fTIO.\ · 

Rehabilitation of Prisoners II 

PsychologIcal Measure of Improvement 
MINNESOTA MUlnPHASIC PERSONALITY INVENTORY 

• 
·eo 

ICALI , SCAlf to 
~.,..,. .. '---' -..- IOC)M. "''''''''''1tIIOIl v .. "tIlf -..' ... :: .., ....... _.a.. . !o: . .. .. l" ... .,1. ' .". ...... t ... • .. \ .. t'SOl ... ' ........... -."""CJ....., .. :..., , .... ,.;. "AX.J ....... . """~ 
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Chart 41: Rehabilitatfon of 'Prisoaers D. Transcendental Meditation 
helps prisoners by reducing ~r level of stress. as indicated by the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality In"entory (M.M.P.J.). given befor.: and after two 
mondrs of continued practic~ of Transcendental Meditation .. Reduced values of 
these scales (psychasthenia 3nJ social introversion) indicate the growth of 
adaptability in the plisoner's thinting. With the SNwth of adaptability. the 
meditating prisoner is able to maintain greater emotional (autonomic) stability 
(Chart 40) in response to new en"ironmental demands. This integration of 
thinking and emotions pro"i\ks:1 basis for a balanced: useful life in society. 

. . ' . 
David W. Orme-Johnsoo. Jolin K~!llb.IuI:b. RidIatd Moen . ...., JolIn BriSioi ... PcnoftaIily ..... 
. ~O-.es iD ~tcdiQlin, Pris..'OIIn" ,La TuuFNoml Ptnilml;.y. Nnr Maico. Aupsa 19121. 
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IDEAL SOCIETY CAMPAIGN 
On January 12th this year, Maharishi inaugurated 19n to be 
"The Year of the Ideal Society." In keeping with this theme, a 
nation-wide campaign is being run 18/4n7 ~o 13/5m. 
The Durban centre is planning to start Its campaign with a 
public inauguration on 18/4n7. This W!II take the fon:". of an 
all day function in the Centre. There will be an exhibition Qf 
how the Transcendental Meditation Programme can bring 
about an Ideal state in Society. The morning will be devoted to 
the ladies of the community, and afternoon and evening 
designed to appeal to the working man .and business 
executive. 
We are also hoping to have a visiting speaker from Maharishi 
International University or Maharishi European Research 
University, to speak to meditators and non-meditators alike. 
During the six weeks we will be holdinq introductory lectures 
throughout Durban and e"virons, to bnng to as many people 
as possible, the knowledge of how they can benefit our 
society, by benefitting themselves. 
As this campaign is still in the planning stage, we will be 
informing you, nearer the time, about the actual details. 
QUOTE: "It is beautiful to offer this flower of knowledge to 
each citizen of the world, whose every thought, word and 
action contributes to the direction of our time and is 
instrumental in shaping the destiny of al/ menkind. " 

AUTUMN FESTIVAL -
SUNDAY 20th MARCH 

Meharlshl 

" Now in the dawn of the Age of Enlighten~nt it is natural for 
us all to share together the joy of a new wave of knowledge, a 
rising wave of enlightenment around the year, around the 
world. Every season starts with festivities and celebrations -
let this be our welcome to the Age of Enlightenment. We are 
honouring the most successful individuals in fNery field for the 
inspiration they bring to all members' of society. The festival 
sets the season in the tempo of success for noble aspirations 
and for higher achievements; every day of the eeason riees to 
celebrate life in fUlfillment." 

Maharl,hl ~ah .. h Yogi 

SUNDAY, MARCH 20th at 1.30 p.m. in the beautiful garden 
of the Centre. . 

Our theme: A creative musical fNening. 
The programme is as follows: 
6.30 p.m. - .Pot-Iuck supper 
7.30 p.m. - Presentation of Awards 
1.45 p.m. - Entertainment 
8.30 p.m. - Cutting and enjoying the Age of EnHghtenment 
Cake - Tea will be served. 

Everybody is ~come . . .... Meditators .nd non-m«.lir.tOf$. 
So bring along your friend, that evening as well at plete of 
goodl .. to eat. (Some sugg8ltionl of whit to bring: - sand-

wiches, dips, savouiy snacks, etc.' The supper will take the 
form of a finger-supper. 
If you have a particular talent for playing a musical instrument 
and would like to take part in the activities, please phone the 
Centre as soon as possible. 

IN-HOME LECTURES 
This is the ideal way to inform your friends about what you are 
accomplishing through your daily practice of TM. Meditators 
are often ama~ed at the strange ideas other people have about 
what we are doing I So, arrange a morning, afternoon or 
evening gathering of friends and acquaintances. People love 
coming around to someone's home for tea and cake or even an 
informal supper. A TM teacher will come along, and in the 
pleasant atmosphere of your home, pass on the good news of 
the simplicity and naturalness of whit we offer, along with the 
benefits one gains for oneself and for society. 
Contact the Centre for details, or better still, pop in during the 
day and chat to one of us about it. 

WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING? 
The Centre has been enjoying great activity for the last two 
months. We have held numerous, well attended introductory 
lectures, a!ld lots of people have been popping in to have their 
meditations checked. Our weekly Monday evening and Tues· 
day morning talk, tape, meditate 'n tea meetings have been as 
popular as ever, and, what with S.C.I. two evenings per week, 
the Centre has been a hive of activity and thi$ is how i1 should 
be. We love it. We only wish more meditators would come and 
enjoy. 
We have also given about twenty "in home" lectures in 
meditators' homes. Everyone enjoys these social occasions 
and the teachers love to come to your home and tell your 
friends what T.M. is all about. 

COMINGS AND GOINGS 
Welcome back, Ponorea Bull, who has just returned from the 
Age of Enlightenment Governors Training Course, where she 
~ been training under Maharishi's guidance to be a Govenor 
In the World Government for the Age of Enlightenment. 
Also ~ck from their Teacher Training Course in Vittel, France 
are 8fN and Ben Voogt and Barry Welsh, inspired with know
ledge and the desire to create an Ideal Society, now in this 
generation and for all generations to come. ' 

ESCALATOR TO 
ENLIGHTENMENT 
"Knowledge ;s the greatest purifier known to MBn. " 

Maharl,hl 
Maharishi International UniV8f1ity offers packages of know
ledge designed to provide undef1tanding of how T.M. brings 
about the benefits we all experience through our daily 
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meditations. 
Knowledge and experience are compliment~ry, and fast~t 
growth comes about through deepening both understanding 
and experience. 
Our Centre offers the following courses to benefit new and 
experienced meditators alike:-

SCIENCE OF CREATI.VE 
INTELLIGENCE 

Definition and Scop.e 
SCIENCE - A science is a systematic investigation by means 
of repeatable experiment to gain useful and testable 
knowledge. . 
CREATIVE - Creative means having and displaying 
creativity . Creativity is the cause of change present 
everywhere at all t imes. When active it gener~tes n~ expres
sionsenriching to life, progressive, and evolutionary In nature. 
INTELLIGENCE - Intelligence is a basic quality of existence 
exemplified in the purpose and order of change. 
CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE - the single and branching flow 
of energy (creativity) and directed ness (int~lIigence) is called 
creative intelligence. 
SCIENCE OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE - the Science of 
Creative Intelligence includes the experienc~ a~d knowled.ge 
of the nature, origin, range, growth, and apphcatlon of creatIVe 
intelligence. 
The science arose from the major discovery that there exists in 
every human being the constant source of intelligence, energy, 
and happiness and that this source can be easily and syst~
matically drawn upon by everyone for spontaneous use In 
everyday life through the practice known as Transcendental 
Meditation, brought to light by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the 
founder of the Science of Creative Intelligence. _ 
Transcendental Meditation uses the natural tendency of the 
mind to progress an~ go beyond all limitations and gain 
unbounded awareness. This experiential aspect of the Science 
of Creative Intelligence provides the opportunity for everyone 
to develop the spontaneous use of his full potential of mind, 
bOdy, and behaviour. It is this practical possibility for all 
mankind that has inspired the World Plan. Maharishi Inter
national University has been founded to implement the World 
Plan by training teachers of the Science of Creative 
Intelligence in all parts of the globe. 

REFRESHER COURSE 
" It (tidn't work for me." " I didn't feel any different." "All I got 
was a headache!" These are some things which have been said 
to us by people who have stopped meditating. When we delve 
a little deeper into their «;:ase, we I'we.,. find one of two 
things: - Lack of understanding of what happens when they 

meditate, or they are simply meditating incorrectly . 
For those people who meditate only sporadically, .have 
stopped for whatever reason and would like to sta~ again, ?r 
whether you are a regular medi~ator and would 1.lke to gain 
further insight into your meditations, we are offenng a FREE 
Refresher Course. . 
This is a rePeat of the lectures on the three .days following 
personal instruction and will be on the follOWing dates:-
(1 ) Wednesday 30th March . . . . . . . . . . Correct Mecha,:,ic~ of 

Meditation 

(2) Wednesday 6th April .. . . . Normalisation o~ the Neurophy 
(3) Wednesday 13th April . .. . . . . Growth to Higher.States of 

Consciousness. 

We have offered these courses in the past and they have been 
well attended, greatly appreciated and all participants remark 
on how their meditation has been enhanced as a result. 

PERSONAL CHECKING 
When you took the seven .step programme, the benefit of 
regular checking was strongly emphasised; yet too few 
meditators avail themselves of this free service. 
Bring your meditation in for a check-up so that it is always 
easy and giving you maximum possible benefit . WE DON'T 
WANT YOU TO BE DISSATISFIED WITH YO.uR MEDI
TATION EVEN FOR ONE SINGLE DAY. 
There is NO problem which cannot be sorted out in a few 
minutes of personal checking. Even if you are completely satis
fied with your meditation, have it checked every few months 
so that no small bad habits can c(eep in to diminish the effects 
of the technique. 
Checkers are available on Monday afternoons, Tuesday 
evenings and Wednesday and Friday mornings. Phone for an 
appointment. 

WEEKLY MEETINGS 
Every Monday evening at 8 .00 p.m. the Centre is open to al .. 
Meditators to come and meet with a teacher, to enjoy waves of 
Maharishi's knowledge, have a group meditation and discus
sion, and end up with tea and cake. 
Every Thursday evening at 8.00 p.m., a teacher is available to 
discuss correctness of the actual mechanics of meditation, 
how stress is released from the nervous system and to discuss 
peoples actual experiences of meditation. 
So'if you have any queStions about your meditation or feel that 
you might not be doing it properly, these are the evenings to 
attend. 
We have a new and excitinp series of colour videotapes 
coming up for the weekly meetings as well as a very interesting 
set of audio tapes. These tapes are made by Maharishi to 
expand the knowledge and understanding of meditators so 
that they gain maximum possible benefit from the practice of 
T.M. 
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MEDITATION ROOM 
We have a quiet, cool, peaceful room with comfortable chairs 
at the Centre which is open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Access is 
from the garden verandah. All the Centre is only opened from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., come in through the driveway, up the front 
path, and follow the signs . . 
If it is too busy at home, or you want to avoid the rush hour 
traffic, or if you have time between taking your chUd to school 
and going to work, or if you have to go to lectures after wortc 
and have an hour to kill between times, you are welcome to use 
this facility. 

RESIDENCE COURSES 
We hold regular weekend courses' for meditators. to get away 
from the hustle and bustle - just to ha", no responsibilities 
and to enjoy profound and creative rest, along-with deepening 
their experience of meditation and gaining much insight and 
unde~anding of the practice which in turn enhances their 
appreciation and understanding of T.M. 
These weekends are always enjoyed by all participants and are 
booked up v..11 in advance. 
Courses are being held at St. Dominies on the Bluff on the 
following dates:-
April 15th - 17th 
May 18th - 22nd 

S.C.1. COURSE 
The Science of Creative Intelligence course consists of 29 
colour videotape lectures by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, and runs 
over a period of about 10 weeks-days and times arranged to 
suit the individuals taking the course. 
NEXT COURSE: Registration Tuesday, 19th April, 8 p.m., or 
'phone the Centre for details: 
DA Y -TIME COU RSE: Anyone interested in attending an SCI 
Course during the day at the Centre or in the KIoof-GiI\etts 
area, please contact the Centre as lOOn as possible. 

S.C.1. AND WESTERN 
PHILOSOPHY: 
What is Phlloso?ilf we analyse the Greek roots of the word, 
v.. find that its 0 inal meaning Is "Love of wisdom". Whet 
then II wisdom? om Involves k~, but knowledge 

of a special kind. r;or·there is a difference betNeen. men who . 
is wise and a man who is ' merely knowledgeable, and this 
difference lies in the posI8$Sion of know\edge of the nature of 
life. 
Philosophy then, which is the love of wisdom, should be con
cemed with the living, intimate, human sort of knowIeqge that wi" lead to "the good life", life characteriled by truth, beauty, 
progress, righteousness and joy. 
This intriguing course explains how S.C.I. fulfills this highest 
aspiration of philosophy, and consists of 10 colour videotape 
lectures by Jonathan Shear, Profeieor of Philosophy at 
Maharishi Intemational University, Fairfield, Iowa, U.S.A. 
Registration will take place at 8 ·p.m. orr TUESDAY, 3rd MAY. 
or contact the Centre for details. 

MY IMPRESSION .OF 
RESEARCH ON THE 
GOVERNOR'S TRAINING 
COURSE 
REVELA nON OF A GAME. 
The dawn came through and whispered 'SOft 
That something very beautiful was happening aloft, 
Man had discovered the reason of birth 
Was indeed an event of very great worth. 
The purpose of life was IOmething 10 beguiling, 
Everyone now walks around smiling, 
No more bewailing, or Oh for pity's likes, 
Man has discovered he was the author of his own aches. 
Oh well, it all started out as a game, the only thing 
To remember, each game has a name. 
And in the game of Mirror Reflection, 
The Ultimate Goal is:- Absolute perfection. 
Misery and suffering is the comedians good act, 
It's only the audience that think it's a fact. 
The frowns and the tears were only the paint, 
When the make-up's removed, the mirror refIecta 

But the wise aU know what the actor was after, 
He delights in starting up sponta~ laughter. ' 

a saint ••. 

Pono .... Bull. 

SUBSCRIPTION FOR DURBAN AGE OF ENUGHTENMENTNEWSlE1TER 

Name: .................................................................................................................. Oate ........................................ . 

Address: .............................................................................................................................................................. .. 

.................................................................................................. ...........................................................•................. 
Subecription minimum R 1,00 per veer - Iix I'l8WIIettert at two monthfy interva PIeIIe post IUbecripdon to: 

Age of Enlightenment Centre, 108, Ridge Road, 8efee, Durban4001. . 
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SIDDHIS · 
If. ell happening at Hermenua In the Cepel Aft" a 
mOlt 1UCCeMfu1 .lx week Advanced TellChtr'. 
COUI'M, Meherlthl Melded thet the Slddhl COUI'M 
w .. a mu.l Thef. right, tMchtrI from ell OW" South 
Africa are now peNkIna In Afrlce'. tim SIckIhI 
COUI'M, with penonel iI.tructIon by Meherllhl 
through telephone communication. . 
Now for the detell. of how thll exciting COUI'M cern. 
to pe .. : 

ADVANCED TEACHER'S COURSE: 

This course commenced on the 4th June and concluded 
on the 15th July. Altogether, there were 25 teachers on th~ 
course and besides the profound and much needed rest, It 
was really very stimulating meeting teachers from the 
other centres. lisa, one of our Governors from 
Johannesburg was an incredible course leader and gave 
lots of love, understanding and food for thought. There 
were four Governors on course, Elizabeth and Pon from 
Durban and Rose and Lisa from Johannesburg and 
probably this was one of the reasons why the course went 
off so smoothly. 

During the course at the Riviera Hotel, Hermanus, the 
Winter Festival was celebrated and this gave the 
opportunity to invite and have the pleasure of meeting 
resident meditators. 

Nell Boyle, National Leader, Cape Town attended the 
course but left two weeks early to fly over to Seelisberg, 
Switzerland for the National Leader's conference. It is 
really wonderful that Neil has been able to be-thereatthls 
time and generate attention and energy In the dl~tlon of 
South Africa. We're looking forward to his exciting newt 
on his return. 

On Friday, 15th July, more teachers arrived at Hermanus 
for the-

NATIONAL TEACHERS CONFERENCE: 

The purpose of the conference was to discuss the 
activities of the Movement throughout the Republic In 

relation to International. Many valid pOints were 
discussed and all teachers felt extremely motivated and 
excited about the future of T.M. in South Africa. What 
could be a more rewarding and thrilling ending to .a 
conference than speaking personally by tel~phone to HIS 
Holiness Maharishi, the man responSIble for our 
tremendous growth in all avenues of our lives. 

THE SIOOHI COURSE: 

As many teachers as possible stayed on, and this included 
all our full-time teachers, namely Elizabeth, Pon, Linda 
and Barry. Also, Corinne Vermeulen, Pletermaritzburg's 
teacher was able to remain. News received recently 
confirmed our thoughts that all is going extremely well 
and tne coul'se participants have never experienced 
anything Quite like this before. Maharishi is virtually their 
course leader phoning in literally every day with further 
instructions. What lucky people! Originally the course 
was to continue for four weeks, but this is very flexible and 
could be stretched out to eight weeks. After this profound 
experience these teachers are going to be even more 
valuable to our Durban Centre and the organisation as a 
whole, and we just can't wait for their return to hear all 
about it. 

SIOOHI PREPARATION CPURSE: 

Besides the Siddhi course being held for teachers, a 
Siddhi Preparation Course is also being ; held 
simultaneously for meditators throughout South Africa 
at the same venue. With all that purity fn the atmosphere it 
can only be a "lift·off". This course commenced on 
Monday, 18th July, and there are. approximately 30 
meditators taking part. Originally; this course was to be 
held for two weeks, but aue to the Siddhl course for 
teachers and the demand from meditators, this course 
has now been extended for a further week - fantastic! 
There are six meditators from Durban taking part and 
that's 8 rather good start, and we hope their enthusiasm 
on return will inspire a much larger percentage of our 
Durban meditators to partake in luture courses. News 
from the course is that it's the greatest thing these people 
have ever done and if they had their way the course would 
be extended further. 



Brian Spear and Richard Peycke who have just returned 
from the six month Governor's course in SWitzerland, are 
the course leaders and before arriving at Hermanus to run 
th is course they undertook a national tour to all centres in 
South Africa and even .Rhodesia. 

THE TOUR: 

In South Africa Richard gnd Brian visited Johannesburg, 
Cape Town. Durban Port Elizabeth , .Gr~hamstown , and 
Pietermari tzburg and then up to Rhodesia. In all centres 
they were very well received and inspired th~ me~itators 
and public with their profound news on Sldd~ls. The 
highlights of their tour were a press luncheon In Cape 
Town. followed by a rad io broadcast and then a personal 
interview with a leading professor at the Cape Tow~ 
University . In Salisbury their news was really hot and 
snatched up by television. rad io and newspaper. Ouring 
the T.V. news broadcast they were interviewed for ten 
minutes. And to th ink that th is is just the start of 
something very great for South Africa. 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
The th ird Age of Enlightenment Governor's Training 
Course. Phase I (Siddh is Course for initiators lasting two 
monthS) is now in progress at the English Academies of 
Roydon Hall and the newly acquired Scottish Academy. 
By the end of November all active Engl ish teachers will be 
Siddhas. 

Press in Eng land have written many favourable articles on 
T.M. and Siddhis. and we have been given time on 
National rad io and T.V. Pictures and slides showing 
people flying through the air are being released ·to the 
press and shown at publ ic talks. 

Meditators in Britain are very excited about these new 
courses. Talks given by Executive Governors have been 
packed out at'every Centre in the United Kingdom (over 
60 centres) and about one hundred meditators are on the 
Prepar~tory Siddhis Courses at Keel University. 

Maharishi says that every family should have a Siddha 
and "everyone should fly for their count'Y. .. . The theme 
"10 000 Siddhas to Enlighten the World ' marked the 

inauguration and opening of ·' the newly complet~d 
International ' Headquarters (Hotel Sonn~ntlerg ) In 
Switzerland - it was well attended by International Press. 

A recent Conference on "Natural Law and Orde. · held at 
Maharish i European Research University in Switzerland 
was re'presented by people in the ! ield of Law fro", many 
countries It was opened by one of the seven C~lef Judges 
of India. Maharishi's solution to the rehabilitat ion of 
prisoners was accepted in principle. The members of the 
conference were very enthusiastic as to th_e fa r reaching 
effects af the proposed introduction of the T.M. 
Programme at all levels of rehabil itation . In essence. what 
has been accepted is that it is now possible to measure a 
persons ability to be a useful member of society b'y E.E.G. 
brainwave patterns. So, prisoners can now be "sentenced 
to the T.M. Programme" and will meditate in custody to 
raise their level of consciousness to a point where they 
become stable citizens. On their release from prison they 
will , therefore, be supported by the natural laws (of 
Nature) and can ONLY be beneficial members of their 
society. This means that instead of prisoners becoming 
more hardened and filled with hatred and bitterness (as is 
the present trend), they will automatically enjoy the 
opposite side of l ife - fulfillment! For the first time In the 
history of mankind, prisons and rehabilitation centres will 
be turning out IDEAL CITIZENS instead of bitter ex 
cons! . . . a truly exciting concept. The next C~nference 
will be in England, presided over by Mah" rish i (not 
counting the element of change) . 

Maharishi European Research University (M.E.RI) .) has 
purchased a O.C.3 aeroplane (the type seen in Bogart 
movies!) to be used for T.M. operations in India anC; S.E. 
Asia (the two pilots are high-flying Siddhas!). 

SCIENCE OF CREATIVE 
INTELLIGENCE COURSE 
This course gives one all the intellectual understanding 
IOtO the nature and range of the Absolute. It is a course of 
33 lectures on video tape by Maharishi. In Johannesburg 
at present there is a course being held with 20 partic ipants 
and our Durban centre would very much like to hold one 
as s<?on as possible. Whether you 'd like a morn ing or 
even 109 course please contact the centre (219971) and 
leave your name, and as soon as we have suffiCient 
meditators we wilt begin the course. 
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RESIDENCE CO'URSES 
Why, What and When? 

Well, a Residence Course is basically to give one a rest, 
and an enjoyable one at that. One comes off a 
Residence Course With a fee.ling of hav,ing ~ee~ away for 
three weeks on the Berg as well as being inspired. 

The course takes place at St. Dominics on the Bluff in 
most beautiful surroundings of trees and a view of the sea. 
The rooms are comfortable and catering is good. 

Our next course will be from the 16th to the 18th 
September and we look forward to seeinQ you there. Lets 
face it, rest and peace are the basis of activity. 'the deeper 
the rest the more enjoyable and dynamic the activity 
becomes. . 

The September course is already well booked; so if the 
desire is there, please phone the centre as soon as. 
possible. 

CROCHET TABLE CLOTH 
Thank you to those who sold tickets for the crochet table 
cloth . The lucky winner was Alan Wilton, and we have RSO 
in the kitty towards our capitol . 

JOHANNESBURG FOREST 
ACADEMY 
Johannesburg Centre are completing negotiations 
towards buying their Capitol in Magallesburg. 
Their latest fund raising effort is a R21 000 worth of prizes 
sweepstake. There are only 400 tickets, so ticket holders 
will have a 20 ·to 1 chance. Very good odds for only R7S,OO. 
The first prize (and there are 25 prizes) is a B.M.w.lf you 
are interested in purchasing a ticket, please phone the 
centre and we will arrange one for you. 

LIVINGROOM LECTURES 
With most of the teacher.s away in June and July we 
haven't been giving many "livlrigroom lectures" but 

during September, October and November we want to 
talk about T.M. to as many people as possible. So please 
do your bit for the Movement by organizing a morning, 
afternoon, or evening at your home, busineSs or club for 
your friends and business associates, where we can tell 
them about the benefits to be derived from practicing the 

. T.M. Technique. 

The more meditators we have the sooner the reality of an 
Ideal Society will materialise. 

Did you know that the road death toll was down 100 in 
February, from 600 to 500, and that our hospital beds are 
10% less full. They say its due to petrol prices, speed 
limits, ecOnomic climate, you name it. But remember we 
named it first - the one in one hundred principle to create 
an Ideal Society. 

OUT OF CENTRE COURSES 
We've had letters of enquiry from down the South Coast 
- people wanting to learn the Transcendental Meditation 
Technique. So we are .appealing to meditators in this area 
to talk to their friends and let us know how many people 
are interested. When enough people are interested we 
will organize a teacher to spend a week in Port Shepstone 
(or the mo~t convenient South Coast Town) to do a 
course. 

The same applies to any other area. Linda recently did a 
very successful course In Newcastle - organised by one 
of our meditators. So gather your friends together and let 
us come and talk to them. 

ATTENTION MEDITATORS! 
108, Ridge Road is your second home; please don't 
n~lect it. We just love having you around enjoying the 
infinite knowledge Maharishi has to offer. Remember our 
weekly meetings every Monday n'lght at 8.00pm and after 
the lecture there is always time for tea and cake. Also a 
personal check (free of charge!) every three months is the 
greatest fertiliser for your meditations and teachers are 
alwa~s available to oblige you. Just phone and make an 
appointment. 
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CAPITAL 
Capitals for the Age of Enlightenment a~e the public 
buildings required to administer and maintain the growtt~ 
of higher conciousness in a suf~icient number OT 
individuals in every country - approxlmatelx one per~ent 
of the country's populat ion - to create an Ideal society 
and perpetuate the Age of Enlightenment. 

Each Capital is a neucleus from which , radiate~ the full 
potential of conciousness at all levels of I~fe, rang.lng from 
the ind ividual to the family, community, nation, and 
world , and extending to encompass the infinity of the 
ever-expanding u niver~e . 

The Wcr!d GO'/ernment's immediate objective is to help 
local COrTimunitip.s establish · a Capital for every one 
mill ion people and begin training programmes and 
advanced courses for Citizens, Teachers. and Governors 
of the Age of Enl ightement. The Capitals also serve as a 
cultu ral centre for the community - a for-al point for the 
activities of all those people and organisations who wish 
to develop the full potential of their community and 
structure: the steps towards an ideal SOCiety. 

Every Capital is a lighthouse of inspiration for higher 
achievements. higher knowledge . and higher 
conciousness. 

The non-poittical. non-rel:gious nature of the activity at 
each Capita l will maintain their singleness of purpose in 
perpetuating the Age of Enlightenment. 
- .-- ---_. _._- - - .--. -------------

SIDHI PREPARATION 
These courses for meditators are proving very popular 
locally and internationally. By mid-July, in the U.S.A. 56 
courses had been completed with a total of 1 190 course 
partic ipants. 

In South Africa, two three-week courses have been held 
with approximately ao course participants. 

In Durban we are offering two weeks from 24th October to 
7th November. Either one week or both can be attended. 
The amount of preparation required depends on the 
length of time one has been meditating, as follows: 

6 months to two years of regular meditation and 
checking -- Eight weeks prepa.ration. 

Two to five years of regular meditation and checking
Six weeks preparation. 

Five years or more of rev-ular meditation and checking 
- Four weeks preparation. 

After starting the preparation 'programme, six ordinary 
weekend residence courses count as one week of 
preparation course. 

Meditators who have done Sidhi Prep. are unanimous in 
their delight with its effect on their meditation and daily 
lives. All feel tliat it has been a totally worthwhile 
und,rtaking. 

SCIENCE OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE COURSE 
The science of consciousness - co'nsclousness, the 
basis of every thought. speech and action. the basis of 

every field of study and human . endeav~ur •. the 
fundamental human faculty. is the subject of thiS highly 
recommended course. 
Study of this foundation enlivens all aspects Of. human 
life. Knowledge of the mechaniCS of how creat ion and 
consciousness inter-relate enriches the effects of your 
meditation by providing the answers to questi~:>ns before 
they arise. This maintains maximum effectlv~ness of 
meditation and prevents intellectual enqUiry from 
interfering in the process. 

The result - fastest and smoothest possible·growth. No 
concentrated study is involved, no learn ing as you know 
it. It's new and unique. Maharishi does it all for you - you 
just enjoy waves of new knowledge. 

All Intereated meditators - the I.,t opportunity to do 
S.C.!. thl, year Is ·Tuesday 11th October at 8pm at the 
Centre. 

The course runs over a period of 10 weeks and includes a 
weekend which can be in residence if.it is desired. Times. 
days. dates etc. will be decided on by the cour~e 
participants themselv~s on ·the above date. Th~ cost IS 
R100 for working adults and R50 for scholars and 
students. 

ADVANCED MEETINGS 
Those have been increasingly well attended and are 
always inspirational. We have a new selection of tapes by 
Maharishi and look forward to presenting th3se each 
Monday evening at apm. 
THERE WILL NOT BE A MEETING ON KRUGER DAY. 
10TH OCTOBER. 
Remember, the Centre is a public building which is here 
for your benefit. Knowledge. simple and sophisticated is 
at your disposal , it waits only for you to make use of it. 

You can choose how fast you want to progress. how fast 
you want to loose stress. how soon you want increased 
mind/body co-ordination. Your priorities dictate what you 
gain from TM. If your meditation doesn't seem to be going 
too well or if you haven't been regular. come and have a 
check, sort out whatever it is and go on yourway with that 
TM smile that smiles for miles. Nobody stops doing TM . 
but they may stop doing their version of it. So if you have 
stopped or are not regular, come in and get pointed in the 
right direction again. . 

Thursday Evenings: 8pm Topics are for newer meditators 
and cover the practical and 
theoretical aspects of the actual 
rriechanics of the meditation 
process. Also good for lapsed 
meditators and those with some 
basic enquiries. 

Monday Evenings: apm. Topics are subtler and more 
inspirational. covering all aspects 
of growth, evolution. creation and 
Cosmic Consciousness. 

Personal Checking: By appointment. Wednesday. Friday 
and Saturday mornings. Tuesday 
afternoons and evenings. 

RESIDENCE COURSES 

There are stili a few places vacant on the October 
weekend. Book early to avoid disappointment. 
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We are trying to find a bigger venue as demand still 
exceeds supply. 

A week-~nd course is as good as a week's holiday, and to 
. see meditators leaving after a course is to . see people 

rested, relaxed and uplifted , ready for dynamic enjoyable 
activity. 

Course dates: October 7th to 10th. 
November 11th to 13th 
December 15th to 18th. 

As the cost of our venue has increased we must 
reluctantly increase the tariff to R12 per day. Please 
secure bookings with a R5 deposit. 

IN-HOME AND IN-BUSINESS LECTURES 

I n-home talks have bp.come one of the most popular ways 
of introducing TM to your friends, employees and 
business associates. 

Many internationally known companies have special TM 
programmes; some of th'e companies now have more than 
60% of their employees practicing the TM technique. In 
the area of the military, courses have been sponsored by 
the U.S. Government in 14 departments in Washington 
DC. 

For further information see the enclosure with this 
newsletter. 

CENTRE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES 

Remember, courses of instruction in the TM programme 
bngln every Wednesday at 8pm. On Wednesday 19th 
October there will be a special morning course start ing at 
lOam. Please bring , or at least'tell your friends about it. 

FUND RAISING SCHEMES 
FOR OUR CAPITAL 

"THANKS A MILLION" 

One of our dynamic meditators has organised a fantllstic 
modern ballet show, and will donate the profits to the 
Capital Building .Fund, It's called "Thanks a Million" and 
will be presented at the Jewish Club on the 19th, 20th and 
22nd of . October, by Ga'il Green's Dance studio, called 
Studio 2. 

This is one of the most well-attended modern ballet 
schools in Durban, and the show is creative, innotive and 
exciting. Those who attended our Spring Festival had a 
sneak preview of what's in store, and there was great 
enthusiasm. . 

Tickets are on sale from Mrs. Lyn King - telephone 
217998. 

COOKING LESSONS. 

One of our lady meditators has come up with a novel and 
~sefu~ fund-r~ising idea. She is prepared to give lessons 
In Indian cooking - the real thing!! Her name is Gail Rajah 
and the delicious samoosas and other goodies she has 
broug~t to the Centre from time to time testify to her 
expertise. 
Contact the Centre and put your name down. When we 

have a group of about ten names and phone numbers we 
will decide on a suitable venue. time and any other 
requirements to suit everybody. and Gail will soon have 
you turning out mouthwatering Indian delights for your 
friends and family . 

SPRING FESTIVAL 
. Our Spring Festival was a great success, attended by 

about 70 adults and 30 children, in the garden of the 
Centre. Entertainment was provided by Studio 2 modern 
ballet company, and Jamal, a Durban Sitar player and 
tutor, his tabla player and a very beautiful sari clad pupil. 

The children were well entertained with games, races, a 
clown and a dough-nut eating contest. 

The weather was beautiful, and fully supportive at the 
garden party atmosphere. . 

The Age of Enlightenment Cake was duly cut and enjoyed 
by all . as well as all the deliCIOUS goodi-es brought by 
party-goers. 

SLOGAN COMPETITION . 

Many meditators have ' been aski'ng for car stickers. 
Remember the yellow and black number we used to have 
that read 'ENJOY TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION'? 
The suggestion came from then that we should have a 
contest to find a new slogan - proceeds to the Capital 
building fund, with a prize of a free two day week-end 
residence course . . 

So, put on ·those thinking caps and use your Creativp. 
Intelligence. It must be a snappy eye-catcher and 
compact enough to fit on a car sticker. They suggested R1 
per entry - as many entries as you like. Use the form at 
the end of the newsletter. of a separate paper. Entries 
close on Monday 31st October. The judges are the TM 
teachers and their decision is final. The winner may 
choose a weekend in the next six mo·nths. 

NEWS FROM AROUND THE 
WORLD 

CANADA 
Population 23 million. Number of meditators - 147 186. 
Percentage 0,64%, Number of Centres - 63. 
Number of Teachers - 803. 
There are now 27 cities in Canada where the population 
practicing t/"le TM technique is approaching ,,'r has 
exceeded 1%; seven million people live in the 1% cities. 

An article appeared in an Ottowa newspaper in April 
entitled "Public servants turn to TM", This followed a 
symposium for go~ernment employees in April, which 
was attended by eminent members of public life including 
the Mayor of Ottawa, the Dean of the Business School 
and the Special advisor to the Ministry of Consume; 
Affairs. 

T.he Symposium pamphlet was circulated to 10000 
dlrect~rs ,throughout the government departments. 
resulting In tremendous response and invitations for 
teachers to speak to the departments, . 

In 19 Civil Service departments in Ottawa. over 11M» of the 



personnel are practicing the TM technique, -whilst 0,95% 
of employees in all government departments are now 
meditating. Greater orderliness isseen in the Civil Service 
meditators naturally organising themselves; there Is an 
advisory board with a representative In every department 
to approach the members of his department. 15 TM clubs 
have been established in the government departments, to 
give advanced lectures and a checking programme. The 
first SCI course for government employees has inspired 
the desire among many of them to become TM teachers. 

AMERICA 
Population - 214,5 million. Number of meditators 
896,097. Percentage - 0,423% Number of Centres - 382. 
Number of Teachers - 7597. 
There has been great public response to the Sidhis. Over 
100 articles - all of them factual and positive - have 
appeared in newspapers throughout the country since 
April . Many are full page articles and include a picture of 
one of the MERU students ·Ievitating. A reporter for the 
Indianapolis News began an article; "If it isn't a hoax
and there's no evidence that it is - what the 
Transcendental people are calling a major breakthrough 
in human potential could turn out to De a stuay In 
understatement." 

EXTRACT FROM MAHARISHI'S 
INAUGURAL ADDRESS, FOR 
THE THIRD YEAR OF THE AGE 
OF ENLIGHTENMENT. 

"We are speaking of the creation of an ideal society The 
elimination of obstacles is a process of purification which 
is all that is necessary to create an ideal SOCiety. Society is 
already there. It is progressing year after year. Each year 
more and more conveniences are being added to life. All 
the industrial development in the world is based on the 
knowledge of how nature functions. Certain laws of 
nature are discovered for us by science and then we begin 
to use them with the result that activity Is more glorious 
and more fruitful. All this is the process of purification. As 
the covered-up knowledge is unfolded, the light of 
knowledge promotes newer waves of progress. Now, 
fortunately, we are on the verge of ringing the bell for the 
ultimate knowl~ge, pure knowledge. Pure knowledqe 

will be found to be our own nature. It is on the basis of this 
reality of life that we can proclaim to every Ind,lvidual and 
to every society in the world. "let us have an ideal 
situation in life; let us create an ideal society'. 
"To accomplish this nothing has. to be done other than 
relax. Relax. In this one word is attained the simplest form 
of one's Self, ~nd in the simplest form is the seed of 
wisdom, ready to sprout. Relaxation means a purer state 
of the Self. a more pure state of consciousness. The 
simplest form of awareness is pure awareness, which the 
Rig Veda says is the material from which all the impulses 
of knowledge are structured. We have seen from the 
practice of the Sidhis that accomplishments are greater 
the more we are able to fUnction from this level of pure 
kno~ledge. pure consciousness. the level of Samadhi. 
where the intellect is in the state of evenness. like the 
waveless quiet surface of the ocean. which is the 'simplest 
form of the ocean. If the ocean is left by itseli. 
undisturbed, it is all quiet, non-active. The quiet. non
active, simplest form of awareness Is the infinite field of 
pure knowledge, and an impulse in that tield successfullv 
achieves its objective. 
"The absence of an ideal SOCiety until today has been 
becasue this simplest form of awareness has not been 
.available in people's lives and so they were unable to 
function from that level in which every activity is 
spontaneously in accordance with all the laws of nature. 
Just because this simplest form of awa,·eness W 3!' 
unavailable people were unable to perform action whose 
every aspect was spontaneously in accord with all the 
laws of nature; and, due to that. in every one's activity 
some laws of nature were violated at some time or the 
other. Activity was therefore not always evolutionary then 
it creates difficulties for others and SOCiety is not Ideal. 
"Our stre~gth in procl.aim ing a global programme to 
create an Ide.al. society 1.les in our knowledge that in order 
for every activity to be In accordance with all the lews of 
nature the only thing necessary is a relaxed state of 
awareness. In . the Transcendental Medita tion 
programme, whereby stresses and strains dissolve we 

. have ~he means to gain the least excited state Of 
conSCiousness, the field of all possibilities, the home of all 
t~e laws of nat':lre. From our experience we know that tho 
Simpler we are In ou r awareness. the more effective we arE: 
in .activity; ~nd in this Simplest state of awareneSs is the 
skill of making all our activity in accordance with all the 
laws of nature." 

COMPETITION FORM 

NAME ................................. PHONE NUMBER . ...................... 
ADDRESS .............................. SLOGAN ....... , ....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ••••••••••••••••• " ••••••• e · ••••••••••••• 

....................................... . R1 per entry . Ule uparete paper If more ......... .............................. . than one entry I. lubmltted . 

SU.BSCRIPTION FORM 

NAME 
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TELEPHONE No . 

ADDRESS : ..........•............•..... 
. ....................... 

........................................ SUBSCRIPTION IS VOLUNTARY ONE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RAND PER YEAR FOR SIX EDlnONS • 

cOlO· • • • II"." , • .,. 
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IP~OG~lES§ {~ fUlflilMIENT 
DEVELOPED THROUGH THE 

SCIENCE OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE 
AND 

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION 

~Cll 

-: : 

The Science of Creative Intelligence is a systematic studX of 
the range and development of human potential. The prac fll " 
aspect of this science is Transcendental Meditation, a tech
nique that enables each indi.vidual to realize his potential 
creatlvi!y, energy, and intelligence for greater achievement 
and fulfilment, 

liM · 
Transcendental Meditation is a natural technique that every
one can learn easily and use effectively. TM produces a unique 
state pf restful alertness· that dissolves accumulated fatigue 
and restores normal physiological and psychological func
tioning. 

Measurable benefits * of the Science of Creative Intelligence 
arise from the regular practice of TM twice daily for twenty 
minutes. The results in daily living are clear thinking, creative 
planning. enthusiasm' for work, fulfilling interpersonr '. re-
lationships. and .calmness under pressure. . 0 

It is these qualities that will create effective leadership and 
produce progress and fulfilment in· business and industry. 

• 

~ .~ 

IBUSllNlE§§ (6r ~ ND[JST~Y ... 
An organization is a collection of individuals working together for a 
common purpose. The strength of any organization depends on the 
strength of the individual. Scientific research shows that the regular 
practice of Transcendental Meditation significantly strengthens the 
individual.· . 

When the individual grows in creativity. the company benefits. 
When the company benefits. the individual benefits. fO.---------______ _ 

Individual benefits Company benefits 

• more energy, creativity 

improved intelligence, 
• mental clarity, alertness 

• better physical health 

• increased .self-confidence. 
outgoing ness, SOciability 

• increased job satisfaction and 
appreciation of family life 

CoIIIparIoog ____ - _-_I8t_ 
>0) f I I I ! I It I l' I . • ',! d I 

~.. t~ . oJ ~, l! l~ " , 
J '" , 
• 

=.~~..::.:::.......... ."" .'C'I'IS . ......... :-, •. c. 

• higher productivity 

• better decisions, less waste. 
fewer accidents, greater efficiency 

• greater stamina, less absenteeism 

• smoother, more productive 
employer-employee relationships 

• high morale. less turnover 
greater motivation 

Chart 21: Increased Productivity I 
Meditators show morc job satisfaction, 
improved performance, more stability 
in their jobs. and better interpersonal 
relationships with their supen'isors 
and co-workers. Whereas meditatOr!! 
report that they feel less anxiety about 
promotion. their fellow employees see 
them as moving ahead quickly. This 
indicates that a faster pace of progress 
is more natural for persons practising 
Transcendental Meditation. 
Sc:ll!nlific Raean:1t on TtClNCl!ndenta' Medi. 
tation: Collected Papl!rs. vol. I . ed. o.vid W. 
Orm.'ahnsan. Uowtl!nce H. Oornub. and lohn T. 
FVf1)w ,New York. U.S.A.: Mill Presa. 11I7~ 1. 

*In the last five · y~ars. scientific research on the effects of Transcendental Meditation has been conducted at over fifty universities and research institutes in Germany: 
England. and the United States, For further validation in scientific research, see: Scientific Research on Transcendental Meditation: Collected Papers and Fundamentals of 
Progress (New York.. U.S.A.: MIU Press. 1975). 
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The Transcendental Meditation technique is a 
simple mechanical mental process that is 
practised for a few minutes morning and 
evening as one sits comfortably with eyes 
closed. During this time the mind and body 
settle down to a deep state of rest in which 
deep rooted stress and strain are eliminated 
from the nervous system. 

Transcendental Meditation is not a religion, a 
philosophy or a discipline that requires faith, 
belief, or a particular lifestyle. TM is not 
difficult nor does it require effort or any 
intellectual understanding for success. 

Students, housewives, businessmen, scientists, 
politicians, physicians, and others have all 
reported practical benefits in their professional 
and personal lives. Through Transcendental 
Meditation an individual is able to' make use of 
his full potential. The effects of Transcendental 
Meditation have been measured in over 200 
research facilities throughout the workf. The 
cumulative picture that these studies provide is 
that TM is beneficial to the individual's health, 
pSychology, behaviour and SOCiety. 

Regular practise of Transcendental Meditation 
inSures the harmonious and balanced 
development of life. These practical benefits of 
TM enable one to enjoy living in the sustained 
freedom of increasing achievement and 
fulfilment. 

. \ 

INTERNATIONAL 
MEDITATION 

SOCiETY OF SA 

NATIONAL OFFICE: 

First Floor. Cape of Good Hope 
Savings Bank Building. . 
Toffee Lane. Claremont noo 
Cape Town. Tel. 6567114 

JQH4 NNESBURG WORLD PLAN CENTRE -, . 
. 56 Kilkenny Road. Partcview. 

. Johannesburg 2001 . Tel. 411184 

CAP~ TOWN WORLD PLAN CENTRE 

27 Milner Road. Tamboerskloof. 
Cape Town 8001. Tel. 431930 

DU"BAN CITY ACADEMY 

108 Ridge Road. Berea. 
Durban 4001. Tel. '94I9f1" 

~,,~\ 

PRETORIA WORLD PLAN CENTRE 

220 Lange St., New Muckleneuk • 
Pretoria 0002. Tel. 788172 

THE 
TRANSCENDENTAL 

MEDITATION TM 

PROGRAMME 

I-' 
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Fe~s are set aooording to individuB~ 
i ncomeo. No enquirie s wiD. be me-de 
with r8gard to your income; it wil l 
b e loft entirely to you to kay the 
lee correspo~ding t o your income 
grou p. 
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TI200+ 
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ORIENTATION 
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE - 1 hour. 
This lecture exptains the principles of TM and the 
benefits resulting from the practice. It also explains the 
course in detail and gives you an opportunity to ask 
questions. 
PREPARATORY LECTURE - 1 hour. 
This lecture explains the mechanics of the practice of 
TM and is more technical in content. Although it is 
required that you hear this lecture before beginning 
TM. it is also informative. You are under no obligation 
to' begin TM if you attend this lecture. 

INSTRUCTION 
PERSONAL INTERVIEW - 10 minutes. 
To begin the p'ractice of TM. it is necessary to have an 
interview with a qualified instructor. It takes only a few 
minutes and gives the teacher an opportunity to f ind 
out any information necessary for instruction. It also 
allows 'the teacher and student to become acquainted 
and make an appointment for personal instruction. 

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION - 11 hours. 
The first step of instruction in TM is on a one-to-one 
basis between the individual and the instructor. At this 
point you gain .the experience of meditating. Next. it is 
necessary to gain a complete understanding of your 
experience and the full range of TM . 

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF EXPERIENCE -
Three consecutive days following personal instruction. 
at the centre. Approximately 1 % hours each. 
These group sessions give yO\! a chance to discuss 
your experiences in ""editation and hear the 
experiences of others. Specific information and 
instruction is given at each step. These three meetings 
complete the basic course of instruction. (Individual 
meetings are held as necessary.) 

NOTE: 
PERSONAL INSTRUCTION AND THE THREE GROUP 
MEETINGS MUST BE TAKEN IN CONSECUTIVE 
ORDER 

Levels of rest 
~ 
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0% 

-4% 

-8% 

-12% 

-111% TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION 

_ 20% ' n n n n n n n 

o ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

TIME (HOURS) 

REFERENCE: 

SLEEP 

During TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION' 
oxygen consumpt.tOn and melabGbc rate m.""edly_ .... 
indca1ing • deep ag •• of 'H'. 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
FEBRUARY 1972 
WALLACE. BENSON/ USA 

Improved psychology 
INCREASED POSITIVE TRAtTS 

- 10 + 10 

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATORS EXHIBIT: 

1 REDUCED NERVOUSNESS. reduced ~Iic di_ 
2 IIEDUCED AGGRESSION. ~e h.m.ony. ~. elfec:live_ 
3 REDUCED DEPftESSION. more _ -_anc •• nd ____ , 
4 REDUCED ·IIIArr ..... UTY. more __ In !rum.'ong . il .... ion$ 
5 tNCllEASED SOCIABILITY. livelo ...... Iriendti ..... 
8 tNCREASE() SELF·ASSUREDNESS. mot. _·conI_. 

good"""-. 
7 DECREASED TENOEJ;CY TO DOMINATE. _. r_, ond 
inc<_ cordiality 

9 OECIIEASED SELF·CRIT1CISM. _, __ ._ 

10 INCREASED OLrfGOINGNESS 
11 DECIlEASED EMOTIONAL INSTABtUTY 
12 INCllEASED STAYING POWER AND EFFICIENCY 

REFEIIENCE: 
UNIVERSITY OF COLOG

A FE8IIu..AY 1972 
FEHA / GERIiIlAHY 

FOLLOW-UP 
CHECKING - By appointment at the centre 
approximately 20 minutes. 
After completing the four day course of initial 
instruction. we ask you to come back once a 
month for the first year. 
At these times we " check" your meditation to . 
see that the practice is started correctly and that you are 
getting the maximum benefits. 

ADVANCED LECTURES - Weekly meetings are 
held to discuss the princ iples of TM as they relate 
to different academic discipl ines and daily life. 
They are open to anyone who practices TM. A 
video-tape of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi is generally 
played, a related topic and questions discussed by 
a teacher. and an opportun ity is given to meet other 
meditators. People generally become more curious 
about TM the more they practice it. This natural 
thirst for knowledge is fulfilled by this programme. 
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'1')-1 I~ illlJ (;I~ /-\ l)lJi\rJ'I~ 
Bachelor: B .. .\ .. B.S .. B.S,( :.1. 

" 
• 

His po~ilion is uni4ue i n th~' \\ MId. Hb ('nlk~L' cu~'er nq:an nOI wilh anyone nranl:h of I..ll\)wkd~e 
bUI with Ihe slud) and e\p.:ri~'ncc of pure ~' rl';lIiv e intclli~,·nl'e. the .HJure£" of all kno\\ kdl.!e. Whik 
the basi~ . ()( home. of JlIl..nowkdge \\3" hcinl.! est:lhlished on Ihe level of hi s con ~(' iollsness. he 
p roceeded wilh assuran\.·(' and calm toward~ th~' pa.r1icular j()),s th aI each area nf :;tud) ha~ to expres .. . 

Furthermore. no a'ped of hi:. life has been i~n,)red. His behavior, hi s personalily. hi, hc.'.llth . hi, 
skill in action. and thl.· refinement of hi s L'motions have all dL'vclopcd illong \\ ilh his intelkcI 
becJu se he has been prxli,ing a technique that naturally renl0VeS the deep s tre sse~ and blocks 
which impede the un f,t1Jment of full potential of life . H i~ months in the forest aCJdemies h:1\': 
given him time for profuund rest and remmal of deep-rooted stresses and strain s Jnd the oppor
tunity for more concen trated personal growth and assi mibtion of the knowledge he has gained . 
Thi s precious time hJS prcwided for him a most vJluilble and permanent basis for a dynamic and 
productive life . 

The future is his. The silent depths of life and the waves of activity are both full of the pos
sibilities of unrestricted hJppiness. His understanding. his comprehension. his steadiness, his 
calmness will pro\'ide a deep and positive contribution to all fields of his life-as a householder, 
as a citizen, and as a professional. The r-fIU graduate is the joy of hi s family. the pride of hi s 
country, and the leader of his profession. 
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THE NIIU GR~~DUATE 
·l\-'laster: ~l..\. Int., ~l. . .\., .\I.S., ~:I.S.C.I . 

• 

-: . .:. .. : ' . 'i ' 1 

He is1n every sense a thoroughly prepare(findividual . He has specialized in one area and has the 
depth of understanding necessary to assume: a profession or to pursue furiher research. At the same 
time, because of his expanded awareness and the breadth of his comprehensjon , all the imponant 
channels of hu~an skills and studies '-are familiar to him. He IS a specialist without restrictions. 

. . 
Because the knowledge and experience he acquired as an, undergraduate wa~ so entic:ing a~ . : . 
pc;rsonally rewarding, he h3~ continued on to achicve a higher degree ~lf knowlcdge of his chllSl!n . . .. . .. 
discipline and to experience a highcr"state of consciousness. He is now truly tbe master of one field of '.' 
knowledge, and he has refined his intellect, health. and ~Jta\·ior to a point where he can feel .' 
satisfied ·thathe is well on his way to complete fulfillment . Knowledge is the delight and inl'piration 
of his life, and he naturally ha. .. tcns to the doctoral degree. a step in .which be will apply smllc tlriginal 
research of his own for the glory of society. . . 
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']'H (i '1\11 U (;){f\ I)U.~\'J.'I~ 
DOl'tor: Ph.D .. D.S.( :.1. 

Thl' ,I.",·wr ffllm !\bh .• ri,hi Inll'rtialillllal l!niv\.'f!>ily i!, Ihl' li\"in~ ~';.mpll: (If \\ hat it io; r~ally 
p<l""ihl~ for l',hKat i,'n hl a'· .. ·."'.plislt . Ill' is tltl' l'nmpk'11: lIIa"ll:r .If un~ ~1I"jl'.:t ;II1J i!> righlly 
1.·lll\sidl:f~d ;1Il "" P"'rt , I k und,'rstands Ihl: wi,ki'implk .. ti.,ns and .. ·unn~ctI:Jn .. '''s ,)f th~ musl 
~~,,·i,.lih'd anJ f'II.'u,,~J arl'as of SIUlIy., alld hI: h;ls ;lln'ady rUI his r~!>~arl'h hI' !>(lm~ praClil.'al 
"rplkali,'n, Whill: h,,' has l!o..'l:n I:lIlll.lI'illl,! with I.'ardul all,'nti.l!l .In~ al\.'a (If lif~, h~ h;to; nl:\'~r 
takl:n his alll:nli.,n away from Ih~ whokn~ss of IiI',,' . Thl'rd,lfl.', for him 'no kn"wIl:J:;I:, f\.'sanl
I~s~ of Ihl: fi~ld, is simply Ih~llr~lka.l , 

Ewn \\ hi!..: h\! h;ls !>l'''' IlII.'J \II hi! ahs(lrbl:J in hut Oll~ ;I\'~nul.' uf li'I'I:, his mind ~as ~ ilh Ihl: \\'holl: of 
SOCkl>:, his "t:;m:h wao; f,'r a hwaJ anJ hl:ndidal arPlk"li(ln fur his rl:s.:ar.:h , Focusing wilh 
incrl:il'ling darity (If mind lIlI ()n~ sp.:ci;IIil.l.-J SUbjl'Ct, hOI .. lw;IYs ~\r~ri,,'ndng Ih~' wh(lle: rang~ lIf 
crl:ative intdli!:!l:nl.'~-stantlin!:! "part from sucil:ty fmm ti'm~ to time: hUI a!ways \\ ith his mind 
('nga~cd in us.:ful Stlt:ial purpt)sl:s-innoc\!ntly and \!;lsily these· procedures hav\! proJuced a fully 
educ:atl:J, inte~r .. ted, anti developed inJividuill. ~ 

Such an indh'iJual \\ ill bring th\! values of I:XPillllkd awarenl:SS, knowlcdg('ahility, and full 
appreciation of life it~elf 10 everj area of life in which' hI: is active , He is the produl.'I of complete 
knowledg('; in' his pnlfcssion he will breathe n\!w waves of creativity and .achievem('nt, and for these 
qualities he will be soughl aflcr as a source of continual freshness and inspiration. Knowledge and " 
responsibility arc revealed in his every action. 

The ' D.S.C.I., the DoCtor of Ihe Science of Creati"'e Intellieence from Maharishi International - ~ 

University • . is the . new man. the age-old ideal of civilization-mind and body free of stress, 
intellect developed and expande<l. heart flowing and unrestrkted, and, through an 
ever-e:<panding awareness, assured of attaining the ultimate gifrs that life has . to offer and of 
bestowing these gifrs on his and future generations. He is a man of his own cultural tf".lditions. 
·yet he is also a. man of progress; he is ·a modern man deeply established in the unchanging 
unbound('d .awareness that is the basis of life. and he cherishes the dignity of his ancient cultural 
beritage, The field of pure intelligence blossoms through his stable. yet spontaneously innovative 
acth'ity revealing the glory of a fulfilled and complete citizen-a man of no ~truggling. no 
suffering, . 

His education arises from the knowledge and inspiration of a greal sage, Maharishi ~lahesh Yogi. 
who is dedicating his life to bringing fulfillment to the life of every man: and now the Doctor of the 
Science of Creative JAtelligence, having gained the complete knowledge of life and rising to that 
level of supreme wisdom and unbounded generosity, is sharing in Ihis dedication by helping to bring 
about a world of joy. 
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Scientific .research on Transcendental . Meditation 
at more than three hundred universities and re

search institutes in over t~Tenty countries, including 
the U.S.A., Canada, England, Germany, India, South 
Africa, and Australia, during the last decade has re
peatedly confirmed the personal experience of hun
dreds of thousands of people all over the world that 
the physiology, psychology, and social behaviour of 
the individual are enriched with the regular practice 
of the Transcendental Meditation technique • . 

Among all the results of scientific research on the . 
Transcendental Meditation technique the following 
findings are particularly relevant to student life: 

• Increased Learning Ability (see other side) 
• Improved Intellectual Performance (see other side) 
• Broader Comprehension and Improved Ability to Focus 

Attention 
• Increased Orderliness of Thinking: Improved Organization of 

~emory . 
• Increased Orderliness of Thinking: Increased Speed in Solving 

Problems Accurately 
• Increased Orderliness of Thinking: Stabilization of Organized 

~emory 

• Brain Wave Synchrony at Higher Frequencies 
• Brain Wave Patterns Indicative of a Fourth ~ajor State of 

Consciousness 
• Synchrony of Electrical Activity of the Brain Hemispheres 
• Faster Reaction Time 
• Improved Speed in Athletic Performance 
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BUSINESS . . 

AND INDUSTRY . . 

IN THE ·AGE OF' ENLIGHTENMENT 
. . 

Maharishi Mahesh Yo.gi has develo.ped an Abso.lute Theo.ry o.f 
Management that will no.t allo.w any system o.f management ~o. 
fail. Existing pro.blems in business and industry will disappear 
and new o.nes will no.t .arise. Abso.lute Theo.ry o.f Unrestricted 
Pro.gress-daily experience o.f exp.anding the bo.undaries o.f 
awareness-neutralizes the rigidity o.f ro.utine wo.rk and allo.ws 
free ~nd full expressio.n ·o.f creative intelligence, which alo.ne . 
can result in ·unrestri~te.d ·pro.gress. The Principle o.f Co.m
plementarity o.f Pro.gress and Culture, which states that cultural 
integrity and pro.gre'ss can be ·simultaneo.usly cultivated, is 
reminiscep.t o.f the- co.mplementarity prlI?-ciple in quantum 
physics, which states that wave nature and particle natur'e, 
altho.ugh seemingly co.ntradicto.ry, are two. co.-existing aspects 
o.f the same reality. 

This is the practical pro.cedure fo.r pro.gress to. be fulfilling. 
Pro.gress requires dynamism which, 'if no.t suppo.rted by absol-

, ute o.rderliness, can be very exhausting. The Science o.fCreative 
Intelligence enlivens abso.lute o.rderliness by o.pening to. o.ne's 
attentio.n the state o.f least excitatio.n (o.f o.ne's co.nscio.usness), 
the field o.f all possibilities, and inspires activity o.n the gro.und . 
o.f maximum effectiveness in a spo.ntaneo.us manner. 

Business and industry in the Age o.f Enlightenment will be 
chara,cterized by the absence o.f pro.blems ·and failures, and 
fulfilment will be experienced at every step o.f progress. 
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THE· I NllJ)l[VIDU AlL 
IN THE A·GE OF ENLtG~lTENMENT 

Scientific research on .the practical aspect of the ' Science of 
·Creative Intelligence has repeatedly demoQstrated enrichment 
of the physiology, psychology, and social behaviour of the indi
vidual, along wHh the vast range of applic~tion in the fields of 
ecology and' anthropology. this evidence 'Of total development 
of the individual and enrichment of his environment must be 
one of the characteristics of the Age of Enlightenment. . 

. . 

The perfect and harmonious functioning of all parts of the body 
results in 'the state of enlig~tenment. T~is state of enlighten
ment is being documented by a growing ~ass of evidence, both 
personal and scientifi~, so that it is easy to see why the practice 
of the Science of Creative hitelUgence must provide a sure and 
lasting basis for the elimiJ;lation of all social and political prob-. 
lems, as well as problems of individual life. . 

The whole day'-to-day ·and future destiny' of every nation is in 
the hands of individuals. The,external harmony and progress of 
the entire. human race is.founded on the internal harmony and 
progress of every in9ividual. ' Individuals in all parts of the 
world living in the fun state of enlightenment will radiate that 
light of life which alone can substantiate and perpetuate the 
Age of Enlighte~ment. No stress, no strain, no impediment, no 
difficulties; no problem can withstand the totally benign on
slaught 'of the Sci.ence of Creative Intelligence within every 
individ~al practising it. 

With the intelligent supporf of responsible individuals every
whe~e, the Science of Creative Intelligence will solve' the agee. 
old problems of mankind in this generation and usher in and 
stabilize the Age of Enlightenment. Thus, it is o'n the basis of the 
fully developed neurophysiology of the individual that the Age 
of Enlightenment ·will breath eternal life. . 
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t.tAHARISIO INttRNAnONAL ACADEMY 
Roydoa IWI. 
Sewn t.tile~. 
Eul ~Iwn. Keel 

Government 
SOLUTION 

TO 
PROBLEMS 

The responsibility of every departinent of government touehes the whole 
population and the whole range of soelety - everyone's Interests and 
~lratlons are inOueneed by almost every paper that moves from desk to 
c(esk In the government. Therefore It Is obvious that every member of the 
government from eablnet minister to ftUng elerk must be a man of broad 
liatelhetual and emotional eapaelty and deep feeUng. Every government 
empbyee muSt ·be eapable of eomprehendlng the whole range of life and 
must be capable of integrating Indlvlduai with soelallnterests. Problems 
arlse In air gove ...... nts beeause the full potential of ereative InteUigenee Is 
not eommoDly being used. This Is DO ref1eetlon on the brlllianee of a few 
people In every gOvernment who spontaneously display a blgh level of 
eflleleney. What Ii eneour8ging now Is that it Is possible to bring this degree 
of eftkleney to everyone. Speaking at the symposiums on the Selenee of 
Creative IilteUigenee In sixty elties during World Plan Week In Great 
Brltaln, .physlologlsts, psyehologists and soelologlsts related the ftndlngs of 
their selentUk research shOwing that eomprehension on the level of heart 
and mind ean now easily be lnereased with the experlenee and knowledge of 
life that the Selenee of Creative InteUigenee unfolds. Sclentlfie research on 
Tr8D8Cendentai Meditation, the praetieal asped of the Selenee of ·Creatlve 
InteUigenee, In the fields of· physiology, psyehology and soelology was 
dlseUS&ed In the presenee of the founder of the Selenee of Creative InteUi
genee, Mah~ Mahesh Yogi. The symposiums proJeeted a new under
standing that through the Selenee of Creative InteUigenee governments at 
aU levels - national, eounty and elty - eould resolve problems by lnereas
Ina tile etlleleney of their employees and eould fulfil their beautiful aspir
ations for the weD-being and progress of the nation. 
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FUNDAMENTALS O'F ADMINISTRATION 
RESPONSIBILITY 
STABILITY 
COMMUNICATION 
ADAPTABILITY 
CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE 

These Fundamentals of Administration were brought 
out by Dr. A. Keith Wallace, physiologist; by Dr. David 
Orme-Johnson, psychologist; and by Elliot Abravanel, 
doctor of medicine, during World Plan Week in Great 
Britain. 

The pace. of progress is so fast, and the complexities of 
government so great, that the modern administrator 
must be extremely adaptable without losing his stabil
ity; he must be responsible, creative and capable of 
communicating effectively. 

Scientific research has shown that these qualities are 
enlivened and strengthened in the individual life on all 
three levels - physiological, psychological and be
havioural through the regular practice of Transcen
dental Meditation. (Refer to MIU Press Publication No. 
19.) 

Communication, one of the five Fundamentals of Ad
ministration, is presented below. 

Physiological Communication 
Through the practice of TRANSCENDENTAL MEDI
TATION, the physiological basis of communication - a 
coherent, stable, alert and integrated state of the body 
in which discriminative capacities are maximized -
improves, as indicated by: • increased stability of 
brain rhythms (chart 52)* • increa$ed stability of restful 
alertness (6,52) .brain wave synchrony (7-10) .in
creased harmony of brain rhythms (53,54) • increased 
phase coherence between the activity of the two cere
bral hemispheres (9, 51) .increased discriminative 
capa~ity, as indicated by: increased perceptual ability 
(16), Improved aHention (43) .improved information 
proce~sing, as indicated by: faster reaction (15), 
supertor perceptual-motor performance (17), im
~roved athletic performance (58). improved organiza
tion of memory (55). increased intelligence (18). in
creased learning ability (19). improved academic per
formance (20). 

Based. ~n alert physiological quietness and stability, 
receptIvIty and the discriminative capacities are en
hanced sImultaneously. and the flow of information is 
maximized. This is the physiological basis of communi-
cation. . 

These physiological changes account for the 
psychological changes. 

Psychological Communication 
Through the practice of TRANSCENDENTAL MEDI
TATION, the psychological basis of communication
clarity and preciSion of the thinking process. along with 
natural.ness and spontaneity - improves. as indicated 
by: .In~reased intelligence (chart 18) .improved 
~cademlc performance (20) • increased learning abil
Ity .(19) • br08dene~ comprehension and improved 
abIlity to focus (43) • Increased speed in solving prob
lems accurately (56) • increased orderliness of think-

0_' __ "",,_ •• ,. 
_ .. _0........, ... _"'_ 

ing (55. 57) • increased efficiency (29) • increased 
naturalness (29) • increased spontaneity (27, 29.) 
• increased liveliness (29) 

These physiological and psychologicai changes ac
count for the sociological changes. 

SOCiological Communication 
Through the practice of TRANSCENDENTAL MEDI
TATION. the sociological ba~is of communication -
receptivity and pleasing expression, the natural results 
of deep inner contentment - improves, as indicated 
by: .greater contentment (chart 29) • increased re
spect, cordiality and tolerance (29) .developed 
capacity for warm interpersonal relationships (SO) 
• !Iexibility in the application Of one's own values (50) 
• Increased self-confidence, self-esteem, self
sufficiency, self-acceptance and self-actualization (27, 
29. 31. 34) • increased naturalness and spontaneity 
(29) • increased job. satisfaction (24) 

The art of communication lies in filling the mind and 
heart with love. Love is the natural quality of a happy 
heart. The above measurements indicate that fullness 
of the heart is naturally developed through the practice 
of TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION. 

These physiological, psychological and sociological 
changes account for the ecological changes. 

Ecological CommunlcaUon 
The eCol~ical basis of communication - energy from . 
the ecological system - is more fully utilized as a result 
of the total effect of the practice of TRANSCENDENTAL 
MEDITATION. Within each individual there exists an 
enormous reserve of energy and intelligence which is 
!apped during TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION as 
IndIcated by scientific research (charts 17-23,'43 
55-58). As a result, the individual can more efficiently 
locate ~nd utilize the wealth of energy available in the 
ecological system - energy vital for communication 
both natural and .as extended by technology. ' 

*These numbers refer to the scientific research charts 
~n Transcendental Meditation; see MIU Press Publica
tion .No: 19, 'Scientific Research on Transcendental 
MedItation' . 
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ON TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION 
For want of space. it ' is not possible to show all the 
charts. but they are available from MIU Press. The titles 
of those which are especially pertinent to government 
are listed below. . 
Chart 1 - Levels of Rest 
Chart 4 Decreased Anxi~ty (as measured 

Charts 7- 10 
Chart 11 
Chart 13 
Chart 14 

Chart 17 

Chart 18 

physiologically) 
Brain Wave Synchrony 

- Improved Cardio-Vascular Effic ien.cy 
- Increased Stability (physiological) 
- Increased Adaptabil ity: Effective 

Interaction with the Environment. 
Increased Resistance to Stress 

- Increased Co-ordination of Thought 
and Action 

- Increased Intelligence Growth Rate 

Chart 19 - Improved Ability to Absorb and 
Retain Information 

Charts 21 . 22 - Increased Productivity 
Charts 25. 26 - Improved Relations with Supervisors 

and Co.Workers 
- Developed Personality 

Improved Mental Health 
Chart 27 
Chart 32 
Chart 43 - Broader Comprehension and 

Improved Ability to Focus Attention 
Charts 51- 54 - Increased Strength and Orderliness 

Chart 55 
Chart 56 

Chart 57 

of Brain Functioning 
- Improved Organization of Memory 

Increased Orderly Thinking. 
Increased Organizing Ability 

- Increased Speed and Accuracy in 
Problem-Solving 

NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF ADMINI·STRATION 
The value of orderly thinking has long been recognized in administration. But the means of developing it in the 
individual have until now been relatively inefficient. The EEG measurements of increased synqhrony of the brain have 
indicated that increased orderly thinking is developed through Transcendental Meditation. the practical aspect of 
the SCience of Creative Intelligence. 

NolHllAureau Dr. Brian Joseph
son , Reader iii PhYSiCS. CamlNidge 
Unil:ersity. speak"" at Cambridge 
Unil'ersity at ont 0/ the World Plan 
W~e~ Symposiums, II May. 

Dr. David Orme-JoMson, Dir~Clor 
of.the IlIItrnationa/ Cenrre for Scien
tific Re_rch Qltd Professor of Psy
cltology at Maharishi International 
University, Ip«llcing at Cambridgt 
Unil'ersity, II May. 

The Science of Creative Intelligence provides a new 
basis for administration. The programme that is being 
offered to the administrative systems of the world will 
allow the aspirations of administrators to be enriched 

Dr. Byron Rigby. Rtgislrar in Psy
chiatry, SI . George's Hospital. 
lAndon. spealcing at a World Plall 
Wtd convention for headmtuttrs. 
Dtutelm HOUle, /Jruham University. 
10 May. 

Dr. J-P. BaIulutl. re_rchtr in 
ekctroenceplr4"1ograplly at the In
stitllte Bio-Mtdicale . TOII/oilse . 
FratrCt. IpeakJng at a World Plall 
Wed con.t,,'tllCt for rtltGf'Chtrs at 
tJw IIIIIiIIM if Psychiatry, MawJesity 
Hospital, Lmtdtill. 7 "y. 

and fulfilled. Every member of govemment and civil 
servant will have instilled in himself. on the level of the 
very cells of his nervous system. the qualities of 
superior mental functioning that previously have been 
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NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF ADMINISTRATION 

the privilege of only a few brilliant minds. These are 
strong statements; they are supported and explained in 
the following paragraphs. 
Thinking, of course, is the function of the brain. Any 
process of thought has certain correlates in terms of the 
chemical and electrical behaviour of the nerve cells 
and their functional groups. These physical values may 
be measured and connected with their subjective cor
relates. Presumably, the special type of thinking that is 
orderly has associated with it certain physiological 
characteristics in the brain. What Transcendental Medi
tation does is to establish a pattern of orderly, coherent 
thinking and resistance to confusion at a direct 
neurophysiological level in the functioning of the brain. 

To understand this, it is interesting to review what is 
known about the functioning of the different areas of the 
nervous system with respect to tne mental capabilities 
that underlie the ability to process information and ad
ministrate effectively, and to relate this information to 
laboratory measurements that have recently been used 
to verify the neurophysiological effects of Tran
scendental Meditation. 

Two kinds of measurements have yielded especially 
dramatic and relevant results: electroencepha
lography, which measures the electrical activity of the 
cortex (the area of the brain that thinks), and galvanic 
skin response, which measures the overall stability of 
the nervous system, including emotional stability. 

Three Types of Ordering 
It has been shown by Dr. J-P. Banquet that the EEG 
signals (brain waves) induced during and after the 
practice of Transcendental Meditation are remarkably 
synchronous and coherent and indicate superior inte
gration and co-ordination of different brain areas. 
(Banqu~t, 1~72 , 197~) Three distinct types of integra
~Ion. are Implied by this observed brain wave synchron
Ization. 

• First, brain waves from the two cerebral hemispheres 
become purified in frequency and correlated in phase 
- they f~1I into step with one another. Independent 
research In England (Westcott) and the United States 

SEC",:ION THROUGH BRAIN SEEN FROM ABOVE 
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(Glueck has confirmed Banquet's discovery. Westcott 
(1974) found that during Transcendental Meditation the 
energy output of the left and right hemispheres tended 
to become equalized, and the rtiythmic activity from the 
two sides of the brain became statistically more corre
lated, in phase and balanced. Meditators also ha<;j 
more stable alpha rhythms, . which are ·known to. be 
correlated with reduced anxiety. improved ' psycho
physical performance and the timing of voluntary ac
tions. This increased stability of brain rhythms is be
lieved to be the basis of the improved perceptual-motor 
performance observed in meditators. (Blasdell, 19~1 ) 
Furthermore, there is evidence of increased activation 
of the right hemisphere after meditation and its corre
lated functions of intuition, spatial and melodic com
position and non-verbal ideation. This ordering of the 
relationship of the left and right sides of the brain with 
their known separate functions strongly implies subjec
tive correlates of better co-ordination betWeeA the as
pects of me-aning and sound in language, of form and 
spatial location in vision and, it has been suggested. 

. between analytic and synthetic thinking. 

SIDE VIEW OF BRAIN 

~=--l..._ CORTEX 

THALAMUS 

!EG ORDERING 
TYHntlllE
OIlDllllNO OF 
IIIlAIN WAVIS 
IETWIIN 
COIITICAL AND 
SU8COIITICAL 
CIImIII 

• Second, brain waves ordinarily characteristic of the 
posterior cortex (alpha waves) spread synchronously 
and coherently to the frontal region to include the entire 
b~ain . (Wallace 1971; Banquet, 1973; Westcott, 1974 
Since the motor controls are in the anterior brain and 
the s~ns~ry processors in the posterior, this profound 
ordering In terms of electrical wave synchrony has a 
suggested correlation with the improved co-ordination 
of thought and action and improved perceptual-motor 
performance experienced by meditators and evident in 
psychologi~al tests. (Blasdell, 1971) 'Fhe simplest cor
relate of this aspeot of the induced orde.rllness of the 
EEG pattern would seem to be faster reaction, which 
has been clearly observed in meditators in the experi
ment of Shaw and Kolb. (Shaw and Kolb, ·1970) 

• The third type of ordering is seen in a more integrated 
relationship vertically, between the cortex and the 
thalamus and other subcortical centres. This coher
ence ~etwee~ t~e parts of the brain responsible for 
cons~lou~ thlnklnQ (cortical) and ~or the primary 
phYSiological functions (subcortical) has the general 
consequence of a closer connection between mind 
and ~dy and tends to elUCidate tlie results of the now 
claSSical experiments of Wallace, which showed that 
the purely mental technique of Transcendental Medita-
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t,ion has profound physiological effects on oxygen con
sumption, metabolic rate, breath rate, skin resistance, 
cardiac output and blood chemistry. (Wallace, 1970) 

Furthermore, Professor A. Collier has explained that the 
improved integration between cortical and archicorti
cal functions that is seen in the particular synchronous 
spindle forms of the EEG pattern brought about by 
Transcendental Meditation supports precisely that 
type of ord6red functioning known to operate in learn
ing ability, especially language-learning ability. (Collier, 
1973) This seems in turn to explain the results of Ab
rams, who measured learning ability of meditators in 
terms of short- and long-term recall and found it to 
improve steadily in both aspects of memory - acquisi
tion and recall. (Abrams, 1972) 

It is also important to emphasize the cumulative nature 
of the benefits of the twice daily practice of Tran
scendental Meditation; it is striking to notice that in 
every major study the beneficial psychological and 
physiological effects of Transcendental Meditation 
have been found to increase without significant level
ling off as the practice is continued. 

Improved Brain Function 
Skill in Activity 
The improvements in brain function deduced from 
measurements of EEG synchrony suggest integration 
of synthetic and analytiC thinking, better linguistic and , 
verbal ability, a widened range of idea associations, 
better mind-body co-ordination and more effortless 
memory, Taken together, these improvements demon
strate more orderly thinking. Moreover, Transcendental 
Meditation has succeeded in establishing this quality 
not on the level of reasoning or psychology alone, but 
directly and deeply at the level of the neurophysiologi
cal structure of the brain. Thus Transcendental Medita
tion makes the habit of orderly thinking spontaneous in 
the administrator, Daily practice of Transcendental ' 
Meditation quickly renders clarity and liveliness normal 
features of brain functioning and therefore normal fea
tures of administrative activity. 

Incr •••• d Ord.rlln ... of thinking I 

Chart 

SS 

'Another aspect of orderly thinking is the power to resist 
disorganization due to environmental changes, The 
maintenance of orderliness through the stability and 
adaptability of the thinking process provides adminis
trators with freedom from confusion in the midst of 
external disorderly influences. 

This quality ' ,of resistance to disorientation has also 
~een shown objectiv~y to be generated by the prac
tice of Transcendental Med,itation. The experiments of 
Orme-Johnson on galvanic skin response show that 
meditators respond much more stably to a stressful 
(disordering) stimulus than non-meditators and re
cover much more quickly with less retention of disorien
tation - a direct and accepted measure of emotional 
~alan~e and strength. (O~me-Johnson, 1972) In addi
tion. direct measures of emotional health by standard 
tests, of psycholc;>Qical functioning clearly reveal that 
meditators grow In the values of self-actualization firm 
identity, spontaneity 'and solidity of character ~ the 
qualities of a secure and orderly emotional life: (Fehr. 
1972; Seeman. Nidich. Banta, 1972) 

To summarize, Transcendental Meditation is seen to be 
a quite natural and easily learned mental technique that 
immedi~te!y g~nerates a coherent and orderly pattern 
of func~onlng In ~h~ groups of neurons which compose 
the brain, and thiS IS reflected in synchronous electrical 
activity which seems to be correlated with observed 
improvements in many aspects of the functioning of 
~rea1ive intelligence in meditators: Taking this informa
tion together, it is not surprising that a study in Holland 
~ho~d a signifi~nt increase in the rate of growth of 
Intelligence (1 .0 .) In a group of meditators c9fTlpared to 
~ control group. (Tjoa, 1972) From these results of 
Improved brain functioning, increased intelligence in
creased ~tability in the face of stress, SOlidity of cha;ac
ter and Increased spontaneity, it is clear that Tran
,scendental Meditation is fundamental for the develop
ment of effective administration. 

See also MIU Press Publication No.1, MIU Catalogue. 
~or a detailed bibliography, refer to MIU Press Publica
tion No. 20, Scientific Research on Transcendental 
Meditation: Collected Papers, Vol. 1. 
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Increased Administrative 
Effectiveness through 
Transcendental Meditation 

Dr. K~i'h WalJQct. p"s*", ~~ . 
Prof~ssor of Physiologl' MGM,,!hr 
1",~rfIQ'iofIQl U"i~rsrty. spHk/llg 
at a World PUm W~d coilf~""ce 
for bflsiMsslIW" at 'h~ 1",,,natiofIQl 
Wool S«r~'aria', 10 May. 

In the years 1968-1973, over 250.000 .in~ividuals 
began the practice of Transcendental Meditation, and 
in 1974, an average of 14,000 are beginning Tran
scendental Meditation each month in the United States . 
alone. 

In Great Britain more than 1,000 people are learning the 
practice each mOf1th, but now that the message is 
being put across in a scientific way it i~ expe~ted t~at all 
the intelligent people in the country Will take It se.nou~ly 
and start deriving benefits in their own lives and Jn~plre 
their community to do the same. So much natl?nal 
energy is wasted in discussing problems. Here IS a 
strong suggestion of the solution to the problems of 
government. 

Civil servants and members of government who begin 
Transcendental Meditation report that their work be
comes easier and more enjoyable. They are more pro
ductive while spending the same amount of time at 
work, their level of interest and motivation is higher and 
more consistent, career goals spontaneously becof'!'le 
better defined and their work in general becomes In
creasingly more rewarding and successful. 

Systems of Government 
Today science and technology are good enough to 
make life happy bu.-suffering continues and problems 
are found everywhere. 

What is lacking? Organization. But all kinds of systems 
of organization are already present i.n the wOrld. b~ed 
on different ideals: commUOlsm, capitalism, 
democracy, etc. 

What new can be done? Take away that which renders 
all these systems weak and supply that which can 
enrich any system and make it effective to produce 
desired results . 

What is that? Knowledge of the goal of all these sys
tems. The goal of each system is abundance, afflu
ence, fullness of life, unboundedness. The patti to the 
goal is in progressing within the channel of any system 
and arriving at the goal. Every society will be able to 
enjoy the goal of all systems of government by a proce
dure whi9h can open unboundedness in the aware
ness of its members - the Science of Creative Intelli
gence offers that procedure. 

What a Government Is 
Government is an assembly. an organization of all the 
well-wiShers of the nation, men and women of good 
minds and hearts dedicated to the service of their people. 
It is an organization with the authority to make laws and 

institute programmes on education, health, social welf are. 
etc. to structure and safeguard progress. The machinery 
of the govemment reaches every home an.d influenc~s 
every individual. Government is the custodian of the In
telligence, wealth, confidence and resources of the whole 
society. 

What Governments Have Achieved 
With all the intelligence and resources of the nation 
every government has shown progress in all fields ~ 
progress in education, business and industry, and 
technology. . 

Despite the problems that face society and govern
ment in every country, a vision of the achievements of 
governments is really inspiring. life in generc;1i is cer
tain!y more comfortable now than ever before. 

What Governments Have Yet to 
Accomplish 
• Freedom from problems 
• Freedom from the struggle for survival and progress 
• Happiness and harmony in the life of the individual 

and society 
The cause of non-accomplishment is lack of realization 
of the highest ideal of education - full development of 
life. 

How the Goal of 
Government Can Be Realized 

MtU FIiSMr, Dir«lOr of C"rric/l' 
lum ~"~Iopm~"" Maharishi I"'~r· 
1di0lllll UlliwmlyaNlfomwr #";or 
1«",," ill £",/ish and DrlJlflll. 
CoIl~~ of All SaifllS. Lottdon. s~aIt· 
i"g at Durham U"i"~rsity a' o,,~ of 
th~ World PUm WuA: symposiums, 
10 May. 

The answer lies in enriching ' the quality of life of the 
individual. ' . . 

Development of full potential of heart and mind in the 
individual is the way to enrich the quality of life The 
knowledge and experience that the Science of Creative 
Intelligence provides is a direct means of realizing the 
beautiful goal of an ideal SOCiety - the goal of every 
government. 

COURSES on the Science of Creative Intelligence are 
available for all levels of government - national, county 
and city. 'Summer Programme of 1974' will reveal the 
practicality of realizing the highest goal of government. 
(See page 8, 'Summer Programme'), 

Improved PhYSiology, Psychology 
and Sociology 
The beneficial effects on mind, body and behaviour 
experienced by hundreds of thousands of meditators 
throughout the world have now been amply validated 
by scientific research which demonstrates improved 
physiology, psychology and sociology. Over 200 sepa
rate experiments h~ve been carried out at universities 
and research institutions in a dozen different countries. 
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Many of these experiments have been reported in tion No. 43, Proclamations, Endorsements and Official 
major scientific journals, and the original papers are Statements. 
available from MIU Press. 

To Solve the Age·Old Problems of 
Mankind In This Generation 
'It should not sound untradi~ional to the progressive 
nature of any government that SCI promises to solve 
the age-old problems of mankind in this generation. 
When polio vaccine was invented it needed only the 
support of governmant to free society from polio. Now 
the Science of Creative Intelligence needs only the 
support of governments to eliminate the age-old prob
lems of mankind in this.generation. Now with this know
ledge, it is no longer necessary.for any govemment to 
continue to live with the age-old problems of mankind in 
this generation.' . 

Increased Efficiency and Improved 
Effectiveness . 

EUiol Abrav/Jrtcl, M.D., Pro/CSlor 
01 Medical SciDtcCI at Maliarillli 
{1IImIGtioItal Urlivcrlity, ~ 
at a COtf/fIr~ lor 1M IMdical ~ 
fCSliotl alw,d«l by lite mayor /Jrtd 
olilcr civic digttil4Jrlcs, Uvcrpool, 
9 May. 

With the advent of electroencephalography, the 
individual's orderliness of mind can no longer be kept 
secret. EEG measurements demonstrate the state of 
brain activity, the neurophysiological correlate of the 
quality of thinking. 

Although governments already use psychological effi
ciency tests and can now begin to use EEG measure
ments to ensure that their members are capable of 
undertaking the great range of responsibilities charac
teristic of governmental activity, it is not enough to know 
the level of efficiency, it is necessary to improve it. 
Scientific research and the experience of hundreds of . 
thousands of meditators around the world have shown 
that the Science of Creative Intelligence accomplishes 
this. . 

Moreover, every employee is dear to his government. 
Therefore, it is not possible for a government to reject 
anyone because the test shows he is worried, anxious 
or inefficient. The compassionate nature of every gov
ernment can now be fulfilled through the knowledge of 
the Science of Creative Intelligence. which enhances 
the efficiency of the individual governmental em
ployees. 

Proclamations and Endorsements 
Proclamations and official statements supporting the 
programmes of ~aharishi International University. the 
study of the SCience of Creative Intelligence. Tran
scendental Meditation and the World Plan have been 
issued by seven state legislatures and five state 
governors in the United States and over fifty mayors 
and city councils throughout the world. 

For details of proclamations, refer to MIU Press Publica-

Maharishi International University 
and the World Plan ' . 

• ~ongrrssionQI 
u=- Rrcord 

Presented to the United States Senate by the Honour
able John V. Tunney, United States Senator for Califor
nia in a 2,000 word statement .. Mr. Tunney's introduc
tion is printed here. 
Maharla,hl Intematlonal Unlverlity 
Mr. Tunney. Mr. President. I would like to call to the 
Senate's attention the existence of a new and innova
tive California institution of higher education, Maharishi 
Intemational University. The goal of MIU is to provide an 
education which gives intellectual knowledge while 
simultaneously expanding the ability of the individual to 
absorb knowledge and utilize his or her full creative 
potential. This university represents a unique' educa
tional concept having profound significance not only 
for the field of education but for all of SOCiety. The 
techniques and programmes which MIU offers to man
kind deserve careful conSideration-and, therefore. I ask 
unanimous consent for inclusion In the Record a state
ment of the u~iversity's goals and programmes. 

There being no objection, the statement was ordered to 
be printed in the Record. 

World Plan 
The World Plan is an educational plan to train teachers 
of the Science of Creative Intelligence in all parts of the 
world. The goal is to establish one SCI Teacher Training 
Centre for every one million population and provide one 
teacher of SCI for every one thousand peopre in all 
countries, in order to develop the full potential of human 
life. 

The World Plan is a plan for every community; it involves 
every individual in every part of the globe. It is being 
implemented everywhere by the intelligent and re
sponsible members of the community. 
For details of the World Plan and the means' of its 
implementation, refer to MIU Press Publication No.3, 
Alliance tor 'Knowledge. 

The Seven Goals of the World Plan 
• To dE"/qloo t~e full ootential of t.r.o::> ~"di'(jd~'al 
• 10 ,mlJ.v'le ~VV'l1rn",.,'ncll achievements 
• To realize the highest ideal of education . 
• To eliminate the age-old problem of crime and all 

behaviour that brings unhappiness to the family of 
man 

• To maximize the intelligent use of the environment 
• To bring fulfilment to the economic aspirations of 

individuals and society 
• To achieve the spiritual goals of mankind in this 

generation . 

Refer to MIU Press Publication No. 37. World Press on 
Our Contribution to Gov.ernment. 



MAHARISHI INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY 
Nat/oMI HNdqlUlfUrs, Roydon Hall, Kell' 

PROGRAMM'E FOR SUMMER, 1974 

The response from members of both Houses of 
Parliament and Civil Servants at the symposiums 
during World Plan Week in Great Britain h'as in
spired Maharishi International Academy in lon
don to organize training programrpes to train 
teachers of the Science of Creative jlntelligence 
for government and the Civil Service. 

\ 

Six-Week Summer Re~~dence 
Course \ ' 
to train teachers of the Science of CreJltive Intelli-
gence. , I 
Cost £252 including tuition, board apd lodging, 

Schedule: J 

Part (i) Basic course on the SCien(} of Creative 
Intelligence. (Those who pave already 
taken the basic SCI courJe will be of
fered a special study of different sci
.ences in the light of the ~ ,ience of Cre
ative Intelligence in ordl !r to unfold the 
knowledge of the laws ( nature under
lying administration and progress.) 

Part (ii) The Science of Creative telligence and 
Civil Service Training 

Part (iii) An introduction to the ~ I ience of Cre
ative Intelligence cours( i for: 

full details of the Summer Resi( 
ing ' Course and addresses of orld Plan 
Centres in Great Britain are avi \\able from 
Maharishi International Acader/.y. 3.2 Cran
bourn Street, london WC2 ' 7E~. Tele
phone 01-240-310314. Telex ,5306\ 

/ 

I 
/ 

/ 

\ 
\ 

• Management and Labour 
, • Medical Sciences 

• Rehabilitation 
• Secondary Education 
• College Education 
• University Education 
• Adult Education 

In order to gain maximum benefit from this course 
it is strongly recommended that the applicant 
enrol at least one month before the start of the 
course in order to receive the materials and have 
an opportunity to study them in advance. Par
ticipants should realize that this is going to be an 
intensive course. 

For those who are not able to attend the summer 
course I it will be made available in their own areas 
on a part-time basis - one or two ninety-minute 
sessions per week. 

Successful participants will be eligible to attend 
an international course to become teachers of 
Transcendental Meditation after a period of field 
work. 

A Cour •• of S.ven Step. to Learn Tranacen
dental Meditation is offered regularly at each of 
the sixty World Plan Centres throughout Great 
Britain. '. . _ 

LOCAL WORLD PLAN CENTRE 
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. TRANSCeNDENTAL MEDITATION· CENTRE 
. JQ8 RIDGE ROAD • . DURBAN. NATAL PHONE 349971 
I~ , 

15th September, 1975. 

Dear · 

re: INTERNATIONAL ·SYMPOSIUM ON ABSOLUTE 
TllmRY or JlARAGlDIEN'l. 

·We have great pleasure .in forwarding to you; an 
uTi tation · to attend an IilternatiOD.al S~posium 
on . Janagemen~ to take place in Gene~, Switzerland 
from 22nd - 24th September, 1975. 

Thi8 s,r.mposium is designed for .executives who 
are interested in increasing effectiveness and 
producti vi ty in their own li vea and in the lives 
of those within their areas of concern. 

The booklet g1 ves details of the 87Ilposium and 
the distinguiShed speakers who will be attending 
in all fields .of business and economics. 

For further enquiries please phoDe our local 
acade~ at 349971. 

Yours faithfUlly, 
for: INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION SooIEr! 

Pr~sident: DURBAN CITY AOADBMI 



I:,TE!1l!ATIO,VAL !eiJITATION SOCIE'!'Y OF SOUTH AFRiCI. 

TRANSCSHDEli'i'AL MEDITArIO;'l C,NTRE J08 RIDGE ROAD. BEREA. ;;UHBA:J. 400: 

TET. ,:;PHO!lE: 2UJ71 

CHINESE PR(JV~;RB: "A LITTLE FP.AGRANCE 
, ALWA rs CLINGS TO THE HAND 

THAT GlVES ROSES". 

De::u' Friend of T.~f •• 

A Zot of meditators 1:1'41 alHQ)/s asking 1lB. "lIhat = I do for T."'.?" "JI'nat can I a,) to 
rerQjl in S0III3 smaH wI{. what T."'. has tU>ne for me?" 

Haye I{OU elle-r felt this LXt:! too? 

If I{OU halle. "'211 Io.'e suggnst an an3l.ler to Ifour queetions I4hich · could l'e!! ;1.11 htll.p 110:4 to 
grow. To evollle much falJtl1I'. 

It's · a wy W3 LIOUld like W 8hare with yl7U that l4ill benefit not onlE! 1f():0'8~lf. but 
friendj who l'eaL1.1f mean Ilo..,ethin;; to Ifou. T.M. :;orld-wid41 ~. the Co •• t"l'.J he-:OG. 

Our n41ed at the moment ill ~:> fi,..d iJalfS of t~aching T.14. to a8 manll peopl e a il lJe <!an 
and we'lle foand tHat one of the nicest wife of introdw!i,..g ~' .H. is alte)' a ralc..r{'1fl 
meal. ')1' tea-partlf. which ila.l been enjoyoo. LII g~d fri41nds in a W1'I'lI anti fri~>;d!i/ 
atmosphere. 

•• t 

Like the LJalfnth of a '""?m'~ ouch 118 yOUl'S •.• 

..... 
\0 
+:
I» 

Thir~ back tn a meal. 01' a s~per tea you have h~ ·together ~ith claoe fri~'~8. 
UrAghiv. S:/Qri,..g memor·.'(!t:. reminioci"'" - diceussi ng ::hi ,..go of rea! importance to yo:... 

Have you IOlIe1' thought hOt. f'fUCh YOl.< L,ollZd have Liked to have discu88ed ;r.H. at tir.:, :.' 
like t iii8? Co;.tldn't thill be a 8U?e)'b opportunity for you to ohare Gc.n:a of th3 jCJ;; ar.t 
ha?pi'Je88 you've found oJith T.M.? . 

"But". you 8ay, "I tU>n't low") wi/at to t"n tr.iI frier.i.h. I don'; ~;rQ") I4he,; to sa, - 01' 
1:f I4hat I'm 8cyi.ng is C01'l'nct". 

1141· undcrntand. ile 1'lIaLise that it con be a bit oj' a probIH.' . 

. A'~ ~e thi'1Tc w~ 've com,,· kp w::tlz t;le an8wer tor you • . Ana thfl anewer IS t M.a: 

If cdy ~ people lJOuld ;-,c,ld a 8maZZ di,..n.z~ (or tea) party a: their 0tI>1 h.omeo 6?;>;'1'!; 

~efk. with £aY 11-10 of the.:r 1'eaHi/ clos" friende. w" "IVuld rrui:e ava.ii.a:/Jle, ac1.'~l!ivel: 1 
to the holJt or hoste8s. C C{U'llified t;eacl;"r Jor tr.at .... :etling . 

Either a teacher of your choi ce. or a teache-:o chosen for you. 

Think of what that means to :/OU . 

F'il"otZy. you ;-.av~ th.., 0PFOrt;:..m:ty of arrarolJinG a 6:.lped,ly intC;l'2stir,f a,...d ([{ffluoent n;aal 
(Jr tlla. fo!' friend8 you L"Cwld tiearly like to s}o.are t.M. with. Seconal":!, all t.h., 
e:;:plailiing and all th3 k>olJlodge of c Pr.?par!!:.)1'Y talk ~l! be gi:)(;:n I v)" It'lA by a 
qualified teacr.er. 
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1111 '1'4 a1.l. trtlfllendouaZ/I ezeittld about the ",hoZe idlla. And "'1I'd tikB /Iou to bB part of 
thilJ ezcitemBnt. To shczrB it IJith UlI - herll's horJ to go about it: 

All you have eo do is to dec'idB (betlJeen ncrJ and the end of October) on Llhich night 
1'014 /JOuld like to hold /lour pa:rt/l. ThBn arrangll IJith thB friendB /Iou /JOuld moat likB 
to halle :.rith /Iou for that BtJBning. Friends "'ho have not stazoted T.N. Friends ",110 /IOU 
knoo.J wuld ZOlJ.1 to helll' about :it. . 

Don't even E!1L arod tell thBm ",hat T.M. is. RathBr tel.'l. thBm ",hat T.N. has denBo F01' 

/Iou. POl' Ot:h'il'3 1'0", kncrJ. HO'.J it's he"!ped /lOY. At most, all /Iou have to terr /lOUt' 
~e.g es 'i" t h.at T ."'. i3 an BffortZess, spontaneous simp!c t.echni que that is }reZp'~ng and 
impl'ovil1!J the quality oj' tife for thousands of peopZ .. all O;Jer tho /JOJ·ld. That it is 
tl"..llll a fasci nating subject. And that liE!! are ol'ganising a supper ",hel'l1 a teac;lfll' -
a parson qualified to talk about it - Llin bB invited to tlllt them about ~;t. 

That's all you haVB to sa/l. lIe'lZ do the l'BSt. 

!Jon't you think i ~ , s an ezci ting idea? 

WouUn't you t ~ I:II to bB part of it? All you havB to de thBn is fiZZ in tilB coupon 
atta.:hed and ser.d it to us b/l post jUllt 128 800n 128 /IOU can. 

Tak~ a tip though . ..• Do it ncrJ .. ' 

110 'l'e all wit·;r.g to hear f'rot!r /Iou. 

T.!I. CENTRE 

P.S. Rttrllembcl', it deesn't· have to b. a dinner pa1't/I. A tea paitv (it . deBen't havB 
to 'blJ elaboratlJ) wuld blJ fantastic. Either one evelling. any dav of thlJ "'BBk 
or, "'9SJ:endS - ",hi.chevlll' suits lIou bllst ",itt fall. ir: pel'fBatly IJith Ola' plan. 

P.P.s. A PF.RSO!!AL II!'II'IATION 

SO/1ItI of /IOU, "'II knoLl, havB too manll Pl{/ag/lltltmts to invitB p/lOpl.1I as 'gUBsts - 01' 
artl not iJta/li1ll.J in lIour oun' homes. 

AI: an a i~el"Y.a~·.:lIOi t o yoW' h<:!lIing {T .. eil ~s, may ;';IJ invit e 1I011 to bl'ing your friends 
as OUI' gulli/t8. 
If evel'tl ml'!dita~ol' had to bring just! frientIs to ONI: introduatory ta~k at the 
Centre (as OUt' guests) pCI' year, T.U. k'Oul.d .gl·OIJ "" leaps and bounda. 

A".d 80 /JOU ld you. 

TI:ink about it •• ,. if IIOU can't havlJ /lour friends in your home let us have /lOUt' 
friendc in our home. Let 148 opBn our hOttle. OUt' CS,:tl'B. to ther.r. 

Every lIe~n9sdall at Q.OO p.r.!. 

PlBuB fitt in and return to: 

.£Q.£!Q.! 
rES: 

T.N. Cn:trB, 
108 Ridge Road, 
Bef'fItl, 
DURBAN. 4001. 

TBZephonll: 2199?J 

I wculd ZoVB to hold a '1'.N. di_/ttKl partv (Pl.tKllJB indioatB). 1M 1ti.ght/ 
after>noon that 8Uita mil bllst is: 

OCTOBER . 

/IOVENBER 

DATE 

TiNE 

DATE 

TINE 

" "",," " " """""""" """""""" " """ " 

. .... ,,"" " "" "" """"" "" "" """ """ 

"" """" " ",," """" "" " "" """"" .to """ 

" "" """ " """"""" " """ " " " " """ " "" 

I M1ULD PREFER TO IIWI'IE 

.................................. (1Ian:B of ttKlChtll') 

TO TALK AT Ja PART:L 4 

Q!! . 

PLEASE ARRANGE A TEACHER OF :LOOR CHOICE FOR Ia CIN1fER/'1EA PAHr:L 

Ia NAIIE ........................................ 
Ia ADDRESS . .................................... . 

r ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

...................................... 
Nl TELEPHONE .................................... 

4 Th. C Bntl'e IJi tz de i til utmos t to p1'O'Jid. lfCU .1Ji th tiuI ftKlCh.,. of ¥OIQ'_ 
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APPENDIX D 

SOME CASE STUDIES 

CASE STUDY NO'.l - AN EX~MEDITATOR 

Pet.r ie the 80n of • 8ucc.s.ful p~Of.s8ional .. n in Durban. H. ,i. 

a student at the University and is about 19 y.ars of ag.. His 'hair is 
> 

long, 'so long that for conve"~e~ce ' h. ties it back ,with a leath.r thong. 

H. dre.... in the casual' pseudo-i~p.cunious .tyle of student. who are 

perhaps confus.d about th.ir par.nt's affluence as it .. y cOMpro.i.e their 

own ideala. P.t.r talks about hi •• elf a. an ex-enthu.iast a.ong the T.M. 

ooa.unity. , H. was brought ,up a •• Jew. WI atart.d T.". about 14 months 

ago, ~ut I stopped it when 1 wrote .atric about 5 months lat.r. 1 

beli.v. on. should have a routine in m.ditat,ing and 'I began to find this 

waan't possible when 1 was , writing .. tric, and when 1 b.gan again it really 

wa.n't the same. , 

"I .uppose I've loat interest bacaus. T.M. isn't what it u.ed to be 

when 1 .tarted. It used to ~. Just a small ,group of r.ally beautiful 

people, but qow I'. not impressed ,with the kind of people they're pulling 

in, and I'm le.s i~r.s.ed by the fact that they'r. pulling them in at all. 

No, it's not that I see the. as a kind of hippi. ,.lite, or that sort of 

thing, but ' thera !! only one , kind o,f p,erson who can benefit from T .M., 

and the others shouldn't do it. I think it'. quite wrong that ,th.y 

adv.rti •• T~M. the .. y th.y do •. This 'One in a Hundr.d' way of trying 

to get p.ople to do T.M. just vulgarises something which is too beautiful 

for the marketplace. My sistar, for instanc., .. nt.d to do T.M., but I 

di8suaded h.r becauee I think she's wrong for it. It's not i.portant 
that th.y say she lIig,ht ben.fit frolll it, b.c,us. I don't think you should 

look at .editation aa so.ething that you can~, even if it do.s help 
people, that's the wrong way to look at it. 

"I went into T .1'1. because I wes looking for a "",ay of understsnding 

my.elf better - I don't •• an I .aw T.M. a. a tool" which would enable me 
' -

to •••• ye.lf bett.r~ far from 'it - to II. T.I'I., or the ability to 

meditate is so •• thing pr.cious which sam. p.opl. have as part of their 

in~8t. capaciti.s, perhaps in the sa.s .. r that Yurie Gell.r talk. of 

hi. g1fts with b.nding .. tal, and I fe.l w •• hould d.velop ourselvaa if 

we have thie gift, and thoe. who haven't gat it will har. thalls.lvas if 
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they try, rather .than .. di~tion dOing th •• ao.e good. It'. too precious 

a thing to be adverti8ed and marketed the way they're doing now. 

"You 8ea, I think the m08t i~ortant thing in lite i8 to develop 

oneaelt, and to use T.M. tor meterial ,gain aee •• like: a aacrilega. No, 

I h~va never baen religious, 1 was brought up in the Jewiah teith, but 

not vary earnestly, a~d I've naver gone ·to the synagogue on any regular 

baais. 1 all quite prepared ·to· identity lIyaalt ea a Jaw tor Jewish cau.es, 

but this is a social thing ' tor me an'd hasn't got anything to do with 

religion. Raligion ' tor ·.a i • . a matter ot selt-diacovary and aelt

davelopm~t, and I'Ve navel' .ba.n able to under8tand public religion. 

"l .upp·ose you · aight, call it .ysticis. rather than -religion. Just 

.omething tha~ one pursues on one'. own - something that one can have a 
. . 

warm personal glow about. ror. in~tance, when · I us~d to have intaresting 

axparienca. during meditation 1 didn't 'eel like talking to anyone about 

the. - it deba.ed 'theID .omehow, and in the .a.e kind 'ot way it debases 

T.M. to have it advert1eed in "the way that they are doing • . All tho.a 

people learning to meditate each weak, how can they get to knoW what it's 

really about? 1 balieva the way they ~~troduce you to r.~. in the 

Statea is quite ·ridiculous - you make an appointment with a bloke and 

he's u.ually an artist or something like that, and he Just spends about 

5 minutes talking to you - "doesn't know you . a.t all - give. you your 
. . 

mantra, and ott you go. It's all so cOlllmercial, oh, it costs you $75 to 

do T .1'1. in the States. Just i ,n the sa !lie ..,.y that you.'re told your Nntra 

is parsonally yours, and that you should n'ever .ay it 'Sloud, 80 I thi~k 

you should not talk about your meditation, or aven about the tact that 

you Meditate. 

"I talk a bit about it now, and sura, I'll go back to it, but not 

becawse I meet sOlla crisi. - that's wrong, 1 think - that's using it ae 

e technique tor gain, and theretore coamerciali.ing it in a aenae. 

"I want to devalop lIIyaelt and this i. a vary epecial way. You .ee. 

I tound I used to .ta~t astral travel when I meditated. No, it waan't 

lika a draall, it ' wae much more raal, and in tha .a.e 'way thet 1 cen't 

tall you conv"incingly how it i. that I cen diatingui~h between a drea. 
and a waking experience, 

drea. in thie inetance. 

a ' road in Switzerland. 

eo I can't tell you how 1 know it wasn't a 

The tirst time I was suddenly walking. acro.e 

You know how they .crape the anow ott the etreets 
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and pile it up' in a .ound ~~ong the edge, wall, 1 had Gy boots ,on, the 

ones that I wore in Switzerland when 1 was there two .years ago, and 1 

could feel the particular feel of them, and I was negotiating the piles 

of snow on the roadaide; 1· was walking towards a house on the other 

aide of the road, and I knew what I .was doing for it was all so real, 

that the e~perienca wea complete. I could feel tha cold air ' as I 

breathed, going into .y nostrils - I was going to get tha snow off the 

' roof of tha house, and than quite suddenly ' I · knew 1 was in the wrong . 

·place. and I got a fright, and I was able to jump out of it. 
, ' 

"But the Gost stunnil1g exper'ience was ' when I was initiated. You 

know when the teacher turna tp .you and said your mantra, well, she 

turned to me and I went all ;aint, and 1 could see her lips moving b4t 

1 couldn't hear her saying it. Eventually she made me Bit down, and 

ahe had to say it over and over again, and then when 1 could say it, 1 

found 1 could only say it a couple of ,times and then lIy head would Just 

flop onto 'my chest and I'd stop. 1 wasntt asleep, I suppose I was in 

a tranca or something. I could hear the birds singing outside very 

clearly, but even though it . e.e~ad as if my ; brai~ was sending a thought 

mesaa,e to my Jawa and mouth " to say the word, . I couldn't get them to 

operata. 

"The only experience like it that J've ever had is when I have been 

into the country and have been down to a river. If I sit and watch the 

water, as I stare at it, ~o I go ' into a trance. I never deliberately 

look for a river, nor do I decide to go an& see if it will happen again; 

I only realise a fter it has hap'p~n'ed tha tit.!:!!!. happened. I've had this 

experience since 1 was quite smell. 

"Yes, I suppose' it is really a mystical enlightenment that Pm after, 

not religion, and perhaps that's ' what's .ade .a cross about the T.M. 
I 

Centre - they're trying to turn it into a religion now, with people and 

meetings and the group thing, instead of sOllething .one pursues oneself, 

. .!!. you.' re the kind or person who can benefit by it, that !e. And for the 

rest, it Just detracts froll the whole meaning of the thing to advertise 

and try to sell it - 1 lIean "B.ring Your friends-, they say in the news

let te.r, and "f or evary thrse you get one tree! - It's Jus t like eoap 

powder. I think it'. awful. 

"Maybe I'll tr.y a different kind of .editation, but the proble. 
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i., that'. bound to Q~~ c"o .. er~i.l1ead too';' it'. j-..·.t tha .... y averyth'ing's 
..... . . :. . 

going. Y.ou can Md.l'tate on ·your own, ot cour. .... -.lthout • aantra, or any 
. f . . '. . . ' . , : 

teaching - so.a paOpl. f..n - I've got an aun~ who ~oe., and I'll .prOb.bly 
just get back to it ~n .. y ~n. No, I ',_ not .ir\.tlira4tad il:'. 'doing any ot 

the T.~~ courses. 1 ~ •• m.ditation 8S .o .. thin~ you learn on your own, 

or rather onca YOU'~I. b·._~ taught l.P1. you dontt ~aed any turther . ,.., 

'.xplanation' or ·.upporh~g theories. tt'a a b.autitul thing, and you 

can pertect it only by d~v~loPl..g. it, which lIe~~,.· pract1c •• 

~The Qnly thing ~lk8 ~.M~ that compar~a with it in .~y way 1a 

getting atoned. I .ean thi·a intense awar.neas of the quality and texture 

ot things that 1 have when I'm doing astral traval, which happen. quite a 

lot really when I meditate. When I'll stoned, I can' read po.try and get so 

.uch more meaning our ot it - aany _eaning., instead ot Just ona. It'. 

just too beautitul. Or el.e -1 can iook around ~e and .verything'. 

marvellou.,. end I s.e and h.ar things I've naver •• an or heard b.tora. 

But being stoned is .. • ore ot an intellectual .xp.ri.nce than meditation, 

1 suppo.e. I always .ay "ordinarily I .xi.~, but when 1'- atoned th.n 

I LIVEl Experience i. height.ned in that .• tate, and that's what's .0 
interesting about a.tral travd t09'·: b,ut .ot course it'. b.tter not to get 

too tar into. the drug .c.n., med~t.tion'. a tar mora netural way ot •• It

development." 

CASE STUDY NO.2 - AN INITIATE 

Rob is a middle-class i~igrant, a T.V.Engin.er by prote •• ion, ag.d 

36, and married. H. liv.-. with ,hi~ wit. arid children in a typically 
" 

middle-cl •• s house in a .iddle-cla.s dormitory .uburb :out.id. Durban. Hia 

.ducatio~l cliMax is a po.t-school diploma, -.hich he took instead ot 

going on to school-l.aving or univer.Ity .ntrance .x.... Wh.n he wa. 

int.rviewed he had been m.ditating tor only a t.w .ontha, but claiMed 

signiticant alt.ration. in his lite-.tyle a. the r.sult ot it. 

"Drinking wa •• big probla., and I •••• to have beat.n that now. 

I u •• d to drink a lot with ay tri.nd., but I .topp.d ov.rnight ••• I lo.t 

most ot My tri.nd., ot cour •• , b.cause ot that, but I don't c.re, it'. 

not •• it th.y w.r. real triend,. anyway. 

"I .topped .ating meat too, which wa. tunny. Th. whole ta.tly'. 

vegetarian now, becau.e ot .editating. runny, t~ey .ey it'll happen to 

you without .trying and that's just what happened. When the wite put the 
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meat on the table one day, 1 just said 'I can't eat that stu'f', I can't 

explain it, it just beca .. r.pulsive , to .e, and 1 just stopped. ,In my 

business life it's a bit awkward though, .y boss asked •• to have dinner 

at his ho.e and I couldn't gat a message to his wit. to tall her not to 

bother about _eat tor .a, so 1 just had to go an~ eat it. Luckily it 

was ha. - not Juicey or ' bloody, or too fleahy, or else I just couldn't 

have sto"ched it. It was nice, mark you, but I didn't enjoy the idea 

of eating it, and it made .e feel a bit sick. In fact my boss said to 

me 'Ara you all right?' because I suppose 1 was looking a bit sick over it. 

"I've never had EeRy friends, really so neither the drinking nor 

the not .ating meat makes a 'real di'ference. We used \0 have a braai 

on a Sunday, but now when 1 amelI a braai being cooked by the neighbours, 

1 feel quite sick so.ehow, funny how it takes you. 

"I ~ ve tried all sorts of things - I suppose I'm looking for something 

spiritual - I 'eal thera's more to life than just the way it seams.' I've 

tried lots of phil080phies. both Ea8~ern and Western, but I've never been 

keen on orthodox church, and T .'M. seems to be the best so far. A few 

years ago 1 did a Dale Carnegie course, but that was juet a racket, and 

in any case you 'can hardly ,call it a spiritual thing. Maybe 1 _entioned 

it because it can help you find yourself, Dr to lose yourself which can be 

the same thing. Others I've been involved io were the Rosicrucians -

that" s a very ancient 8~hool, they try to teach you about the Mind, and 

it's full of mysticism, and ' the Arcane School - this was while I was 
, . 

living in England still. 80th of thsse were quite good. but I 'eel I've 

got mora out of, T.M., and 1 want to go further. 

"I'm tRading a book on White Magic at the mo.ent, and it has quite 

a lot of the sarna idaas a~ , T.M. in a way, for instance it talks about the 

Word· as having powsr - that's the 8ame word that they refer to in the 

Bibla you know - 'In tha beginning was tha Word' and all that. Well, it'. 

the Word that you finally use 8S a mantra when you reach Unity Conaciousness. 

·One thing 1 can't understand, and that i& that so.etimes my 

depression~ are woraa now I've been doing T.M. I do have really good 

days when just eVarything see!l1S pe,rfect and I 'ael kind of alated - I 

suppose you'd call it a High, but at other times it's woree than it was 

before. I spoke to them at the Centre, and they suggasted I meditated 

tor 15 minutes at a ti.e. instead of 20 like they told •• at firat. That'. 
helped me a bit I euppose." 
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CASE STUDY NO.3 - A CORE~GROUP ~EMBER 

Jim, aged 39, is en English immigrant with a university education, 

a wife and four children. He is self-employed, having been a ·sohool 

teacher, but now supporting himself and his fa_ily through various 

intereats, one of ~hich i. a boat-buildi~g enterprise. He also 

spends much time singing 'in operatic productions and in the. local 

choir. Asked 'how ha came to T.M. he eMbarked on a story of his · previous 

encounter with meditation:-

"Sanmat, b~t it didn't impreas me. I went along to a lecture -

they give you a mantra, the group all has the Same mantra, it's about 

12 syllables long, but there was nothing s~ientific to the explanation -I.·. a scientist, you see, and thb dldn't say anything that wasn't just 

metaphysics - that's why T~M. appealed to me of course. But what I dl~ 

like about Sanmat, actually, was that they don't take any money. Anyway, 

I'm a director ~f a fruit and nut farm business at Hillcrest, and I want 

up there one day to show one of the local newapaper men over the place and 

he - he's a friend of . mine - he said 'Bim, why don't you try T.M7' Well, . 

I waan't keen because of my previous experience, but he 'persuaded me to go 

along. The first thing that 'impressed me was all the charts and graphs In . 

the hall, their scientific stuff; I thought, here's something that I can 

understand. So 1 joined. Yes, the whole family joined, my twin sons, my 

daughter and my wife. ~y eldest .son joined last. But I must say my 

daughter , and my wife aren't so keen anymore, and my eldest aon's stopped 

altogether, he was 'not very interested, I suppose, but the twins are, the 

one's keener than the other. They're both doing the SCI course at the 

moment, they're 16, the twins, and I want th~m to go to MIU in Switzerland 

when they've finished school. My wife's not so keen, not keen at all I 

sUPP9se, about it. You see it'll cost RIO,OOO to have them there for 6 

months, and my wife says, like she always does, 'If. you've got money to 

throwaway why don't you give it to me?' You see, she doesn't understand 

that one can want to epend money on a Higher Purpose. She'~ a very 

egotistical sort ot person, if you get my meaning, it's her ~oms and her 

tamily that count, see, it they're all rig~t, then it doasn't matter it the 

people next door are st,rving. I'd like to open my hou.e to everyone - I 

sometimes think of all the 1,600 .editators in Durban and how marvellous 

l~'d ba to get them all togethar, you wouldn't need much room, not like 

ordinary people, I mean you could aleep 20 in one room in bunks ' up the wall, 
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because they'd still get on with each other. Th~t', the thing about 

meditators • 

• You aee, I think T.M.'s already changing the world. I used to ba 

such a pessimist about things~ always worrying about wars, and ' the like, 

I'v~ alwaye been a pretty strong paCifist, 1 suppose, but now 1 don't 

worry - 1 think the combined e,frect of the thought-lllaves froll all these' 

meditators was responsible for the ending of the Vi.tna. war, and now 
(1) , , 

fot detente in Southern Atrica - and in the "iddle Eaet of courae. " 

There are thousands ot T.~. meditators in Xaraal, and now it's catching 

on in Egy:pt too. 1 think in Durban we can thank meditation for the 

closure 'of the ' whaling ,station that's mentioned in tonight's paper. All 

these thought-waves must have ~ome efrect. You aee, Lyall Watson, he's 

the man who wrote Supernature - you'va raad it I suppose - he saya in 

hie book that the alpha wavas that emanate trom ,the brains ot meditators 

are .the ' same as those that are put out by paople who have talepathic 

powers. They've 'done an e)(pe~iment in Ru.da - they put them in a 

faraday cage, and they can .ttu.detect ' the thought waves outside SO 

they're not electro-"gnetic w.vea~ So all these waves baing generatad 

by ' so many meditators must atfect the atllosphere, it stands to reason. 

When '1 reed what "ahar1ehi was 'aiming tor with his 'one in a hundred' 

meditetors I thought it was terrific. This ia w~at we need. I'm sure 

now, ' meditation is going to save the world, and they're already the 

rulers, I mean we've the people who' hav~ the intluenca, don't you think? 

We're going to be the rulers of the world and I otten laugh to myself and 

say 'and you're going to be one of the ruling classesl' 

"The way I aae religion, you see is 1 think all tha religious 

leadere - Buddha, Christ, ~oses, they all .a~itatad. Christ w •• ~ 

scieotiat of couree, the only difference is they didn't have , the 

te~hniques - graphs and things, in thoae days, for hiM to be able to 

ehow in th,e way we do what he knaw - thay were all scient1at. - you Ny 

call the •• yetics, but I call tham acianti.ta bacausa thay ·~ ~hat they 

were doing - and what were they doing? They were lIaditati~g. They knew 

that this is the way to heaven if you like. If you look at the Bible, 

it's all thara - tunny I was an agnostic before I did T.". - you know , , 
trained in phyaics and all that, there wasn't rooll to balieva in raligion 

but since I've dona T.M. I'va read the Bible ,from cover to cover, and it's 
all eaying tha .a.e thing about maditation. 

(1) 
Thia was in 1975. 
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-Tak. the S.~aon on the "aunt - the B.atitud •• , tor in.tanc. - the 

tire~ on~'. ·.Bl •••• d ar. the poor in .pirit, tor ' they .hall se. God', now , 

the th.ologians and that, have n.ver b.en able to give a aati.'actory 

.xplanation tor thia t.ra, 'th. poor in 8pirit', but the word '8pirit' 

i8 the .a •• in H.brew a. 'br.ath·, and 80 what it ahould b. i8 the 

'poor in ,breath', the shallow breathers, you .ee. and the.e are the 

.. ditators. Then taka the bit about Je.ua .aying 'I di. daily", well I 

think it'. a wrong tran.lation aoaewher., and what h. r.ally aaid ia 

'I diva daily' and when he .aid 'I bring you et.~nal lit.', you ......... 
know that the pre'ix 'e' and t~. pre'ix '.x· are tha aa.e, and thia i8 , 

alao a mi.take, becaua. 1 think i~ ought to read 'I give you !!t.rnal 

lite', he •• ant phy.ical well-b.ing, it ..... to .e~ Oh, there are lota 

aore ais~k.s ot this kind, but anyway l'a convinced that that's what 

all religion'. about. 

-But the thing about T.". 1. that it i. thoroughly scientitic too, 

1 .. an it .ort ot valldate. 8ci.nc. ln a way • . Take the second law 0' 
thermo-dynealc. which .ay. that every ' .y.t •• runa down, only to be 

, , 

recharg.d. Now T.M. Juat prov •• it, you •••• We go into a .tat. 0' 
cela when we aeditate,but thia v.ry .tate haa the .".ct ot ~a-charging. 

We ar. creating ord.r out ot diaorder, and the gre.ter the co~ined torcea 

ot order that are in operation, .0 the More disorder i. di.p.ll.d. Thi. 

ia where I .ee T.". to tit into 'th. e8tabli.hed body 0' aci.ntitic knowledge. 

-I gave up eating ... t about .ev.n y.ars ,ago, be'or. I .tart.d T.". 
in tact, but wh.n w. all .ta~t.d doing T.". the 'aaily tollowed. I'v. 

nev.r b.en a •• ok.~ and I u •• d to have a gla.a ot .h.~ry with my wi'. in 

the .v.ning. but I've .topp.d now. She ha.n't ~ I don't aind i' .h. doe. 

what .h. like., but I , don't drink at all 'now. T." •• topp.d •• drinking 
t.a too, now 1 only drink .. rait.. 1 cce. to the C.ntr. ~.gula~ly b.cau.e 

I want .y twin boy. to have ev.rything that they can get through T."., ao 

I alway. bring th •• on Wedn •• day and Thur.day night. to do SCI. No, I 

can't .ay .y wit.'. that k •• n on them going into T.". like thi8, but I ... 
think it'. the b •• t .ducation kids could hav •• -
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CASE STUDY NO.4 - A PERIPHERAL ~DITATOR 

Jaan is a divorc.a o~ about ·forty who hald. a Job a. Branch Manager 

of an Airline Co~any. She laft .chool bet or •• be Matriculated, .. rriad 

young .nd divorcad r.cently. She hae no children, but live. with her 

elderly mother who.e health .ia ailing. She hal never been inter.etad . 
in conventional Church-going, but conf •••• s ' to have b.an involv~d with 

Chri.tian Science at on. stag. in her life, and also has studied Yoga. 

She i. not a v.getarian, nor is she particularly interested in 

health foode, and her intarest in T.". is ad.ittedly tor the sake of 

learning to relax in a job world where tenaione run high, and d.manda 

ara made upon har trom h.r parsonal ·lifa as w.ll. 

Har office is on the tenth floor of a city centra block, and from 

here she commands authority over sevaral assiatants and othar statt. 

Everything around her i. orderly, .fficient and up to dat.. She her.alf 

is .vel'a and ta~hionably dreeeed. eefor. har on har d •• k, pen-holder, 

blotter, calendar and folder are lined up tour square. On a table beside 

.har whita vinyl ottioe chair three telephones etand at tha ready. Poeters 

on the wall show scene. tram countries to which the airline tlies. The 

atmosphere is cordial and effiCient, if unrelaxed. 

Atter a briet wait while she instructs h.r staff in the next room she 

says' officially "Now what can I do for you?" and the intervi.w begins. 

"You wish to k~o" why I did T.M? "'.11, my work creates great 

tensions, there are def dlines I have to meet, airline schedules to be 

reckoned ·with, precisions, decisions, demands fro. one source or anoth.r. 
I 

It is difficult to r.tain one's composure at times, and where one doe8, 

it ~8 ueually at the expens. of one'8 nervous .y.tem. The Job .. ke. . 

great d.mands on one's inner resource.. One accumulate. tansion. and 

stress and ona's efficiency is a bit at risk in these circumstances too. 

I first read about T."· in an article in the ev.ning paper. Th.re wa. an 

article in the Wo .. n's Pag.. I went along with a friend to aee it it was 

all it .aid it was - time off lII.ork, of couree, but it wa. w.ll worth it. 

I had praviously h.ard a bit about T.~. through a· '&gazine article. Both 

thes. sources had d.scribed i .PI. a. a way of coping with .tre8s. The 

only other way we tri.d to .ort out this kind ot problem wee through 

Chri.tian Scien08, but that was a long ti.e ago. 
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"I'. atraid 1 don't Meditate a. regularly a. 1 .hould. That'. the 

proble.. Since Plother's b.en so ill it'e been doubly dit.t1~ult, because 

we live alone together in a tlat and thera's only .a to cara tor her. 

eetore Plother got ill I did .. nage to meditate tairly r.gularly, and 

the benetits were enor.ous, ~ut s~nce then it'. ditticult enough to tit 

in the morning . • editation. let alone the evaning one. 

-I thought p.rhapa 1 cou~d .aditata in the ottice, but so.ahow with 

all tha things around. like the telephone going, and juat the presence or 

tiles and letters, the atMoaphere was wrong, so that waen't succeastul. 

"Laat waek was tha worst. I had to take a tour ot eleven people to 

Europe tor thrae days. tour at the. had never bean out at South Atrica 

betor. and thay h.d to be lookad attar lik~ children. It was a 

tra .. ndoua strain. Travel is not ae ralax.d es it u.ed to b. at co~rae, 

with all the security checks, and the searching tor baggage. One has 

enough troubla too, handling one~a own papers and paasport, and exchange 

control papers, and customs, without having ~o do the ea.e tor eleven 

other people who don't understand what it'e all about. 

-So meditation and this kind at travel don't easily .ix. but juat 

because 0' the tansions that build ·up, at course it'. all the .ore 

valuable, and really it could pull one throu~h if one could rind a way 

at keeping it up at tiMes like this. 

"And i' one thinke one's going to Meditate on the plane. that'. 
, 

another thing one's got wrong. Tha steward is always bringing chits to 

you to sign, tor thia and that, and asking if this person or~8rs this 

instesd ot that. So .ome days, despite my best intentions, meditation'. 

out, .ven though · tha ettort ia always worth it. 

-I supposa tha Moat iMportant thing about •• ditation i. that 1t 

gives one a haightened aense ot purpose, and al.o, on. 1. better abla to 

avoid tha sort 0' contu.ion that ari.es tr~M so.eti .. s wh.n everything 
crowds in on ana, about what to do tir.t. 

"I'. atraid I don't get to the Centre ~ch, to t.ll you the truth, 

g.oing any turther into T .PI. do.an't intar.at .. a bit. "editation'e 

beneticial, but that'. all 1'. in it tor.-

A •• ha speaka the telaphone at her .ide rings and .he excu.e. her.alt, 

exclai .. over the naw. that the 538 hae been delayad, excu.e. her.elt 

. again, pa •• es on the intor .. tion into one at the oth.r talaphone. by her 
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side, phones the local airport on the third, inetructing the~ about the 

first-class passengar who Must be contacted about the dalay, spaaks 

again on the internal line to the clerk next door, and returns her 

attention with unruffled dignity. 

CASE STUDY NO.5 ~ YOUNG MEDITATOR-

Jane is a school girl of 16, who has recently arrived in Durban and 

has had difficulty in aettling in in a new school syste.. Her previoue 

school which was outside Soutry Africa, was co-educational and racially 

mixed. While she is now at an all white girls' achool she finds that in 

terms of values and outlook she is quite on her own. Her previous school 

despite its heterogenity at one level, she regards as having presented 

her with a protected life, 'everyone thought the same way about things'. 

Here she has had to get on with people whose ideas conflicted with hers, 

whose viaws and values she often considered childish or prejudiced or 

narrow, and who did not seem to understand her either. She is a shy, 

sensitive girl who i. nervous about being interviawed. 

Recently her ~other lapsed into a state of bad depression, and this 

had a bad -effect on the fsMily as a whole. Jane began to feel that she 

did not have the energy "or coping with the social damands of school life, 

and began to withdraw. When a friend said that she was going to T.M. 

-she decided to see if she could do it with her. 'It certainly made ~e 

cope batter with the paople at school, I'm more tolerant of them now, and 

they don't bother me like they did before. I like them a lot better, and 

so I suppose it stands to reason that they like me batter too.' She 

doesn't see her deprassion and tiredness as a major emotional or psycho

logical problem, or something 'as drastic as to go to a psychistrist for.' 

Her mother wae on tranquillisers whan she was depressad, but they 

didn't suit her, aither they made her dopey, or elee they didn't do any

thing at all. Eventually har mother want to a homeopath, and he fixed 

her with some little pills she had to suck, and maa.aged her neck and 

shoulders to get rid of the tension, but it was too axpansive to continue, 

because you can't gat in on the .edical aid. 

Jane didn't consider herself to have baen in as b~d a stata as her 

~othar. 'Psychiatry is for people who are really neurotic, 1 didn't want 

to collact myself a la~el - I was just dapressed and didn't seem to have 

the energy for anything, but 1 wa.n't as bad as that'. 

Conventional religion did not s.e. to answer her nead either,I'va 
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saan lots of Religions, but I don't fe81 at ho_e in any of them. It means 

nothing to me, and I don't think I could ever get involved. Maybe if 

so.eone was already in a religion they could get some help from talking to 

a priest or something, or from praying, but I have never felt like that. 

~aybe now I'm doihg T.M., in a funny way, I could be more interested in 

religion, but not in a Christian church, just in religious ideas.' 

"I do feel at home ~t T.~. though, I suppose the people are so 

relaxed, and everyone saema to be getting something really good out of it, 

yes I suppose it's my kind of place - the people are so nice and comfortable 

to be with. I might do some advanced course later, it all sounds very 

interesting, but the problem's the money.- What other religions had she 

'saen'? 'Well, wa went to the Hari Krishna group in the City Hall tha 

other night, Sally and me, but I wasn't at all impressed. They spoke 

about thatr beliefa as if it was the only possible way of believing, .and 

when they asked for qua.tions they got all upset with the questioners, 

and wouldn't answer the questions - at least in T.M. there's plenty of 

time for questions - One guy sat there glowering at the audience as if they 

ware all sinners, and the othar one actually grabbed the microphone from 

Bomeone who wae asking an awkward question, and said 'No more questions:' 

And when they were praying some bloke on the stage with his cine camera 

was ta~ing photographs all the time. They all had their gold watches ·and 

tape recorders, but it was 8' racket.' 

CASE STUDIES NO.6 . 

Martin and Howard are two upper-Middle claes boys of about 16 years 

of age who live in a prestigious dormitory suburb outside Durban. They 

are intelligent, questing .young men, w-.o are only fairly loosely integrated 

into their 'amilies. Their parente are well-tO-dO, and appear to have high 

expectations of their sons, both in terms of behaviour, career choice 

and ultimate occupational succsss. They were interviewed together, since 

their association with T.M. was formed together and their histories both 

before and within the movement are similar. They w,re interviewed sitting 

casually on the steps in the garden of the Centre, Martin explains how 
they came to Join T.M: 

' ''Well, we went into T.M. together really, I auppose, Howard and ma, 

we've alwaya been pale, but I was tha one who'd heard about it first. My 

brothers, both of them, have done T.M. The middle one of us three ~oye 

was the first, and ao I hea'rd about it through him, and I could see the 
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diffarence it .ada in hia. He used to be all tense and that, a~d 1 _ 

8uppose I ~a8 too. I've always been-full of proble.a I suppose, and I 

.ust have been looking for something. ' ~y parents were pretty worried 

about U8 two~ now 1 think about it. - I knew I was pretty mixed up - I've 

always been able to be honest with myself about thinge, so I knew I 

needed something, and all that drinking and drugs waen't really getting 

me anywhere. 

"The school got pretty fed up too. Yea, my parents knew I smoked, 

and the 8chool caught me a coupla ti.as, but they didn't know about the 

other things, not about the pil18. You see my 01' man's a doctor, and he 

gets the samples and when he went out we'd ~o in a rifle hi_ desk, Madrax, 

Librium, Vallium the lot. Anything he had - tranquillisers, speed, they 

get all the8e thing8 through the poet. I don't think he knaw, but thay 

knew evarythi~g was wrong with me because of the way I was, and they 

knew about the drink. 

Howard 

"Yea~ the school told them, we'd been to thi8 party, aee, and we 

were drunk as lords, it was a school party, and so.e of the staff aaw us 

pis8ed. runny thing is they were drunk themselves, which was a bit of a 

laugh, if y~u like to look at it that way. Actually, my Dad didn't take 

it too badly. He's a relaxed sort of guy really, De's a big 8portsman, 

big surfer and all that. My Mom'8 alway8 trying to stop hia being 80 

relaxed about everything, like now about T,M., ahe's keen- to do it, 

because she can sae the change itis made to me, but she won't do it with

out hi., because she thinks it will make hi. leas relaxed about everything, 

and she's really -keen to get him into it. There's a problem about money 

too of course, but I suppose they'll be doing it ao.atime. 

Martin 

"~ne haven't got any excuse. They think it's marvellous - my 01' 

man can't get over the change ~n me, and my brother for that matter. When 

he comes home at night, sometimes I'm all lit up because I've Jua~ 

finished my med, and 8a.etimes I get so I can't stop for all the energy 

it gives me, so I'. doing preas-ups or something on the lawn. Yea, my 

brothar was the sama as .e with drugs, probably worse, so they think it's 
8~zing. Now it'8 for them to do T.M., there's no eXCU8e for them not 
to. My eldest brother .editates too, but when I 8aw him coupla week8 ago 
in Capatown, said he's 8toppe~, but he said he'd go back to it. He's 
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always bsen a fairly straight guy though. Funny thing, psychology treeks 

.a out. It's gotta chang a though, I .ean all this Freud end Jung stutt, 

it can't, go on, the way ,the world is, and what people need." 

Howlrd 

"Vea. Tr~ble with psycho it's so ,pessimis~ic., "y "a's doing 

psychology at Univeraity. ' She did it for her B.A." now she'. halt way 

through that teaching thing~ whatever you call it, excepting now ahe'. 

had another baby - there's tive ,ot us - I'm 'the oldest. She's always 

talking ' of ~as the Age ot Anxiety, when really it'e the Age ot 

Enlightenment. There's going to be changes psycho doesn't know about 

yet. She wes suepicioua ot T.M. at first, you aee, because now she's 

done psycho she knows about drugs and things, and when I used to go into 

my room and shut myself ott and meditate; you' s8e meditation always makes 

my eyes red for, some reason, so she used to think I was smoking dope, 

because 'of this. Psycho 8eams to make them alwsys want to take things 

apart somehow, whereas meditating puts · things together." 

"-rtin 

"funny thing T.M.~. done t~r me, I know it'8 not like a ' relig~on 

and all that, but I used to be a convinced atheiat, but I'm not now. Not 

atter doing SCI. This really gives you somet~ing, the way it's put 

across. "y family's not religious, snd I don't suppose you'd call me 

~eligious either even now, but I really got something trom SCI. 

"Vea, ~o did I. I was contir.ad and all that, just to plaase my 

mothar, but it didn" t mean anything. Now SCI'a given me a path, not a 

religion so much as a path, my mother'a religioua and when I started 

rsading about Krishna and all that ahe treakad because it wasn't Christian. 

But now she doesn't mind so much. ~y Dad's aasy, ha doesn't hassla, he 

thinka it's all nuta of course, b~t he'a plaasad I atopped amoking, he 

Just hated me amoking round the JOint"because he'a this big sportsman, 

see. What I 11ke about SCI or the Bhagavad Gita, I ahould aay, ia that 

it gives you something to act~ally ~, as wall as the raasona tor doing 

it. l ,.ean apart tro. praying, Christianity do.sn't give you anything to 

do. I'd really like to le~rn Sanskrit now, ~ecau.e every tran81ation (I've 

read three) of the 8hagavad Gita'a ditterent, so I'd lik~ to read it in 

the original', but I auppose it'. a vary hard language, but... About this 
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suppo.e it'. all in the .ind, but I really think it can cura p.ople, 

asth .. and thing. like that." 

Martin 

"Bu~ not only a.th .. - reMeMber that guy on the Re.idence Cour.e? 

He reckoned that cut on hi. hand got batter ~ch tast.r b.cause he was 

rounding, and that other guy, that old ana, who had rheu .. stism in hia 

·hsnd so it was all turned' in and stitt like thia, he ju~t tound one day 

at table he could reach out and ' pick up a plate that he couldn't do betore. 

And "aharishi say. too that meditating gives you protection against 

infection, ' so you don't get so much colds and 'tlu. And you know what 

they say about being sick, I mean even the doctor. aay it - it you're 

always moping about and gloomy, th~n you're the one who gets sickness 

whsn there's an epid.mic, ·so being unstressed MUst help with things 

like that." 

Howard 

"Yea., you know looking back I .uppose w. wsre quit .. lucky really. 

Lots of people get into the drug scene, but the point is whether you 

get out. We were a.ong the worst - ·.~ch worse I'd say than the average 

person. at our school - but t~e trouble co_es when it's got you, like 

some at the blok •• I know, where's it going to get them, when you can't 

get out ot it because it'a got into you? -
"Our triends, most at them, think we're crazy, .. ditating and all 

that. Now when there's a rugby dance or something we don't even have a 

beer or a smoke. No it wa.n't hard to give up, . it "just happened naturally. 

Now we don't even aat .. at, .ither ot u., our tamilie. don't mind I 

suppp.e, they're Just plea.ed to .ae u. go .traight. So.e or our real 

triend. are .till around or course, but what we do'. changed a lot. for 

instance, I got .y.elt a blcycle and tixed it up, now ' l ride around every

where tor exerci •• , betore I suppa •• I wa. always Just hanging around 

smoking, or looking tor dope with other blok.s. "y Dad thinks ltv. gone 

crazy, but he'. plea •• d about the •• oking tor .ur .... 

CASE STUDY NO.7 

. Elizabeth i. a .. rri.d wo .. n of 27 who i. an enthu.ia.tic voluntary 

helper at the Centre. She give. the iapre.eion at striving to gain .ome

thing .or. tram lite than 1. otfered by her middle-cla •• do .. stic 
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background. She is a housewife and the mother of a small child, and 

speaks of herself in terms which, indicate loneliness and discontent, both 

with her lot and with her marriage. She has done several residential 

courses at tha Centre, the first half of the T.M. teacher's training 

course (which enables her to ncheck~' meditations) and has studied SCI. 

She became a vegetarian after learning T~ M ., and is now ~committed" to 

health foods. She spends part of most days at the Centre, either helping, 

or just visiting the teachers. 

Elizabeth claims ' that T. M. has made her more conscio~s of health, 

that it has improved her sleeping habits and most of all it has made her 

more tolerant of people and heighten~d her "sensitivity to the universe". 

Above all she feels that T. M. has answered a spiritual need for her. She 

came to T.M. through a close friend with whom she did everything. Their 

husbands had been at school together, and the four of them formed a very 

close-knit relationship~ 

"My friend went to the T. M.Centre to find out what it was about, as 

she had been speaking to people who were doing it. She decided to start 

doing T. M., but I didn't want to at that stage, 80 she did it alone. I 

was just like the rest of the people - didn't want to try anything I knew 

nothing about. I have never really been religious in 'the orthodox sense, 

the only time 1 ,have been keen on church was when I met my husband, that 

is before we were married. He used to attend the local church and 1 used 

to go a~ong with a friend who was a church-goer there, in order to see my 

husband. But then she movad away, and my husband and I ~stablished a 

r~lationship, so I didn't need to go to church any more to see him. 

"When my friend became really involved in T.M. I decided to go ' and 

see what it was like. It was quite unusual for me really, usually I don't 

like doing things like this on my own. In some ways I'm a loner, I 

suppose, 1 like to read and sit and think on my own a lot, but 1 don't 

like going out on my own into new situations really. I suppose I lack 

the confidence for new things and places and people. Bu~ this time, which 

1 think is very strange for me, I went on my own to the introductory 

lecture,and completed the course alone. 

"I wanted my husband to come with me but he really wasn't interested 

and still isn't today, which at first caused many problems but 1 have 

learnt to cope with them. I did a lot of reading about T. ~ . and became 
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very much involved in it. 

spiritually but concretely. 
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It literally started changing my life, not only 

I started changing our diet - it has become 

more creative, I eat vegetables and salad now and am more interested in 

cooking - but my husband still eats meat and he thinks I am really mad to 

change my life this way. He was quite antagonistic at the beginning and 

we used to a rgue about it - I really wanted him to join but he wouldn't and 

he couldn't see that it would be good for us both. I then learnt to 

' transcend the whole thing between my husband and me - I am rather sad 

though that he doesn't join - he really needs it - , I think. It's quite 

strange because he has his boss and colleagues around to dinner and they 

think I am a freak or something and they always ask me about T.M. and my 

involvement and I always tell them - but they seem to see it as a big 

joke. But Jesus died on the cross for what he believed in. But the 

,funny thing is that when I'm not around and people talk about T. ~ . he is 

very supportive of it. 

"T.M. has become my life - it has changed my values, my perspective 

and the way I relate to people. I used to be withdrawn and shy and if 

we were going out with or to people who were intellectual, I used to keep 

quiet becaus~ I didn~t want to embarrass myself by saying something wrong. 

But since I have been doing T.M. and the courses that T. M. offers, I have 

become more confident and can contribute to the conversation because I 

have learnt so much about most things at the Centre. The tapes on SCI 

by Maharishi are very, very good and have taught me so much. I feel 

that my consciousness has extended so much, and I could never have grown 

to this extent without T.M. 

"When I worked as a typist for a firm, the manager, who was a dynamic 

man, used to be incredibly rude and just order us around. He worked very 

hard and when he had work to do he expeoted you to drop whatever you were 

doing and do what' he had flung onto the d~sk. You could never disagree 

with him or else he would sack you. I was very scared of him and used 

to do exactly what he wanted me to do, and when he wanted me to do it. 

When I was going to have my baby I resigned but have s~nce gone back to 

help th~m out. When I go back now I am not scared and timid any more _ 

I stand up to him and talk to him about things - and you can see that he 

is amazed by me - but I think he likes it too. 

"I have also been helping out at the Centre and it too has been so 

good for me - living with the 3 teachers during the day - they are such 

beautiful people. It is very difficult for them to have relationships 
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with other people because they have a so much higher conscious ness and they 

can see through people.Alis" .. is especially a fantasti c p.erson - I really 

love her - you can get close to people and really . like them, but I love Ali

son more than anybody else. I don't mind if she doesn't return my 

affection for her - 1 don't mind just giving to her all thg time - for 

me t o give is to receive the mos t beautiful thing from ,U ::' 30n .' :~3 ::r.at s he is 

taking it. 

"If I had t~ choose (1 hop ~ 1 don't have to one day) between my 

involvement with T. M. and anything else - I'd choose T. ~I . It means 

everything to me - I'd love to become a teacher but I know 1 can't do 

it now, but I also know that 1 will one day become one. I believe in 

re-incarnation 'and I believe in God - T. M. does believe in God: Wh~n you 

do the other cours es you will hear thot T. M. does believe in God. 

II One of the big differ ence s it has made to me, do i. ng T . I·j ., is ' that 

thes e days when people talk about politics and things like th~t, it really 

makes me feel impatient, because they're just on the wrong track. 

Changing Governments will never change the way people think, and that's 

what counts. You've got to begin with the people first." 

CASE STUDY NG.B - THE CUUNT[R CULTU RE SEARCH 

~ete is a Mechanical Engineer who experi cinced something of a 

cultural conversion through T. ~ . He i s about 2B, and is married. His 

wife Jill is also 'into' T. ~ : ., a nd together they feel tha~ it has been 

responsible for their total re-assessment of values and lifestyle. 

Pete sat on the floor of hi s 'pad', with his 5-month old baby Oylan 

{" 0e just dig Bob Dylari, on his lap. He is a l a r ge bushy-haired young 

man, dressed in an 'ethnic' shirt, and handmade sandals. He confesses 

almost a pologetically that most of his life he has been religious, or 

at leas t a church-goer. He and his wife met at church. He had felt 

totally committed to the evangelical mis s ion of the church, a s a lay-man. 

When he and Jill married, their life-style was wholly 

conventional. 

"We had a 2-bedroomed flat, and a servant who came in twice a week 

to clean up, and do the washing. Uur life~style was very ordinarily 

suburban, and we couldn't see that it would ever change. 

"But things didn't go well. ' . 1 t t d h l' we s ar e ass 1n9 each other, and 

neither of us felt fulfilled and we blamed our marriage for this. 
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"I was working in a good job, earning a lot of bread, Jill was 

teeching in a very middle-class suburb, and everything seemed as if it 
should be fine, but it wasn't so we blamed each oth~r. We had all the 

. material things we could want, so why weren't we happy? 

"We never questioned our life-stylo - this was how our parents had 

lived, and how we had be~n taught to live, the same as our religion was 

just the one we had been brought up to. We didn't think that this could 

have been where we were going wrong. 

"Then I started to read about other religions, Just to see lilY ollln 

religion in ·perspective, and this was the point at which I started 

drifting away from my· own religion, although I didn't go in for any of 

the sects I read about. 

"I also started looking at my life, and then the change started 

to occur. 

"The first step was to acknowledge that the church was not fulfilling 

my needs, and we wi·thdrew from it. Then we reassessed our life-style and 

our apparent need for all these material possessions we had got around our

selves. We just sold, or gave away our expensive wedding presents, and 

found a commune to move into, so we could live more simply and learn to 

share what we had with otners. We moved in with people we hardly knew, 

and I changed jobs, and Jill went to university. 

"Jut was able to go along with m-e, fortunately, (although she says 

when we started doing T.M. she used to feel embarrassed at the university, 

because she thought T.M. would sound a bit weird to her intellectual 

friends, and ~he felt they might laugh at her). 

"At this point we met people who were into T.M. It IIIas a·. crucial 

point in our lives, and it just came as something positive, when we had 

abandoned all the things we felt were ne9ative. I suppose we were 

influenced a lot ~y a'.local folk singer who sang about T.M. and 'Seeing 

the Light'. 

"Actually Jill was first to go along to T .1"'1. but I followed about 

2 weeks later-. 

"Although it made all the difference to our lives, I must say I 

dQn't meditate regularly now. Only when I'm g~tting into hassles, or 

when Jill and I are getting into a real argument, then I ' •• 1 the 

tensions rising, and she gets tsnse (she's a very tens. sort · of person, 

and highly charged), so I will Just say, 'I'm going to meditate'. Jill 
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interrupts, "Hs makes me so mad because I will want to scream and shout -

I'm much ~ore highly s~rung than he is, but he' will go and meditate and 

come back in 2U minutes with that grin on his face, and I'll still want 

to argue and get it out , of my system - but he just smi,les." 

"I feel that everyone needs, at some stage, to do ~.M." continues 

Pete, "Because eve~ although you might not be aware of it consciously, 

the atmosphere is polluted with negativity and one needs T.M. to exist 

in this kind of atmosphere. I don't go to the Centre regularly. but 

maybe someday I'd do one of their advanced courses." 

CASE STUDY NO.9 - THE PUBLICITY CATCH 

Yvonne is a housewife, whose husband is a successful commercial 

artist~ She lives close to the T.M.Centre in a very expensively decorated, 

though smallish house. Her two children are grown up now, and she has 

little to do with her time. However, she has a cheerful disposition, and 

takes life comfortably', giving the impression of an easy temperament and 

lots of good nature. 

Why does someone like Yvonne learn ,T.M? 

"I really only went to T.M. out of curiosity. You see" they used to 

rent the house over there, and from here we could often hear their concerts 

on a Sunday evening. They used to have musicians and Indian music and fairy 

lights allover the garden and we could see it all from the verandah, then 

someone told me that they practised some strange cult which taught them to 

leave their ~odies, that was the transcending part of it - so that you 

could get outside your body and see what you looked like from over the other 

side of the room or something. Then my sister-in-law came here from 

Rhodesia and I showed her what was going on with the Indian music and the 

coloured lights and about the transcending, and ahe said 'No. You've got 

it wrong - it's not nuts at all, it's the most marvellous thing, they've 

helped me and Gillian no end.' GUlian is her daughter you aee, she was 

an instrument birth and she's O.K. though, but her head's a funny shape 

and the optic nerve was damaged, so she can only read with a book over 

here, like this, (Yvonne puts her head one side). 

"But her mind's O.K. thank goodness. Anyway she walks in a fun~y way, 

not exactly spastic, but like this, with , her head in a ' funny ~osition and 

her arms a bit floppy. Esme" her Plum, always says 'I'm sure no one will 

marry Gillian', and I suppose she knows herself she doesn't attract boys. 

She's got the sweetest nature, though - too sweet, probably - and she's 

clever, she's got her C.I.S., and would have gone on to do C.A. but her 
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father wouldn't've let her. he thought it was too much strain on her. 

Anyway she must be better bec.ause she's in London now, living in a bed

sitter in Kensington, and she's spending all her time with the T.M. 

crowd in London. Sh'e's found a crowd, I suppose. because she's always 

been a bit left out - the other kids in the family are much younger and 

they swim for Rhodesia and all that, full ,of life and nonsense, only 

Gillian was quite different, she was very close to her mother, and the 

two of them must ~ave gone into this together. Anyway it fixed Gillian 

if anything could fix her, if you know what I mean. 

"The actual first time I went to T.M. was because they had a Daily 

News ' Woman's Morning thing there one morning. I'd paid 50 cents for 

membership of the Women's Morning, with Mabel my friend, and had forgotten 

all about it. Then this morning the girl comes to me and says 'there 

must b~ something funny going on in the road because of all the cars 

parked on the road,' and all we could hear in the house was car doors 

slamming, so I went to see, and there were all these people getting out 

and walking up towards the top of , th~ ' hill. Then my friend Mabel happened 

to 'phone and I said, 'I don't k~ow what's going on in the road, there're 

so many cars' - she lives just at the corner you see and she said, 'Oh, 

it's that Transcendental , Meditation thing they're having for the Daily 

News Woman's Morning', and so just out of curiosity we decided to go. 

We'd paid for 'Woman's Morning' for the year, so it seemed reasonable. 

I mean I would never have bothered to have gone out of my way to go to 

it, it was only because it was practically next door. We had to go and 

sit in the ' next room because when we arrived it was so crowded that we 

couldn't get into where they were showing the television film of Maharishi 

or whatever his name is. 

"I don't meditate much, I should I suppose, but I'm a pretty calm 

sort of person. When I was young I used to be so full of life and I 

couldn't keep it inside me - even now a lot of the time I feel so full 

of happiness and just cheerfulness that people don't take me seriously 

riot that it matters, I don't suppose I care what people think of me very 

much. I get on with all sorts of people, people arejust people, neither 

less nor more, and I can talk to ,anyone without shyness Or that sort of 

bother. I don't ever seem to have real problems or crises. I don't 

knqw, some people just seem to attract them, like a 'ew friends I've got, 

or maybe it's if you don't sort out a problem when it begins then it can 
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get out of hand and that way you land with crises. Right now I've got one 

friend who's attempted suicide twice, she has a problem with her husband 

of some sort, she hasn't told me much about it but I heard it from someone 

else, and she gets these terrible depr~ssions. I think most of these 

people whose problems get out of hand are just a bit week. I don't want 

to sound smug or anything, 1 suppose it's just the luck of the way you)re 

born, but 1 have always found it quite easy to be honest with myself and 

to admit when I'm wrong and I think that helps to begin with. And I 

suppose I've got my religion, I don't go to church as much as I should, 

but I just talk to God all the time. A lot of the time you wouldn't 

even call it prayer, just talking to God. Really I can't imagine any 

kind of crisis opsetting my life so I rarely 

my married life, Hans ,and I've been terribly 

know that somehow the sort ,of faith I've got 

always had the experience of when I've got a 

to God and he's put things straight. 

was got down. I mean, 

close, but if he died, 

could keep me going. ' 

problem of handing it 

all 

~ 

I've 

over 

"Yes, T.M. has calmed me quite a bit, when I do meditate, that is. 

You know this house is in a funny position. You see those flats over 

there? Well there's no caretaker, and all the people work and they have 

resident servants who make a fantastic row in the mornings when they're 

cleaning. They yell out of the windows at each other, and they have bus

driver boy friends ' who come and have breakfast with them and who they 

allow to bath in the flats, and what goes on, and all. You wouldn't 

believe the row though. I mean I'm not hard on them or anything but 

sometimes it ~eally got me down, and I'd shout at them out of the window, 

'for heaven's sake keep quiet, don't make such a row' And some of them 

were cheeky - the one would just say 'He!' - you know how they do? - aod 

carryon. When I used to go outside I'd hear them say in a la-di-da 

voice, 'Keep quiet now everyone! Don't make a noise please!' and then 

they'd laugh their heads off. I just ignored them, but it got me down. 

1 used to say to Hans, 'We pay all this money to have a house in this 

part, and 1 might as well be living in the middle of Kwa Mashu! But now, 

1 don't know what it is, .but I'm just more tolerant - but, if 1 hear them, 

I just go and work in the other part of the house. T.M. has made a 

difference to the way I react, I suppose. 
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CASE STUDY NO.IO - PSYCHO-SOCIAL NEEDS 

Janet is a young woman of 24 who was recently involved in a very bad 

motorbike accident, and when she came first to the Centre, had her leg 

incarcerated in plaster from her hip downwards. She came with her husband 

who was very protective. Janet confessed however that her chief trouble 

is her shyness, for which she sought help through , T.M. 

"I've never been able to talk to people easily. I'd see people over 

,the fence, and would want to go and be friendly, but I n~ver could. 1 

just couldn't make myself. When 80b, that!s my husband, has his weekly 

meeting in his f~rm, on Mondays, and wives came too, I ,just couldn't speak 

to anyone. And the, same thing on the exchange - I'm on the telephone 

exchange, sea, at work, I ' suppose I was a little mouse. We tried Dale 

Carnegie, it helped a bit, to bring me out of my shell, but we didn't go 

on with it. Yes, you can do lots of advanced courses once you've done 

the first one they advertise, but it costs too much - RlSO the first one 

was. Y~u , go , one evening a week - half past seven to ten, and then one 

evening a ~eek you go to the teacher's house with your speech so he can 

help you with it. You make a speech every week, you see, I was terrified, 

every time~ ' I'd ~it 'there watching for my turn, liks I was going to be 

hanged or something, and I could feel my heart pounding, but it did help 

though. You do it for three- months, and the best part of it, I thought, 

was the weekend all together, at the end of it, when you go to a hotel. 

This is at the end of the course, after three months of it. It didn't 

really help me deep down, I mean it didn't leave me feeling different 

deep down, like T.M. does, but I got a bit' more used to speaking up, even 

though I was still shy about it. The people were nice, I got to know 

hundreds of people through it - all sorts of people you meet in business, 

like the other day, on the exchange a man asked me to take a message for 

the boss, because he was out, so when he said his name, 1 said 'E~use 

me, do you by any chance know a Mrs.Hayward?' Just like' that - and he 

was quite taken aback, so I said 'A Mrs.Janet How.rd . who did Dale Carnegie?', 

and he said 'Yes of course I do:', so 1 said 'Well, that's who you're 

talking to!', and we had a 'Chat. He gave me a message for the boss _ 

yards long - and when I took ~t to him he said 'What did this guy sound 

like? I mean did he sound a reasonable sort of bloke?' The message was 

all about bonds and things, it didn't mean anything to me, but the boss 

said he understood - So I said 'Yes of course, 1 know him you eee.' 

"That's the thing about Dale Carnegie, you get to know all sorts of 

people, but it was probably T.M. that helped me most to come out of my 
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shell. Yes. you meet lots o~ people doing T~M . too. but they're a different 

80r t of peopl •• nicer. most of them l'u say. I suppose anyhow I wouldn 't 

do !JcJle CarnE!gie again. T .Pl.' s brought 1118 out of 'my shell much more. I 

used to get terrible .depressionn, that's the thing about being so shy, 

you're all closed up in yours81f. then this friend of ours. he used to 

take drugs. then he went to T.M. and now hef t:; a differeht. 90rt of per so.n , 

both his shyness and drugs. So when I saw how he's come out. of his shell 

we decided to try it. rirst that happened was my hay-fever. You see I 

qat it from cats, and that first night when we sat in that room and that 

Siamese cat came in, I said to Bob, 'You wait. I'll have hay-feve'r in 

five minutest' and sure enough - ' in five minutes - hay fever! Not t.he 

other evenings though - that cat was always there, and as soon as I had 

started meditat.ing, I'd go there. and the cat'd be there, but not a thing! 

Now I go to Bob's Monday meetings with all the wives, and I find mostly 

I can just talk to everyone. Everyone was coming to 80b. saying 'What'~ 

happened to your wife~ She's come out of har shell:' 1 admit 1 still do 

sometimes get depressed and have set-backs. Ply leg's been a big trouble. 

you .see the doctor's put it in plaster now. after seven months from the 

accident. There were five breaks. and they fixed it first time with pins 

in two of them and a nail in one, and the ' rest they just left to mend. I 

was off work for five months we had to go and stay with my parents. and 

let this house. So you can imagine how I felt when they said after seven 

months. 'I'm afraid Mrs.Hayward, we're going to have to put you in 

plaster', right up to the hip it is too. T.M. has certainly made the 

pain easier. I don't know how. and I feel calmer about it. and I suppose 

you can't expect miracles, can you? Maybe my medit~tion's wrong, because 

r-get very irritable sometimes efter meditating, I don't know why - 1 

must get it checked. But I do feel I'm making progress though • 

. "No. we don't go to any perticular church - when I say we go to 

church a lot I mean we've tried them all, we try anything we hear about. 

but I don't belong to anyone in the proper way. Ply friend goes to the 

full Gospel church, and when I told her about T.~. she was very interested. 

so I said. 'Why don't you come along?', and she said she'd have to talk to 

her minister about it first. So when I asked her about it again, she says 

her minister says it must be the devil. so I just said. 'Oh well, it 

doesn't faal like that to me'. and next time I saw her she said her 

minister wants to ask me about · it, so I said, 'Send him along1 1 won't 

turn him away!', but he never came. 1 told her to tell him, Just co.e 

to the lecture and see 'or yoursel'. 
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"1 wouldn't say my shyness is the sort of thing you'd take to 

the psychiatrist, sure I bet lots of people come to T.I'\° ' because ' they've 

got a crisis, or some kind of ' problem, but a psychiatrist's for people 

who're sick, not like me. Being shy's just the way I am. Now, I've 

got a friend who's taken her child to the psychiatrist, because she can't 

sleep, of all silly . things, imagine spending all that money just because 

the child can't sleep~ 1 said to her, 'Why waste that money? Why not · 

Just do T.M.? Both of you? I don't know about people really - You saw 

that girl in the office? At the Reception? Well, . she's in the middle 

of a divorce, and she's in a terrible state, and I t 'ried to get her to 

do T.M., but she's not caught on to it yet. But it would be a good thing 

for more people to do T.M. instead of taking tranquillisers, or running 

to the doctor, or worse still, paying all that money to the psychiatrist. 

CASE STUDY ND.ll - RELIGIOUS NEEDS 

Hans is a Continental Jew in his middle fifties, whose early life 

was blighted by the Nazi terror in Europe. As a young man in his late 

teens, his parents, and those of his. wife, committed them to each other's 

trust, and in the ensuing holocaust, neither of them saw their parents 

again. 

As refugees from the Nazis they 'spent several years in refugee camps 

in the middle east, and were finally sett~ed in Israel. In the 1950s 
,; 

however, they emigrated to South Africa, where Hans does a clerical Job. 

His wife works in an art gallery in the town, and their interests and 

associates are generally of a higher socio-economic order than his 

profession indicates, since he is a cultured and well-read man. 

Although HaDe recognises himself as thoroughly Jewish, he is not an 

orthodox Jew. He and his wife tried to return to Israel to live in 1973, 

but found that conditions were too difficult, and that their roots ~re 

now in South Africa, and they returned again to take up their lives in 

Durban. It was while he wes in Israel, that Hans and his wife were 

introduced to T.M. Hans claims that meditating has made a vast 

difference to his lifa, in that it has given him a new calm. 

"I'\any of my friends in Israel meditate, Israeli people are very 

keen on T.M., and there is a big movement there. Imagine what it is 

like to go on ' a residence course with 200 people meditating, the feeling 
I . 

of community and belonging is very great. I think the reason why Israeli 

people are so involved in T.M. is because of their political situation, 

and the perpetual stress in which they live, just in their daily lives. 
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"In the first place I on~y started doing T.M. out or curiosity, and 

not because of any conscious ' problems. I've always been interested in 

phenomena that people might call "strange", like U.F.O.s and re-incarnation. 

Things that people dismiss just because science hasn't proved them. 

"But having started T.M. out of curiosity, and having gone on that 

residence cou r se, I hel that I couldn't do without it now. ' It has 

become a way of life for me now. ' The twenty minutes twice a 'day meditating 

is so much part of my routine that if I forgot it in the morning, it would 

be like going out without putting my shirt on, or going to bed at night 

without having a bath. 

WHow has it helped me? Well I suppose the main thing is that it has 

improved my relationships with people. 1 don't feel religious about T.M. 

or anything like that, but i just see it as a source of self-development 

and self-fulfillment. And this inevitably means that one's relationships 

with other people improve. I don't feel that 1 need to do any more 

courses, what I'm getting out of T.M at the present, is sufficient." 

And what he has learned at this stage is enough for him to cope with life 

around him and the negative vibrations in tha atmosphere. 

~l believe strongly that if more , people meditated there would not 

be so 'much deatruction, or prejudice or hostility in the world, and that 

people would be able to live in harmony together. Maybe we've got, a long 

way to go yet, and so we can't afford to let the aggressors get away with 

it, that's why I believe firmly in capital punishment, but as soon as more 

people start to meditate, then there will be less need to impose these 

punishments. The guilty party should always be punished, but through 

meditation, there should ' be less crime, and therefore less need for 

retribution." 

CAst STUDY NO.12 - INDIAN MEOITATOR 

Peter is a clerk ~n a printing works. He is a young man, we11-

dressed and well-spoken, of about 25. He lives in ~ middle-class Indian 

suburb. 

"Well" he explains, "I saw the ad. tor T.M. in the newspaper. For 

a long tima my wife has been ,pressing, and pressing me to go to the temple 

and make a ~~l)or something like we do in our religion see. Things go 

(.1) 
See Glossary 
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wrong in th~ house. My · brother and his wife and children and us we all 

live in the same house and those two women, our wives, they used to be 

friends but now, like since about two years, they fight all the time. 

Trouble started when my wife's. last baby was born. It was premature, 

and cried all nights and days. My sister-in-law, she's had four 

children and this one is only my wife's second, so she thinks she can 

just ~ell us what to do to . ~top the baby cry. And then my brother's 

children come home tram school and wake up the baby with their play. My 

wife thinks it's the unlucky house we got, and wants me to get the priest 

here to find what's up with the nouse and put it O.K. 

"When I come home day by day there's my wife and I can see by the 

way her face's looking that there's been fights. My sister-in-Iaw's 

pregnant again and now there's quarrelling cominQ about the two rooms we 

got, for our familv, with them and five kids in two rooms and why we 

don't let their one kid sleep with us. I want my wife to go. It helped 

me quite a lot. The nOis,e seems better at our place, it goes over me like 

water sometimes when I'm meditating or when I nrat stop, and my wife says 

she notices I don't smoke so much now. Maybe I don't need to do something 
, 

like smoke 'when I'm not feeling churned inside with these women not 

talking or else shouting. 

"Maharishi's an .Indian which makes it funny. It goes Indian - Whites -

Indian when it comes to me. This helps me to like it at the Centre. No, 

I haven't been to any other meetings there, and , ! don't think I will be 

going there often. Not that it's a bad place, but you can meditate any

where. See, that's ~hat's useful about it. 

"My da~·ghter,. she's nine (we lost one baby after her). She keeps 

asking, asking what it's like there and what we do there. She's not 

inte~ested to meditate, just wants to know what white people's house is 

like. Maybe I can teach her to meditate if she wants to, but maybe it's 

best if she goes with her mother to the temple." 

" CASE STUDY NO.l3 - INTERLUDE AT SEELISBERG 

Kevin had been at University 1n South Africa, where he had been 

taking drugs extensively and ~ad generally identified with the 'hip' 

scene. Having completed one year B.Sc. he decided to go to Europe to 

seek further "Enlightenment". He felt the drug world had opened his eyes 

to new values and he wanted to explore these further. Since Switzerland 
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was one of the few places where ,he was acceptable on a Rhodesian passport, 

he made in that direction. Asked what he did in the two years he was 

there he said sweetly, "Mostly took drugs and made electronic music." 

for a time he lived in a commune with others who were experimen~ing 

with drugs, and he went so far into the drug scene as to have spent 

a short time of heroin, before deciding against the self-destruction 

that it seemed to him to po~tend. 

After a time a friend from South Africa, who wae a T.M. teacher, 

turned up at the commune en route to 5e8lisberg where she was going to 

at_~end an advanced teacher's course. Kevin had heard of T .1'11., and had 

seen pictures of ~aharishi Mahesh Yogi and his activities in Switzerland. 

He had thought of it as a community centred around Maharishi; a sort of 

Ashram. "I thought it would be a sort of simple affair, an ascetic life 

of sorts, where one could experience some sort of mystical enlightenment, 

away from normal life. I had read a lot on mysticism and had tried drugs 

in search of some kind of personal enlightenment or transcendental 

experience, but had ne~er before had the opport~nity to learn about this 

sort of thing from a teacher, or to talk to peQple who had really achieved 

enlightenment. 50 1 want along with this girl and her boy friend." In 

fact K~vin had to learn to ' meditate before he wes acceptable as a student 

at the Centre. for this he had to be initiated and to have had a few 

months' experience of T.M~ before he could enrol. Only once he qualified 

in this way was he eligible for courses at 5e8lisberg - ' on payment of 

RIOa'a for 6 weeks t residence and tui ticn. But since he did not have the 

money, however, he was allbwed to come to work at the Centr~, to accumulate 

"credit" towards a study course. 

"They gave me a job as a wa~ter, at the first hotel. I was in.(l) 

The particular one where I worked was two put together to form an enormous 

place. Courses were conducted here, and there was a printing press, and 

all sorts of equipment which must have been worth a fortune. After a bit 

they moved me to another similar Centre higher up the mountain. 

"My main Job at the first place w_s to replenish the bowls of nuts 

and raiains, that were always on the dining table. The hours weren't 

long, and I had lots of time to my~elf. It is the moat beeutiful place, 

with e forest close by, and when I had time off I used to go into the 

(1) 
T.M. courses in Switzerland operate from hotels, either rented out of 
season, or owned by T.~. 
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forest and play my guitar. 

"The second Centre wasn't nearly so nice because it was in the snow, 

and apart from the work being .harder, there wasn't anywhere one could 

wander off to. Here I mostly served food. What food! They live like 

kings on exotic stuff that's flown in from allover the world - dates 

from California, grapes from Italy, pineapples from I don't-know-where; 

they have this luxurious living, with the best of everyth~ng in these . . ' . 

International standard hotels; the best Swiss hotels. 

"Of course they don't touch meat, or alcohol. No one tells you 

you mustn't ~ut it's an absolutely strict .rule anyhow. Ves, _lwell, I 

used to smoke, even though there's a rule against this too. I used to 

have to sneak my ci,garettes in, as if I were a school boy, or something, 

and snatch a smoke when I could, but there's no drink in the place, and 

most people probably keep the smoking rule I suppose. 

"The community was about 200 in all, and it got to be a very tense, 

tight, rather inbred ~ittle group after you had been there for a time. 

There was but no contact with the village, or the outside life at all, so 

all one's social contacts were within the group, and relationships 

seemed to get exaggerated, somehow. There was a fair amount of sBx,-and 

it wasn't frowned on. Some of the ~entres are celibate - there's a 

community of T.M. people who are called the 8ramacharyas and they're 

celibate, but for the rest no one minds too much about sexual relationship. 

Maharishi is supposed to say, though, that too much sex is a drain on one's 

energy. He is quite celibate himself. 

"Maharishi himself never stays at anyone of his Centres for long. 

He doesn't really seem to be settled in anyone place. He comes with his 

retinue of neatly dressed, businessman-like attendants, by his own heli

copter, or if he goes on ordinary airways, then He always travels first 

class. As he walks around, there are these men with note-books, and 

he dictates to them aS , he goes. I suppose he's dictating policy, or 

letters, or composing pamphlets and 'the like. He's a funny, tiny little 

man, rather disconcerting because he is always chuckling. I don't know 

whether it's nervousness or what, but he's always chuQkling. Wherever he 

goes people seem to congregate into ~ysterical, excited crowds, and try 

tO ,give him flowers as he walks past. Sometimes he will stop and give a 

/' 
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flower to a child - there were quite a few children at the Centre - and 

everyone seems to be in competition with each other to show how much 

they love Maharishi - to show ~heir love for him. The Centre must 

spend thousands of ,rand C?n flowers. When he comes, even in the middle 

of winter, the whole place is an absolute sea of flowers. I once spent 

about R2 buying a rose to give ' to Maharishi. ' 

"Many of the peopl~ there seem raally happy, but not all. Soma of 

them laugh when they are alone; supposed to be meditating - mad, 
I , 

hysterical laughter which used to wake me up. It's really -most weird. 

I suppose meditating has this effect on some people. Most of them were 

really calm and fulfilled ~n that life, but there was this one guy, for 

instance, who didn't integrate at all, but just sat about by himself 

looking switched off. I suppose most of the happiness there was a bit 

sort of exaggerated really. There was, all this talk of purification, 

and there seemed to be a very competitive atmosphere about who had 

achieved the greatest degree of purification. "Purify, Purify"! it was 

a kind of obsession. One day I went into a guy's room, and he had about 

five sticks of incense burning and I said ~Whewl', because it was over

powering. He just said to me 'Obviously you're not suffiCiently purified 

to take it!' Not joking, or anything. 

"And then another time we all had to go on a grape-juice diet. We 

drank or ate nothing except grape-juice. It was quite nice really, except 

thet I got 'flu. I suppose my resistance was lowered because of' the diet. 

But they always cope with anything like that by saying 'Getting 'flu shows 

you're being purified, it's coming out of your system,' so they hold it's 

a good thing to get 'flu! 

''It's like a belief really. lhey invite you to argue in the Courses, 

but if you do, you can only argue up to a certain point and then their 

minds are c'losed. They Just believe with a kind of absolute, unquestioning 
faith. 

"Their world is full of c~iches like 'transcending' and 'cosmic 

consciousness' and 'unstressing'. This' unstre,ssing' used to get me 

down, because if you behaved what they'd call badly, then it was good, 

because you were unstr8ssing. So either way you can't lose. Meditating 

enables you to behave calmly, lovingly and sweetly, but if you don't, 

then it's because T.I'I. is helping you to unstres8, which is also "good". 
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"A lot of what goes on in the clasaes 1s secret. If you were only 

a wai t er, or only doing SeI, ' as 1 was, you weren't allowed to listen to 

the lectures of the adva.nced courses. These tapes were only for the 

people who had got further' in meditating. They say that when you reach 

'cosmic consciousness' you get 'given a diff~rent way of meditating. 

This one guy I knew there used to meditate for an hour a day. I never 

knew how one, or anyone else knew when one had reached cosmic 

consciousness, since no one tells you what to look for. There used to 

be kind of group discussions on our experience. and 1 remember one person 

ssying something like 'I saw the dissolution of my ego', I suppose this 
I 

was the kind of thing they were loo~ing for as a sign that you were getting 

there. And there used to be people who kind of gossiped ebout how 

others were getting on. 

"It was a tremendous status symbol to be "advanced". that's why one 

didn't like to admit one still smoked, or liked .meat, because these 

things were not sinful, they were a sign that you hadn't got far, if you 

still liked them; a sign of your lack of "purification". Once I heard 

one guy say of someone, to someone else, 'I'm sure Peter's on cosmic 

consciousness~ look at the way he walks!' 

"1 left after aboQt five weeks. I felt it didn't really answer what 

1 was looking for. Sure, when 1 first started· meditating, it did a lot 

for me, but it didn't last. Also it was so Americanised, and so high

powered in a business sense, and that was Just what I wss trying, to get 

away from. They promise that T.M. ~an meet your every desire, and that's 

just· nonsansa, I maan, how can it? Basically I wanted to be with people 

to learn to communicate with people on a personality level, rather than 

on a spiritual level. 1 think 1 got over ths mysticism thing. I felt , 

shut off from wider experience of people there. They were Quite easy 

about my going. Anyone is free to go anytime. 

"No I don't meditate now, it just doesn't do anything tor me. I 

don't like the image of big business either. I'm sure the people who are 

really in it, though, aren't in it for the money. They really believe 

that the world can only be saved through T.M. and this is made possible 

through good business organisation and lots of money. So this is their 

objective, collecting money isn't an end in itself; they're quite sincere, 

but of c'ourse if you have this fantastic standard of living without having 

to think about bsing paid or anything, you don't need money anyway. They 
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really believe, but they've got it good too. 

"No, I don't think SCI tells one anything more about T.~., or 

what goes on, than you leern at an introductory lecture. It's just 

saying the same things in different ways, and over and over again. 1 

see it like this, you can use your intelligenc~ on T.M. up to a point, 

and thereafter you have to choose between the · two. If yo~ go on 

examining it, questioning things, then you can't go on finding T.M. 

satisfying, but if you settle for T.M. then you have to stop thinking, 

and perhaps those lectures which just repeat things over and over again 

fill the void. So that you become like a walking lecture, and the more 

you hear the same thing the more· you believe it. Take ·Sally, for 

instance, she's a teacher, she is just so filled with those lectures 

that whenever she speaks, that's all that comes out. 1 met her back 

in South Africa the other day. She's at the Durban Centre now. She 

sounds so funny when ahe talks, she's a South African sure, but she's 

got ·the T.~.accent, it's a sort of Amarican drawl or lilt with special 

emphasis on certain syllables, for instance, when you want to aay 

something i"s beautiful, or marvellous. They seem to learn not only the , - ~ . 

lectures but how to speak them and one gets the feeling that this gets 

to replace ordinary speech." 

CASE STUDY NO.l4 .- A T.M.TEACHER 

Ann is a woman of about 30 who has been teaching T.M. tor three 

years. She grew up on a farm in the Transvaal when her home language was 

Afrikaans, and attended an Afrikaans university where she did a Bachelor 

of Arts degree. Having completed this she came to Durban and found 

employment in a ·market research company. 

When Ann was still in her early 20s she met and fell in love with 

a married man. After a time he moved away from his home, and she ~ent 

to live with him in a flat. This association lasted for five years and 

Ann says "It took me the whole of the last year to realiae that there was 

no future in our relationship, and to have the courage to break it ott. 1t 

Having broken ot, her love a'fair Ann decided to leave her job and 

to leave Durban altogether. She moved to Johannesburg and to a new job, 

and at the same time "went to" T.M. to learn to meditate. "Within 3 

months I was in Switzerland on a teacher's couree" 

.t having found what ehe was looking for in life. 
She 'says with pride 

"Since them things 
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have only gone ahead for Me", she concludes. 

An imaginative reconst'ruction of Ann as a person through , these 

early years of adult life could present her as a stereotypical country 

girl' in encounter with ' city sophistication. She probably expected 

marriage from her sexual liaison, and when she realised it was not 

forthcoming experienced a traumatic loss of faith. In this condition 

,she "sought refuge" in T.M. 80th its promised security, and its 

community offered solace for her psycho-social distress. In another 

age Ann might ,have become a nun. ' In fact her retreat into the T.M. 

community with its some~hat exclusive ' teacher group at the centre is 

not entirely unlike a monastic environment. Ita austerities of ,eating 

and drinking have the effect of removing those who observe them from 

easy social contact , with outsiders. Ann once said "We at the Centre 

have no friends except those who come to see us here. We are quite 

separa t 'ed from the outside world." Despite this Ann dressed smartly, 

and has an easy outgoing manner. She has a strong, attractive ' 

personality and her general approach and appearance would be in 

keeping , in a city office. 
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"APPENDIX E 

ACADEMIC ASSOCIATIONS or M.I.U. rACUlTY MEMBERS 

The following is a list(l) of the academic institutions from which 

Resident taculty members of M.I.U. are graduates 

(l) 

University of ~alifornia at Berkeley 

Rice University 

Columbia University 

Princeton University 

Sanskrit University (Benares, India) 

University of Chicago 

University of Pennsylvania 

McGill University 

Cornell University 

london School of Economics 

CambrIdge Unive~sity 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

University of Oregon 

University of California 

Oxford University 

University of Illinois 

University of Kentucky 

University of Texas 

Northwest University 

University of Maryland 

University of California at Davis 

University of Tubegin (Germany) 

University of Missouri 

Michigan State University 

Yale University 

\ 

University of Hydrabad (India) 

University of Ghent (Belgium) 

University of California at los Angeles 

University of Hawaii 

University of California at Riverside 

taken from M.I.U. Catalogue of 1975/76 pp.411-413 
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Stanford University 

Harvard University 

Boston University 

University of C~ncinnati -. 
Univer~ity of Toronto 

York University 

University of Wisconsin 

University of Alberta 

City University of New York 

New York University of Law 
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GLOSSARY Or SANSKRIT TERMS(l) 

1. Asana - Sitting in peculiar posture according to the custom of 

devotees (five or, in other places, even eighty four 

postures are ennumerated). 

2. Bh8gavadgita .. 'Krishna's Song'. Name of celebrated mystical poem 

(forming) ,an episode ot 18 chapters ••• containing a 

dialogue between Krishna and Arjuna in which the 

Pantheism of the Veda~ta 'is combined lIIi th a tinge of 

the Semkhaya, (one of the three great divisions of Hindu 

philosophy) and the later principle ot bhakti or 

devotion to Krishna as a divine being. 

3. Guna _ quality or attribute. 

4. ~, _ spiritual' parent. 

5. Mantra- Mystical verse or magical formula; incantation or charm. 

6. fuJa _ honour, lIIorship or respect: homage to superiors or adoration 

of the Gods. 

7. Siddhi - Complete attainment (of any object); coming into torce. 

Matii Siddhi - a practical form of magical power. ' 

8. * . Shankara ,- One at the prlnc~ple sourcas of contemporary Hindu practice. 

* Shankaracharya - One of the seats ot learning that Shankara set up 9. 

in an attempt to preserve his teaching from distortion. 

10. Vedanta- Name at the second and ' most important part of the Mimansa, 

IMS 

MERU 

MIU 

SIMS 

SRS 

H.M. 

* 

or third of the three great divisions in Hindu philosophy, 

really the sale orthodox component of the pantheistic creed 

ot the Hindus of the present day, a creed which underlies all 

the polytheism and multiform mythology at the people. 

Acronyms 

International Meditation Society 

Maharishi Europe~n Research Institute 

Maharishi International University 

Students' International Meditation Socie~y 

Spiritual Aegeneration SOCiety 

Transcendental Meditation 

Taken trom Sir Monier Monier-Williams A Sanekrit-English Dictionary. 
(unless otherwiee indicated) '. 

Takan from Kroll, U. op.cit. 
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